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ABSTRACT 

Some Statistical Properties of Tonality, 1650–1900 
Christopher Wm. White 
2013 
 
 
 This dissertation investigates the statistical properties present within corpora of 

common practice music, involving a data set of more than 8,000 works spanning from 

1650 to 1900, and focusing specifically on the properties of the chord progressions 

contained therein.  

In the first chapter, methodologies concerning corpus analysis are presented and 

contrasted with text-based methodologies. It is argued that corpus analyses not only can 

show large-scale trends within data, but can empirically test and formalize traditional or 

inherited music theories, while also modeling corpora as a collection of discursive and 

communicative materials. Concerning the idea of corpus analysis as an analysis of 

discourse, literature concerning musical communication and learning is reviewed, and 

connections between corpus analysis and statistical learning are explored. After making 

this connection, we explore several problems with models of musical communication (e.g., 

music’s composers and listeners likely use different cognitive models for their respective 

production and interpretation) and several implications of connecting corpora to 

cognitive models (e.g., a model’s dependency on a particular historical situation). 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of literature concerning computational musical 

analysis. The divide between top-down systems and bottom-up systems is discussed, and 

examples of each are reviewed.  The chapter ends with an examination of more recent 

applications of information theory in music analysis. 
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Chapter 3 considers various ways corpora can be grouped as well as the 

implications those grouping techniques have on notions of musical style. It is 

hypothesized that the evolution of musical style can be modeled through the interaction 

of corpus statistics, chronological eras, and geographic contexts. This idea is tested by 

quantifying the probabilities of various composers’ chord progressions, and cluster 

analyses are performed on these data. Various ways to divide and group corpora are 

considered, modeled, and tested. 

In the fourth chapter, this dissertation investigates notions of harmonic vocabulary 

and syntax, hypothesizing that music involves syntactic regularity in much the same way 

as occurs in spoken languages. This investigation first probes this hypothesis through a 

corpus analysis of the Bach chorales, identifying potential syntactic/functional categories 

using a Hidden Markov Model. The analysis produces a three-function model as well as 

models with higher numbers of functions. In the end, the data suggest that music does 

indeed involve regularities, while also arguing for a definition of chord function that adds 

subtlety to models used by traditional music theory. A number of implications are 

considered, including the interaction of chord frequency and chord function, and the 

preeminence of triads in the resulting syntactic models. 

Chapter 5 considers a particularly difficult problem of corpus analysis as it relates 

to musical vocabulary and syntax: the variegated and complex musical surface. One 

potential algorithm for vocabulary reduction is presented. This algorithm attempts to 

change each chord within an n-grams to its subset or superset that maximizes the 

probability of that trigram occurring.  When a corpus of common-practice music is 

processed using this algorithm, a standard tertian chord vocabulary results, along with a 

bigram chord syntax that adheres to our intuitions concerning standard chord function. 
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In the sixth chapter, this study probes the notion of musical key as it concerns 

communication, suggesting that if musical practice is constrained by its point in history 

and progressions of chords exhibit syntactic regularities, then one should be able to build 

a key-finding model that learns to identify key by observing some historically situated 

corpus. Such a model is presented, and is trained on the music of a variety of different 

historical periods. The model then analyzes two famous moments of musical ambiguity: 

the openings of Beethoven’s Eroica and Wagner’s prelude to Tristan und Isolde. The results 

confirm that different corpus-trained models produce subtly different behavior.  

The dissertation ends by considering several general and summarizing issues, for 

instance the notion that there are many historically-situated tonal models within Western 

music history, and that the difference between listening and compositional models likely 

accounts for the gap between the complex statistics of the tonal tradition and traditional 

concepts in music theory. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND 
METHODOLOGY  

  
 Before delving into models of musical corpora illustrating some statistical 

properties of tonality, the methodological foundations of such models bear discussion. 

This chapter will provide a methodological grounding for the following dissertation by 

discussing the potential claims available to corpus analysis, adopting and problematizing 

the relevant claims along the way. Our methodology will be outlines in two parts. First, 

we will address several general methodological concerns about the role of statistical and 

computational modeling of large amounts of data within music theory and in the 

humanities in general, asking what corpus analysis does and why. This initial discussion 

will outline the thinking of several theorists who undertake empirical humanities research, 

and we will situate the current study in relation to their ideas. The chapter’s second part 

will engage with the cognitive claims often inherent within such analysis, reviewing the 

discourse surrounding statistical modeling’s connection to musical learning and some 

relationships between computational modeling and language modeling.  

 
  
I: A METHODOLOGICAL GROUNDWORK CONCERNING CORPUS STUDY WITHIN 

MUSIC THEORY 
 
 
Situating Corpus Studies Within the Humanities 

 At least from a heuristic standpoint, the humanities might be imagined as 

containing two broad motivations of research, motivations Franco Moretti has referred to 

as interpretation versus explanation.1 This dichotomy, while being extremely fluid, will be 

                                                
1 Moretti 2005: 66 
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useful to situate the methodological practice of this dissertation. On the one hand, 

interpretation focuses on readers, their critical thinking, and their ability to produce 

coherent discourse and analysis. The interpretive endeavor focuses on “the central 

independence of the critical intellect” and emphasizes the evaluation of individual texts.2 

As it focuses on skills, interpretation plays a strong role in the humanities classroom, as 

reflected in Verlyn Klinkenborg’s 2013 defense of the humanities in the pages of the New 

York Times,  

Writing – clear, direct, humane – and the reading on which it is based are 
the very root of the humanities…  [The humanities’] gift is clear thinking, 
clear writing and a lifelong engagement with literature.3 
 

 From a musical perspective, interpretation emphasizes not musical phenomena per 

se but the phenomena’s appeal to an audience’s aesthetic sensibilities.  For instance John 

Rahn describes a situation in musical discourse in which theories are not valued because 

of their explanatory power, but their ability to produce interesting and satisfying 

interpretations:  

 In analyzing a piece, the choice of a theory, and then of a description among 
those possible in the theory, should be made according to not logical or dogmatic 
but aesthetic criteria; the description that results should be the most musically 
satisfying description among the alternatives.”4 

 

While interpretational exercises appeal to our aesthetic and artistic sensibilities, 

humanities’ research also engages in empirical investigations. These range from archive 

work and biographic research to psychological and computational studies. Unlike 

interpretation, empirical endeavors seek to explain phenomena through testable theories 

                                                
2 Sinclair 2004: 51. Sinclair frames a similar dichotomy as Literature versus Linguistics, discussed more in 
depth below. 
3 Klinkenborg 2013 
4 Rahn 1980: 68 
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supported by data. By creating explanations through theories supported by observable 

data, scholars can test and evaluate different possible explanations. As the historian of 

empiricism Thomas Kuhn writes, this kind of “measurement can be an immensely 

powerful weapon in the battle between two theories.”5 While interpretation focuses on a 

thinker’s personal critical capacity, empirical research explains the relationships amongst 

observed phenomena, particularly in relation to a community of human observers. Pierre 

Duhem summarizes what has been called the connectionist motivation behind empirical 

research6 during his discussion of acoustical resonance,  

A [empirically derived] law, for example, teaches us what relation exists between 
the dimensions of two strings of the same metal which yield two sounds of the 
same pitch two octaves apart…. But these abstract notions – sound intensity, pitch, 
timber, etc.– depict to our reason more than the general characteristics of our 
sound perceptions; not as it is by itself in sounding bodies… Acoustic theories are 
therefore explanations.7 
 
To Duhem, the purpose of empirical data gathering – and the subsequent 

organization of that data into theories and laws – is to explain phenomena as they relate 

to human observers. While the sciences focus their energies on natural phenomena, 

empirical endeavors in the humanities concern phenomena within human productions – 

literature, language, architecture, music, art, and so on. 

This dissertation participates in that very endeavor: the following chapters will 

focus on several relationships within a corpus – a large collection of texts or compositions – 

of music drawn from the Western-European tonal tradition between 1650 and 1900. As 

an empirical project, this research focuses primarily on explanation and not interpretation. As 

the above heuristic gloss indicates, this choice reflects the nature of the research, and 

                                                
5 Kuhn 1961: 183. Of course, the notion of falsifiable hypotheses is central to the work of Karl Popper, 
another preeminent theorist and historian of empiricism. 
6 Huron 1999: 4 
7 Duhem 1905: 8 
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makes no claims about the inherent value of empirical investigation versus intuitive or 

critical theorization.  

In what follows, we will lay out some methodological considerations concerning 

the adoption of an empirical model of inquiry, the implications of choosing a large data 

set, and the types of research questions that might be available to such a study. To this 

end, we will review the work of three researchers who have advocated methodological 

positions towards empirical investigations of large amounts of data – John Sinclair, David 

Huron, and Franco Moretti. After this review, the chapter’s second half will frame corpus 

analysis as an analysis of discourse and communication, and discuss the accompanying 

associations with musical cognition and learning. 

 

John Sinclair: changing research focuses and methods 
 

 John Sinclair, one of the earliest adopters of corpus methods, argues that studies of 

language can benefit from shifting their focus from individual works and speculative 

methods to groups of works and quantitative methods. In the past,  

There has been a distinct shortage of information and evidence available 
to linguists, and this gives rise to a particular balance between 
speculation and fact in the way we talk about our subject.8 

 
But with the digitization of large amounts of written texts, linguists now have the 

opportunity to probe this data, and using it as evidence of particular readings. When 

describing this new research domain, Sinclair describes a change of both the object of 

research and the sorts of questions asked of that object, involving both a shift from text to 

corpus and from rhetorical to data-driven argumentations. 

                                                
8 Sinclair 2004: 9 
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To describe the changes that accompany differing research objects, Sinclair 

divides analytical endeavors into two categories. The first – associated with more 

traditional linguistics research – he calls a text; the second – associated with new modes of 

research – he calls a corpus. Describing the first, he writes, 

A text, even quite a long text, is something that you can get to know, 
something that you can analyse thoroughly, possibly exhaustively… even 
if it is quite big, [you] have it totally at your fingertips. These are 
characteristics of the way in which we prepare texts for study and of the 
way in which we actually study them.9 
 
A text, in other words, is something that an individual analyst can manage in its 

entirety: “You the analyst are in control.”10 Additionally, the text “has a unity in a 

classical sense”11 in that we treat it as having a beginning, middle, and end; this 

organization in of itself has meaning that can be analyzed.  A corpus, on the other hand, 

outgrows each of these capacities.  As a large collection of texts, the corpus becomes 

unmanageable by individual humans and – even though made up of individually 

organized texts – emerges as an agglomeration of disjointed statistics. This agglomeration, 

however, allows an analyst to model the data and show large-scale characteristics and 

tendencies. Sinclair writes,  

Now as you build up a collection of these texts… you may begin to think 
of this collection as a corpus. And that entails a change of methodology; a 
corpus in its characteristic mode lies almost by definition outside this level 
of close reading and control. … [T]he whole point of making something a 
corpus rather than a collection of texts is in order to observe things which 
cannot be directly observed because they are too far apart, they are to 
frequent or infrequent, or they are only observable after some kind of 
numerical or statistical process. The essence of the corpus as against the 
text is that you do not observe it directly; instead you use tools of indirect 
observation… This means in turn (a) that they must formulate at least in a 
preliminary fashion the question that they want answered, and (b) that 

                                                
9 Sinclair 2004: 188–189 
10 ibid 
11 Sinclair 2004: 188 
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they require other levels of interpretation beyond what they are 
accustomed to using when they are looking at text. This seems to me to be 
the crucial distinction between text and corpus, the crucial distinction is 
not the amount of language it contains, not is it the nature of the content, 
but the methodology, the way in which you approach it.” 
 
Here we see Sinclair’s second point: a change in a research object necessarily 

changes the sorts of research questions and methods used by the analyst. Since a corpus 

cannot be parsed by an individual analyst due to its size, it requires some kind of 

automated or statistical parsing in order to engage with it. The analyst’s role is now to 

determine what kind of parsing to apply to the corpus, something that necessitates 

testable hypotheses to be brought to the data. In other words, the choice of how to model 

corpus data entails creating a question, a question that the resulting statistics will 

potentially answer.   

The change in method somewhat parallels the interpretation/explanation 

dichotomy outlined above, a dichotomy Sinclair frames as the study of Literature versus 

Linguistics.12 Literature involves evaluation of individual texts and relies on the scholar’s 

“critical intellect” and the “direct appeal to the sensitivities of [the critic’s] audience.”13 

Linguistics, on the other hand, focuses neither on the author nor the reader, but rather on 

the materials passed between them, a “description of discourse.”14 Rather than imposing 

our own subjective readings onto textual discourse, Sinclair advocates for treating these 

materials as data that can be investigated and modeled, writing: 

I am advocating that we should trust the text. We should be open to what 
it may tell us. We should not impose our ideas on it, except perhaps just 
to get started. Until we see what the preliminary results are, we should 

                                                
12 Sinclair 2004: 51 
13 ibid, 115 
14 ibid, 12 
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apply only frameworks that are loose and flexible, in order to 
accommodate the new information that will come from the text…. 15 
 
By focusing on the materials of discourse rather than the material’s producers and 

consumers, research questions involve tendencies and norms rather than the expressive 

potentials of individual texts, highlighting another strong difference between text-based 

and corpus-based research: while the former is interested in extraordinary events, the 

latter is primarily interested in norms. However, Sinclair points out that corpus-derived 

norms can be used to interpret less-frequent events. He describes the situation: 

In gathering and organizing corpus evidence, the first focus is on repeated 
events rather than single occurrences. This initial state does not mean that 
unique, one-off events are necessarily ignored, but rather that they cannot 
be evaluated in the absence of an interpretive framework provided by the 
repeated events…. This position is consistent with the collection of corpora 
for their representative quality, rather than the investigation of the 
meaning and function of any particular text. When a reliable description 
of the regularities has been assembled, then individual texts can be read 
against it, and at that time the individual instance will make a balanced 
impact by comparison with the norms.16 
 

In sum, the difference between a corpus-based project and a text-based project, 

then, is not primarily defined by the size of the data being researched, but rather the 

methodology necessitated by a changing relationship to the data. A corpus-based research 

model focuses on the materials of discourse rather than on the author or reader, requires 

particular questions and statistical inquiry, and the results produce information about 

frequencies and norms within the corpus, information that can in turn inform the 

readings of individual texts. 

 

                                                
15 Sinclair 2004: 23. This being an earlier essay, Sinclair uses the word “text” to mean the materials of 
discourse rather than individual authored texts as described above. 
16  ibid: 28–29 
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David Huron on choosing a methodology  
 
 

David Huron, a music cognition researcher at the University of Ohio, has lobbied 

for a similar evidence-based methodological shift in music research. Huron’s argues that 

the subject matter of academic disciplines should not define their particular 

methodologies per se – to Huron, there is no particular “humanities” methodology defined 

simply by the “humanities-ness” of a discipline – but rather research methodologies 

should be defined by the circumstances surrounding the data available in that field. 

Huron identifies five main parameters that ideally guide methodological choices, listed as 

follows17: 

1) False-positive skepticism versus false-negative skepticism. This dichotomy describes the 

culture of a particular academic discourse, specifically its criteria for 

discarding theories. If scholars are quick to discard a model in the face of small 

amounts of conflicting evidence, the community exhibits false-positive 

skepticism. On the other hand, if a community tends to retain theories in the 

face of mounting evidence against them, this exhibits false-negative skepticism.  

In the former, the community is more concerned with false positives, whereas 

the latter community is more concerned with false negatives. The nature of a 

field’s discourse will affect the sorts of evidence used by researchers within the 

field, as different positions on this dipole will necessitate different burdens of 

proof.  

2) High-risk versus low-risk theories. This parameter describes the consequences of an 

incorrect theory or explanation. On the one hand, high-risk theories have 

                                                
17 Huron 1999: 12–14, 18. Initially, Huron lists only four parameters; the fifth is discussed later in his text. 
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substantial practical or moral impacts if they are wrong, while a low-risk 

theory would have little fallout were it incorrect. Again, this dipole effects a 

researcher’s burden of proof. While a very high-risk theory has the obligation 

to be proven beyond a shadow of a doubt, an extremely low-risk theory has 

the opposite obligation: needlessly delaying the dissemination of a possibly 

correct theory hinders the progression of a discourse. 

3) Retrospective versus prospective data. Here, a data set can either be complete with 

little hope of expanding (e.g., the complete works of a composer) or constantly 

growing as time passes (e.g., meteorological data). While theories of 

prospective data constantly have new material on which to test existing 

models, research into retrospective data runs the risk of over-fitting models, or 

creating models that conform to the peculiarities of a particular data set and 

do not generalize. 

4) Data-rich versus data-poor fields. This binary captures how much data a particular 

field has to work with. While so-called “Big Data” fields squarely fit into the 

former, more limited fields – e.g., historical considerations of one particular 

composer, or the astronomical measurements of a rare type of star – would fall 

into the data-poor category. The scope of one’s data informs how stringent a 

researcher needs to be with his evidence: if one can potentially use large 

amounts of data to test and support a hypothesis, one has the obligation to use 

as much data as possible. One the other hand, using the same stringency 

would be unnecessarily restrictive within a field with limited data. 

5) Experimental versus correlational data. In some fields, researchers can isolate and 

manipulate experimental parameters in order to make precise claims about 
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particular effects between phenomena, even to the point of causation (e.g., in 

some subject-based psychological tests). In other fields, phenomena simply 

cannot be manipulated, and therefore the connections between different 

variables can only be correlated. This distinction determines the types of 

models available to a researcher and the sorts of claims that researcher might 

make concerning her results. 

 
Huron describes the culture of music research as tending to retain theories in light 

of conflicting evidence (false-negative skepticism), and describes the data sets used as 

being generally correlational and retrospective (although certain sub-fields – like music 

psychology – might situate differently). His main argument, however, accuses the field of 

acting as if it operates in a data poor and very low-risk environment. While music 

research tends to involve individual score, archive and secondary-source study, the data 

available to the music researcher has ballooned in recent years. Huron writes, “fields of 

research sometimes experience major changes in their basic working conditions – changes 

that precipitate shifts in methodology”18 and music is undergoing one such change now. 

Resonating with Sinclair, he argues that the availability of large amounts of digital 

musical representations opens up “important opportunities for glimpsing otherwise 

invisible patterns of organization”19 and that changing our methodologies accordingly 

“has everything to do with becoming a more observant music scholar” in the face of an 

expanding data set: 

The changing landscape in musicology towards more empirical 
approaches is not a displacing of the humanities spirit by an antithetical 
scientific ethos. It is fundamentally a response to a clearer epistemological 

                                                
18 Huron 1999: 13 
19 ibid, 25 
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understanding of the role of methodology. Changing conditions simply 
allow us to be better music scholars…20 
 
Due to its transformation into a data-rich field, music research should embrace 

data-rich empirical methods like statistical testing and computational modeling. With the 

growth of new forms and quantities of evidence, the field should become more open to 

new theories and explanations, thereby moving away from its false-negative skepticism 

while still recognizing the limits imbedded within its retrospective and correlational data 

sets.  

But Huron continues, adding a moral dimension to the risk factors within music 

research. He argues that the honest researcher has a responsibility to her colleagues, 

students, and successors to always search out and use the largest complement of evidence 

available: 

The pursuit of evidence is a moral obligation. Once again, the analogy to 
jurisprudence is compelling: if a prosecuting attorney has the opportunity 
to gain access to a wealth of new evidence, it would be morally 
reprehensible not to examine the material in order to better establish the 
guilt or innocence of someone.21 

 

 In this sense, the expansion of music research’s data set adds a risk factor to the 

field’s theories. While music scholarship might not involve the life-or-death situations of 

medical research or the legal implications of jurisprudence, we have an obligation as 

honest scholars and teachers to use the best possible data possible and to adapt the most 

accurate and appropriate methodology to that data. To Huron, music researchers have a 

duty to eschew speculation and introspective interpretation, and instead embrace larger 

data sets and the appropriate empirical methods that accompany them. 

                                                
20 Huron 1999: 30 
21 ibid, 35 
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Franco Moretti on distant reading 
 
 
 Faced with the growing purview of literary studies, Franco Moretti has argued for 

a shift towards statistical modeling as well, advocating a research paradigm he dubs distant 

reading. Moretti describes an overwhelming situation in English and Literature 

departments resulting from the dissolution of the traditional Western-European canon 

and the inclusion of more diverse national and cultural traditions in the academy. 

Bemoaning the impossibility of reading all this new material in a single lifetime, Moretti 

writes, “Reading ‘more’ is always a good thing, but not the solution… The question is not 

really what we should do– the question is how.”22  While the size of the body of literature 

might be daunting, “that’s the point: world literature is not an object, it’s a problem, and a 

problem that asks for a new critical method: and no one has ever found a method by just 

reading more texts.”23 

 To Moretti, this situation requires a researcher to distance himself from individual 

texts: “…the ambition is now directly proportional to the distance from the text: the more 

ambitious the project, the greater must the distance be.”24 Distant reading, then, becomes 

an endeavor that seeks to find trends by taking a broader view, analyzing “fewer elements, 

hence a sharper sense of their overall interconnection. Shapes, relations, structures. 

Forms. Models.”25 Moretti defines the strategy: 

Distant reading: where distance, let me repeat it, is a condition of knowledge: it 
allows you to focus on units that are much smaller or much larger than the 
text: devices, themes, tropes– or genres and systems. And if, between the 

                                                
22 Moretti 2000: 54–55 
23 ibid, 55 
24 ibid, 57, Emphases original. 
25 Moretti 2005: 1 
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very small and very large, the text itself disappears, well, it is one of those 
cases when one can justifiably say, Less is more. If we want to understand 
the system in its entirety, we must accept losing something.26 
 

 In his formulation, distant reading “looses” – and is defined against – close 

reading. In the close-reading model of research, a history or literary scholar fashions 

himself as “the collector of rare and curious works, that do not repeat themselves, 

exceptional – and which close reading makes even more exceptional, by emphasizing the 

uniqueness of exactly this word and this sentence here…”27  Paralleling Sinclair’s 

distinction between text and corpus, Moretti argues that a close reading “necessarily 

depends on an extremely small canon” since it requires the synthetic and analytical 

faculties of the individual analyst. Paralleling both Huron and Sinclair, Moretti also 

claims that an increase in scope necessitates a change in method toward quantification 

and statistical methods: “while recent literary theory [i.e., the close-reading tradition] was 

turning for inspiration towards French and German metaphysics, I kept thinking that 

there was actually much more to be learned from the natural and social sciences.”28 

Moretti makes three further larger points. First, Moretti points out that 

quantitative data still requires a human’s analysis in order to show the data’s salience or 

meaning. While data might have natural statistical properties, it is up to the analyst to ask 

interesting questions and to make compelling explanations of the data:  

Quantitative research provides a type of data which is ideally independent of 
interpretations, I said earlier, and that is of course also its limit: it provides data, 
not interpretation.29 

  

                                                
26 Moretti 2000: 57 
27 Moretti 2005: 3 
28 Moretti 2005: 2 
29 ibid: 8–9. For instance, as an avowed Marxist, Moretti’s research agenda is often to show literary forms as 
a symptom of the capitalist superstructure at work in a particular era and location. 
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 But while this refocuses distant reading’s research strategy away from the data and 

back towards the analyst’s own interpretive faculties, Cosma Shalizi’s gloss on Moretti’s 

project reminds researchers that empirical data should beget testable hypotheses. Shalizi 

writes that we cannot simply interpret data to fit a preformed model or ideological 

system; if we want to, for instance, interpret the motivations of the data’s producers, “the 

way to do this is through empirical study of readers and writers, not mere interpretation 

of texts or armchair ruminations…”30 In other words, if we are to engage in an empirical 

endeavor, we must be consistent at all levels: data gathering and interpretation alike.31 

(In a way, this exchange reflects the contention of Thomas Kuhn that science only 

very infrequently learns from a data set, but rather data functions as test cases for a 

scientist’s intuitions.  Kuhn (1961) writes that the norm in scientific discovery is “men who 

intuited a quantitative result as the simplest expression of a qualitative conclusion and 

then fought nature to confirm it– are very much the more typical scientific events… 

[T]he law is very likely to have been guessed without measurement.”32 In other words, 

Moretti is correct to portray the researcher as the guiding force behind a theory, but 

Shalizi is also correct that these theories then require quantitative assessment after their 

intuition. Sinclair also highlights this analyst-centric aspect to the empirical research 

agenda in computationally modeling corpora, writing “far from restricting the theorist, 

the computers will actually encourage hunch-playing and speculation at the creative 

stage.”) 

 Second, Moretti emphasizes the coexistence of distant reading and close reading. 

Both strategies operate on separate planes, ask different questions, and use different 

                                                
30 Goodwin and Holbo 2011: 128 
31 Sinclair 2004: 17 
32 Kuhn 1961: 176-177 
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methodologies. Neither is inherently more valuable than the other; rather, both address 

different sorts of research questions: 

And probably, no matter what the object of analysis is, there will always be 
a point where the study of world literature must yield to the specialist of 
the national literature, in a sort of cosmic and inevitable division of 
labour.33 
 

 Finally, on a more general level, Moretti shows distant reading as a compelling 

strategy to decenter the notion of canon and to question accepted versions of history and 

teleology. When asking empirical questions of large data sets, we are not bound by 

inherited narratives. Since distant reading incorporates as much data as is available and 

treats it quantitatively, canonical works can be treated identically to other texts in a 

collection, becoming simple participants in a larger model. Moretti writes, “these 

[models] take the lost 99 per cent of the archive and reintegrate it into the fabric of 

literary history, allowing us to finally ‘see’ it.”34  These models gain legitimacy via the 

properties of the data itself rather than qualitative evaluation or historical narratives. 

Such analyses can be applied not only into non-canonical collections but also across 

stylistic and national borders: 

See the beauty of distant reading plus world literature: they go against the 
grain of national historiography. And they do so in the form of an experiment. 
You define a unit of analysis… and then follow its metamorphoses in a 
variety of environments– until, ideally, all of literary history becomes a 
long chain of related experiments…35 

 

 In sum, Moretti parallels Huron and Sinclair in their calls for a new quantitative 

methodology to accompany a widening data set while also arguing that this new 

methodology retains a certain interpretive role of the analyst. In Moretti’s formulation, 

                                                
33 Moretti 2000: 66 
34 Moretti 2005: 77 
35 Moretti 2000: 61 
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distant reading can coexist with more traditional research programs, and potentially 

decenters the inherited canon and historical narratives of Western European art and 

literature. 

 

Summarization and Adoptions of Corpus Methodologies  

 
 The current study embraces the growing availability of data within music research 

by engaging in a corpus study of digitized symbolic representations of common-practice 

tonal music written between 1650 and 1900 in the Western European tradition.  By 

making the objects passed between musical producers and listeners the focus of study, we 

adopt Sinclair’s focus on “descriptions of discourse”; by using large amounts of musical 

data as evidence instead of individual compositions, we adopt Sinclair’s notion of corpus 

study and Moretti’s strategy of distant reading. While remaining ambivalent towards 

Huron’s moral argumentation, this study will situate itself as data-rich and thereby adopt 

tests of statistical significance that accompany such methods. We will recognize the 

retrospective and correlational nature of the data, however, and all interpretive claims 

will be made keeping in mind the data’s inherent limits.  

 Following Moretti’s argument for the coexistence between distant reading and 

close reading, this study will not argue against traditional music analytical practices or 

theories. On the contrary, traditional theory will function – following Moretti’s 

understanding of the empirical analyst’s interpretive role or Sinclair’s “hunch” – as either 

the initial framework for creating hypotheses or as a means for interpreting data.  But as 

regards traditional theory, this study will also accept Huron’s invitation toward false-

positive skepticism: traditionally excepted music theories will be empirically tested, 
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highlighting aspects of the theories that are both supported and contradicted by the data. 

However, a certain amount of false-negative skepticism will remain, as inherited music 

theories will be allotted a certain epistemological weight. By situating the study between 

these two poles, we will empirically probe traditional music theory; however, when a 

disconnect arises between theories and data, our impetus will be to both tentatively 

question the theory while also questioning the data, suggesting explanations for the 

disconnect.  

The motivations behind this study’s corpus analysis will be three-pronged. First, 

we will assume a Duhem-ian stance and claim that in describing relationships within 

observable phenomena, we are describing the world around us as it relates to human 

observers. Just as Duhem’s descriptions of acoustics gain value from their relationship to a 

human observer, so too can corpus statistics be interesting merely as properties of human 

production and observation. (This stance, while often implicitly adopted by much of 

contemporary music theoretical discourse, runs the risk of what Patrick McCreless has 

deemed the “formalism problem” in music theory; here, an analyst becomes interested in 

the properties of the musical object to the exclusion of all other considerations. (c.f. 

McCreless 1996, 1998) We will attempt to mitigate obsessions with pure formalism 

through the methodological adoptions that follow.) 

Second, in line with the false-positive skepticism Huron advocates, we can view 

corpus-based empiricism as testing and refining traditional notions of music theory. This 

impetus potentially shows  – in the words of Susan Wittig – a “more distinct outline and 

with more substantiating data, what we already knew to be there.”36 That is, these data 

might simply corroborate what traditional music discourse has already intuited and 

                                                
36 Wittig 1977: 211 
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theorized. However, by creating “a more distinct outline,” the explicit modeling of data 

formalizes, adds precision, and shows the precise limits of a particular theory. This 

reflects – in the words of Bo Alphonce – “the fact that the computer unrelentingly 

demands theory”37 and as John Rahn writes,  

To explicate something is, ultimately, to formalize it, that is, to make it 
into a machine at whose metaphorically whirring and clicking parts we are 
happy to stare, and be enlightened.38 

 

By creating computational models based on musical data, we are forced to 

formalize each aspect of that model. Theory, then, cannot rely on implications or 

educated guesses; the exact parameters, assumptions, and requirements of a theory are 

explicated as are its limits, its failings, and shortcomings. In this sense, computational 

formalizations can highlight where corpus-derived musical data align or do not align with 

a particular formal model, while also showing the similarities and differences between a 

corpus’ statistical properties and theories we might traditionally use to describe that 

corpus. 

 Finally, computational modeling of corpus-derived data focuses on – in Sinclair’s 

terms – the materials of discourse, a focus that creates certain connection between 

computational analysis and cognitive science. When analyzing materials passed between 

actors engaged in a discourse, we are analyzing communications. In other words, 

theorizing corpus analysis in this way focuses on this material’s capacity to communicate; 

as Susan Wittig noted several decades ago, computational analysis of texts focuses on the 

object passed between the sender and receiver of a communication. She reasons that 
                                                
37 Alphonce 1980: 26 
38 Rahn 1980: 66.  Rahn (as are Wittig and Alphonce) is discussing models designed to formalize some pre-
set theory without the use of musical data (e.g., building a machine that analyzes a piece using a 
Schenkerian system). The principle of their argument is essentially the same, however, for a data-driven 
computational approach. 
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there are several relationships to a text available to a critic or analyst, and computational 

analysis sits solidly on “the message itself”: 

Biographical and psychological criticism is sender-oriented; mimetic criticism is 
referent-oriented; phenomenological criticism is reader-oriented.  In these terms, 
computer-based criticism… is directed to the message itself, cutting off from 
consideration the larger context of the literary communication, the larger context 
of the signifying act. Like Formalism and New Criticism, computer-based 
criticism focuses on certain distributional properties of surface-structure linguistic 
or narrative features: symmetry, periodicity, and so on.39  

 
 While work in computational linguistics often frames corpus analysis as showing 

the inner workings of language – e.g. Sinclair refers to his textual analyses as modeling 

“the structures of language ”  – this study will remain ambivalent as to whether music is a 

language. Rather, we will adopt the position that, while music exhibits many qualities that 

distinguish it from language, aspects of musical statistics show language-like properties. As 

Aniruddh Patel describes,  

The central role of music and language in human existence and the fact 
that both involve complex and meaningful sound sequences naturally 
invite comparison between the two domains… [W]ithin our own minds 
are two systems that perform remarkably similar interpretive feats, 
converting complex acoustic sequences into perceptually discrete elements 
(such as words or chords) organized into hierarchical structures that 
convey rich meanings… [T]hese two domains, although having 
specialized representations (such as pitch intervals in music, and nouns and 
verbs in language), share a number of basic processing mechanisms… 
These mechanisms include the ability to form learned sound categories… 
to extract statistical regularities from rhythmic and melodic sequences… to 
integrate incoming elements (such as words and musical tones) into 
syntactic structures… and to extract nuanced emotional meaning from 
acoustic signals…40  

 
In other words, while music and spoken language might exhibit many differences, 

both domains exhibit several properties – our learning of sound categories, statistical 

regularities, deep structure, and meaning conveyance – that not only exhibit similar 

                                                
39 Wittig 1977: 214 
40 Patel 2006: 3–4 
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structural characteristics but also seem to be processed using similar cognitive systems. 

This chapter’s second section will delve deeper into this aspect, discussing how corpus 

analysis – as an analysis of discourse – can connect with ideas of musical learning and 

cognition. In what follows we define several particular claims about musical learning and 

its cognitive representations that will inform the cognitive discussions within this 

dissertation, while also formalizing corpus statistics’ relationships with composers and 

musical learners. 

 

II: METHODOLOGIES CONCERNING MUSICAL CORPUS ANALYSIS AS ANALYSIS OF 

COMMUNICATION AND DISCOURSE 
 

 The previous section focused primarily on the connectionist potential of corpus 

analysis, arguing that they can show structures within musical traditions, structures that 

are interesting insomuch as they model phenomena within our cultural world. This 

section will focus on the predictive and practical, or instrumentalist, potentials of corpus 

analysis. In the words of David Huron, instrumentalism: 

…posits that empiricism does not provide ultimate explanations: the 
engineer has no deep understanding of why a bridge does not fall down. 
Rather, the engineer relies on theories as tools that are reasonably 
predictive of practical outcomes. For the instrumentalist, theories are 
judged, not by their ‘truthfulness,’ but by their predictive utility.41 

 

 While music psychology’s practical outcomes are less tangible than the engineer’s 

bridge, the discipline’s description of psychological processes involve predictions about 

practical outcomes: a psychological theory is judged by its ability to accurately predict a 

subject’s behavior.  

                                                
41 Huron 1999: 5 
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As analyses of materials of discourse, corpus analyses can describe how some 

group of subjects use texts to communicate. These descriptions might include the 

properties of the signals used within that communication and even how subjects might 

learn to communicate by being exposed to a discursive tradition. In other words, the 

statistics within a corpus can show potential ways that a text can embody meanings, and 

the sorts of statistics available to learners exposed to those texts. 

In once sense, cognitive claims about formal theories of music are often assumed 

in musical theoretical discourse. Bo Alphonce, seeking to show affinities between 

traditional music theory and computational modeling writes that while, “[In much 

computer-based music theory] every single analytic decision is supposed to reflect the 

musical perception of an experiencing individual,”42 this focus on perception is little 

different from the implicit perceptual focus of traditional music theory: “Other bodies of 

music theory in various ways and to different degrees approximate perception.”43 From 

this perspective, most music theories and analyses appeal to a reader’s musical experience, 

encouraging or elucidating a particular way to hear a piece of music. By showing certain 

properties within large groups of musical data, a corpus model can potentially position 

itself similarly with respect to its audience, encouraging readers to perceive this or that 

statistical characteristic.  

 However, this dissertation will focus on several specific claims uniquely available 

to corpus analysis when framed as an analysis of communicative materials. These claims 

can be usefully divided into four categories; each category will be discussed in depth 

below. The four claims are as follows: 

                                                
42 Alphonce 1980: 31 
43 ibid 
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1) Music involves messages sent between a piece’s composer and its listeners, and 

musical key can be modeled as such. 

2) Musical cognition involves categorizations, as listeners organize raw musical 

data into a predetermined set of structures and organizational schemes. 

3) The ways in which listeners learn to accomplish the previous two tasks might 

involve statistical exposure, and by showing the statistical properties of the 

musical data to which listeners are exposed, corpus analysis shows the horizon 

of potentials available to musical learners.  

4) Musical statistics change over time; tracing the process of statistical changes 

can show webs of influence and evolution within musical norms, while also 

pinning particular norms to particular historical situations. 

 
The following discussion engages each of these points in turn, further defining the 

methodological space for this dissertation’s computational modeling of musical statistics. 

Throughout the discussion, several definitions and concepts that will be important for 

later chapters will also be defined, including certain aspects of language modeling and 

information theory.  

 
  
Tonality As Message 
 

The first claim – that musical key can be framed as a message embedded within 

musical data – is often implied in how we discuss scale degrees versus pitches. David 

Huron, for instance, describes a listener’s cognitive representation of scale degrees as 

follows:  
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[B]y an act of will, musicians can imagine a single tone as either the 
leading-tone, the submediant, the dominant, and so on.  The ability 
of listeners to imagine a single tone as serving different tonal functions 
indicates that scale degrees are cognitive rather than perceptual 
phenomena.  That is, “scale degree” is how minds interpret physically 
sounding tones, not how tones are in the world.44 

 
Perceiving a tonal center is not simply a question of passive perception, but an act of 

cognition. The scale degree, then, is hidden information encoded in the musical surface 

(i.e. Huron’s “perceptual phenomena”). The tonal centers might therefore be thought of 

as messages encoded within raw musical data. Framed in this way, a composer uses the 

actual auditory stuff of music – notes, chords, dynamics, timbers, and so on – to encode 

information that a listener then decodes, allowing the listener to mentally represent the 

pitch hierarchy associated with a particular key. Listeners unearth the music’s key by 

deciphering the musical surface.  David Temperley summarizes the situation: 

 
In listening to a piece of music, we hear a pattern of notes and we draw 
conclusions about the underlying structures that gave rise to those notes: 
structures of tonality, meter, and other things.45 

 
 This study will call this scheme the Tonality-As-Message model.  In it, a listener 

cognizes music’s tonal center by using the cues provided by a musical surface. (This 

process is likely mostly unconscious; however, to distinguish it from simple “perception,” 

we will imagine it as an interpretative action rather than a passive reception.)  

 In sum, this study will conceptualize scale degrees in terms of the Tonality-As-

Message model. In order to impose a hierarchy or centricity onto a sequence of pitches, a 

listener must add a framework on top of  the raw pitch material, a framework that is in 

addition to the perceptual phenomena.  But the tonality-as-message model differs from 

                                                
44 Huron 2006: 148 
45 Temperley 2007: 3 
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many message systems: tonality’s decoding process significantly differs from, say, 

decoding written language, DNA, or binary code.  This distinction highlights the second 

point: that musical listening involves categorization and organization in order to make 

sense of the raw sound signal, and it is to that point that we now turn our attention. 

 

Message as Organization 
 
 
 The Tonality-As-Message model is notably different from many other message 

models. In written language, words point to underlying meanings; in binary code, 

sequences of ones and zeros signify some more complicated task or idea. In the sorts of 

musical messages discussed in this dissertation, the organization of the musical elements 

constitutes the message. Given some kind of variable set of phenomena, subjects overlay 

interpretation, categorization, and organization onto those phenomena. 

 This is not to say that music is unique in this task: in fact, the categorization of 

musical sounds is very similar to categorization acts within undertaken in language 

listening, as Patel notes: 

 
…any given building block of a spoken or musical sound system (such as a 
particular vowel or musical pitch interval) may vary in physical structure 
from token to token and as a function of context…. The mind must find 
some way to cope with this variability, separating variation within a 
category from variation that constitutes a change in category.46 

 

While Patel here is specifically discussing how listeners discern pitches and 

intervals from a raw sound signal, this categorization scheme might describe several 

musical processes, from recognizing some harmonic structure as an incomplete version of 

                                                
46 Patel 2004: 11 
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another chord, to identifying a tone as ornamental versus structural, to organizing pitch 

classes into a tonal hierarchy, to identifying a chord as articulating a syntactic function. 

Imposing this mental representation onto a series of pitches and verticalities not only 

helps us cognize musical events,47 but also allows us to impose expectations, levels of 

tension, and even abstract qualities onto otherwise neutral events. For instance, as David 

Huron notes, “For listeners experienced with Western music, each scale tone appears to 

evoke different psychological flavor or feeling”;48 by organizing pitches into hierarchical 

tonal structures, these different qualities become available to a listener. 

But even without the qualitative evocations, we can treat the organization of raw 

musical materials as a message in of itself. This assumption underlies our second claim 

about corpus analysis as analysis of discourse: musical cognition involves categorization 

such that listeners organize raw musical data into a predetermined set of structures and 

organizational schemes. (This is a stance somewhat akin to the oft-quoted formalist claims 

of Eduard Hanslick; e.g., “Music has no subject beyond the combinations of notes we 

hear, for music speaks not only by means of sounds, it speaks nothing but sound.”49) That 

is, regardless whatever other meanings might be experienced from music, music involves 

the categorization and organization of raw data into forms and structures, and we can 

imagine this organization as a message that, while not as separable from its medium as 

semantic or ciphered meanings, are sufficiently distinct from the sound signal itself to 

warrant its status as message. 

As this musical categorization/organization represents a process, it follows that we 

might be able to model the elements of this process. To consider what such a model 

                                                
47 Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2009: 60-62 
48 Huron 2006: 144 
49 Hanslick 1854: 7 
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might look like, the following discussion begins by evaluating several basic principles of 

communication, arguing that Claude Shannon’s “Noisy-Channel” scheme captures the 

basic outline of general communication. To engage with our third claim concerning the 

connection between statistical learning and corpus modeling, a literature review then 

surveys debates on how language is learned and represented, examining both theoretical 

and empirical studies on spoken language and music cognition, and concluding that the 

statistics and probabilities derived from corpora play a central role in learning musical 

norms, expectations, and categorizations.  

 

The “Noisy Channel Model” as an Initial Framework 
 

 
When we view any medium as a conduit for communication, we are imagining 

that medium transferring a series of messages to its audience.  In the words of John 

Sinclair, the “message” concept involves “two basic assumptions…  that the message can 

be separated from the medium, and that it can be transferred from one individual (or 

machine) to another.”50 We have already complicated the first assumption within musical 

decoding; however we have adopted the stance that the organization of musical data is 

different from the musical data itself. The latter assumption – also problematic in musical 

discourse – will be considered in more depth below. 

These assumptions model messages as moving between two entities in which one 

entity inscribes the messages upon some medium and transfers it to another entity, the 

latter then interpreting the inscription.  Example 1 reproduces a formal schematization of 

this definition of communication, Claude Shannon’s Noisy Channel Model, first described in 

                                                
50 Sinclair 2004: 156 
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his paper “A Mathematical Theory of Communication.”51 Originally used to improve 

telephone systems for Bell Labs, this model shows some source sending a message through 

a transmitter that translates the message into a signal.  The signal may encounter noise 

along its journey, after which the receiver translates the message for its final destination. 

In order for the transmission to work, the transmitter and receiver must share the same 

mechanisms for translating between signals and messages.  In other words, they must 

speak the same language or use the same formal coding model. 

 
Example 1: The Noisy Channel Model from Shannon (1948) 
 

 
 
 To describe this coding model, linguists often invoke the term formal language.52  A 

formal language involves a well-defined set of possible characters, the language’s alphabet, 

as well as a model m that composes those characters into strings of characters.  The output 

of a language model, or L(m) in modeling parlance – is an utterance generated by that model.  

An utterance found to follow the model m is said to be well-formed in terms of that m. In 

                                                
51 Shannon 1948: 2. 
52 Jurafsky and Martin 2000: 52. 
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sum, a formal language L(m) subjects an alphabet to the rules of model m to output an 

utterance that is well-formed in terms of that formal language.  

Shannon’s model, being primarily interested in the engineering of telephones, 

focused on how the statistical properties of a formal model L(m) allow for efficient coding 

and decoding, as well as identifying the ideal bandwidth capacity to transport a message.  

By knowing what is common and what is uncommon, a transmitter can reduce the size of 

encrypted messages by focusing more bandwidth on the uncommon aspects of a message 

and compressing the predictable aspects.  The receiver, equipped with this same model, 

can then rebuild the compressed message using the inverse procedure.  

Generalizing from telephones, Warren Weaver would explain the universality of 

this model in his 1949 gloss on Shannon’s project, suggesting that it describes any 

situation in which a message moves from one party to another: “[For instance, w]hen I 

talk to you, my brain is the information source, yours the destination; my vocal system is 

the transmitter, and your ear… is the receiver.”53 He goes on to suggest that this scheme 

can even model the communication of linguistic meaning, writing: 

One can imagine, as an addition to the diagram, another box labeled 
“Semantic Receiver” interposed between the engineering receiver (which 
changes signals to messages) and the destination. This semantic receiver 
subjects the message to a second decoding…54 

 
In Weaver’s formulation, after the ear (the “engineering receiver”) hears the auditory 

signal, some cognitive process (the “semantic receiver”) decodes this signal, associating it 

with meaning.  The beautiful simplicity of the model allows all problems in 

communication to be attributed to a particular breakdown point.  If your friend mishears 

your words, or if you misunderstand your friend’s meaning, it might be because of a loud 
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passing truck or because your friend used some misleading body language.  In both of 

these instances, “noise” added a confounding aspect to the communication.  On the other 

hand, if you slurred your words or your friend spoke using vocabulary unknown to you, 

the breakdown occurred within the transmission and reception: you improperly encoded 

your words, and your friend used a language that your receiver was incapable of decoding.  

 Much of the Noisy Channel represents aspects of the Tonality-As-Message model  

(for instance, an underlying tonal organization embedded within some pitch signal) while 

some peculiarities of music make it mismatched to Shannon’s model. One particular 

conflict involves potential differences between the formal models used in music’s 

production versus those used in its interpretation, and it is to this topic we now turn our 

attention. However, before problematizing this aspect of musical communication, we 

must define the relationship between formal models of musical communication and 

linguistic models. 

 

“Language” versus “Formal Language” 
 
 
 As noted above, this study will not focus on whether music is a language, but 

music’s language-like characteristics. In much of linguistics scholarship, the term 

“language model” refers simply to a particular model of some corpus that is used in 

somehow as communication. The tautology present within the introduction to Jurafsky 

and Martin’s computational linguistics textbook Speech and Language Processing highlights the 

vacuous nature of the word “language” within the modeling context. They write, 

 
By speech and language processing, we have in mind those computational 
techniques that process spoken and written human language, as language. 
As we will see, this is an inclusive definition that encompasses everything 
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from mundane applications such as word counting and automatic 
hyphenation, to cutting edge applications such as automated question 
answering on the Web, and real-time spoken language translation. What 
distinguishes these language processing applications from other data 
processing systems is their use of knowledge of language. When used to count 
bytes and lines, [a program] is an ordinary data processing application.  
However, when it is used to count the words in a file it requires knowledge 
about what it means to be a word, and thus becomes a language processing 
system.55 

 

 A model involves “language processing” when it uses some category of knowledge 

often associated with language. Since a “word” is a linguistic item, any model that 

engages with research into “words” can be considered a language model. Within this 

dissertation, we will adopt an essentially identical definition for “language-like” 

characteristics: when we musically adopt a model that has originated with computational 

linguistics to model some knowledge of language or some aspect of musical communication, 

we will assume that the results will show music’s language-like nature.  In other words, 

when we model a corpus as discourse – as a collection of communicative items – we can 

imagine that system as a language-like model. The formal models that are discussed 

below, therefore, often engage music’s language-like capacity; however, due to the limits 

of music’s similitude with language, the following discussion will refer to these resulting 

statistical formulations as formal models or language-like models rather than language models. 

This discussion will acknowledge differences between these two domains of 

communication and will reposition the musical Noisy Channel to accommodate these 

differences.  

 

 

                                                
55 Jurafsky and Martin, 2000: 2. Emphases original. 
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Assumptions, Limits and Potentials Underlying the Noisy Channel 
 
  
 The work done by Shannon and Weaver sparked an interest in mathematical 

models of communication – or, “information theory” – throughout mid-century 

academia.  At its base, information theory allows an engineer to quantify the complexity 

of some signal. The more complex and unpredictable a signal, the higher its “information 

content.” Information, in this sense, becomes a quantity negatively correlated to 

probability: lower probability events have more information than do predictable events. 

This quantification helped technicians of the mid 20th century to – among other things – 

break Nazi code and efficiently transmit telephone signals. Emboldened by these 

developments, humanities scholars began to experiment with applications in their own 

fields, and music research was no exception. In 1957, Leonard Meyer would summarize 

to the readership of The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism,  

Information is measured by the randomness of the choices possible 
in a given situation… If a situation is highly organized and the 
possible consequents in the pattern process have a high degree of 
probability, then information (or entropy) is low. If, however, the 
situation is characterized by a high degree of shuffledness so that the 
consequents are more or less equi-probable, then information (or 
entropy) is said to be high.56 

 
 And since according to Meyer, “musical meaning… arises when our expectant 

habit responses are delayed or blocked,” then information articulates a key element of 

musical meaning.57 Meyer’s article, which summarizes his hopes for information theory’s 

contribution to music analysis, appeared five years before Joel Cohen’s “Information 

Theory and Music,” a review of information theory’s assumptions and boundaries, as well 

as potential connections with cognitive modeling. As these authors’ observations were as 

                                                
56 Meyer 1957: 416 
57 ibid, 415 
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true a half-century ago as they are now, it will be worth reviewing these points in some 

detail.  These authors point to four assumptions/requirements (stochasticity, ergodicity, 

redundancy, and salience), two limits (memory size and locality), and three potential 

connections and benefits to cognitive studies (composer’s intent, listener’s experience, and 

objective quantification). In what follows, these assumptions and limits are highlighted in 

the interest of investigating the groundwork underlying the computational modeling of 

musical communication. 

 Regarding the structure of the Noisy Channel Model, both authors discuss several 

assumptions concerning the information’s sender.  For instance, Cohen shows that the 

model assumes the information source to be a “random source emitting signs according 

to probabilities. The statistical structure of the source is [therefore] its mathematical 

definition.”58 In other words, a message’s source can be defined as a series of probabilities, 

or a “stochastic machine.” From a more musical perspective, Meyer connects this to 

musical production, writing, “musical styles are internalized probability systems [and this 

is] demonstrated by the rules of musical grammar and syntax found in textbooks on 

harmony, counterpoint, and theory in general.”59 Meyer imagines composing within a 

particular musical style, then, essentially as Cohen’s “statistical structure,” deciding what 

chord follows what other chord based on the syntax’s probabilities.  Connecting this idea 

to musical style, Meyer writes that,  

Styles in music are basically complex systems of probability 
relationships in which the meaning of any term or series of terms 
depends upon its relationships with all other terms possible 
within the style system.60 

  

                                                
58 Cohen 1962: 140 
59 Meyer 1957: 414 
60 ibid, 54 
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 Cohen takes this idea one step further when he articulates another basic 

assumption of information theory, that of “ergodicity.” In order to assume that the 

statistical properties of a score – or group of scores – represent the stochastic 

compositional system that created them, one must accept “that a sufficiently large sample 

from an infinite sequence has the same statistical structure as the infinite sequence.”61 In 

other words, we assume that the sample under consideration has the same statistical 

structure as would a much larger – even infinite – sample. (Some ways to test this 

assumption – for instance, by measuring variation within a corpus – are discussed and 

implemented in chapter 3.)  

 Cohen and Meyer also both note that in order for information theory to 

adequately describe musical data, the data stream must contain – or, be assumed to 

contain – high amounts of redundancy. The structure of communicative messages and 

the stochastic machines that create them require a preponderance of probable events with 

improbable events being in the minority. Favoring data streams that are more redundant 

and therefore easier to predict improves the ability of a receiver to decode the message. 

As Cohen writes, 

Redundancy provides a quantitative measure of order. 
Redundancy in the signal from transmitter to receiver serves to 
combat errors introduced by noise in the channel, insuring that 
communicant B [i.e., the receiver] extracts the proper message 
from the signal.62 
 

 In other words, having a mostly predictable data stream aids in the decoding 

process. A simple example makes this evident: music’s predictability means that an 

acculturated listener can identify the difference between a wrong note (an example of 

                                                
61 Cohen 1962: 155 
62 ibid, 140 
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Cohen’s “error introduced by noise”) and an unexpected-yet-scripted harmonic 

deformation like a deceptive cadence (what Meyer calls “designed uncertainty”63). Meyer 

additionally points out that this state of affairs helps improbable events “mean” something. 

He writes, “it should be observed that as probability increases so does the apparent 

significance and information of ‘minor’ deviations.”64 That is, events (like deceptive 

cadences) gain significance by appearing in an otherwise highly proscribed context. 

Meyer uses Wagner’s style as an example of this:  

For instance, though the perfect cadence occurs infrequently in the 
later music of Richard Wagner, it is nevertheless presupposed as a 
norm; and when Wagner avoids the cadence, as he does time and time 
again, his resolutions are felt to be less probable deviants.65 

  
 (Meyer’s example could be construed as violating the ergodicity assumption since it 

suggests that Wagner’s corpus has disproportionately more deceptive cadences than one 

might expect, thereby differing from the more general stochastic machine. The notion of 

more than one stochastic/ergodic models operating – one that defines a listener’s 

expectations and the other defining composition – resolves this contradiction, and will be 

discussed in depth below.) 

 Cohen and Meyer also both discuss what characteristics a model must have in 

order to make cognitive claims. Both authors identify that in order to make such a 

connection, one must correctly identify the salient “musical sign system.”66 That is, an 

information theorist must identify those tokens that actually encode some meaning 

decoded by a listener: 

 
                                                
63 Meyer 1957: 419 
64 Meyer 1957: 419 
65 ibid: 422.  Meyer actually uses this example to articulate the statistical differences in various repertoires 
while still articulating the probabilistic meaning associated with Wagner’s “deviant” cadences. 
66 Cohen 1962: 138 
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The probability relationships embodied in a particular musical 
style together with the various modes of mental behavior involved 
in the perception and understanding of the materials of the style 
constitute the norms of the style.67  

 
 By pointing out that probability relationships require a “mode of mental behavior,” 

Meyer reminds us that the objects involved in probability calculations require human 

engagement in order to be salient to any sort of cognitive process.  

 In addition to articulating the noisy channel’s requirements and assumptions – 

stochasticity, egodicity, redundancy, and salience – these authors discuss the limits of such 

models at least as they were practiced in the mid 20th century (although, in fact, these 

remain relevant points to this day).  Two such limits involve the locality of the model’s 

analysis and ambiguity concerning the size of the model’s memory. Cohen notes that 

information theory – at least as it was practiced in the mid 20th century – assumes that a 

composer’s stochastic machine emits music based on some form of a Markov chain, in 

which the probability of some element within a sequence is dependent only on events that 

immediately precede it. (See chapters 2 and 5 for more on Markov chains.) This type of 

model excludes the possibilities that a) events far removed might have influence over an 

event’s probability, b) the global placement of an event within the entire data stream 

might affect its probability, and c) the size of a probabilistic model might have a limit.68 

The first two of these ignore the effect that recurring motives or large-scale tonal design 

might have on events’ probabilities.69 In other words, only those things immediately 

surrounding an event affect the model’s analysis. The last complicates the potential 

connections a noisy-channel model might have with human cognition due to the size of 

                                                
67 Meyer 1957: 414 
68 Cohen 1962: 157–159 
69 Meyer also seems to be aware of this issue, when he describes salient musical probabilities as contingent 
upon what happens in an entire piece (p. 419) 
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the model’s memory. One could imagine, for instance, a model that assigns a probability 

for every possible sequence of every possible inversion of every possible chord. This 

probabilistic model would have an enormous amount of parameters, and would be very 

difficult to imagine honestly representing the harmonic expectations of a listener. (The 

balance between the size and accuracy of a model is discussed more in depth below.)  

 Both authors also identify aspects of musical communication captured by 

information theory: by modeling musical production as a stochastic system, one can both 

make claims about compositional intent and listeners’ experience of musical meaning 

while also quantifying these claims. To these authors, these mainly involve the fulfillment 

or denial of expectations, quantified in probabilistic terms.  Cohen notes:  

Not only may the musical score be characterized as a probability 
system, but the listener perceives the music, considered as a sequence 
of either cultural or psychological signs or both, as a probability 
system.70 

 
Naturally, this connects to the compositional process as well, since – as Cohen 

states – “composition may be regarded as selecting acceptable sequences from a random 

source”71 and choosing sequences of different probabilities gives rise to different 

compositional effects. The probabilities embedded in a composer’s musical decisions 

encode aspects of musical meaning. As Meyer writes, “it would seem that the psycho-

stylistic conditions which give rise to musical meaning, whether affective or intellectual, 

are the same as those which communicate information.”72 Viewed as such, information 

theory can therefore make claims about how we interpret and find meaning in music, and 

                                                
70 Cohen 1962: 141 
71 ibid, 147 
72 Meyer 1957: 412 
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also suggest that these effects were messages embedded intentionally by the music’s 

composer. 

These authors also put their fingers on the quantifying potential of information 

theory, as it defines potential fields of meaning available within music using probabilistic 

methods. Cohen writes that the “mental habits” involved in information theory can add 

precision to discussions that are often bogged down with imprecise and murky evidence.  

He writes, 

In the information theory of music, the concepts and statements are in 
strictly operational form; they designate actual concrete operations. 
Instead of defining “order” in terms of some ephemeral sense of 
“aesthetic pleasure’’ which not everyone may share, a new aesthetic 
based on information theory can speak of the redundancy of a given 
source in terms of universally reproducible operations.73 

 
 Meyer echoes this desire for precision when he writes, “while meaning is thus a 

mental fact, it is not arbitrarily subjective. The relationship between the stimulus and the 

thing to which it refers is a real relationship existing in the objective world, whether 

physical or social.”74 In other words, information theory gives us a solid and quantifiable 

measure of salient characteristics within the music.  These characteristics may or may not 

be experienced by each individual listener, but such models do show the “real 

relationships” within the music that can potentially give rise to musical meaning. 

In sum, musical information theory vis-à-vis the Noisy Channel Model assumes 

that musical messages are encoded using a probabilistic and stochastic machine, and that 

a sample output of one of these systems (i.e., a composer’s corpus) is a representation not 

only of the infinite output of the machine, but also the statistical properties of that corpus 

constitute the mathematical definition of the stochastic model. This model can be 

                                                
73 Cohen 1962: 161 
74 Meyer 1957: 412 
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identified with a compositional style, and different styles involve different event 

probabilities. The difficulty of adapting this model to involve architectonic musical 

procedures was also identified. Both authors also show that this model allows for precise, 

rigorous, and quantifiable connections to music cognition, but that these connections 

require constructing the model using events salient to music cognition. 

 
Further Limits Concerning Musical Informatics 
 
 

Outside of the limits created by information theory’s assumptions, there are 

several limits defined by the materials used. To engage with these limits, we will first 

outline the criticisms of Richard Middleton and Susan Wittig, both of whom have 

identified ways in which statistically driven analysis might overplay its claims.  Second, 

Dmitri Tymoczko’s discussion of music-as-magic will show how corpus models provide 

data about musical surfaces as opposed to providing theories of musical space, systems, 

and potentials. By engaging with these writers, we might better understand the scope and 

boundaries of the current project, recognizing that corpus analysis does not engage with 

non-linear aspects of meaning-generation, that is does not articulate cultural issues that 

surround musical production, that it potentially underplays the difference between the 

compositional and interpretive act, and that is does not engage with the underlying 

structure of music’s compositional materials (e.g. scale theory, voice-leading geometry, 

etc.).  

First, the Tonality-As-Message model cannot capture all information that might 

be embedded in tonal communication. Articulating this, Richard Middleton penned a 

particularly caustic assessment of statistical models in his essay “’From me to you’: 

Popular Music as Message”: 
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 Thus while the method had its uses, it also suffers from severe 
flaws.  Its culture-centric assumption of universal syntactic norms – 
an ideal balance of originality and redundancy – leads it to an 
elitist aesthetics; for example, it privileges modes of musical 
“narrative” (the tension/relaxation effects associates with forward 
movement between different events) and neglects the pleasures of 
repetition (which it necessarily sees as totally predictable, hence 
boring).  Its reductionist analytical method oversimplifies both the 
interaction of musical parameters and the complex variability of 
listening acts, while its behaviourist [sic] model of communication 
reduces meaning and choice to an abstract measure of “stimulus” 
and blanks out the role of participant input.  The question of 
pertinence hardly arises. 75 

 
 This quote bears teasing out.  Middleton’s barb about the method’s cultural 

centrism is, of course, true.  However, when a theorist acknowledges this fact, it can be 

used to his advantage: a statistical analysis represents a culturally specific depiction of 

musical practice.  His observation of “universal syntactic norms” seems based on 

computational studies that look for specific structures. For instance, the task of finding all 

the triads within a piece assumes the primacy of triads (see chapter 2’s review of 

computational studies for such examples).  However, in a naïve approach, one 

consciously attempts to preclude such culturally centered universals.  That said, an honest 

corpus analysis must “own up” to any preconceived notions used to parse the corpus, 

clearly laying out all a priori assumptions.  As for the model’s “privileged modes of musical 

narratives,” Middleton is correct in one sense. Using a what-follows-what model, one 

does privilege a linear moment-to-moment hearing. Indeed, using such a model, one 

must contextualize any claims of musical meaning or aesthetics in such a frame.  

However, since this mode of musical narrative has been shown to be cognitively salient by 

the above-discussed psychological research, it seems generally unproblematic for making 

                                                
75 Middleton 1990: 177 
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claims about immediate musical experience. Middleton’s final complaints – that the 

method neglects the pleasure of repetition, unfairly reduces music to whitewashed stimuli, 

and reduces the role of the participant – are avoidable through honest accounting.76  As 

already discussed, predictable actions (repetition) have an immense amount of importance 

in statistical models, and this role can be emphasized as much as the role of novelty.  

Furthermore, the role of the listener has the potential to be central to any statistical 

analysis: the listener’s role is necessary to connect statistical analysis to cognition.  

 Overall, Middleton’s criticisms seem centered on what statistical analysis never 

claims to do – “the question of pertinence,” or cultural criticism.  And Middleton is 

correct.  Corpus analysis has only peripheral connections to the issues of power, gender, 

identity, etc.  Regardless of his cursory and ungenerous treatment, Middleton’s charges 

do serve as a reminder of the boundaries of statistical corpus analysis.  These models can 

capture norms and expectations that have salient and empirically supported connections 

to the listener’s experience, but they cannot capture the cultural situations surrounding 

these norms. 

 Furthermore, Susan Wittig has noted three assumptions often made within 

computational and statistical textual analysis, assumptions that show how researchers 

often allow the natural strengths of computers to influence their construal of the text. She 

lays out these frequent suppositions: 

…first, the notion that the text is a linear entity; second, the idea that the 
text is a one-time, completed work, firmly confined to its graphic 
representation, the printed page; and third, the belief that the text is 
autonomously independent of any other entity, that it is meaningful in and 
of itself.77 

                                                
76 In the interest of honest accounting: Middleton is probably talking about the “entropy” studies of the 
1960s, which do suffer from many detriments.  See the literature review of chapter 2 for such a summary. 
77 Wittig 1977: 211 
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Digital representations of data – be it language, music, code, etc. – are inherently 

linear and fixed objects. Wittig cautions researchers to not let the characteristics of 

computational data unduly project onto the characteristics of texts, whose meanings can 

involve non-linear associations, might extend outside the text object itself, might be 

influenced by reception history, or might participate in a series of revisions and 

adaptations. Wittig’s points remind us that graphical representations of a particular text 

from a particular time often only exclude large amounts of that text’s meaning. 

Furthermore, her reminders not only caution about computational barriers and 

predispositions, but also encourage computational analysts to move past simple sequential 

models and investigate more complicated structures that may elucidate non-linear 

characteristics or find connections between different traditions or even communicative 

domains. 

Introducing the overall project of his book A Geometry of Music, Dmitri Tymoczko 

analogizes music with a magician’s performance.  He writes, 

 
A stage magician uses various tricks to cause the audience to have 
extraordinary experiences… Enjoying a magician’s performance 
does not require you to understand how the tricks are done; in fact 
understanding may actually diminish your astonishment…  In 
much the same way, I understand composition to be a process of 
using technical musical tools to ensure that audiences have certain 
kinds of extraordinary experiences. When composing, I make 
various choices about chords, scales, rhythm, and instrumentation 
to create feelings of tension, relaxation, terror and ecstasy…..78   

 

Here, Tymoczko articulates an aspect of music theory that is outside the 

boundaries of corpus research.  His book’s larger project is to describe the resources 

                                                
78 Tymoczko 2011: 22 
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available to composers when writing music, and the magician analogy captures this well. 

There are very technical procedures involved in a magic act that are outside the 

audience’s perception, just as some specific techniques of composition are irrelevant to 

tonal cognition. For instance, mathematical music theories – including Tymoczko’s 

geometric spaces – tend to ascribe a deep and undeniable structure to the diatonic system. 

However, all aspects of an object’s structure need not contribute to our perception of it. A 

magician’s audience has no meaningful cognition of the hinges and levers that produce a 

bunny from inside a top hat, and neither does a mathematical property of a scale produce 

the perception of a key.   

Again, these ideas highlight the boundaries of the current study.  The Tonality-

As-Message model focuses on cognizable aspects of tonality, not the underlying hinges 

and levers that make tonality happen. Communication models study the cognition of an 

object, not its anatomy.  Cognitive models and anatomical models may interact – the 

latter defines the potential vocabulary of the former, and the former shows how the 

latter’s tools can be used as communicative utterances – but the distinction must be 

recognized to accurately assess the contributions of both fields.  

Tymoczko’s use of corpus study with Geometry evidences this very interaction and 

articulates the differences between corpus-based research and structure-finding theory. As 

his book describes music’s underlying structural capacities – its hidden levers and hinges – 

when he cites corpus statistics, they are to evidence his geometric theories rather than to 

describe the properties of the corpus per se.  For instance, when discussing the tendency of 

chords to progress in descending thirds, he begins by showing the geometric potential of 

such voiceleading, and then relies on corpus data to show the activation of these 

underlying structural potentials. This outlook is somewhat different than that undertaken 
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in this dissertation, in which we initially focus on tendencies within the data, and then 

speculate on the theories that might describe those tendencies.79 

 Having articulated several boundaries of information theory and corpus research, 

we now turn our attention to a notable characteristic of the Noisy Channel: the formal 

model shared between senders and receivers. After reviewing the topic and situating its 

role within musical information theory, the idea of a model shared between composer 

and listener is problematized and the Noisy Channel is requisitely adapted. 

 
 
Dynamics of a Shared Formal Model in Communication 
 

 
Outside of its precise modeling of communication’s different stages, Shannon’s 

model highlights a property of communication that theorists have discussed for years: the 

need for a shared language. If a receiver is to believe that she is recovering the sender’s 

message, the receiver’s language model must be as close as possible to that of the sender.  

Conversely, if the sender is to believe he is communicating something to the receiver, his 

language model must be as close as possible to that of the receiver.  In varying terms, 

multiple literary and music theorists have similarly argued that (artistic) communication 

requires some sort of shared language.  In what follows, we will highlight the recurrent 

theme of “shared-ness” in communication in the theories of E.D. Hirsch, Umberto Eco, 

John Sinclair, and David Temperley. (While Hirsch and Eco are interested in 

                                                
79 Outside of the relative precedence of theory versus data, Tymoczko also uses a hand-annotated corpus, a 
practice that runs the risk of analytical bias: if an analyst believes in model m and then annotates a corpus, it 
may not be surprising that his annotations support model m. This danger is a symptom of hand-tagging 
corpora and then studying those tags, as the tags are a layer removed from the text itself.  As Sinclair (2004) 
notes, “…as long as a text is marked up with tags, the computer can work with the tags and ignore the 
language… From this it is clear that the indiscriminate use of tagging is an alternative to studying the 
language – one studies the tags instead, and all tag users should be careful to use the tags en route to the 
language, and not just stop there.” (p. 191) 
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interpretations of individual texts rather than the statistical models of Moretti-style distant 

reading, the overlap with Sinclair and Temperley’s ideas will provide a generality to our 

discussion of communication.) Throughout, we will connect their reasoning with the 

Noisy Channel model. 

The literary theorist E.D. Hirsch argues a theory of communication from the 

standpoint of the author/reader relationship.  He acknowledges that the author/reader 

relationship cannot be one of perfect communication since,  

Neither the author nor the interpreter can ever be certain that 
communication has occurred or that it can occur.  But again, 
certainty is not the point at issue.  It is far more likely that an 
author and an interpreter can entertain identical meanings 
than that they cannot.  The faith that speakers have in the 
possibility of communication has been built up in the very 
process of learning a language…80 

 
In other words, even if the communication channel is not airtight, the “faith” in its 

success is what undergirds all utterances.  He argues, “The interpretation of texts is 

concerned exclusively with sharable meanings… Most authors believe in the accessibility 

of their verbal meaning, for otherwise most of them would not write.”81 To this end, he 

describes a theory of shared meaning in terms of what he calls “types”: linguistic signs 

repeatedly associated with some meaning by a group of speakers.   

 
Implications [i.e. meanings] are derived from a shared type that 
has been learned, and therefore the generation of implications 
depends on the interpreter’s previous experience of the shared 
type.  The principle for generating implications is, ultimately and 
in the broadest sense, a learned convention… [A] type has to fall 
within known conventions in order to be shared.82 

 

                                                
80 Hirsch 1967: 18 
81 ibid 
82 Hirsch 1967: 64–66 
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In terms of formal languages, a writer can communicate to his readers by using a 

language model available to both sides of the Noisy Channel, or the “known conventions” 

of a language community.  Umberto Eco offers a similar argument: 

 
To organize a text, its author has to rely upon a series of 
codes that assign given contents to the expressions he uses. 
To make his text communicative, the author has to assume 
that the ensemble of codes he relies upon is the same as that 
shared by his possible reader (hereafter Model Reader) 
supposedly able to deal interpretatively with the expressions 
in the same way as the author deals generatively with them. 
At the minimal level, every type of text explicitly selects a 
very general model of reader through . . . a specific linguistic 
code…. [A] well-organized text . . . presupposes a model of 
competence…83 

 

In Eco’s formulation, the author (sender/transmitter) imagines a Model Reader 

(destination/receiver) who has the tools to decode the message.  This “specific linguistic 

code” or, to use another of Eco’s terms, “intertextual competence,”84 involves exactly the 

L(m) shared by both sides of the noisy channel.  

 While Hirsch and Eco offer perspectives on reading and interpreting individual 

texts, the corpus-analyst John Sinclair (discussed above) has specified that the idea of 

“shared meaning” involves the words themselves, the community using those words, and 

the words’ contexts within an utterance.  Sinclair writes that meaning can arise from a 

word if two factors are in place: 

 
a) if there is a prior shared experience of, roughly, a definition of the 
word in the speech community, 
b) if the text structure at the point of using the word allows access to 
that meaning. 

 

                                                
83 Eco 1979: 7-8 
84 ibid: 4 
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 That is, a language model may use both specific words as well as larger structures 

to convey meaning.  However, the meaning is contingent upon the “shared experience” 

of that word within its context. 

In the field of music theory, David Temperley articulates the necessity of a shared 

language through his concept of “communicative pressure,” or the pressure on the 

composer to be as clear as possible to communicate his intentions to his audience. 

Temperley writes, “[S]uccessful musical communication depends on shared knowledge 

about the style.”85  Echoing literary theorists, Temperley points out that music also 

requires an understanding between a composer and his listeners that involves a “shared 

knowledge,” without which music would cease to be successful communication.  

In sum, communication requires a shared language, which is used to encode and 

decode messages that are passed between subjects.  But the encoding and decoding 

processes of the musical Noisy Channel do not necessarily have the same equivalency as 

they do in language. While language speakers generally share essentially identical 

language models for both speaking and interpretation, composers seem to have far more 

complex models of musical production than the models used by casual listeners to 

appreciate their compositions. As Tymoczko notes within his magician analogy: just as a 

composer’s ideal audience is not other composers,  

Nor is the magician’s “ideal audience” composed of professional magicians: the 
point is to perform the trick for people who will genuinely be fooled… When 
composing… I do not in general expect listeners to be consciously tracking [my] 
choices [e.g., choices about chords, scales, rhythms, etc.]86 
 

                                                
85 Temperley 2007: 181 
86 Tymoczko 2011: 22 
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The following section tracks this logic and outlines the argument against musical 

communication, showing certain flaws within the musical Noisy Channel as discussed to 

this point. 

 

The Difference Between Models of Musical Creation and Interpretation 
 
 
 As shown in the above citation, following his initial discussion of music-as-magic, 

Tymoczko contrasts his analogy with that of music-as-language. Before engaging with his 

criticims, it is worth reproducing at length Tymoczko’s indictment:  

 
The linguistic model is attractive, and there is no doubt some truth to 
it.  But I think it understates the extraordinary distinctiveness of 
human language.  Linguistic abilities are remarkable both for their 
accuracy and for the homogeneity: if you say “there is a tiger nearby,” 
I have no trouble repeating the sentence word for word, writing it 
down, or explaining what it means.  Furthermore, almost any English 
speaker can effortlessly distinguish grammatical utterances such as 
“there is a tiger nearby” from nongrammatical ones like “nearby tiger 
is.” By contrast, musical abilities are both heterogeneous and fairly 
inaccurate.  First, there is an enormous spectrum ranging from 
congenital amusics to gifted listeners with extraordinarily accurate 
absolute pitch.  These individuals have radically different musical 
capabilities as both producers and consumers of music.  Second, while 
competent language-listeners are typically also competent language-
speakers, this is not the case for music: most people enjoy listening to 
music, while only a few enjoy creating it.  Third, even expert listeners 
lose a large amount of the “signal” in even moderately complicated 
music.  I have had more than three decades of musical training, and 
yet I – like most other “expert” listeners – would have trouble 
notating, or recreating at the piano, the notes and rhythms in a ten-
second excerpt from an unfamiliar four-voice Baroque fugue.  
Musically, in other words, I am analogous to a person who cannot 
reliably understand all the words in the sentence, “there is a tiger 
nearby.”87   

 

He goes on to say that this state of contrasts arises from music’s lack of semantic 

                                                
87 Tymoczko 2011: 22 
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content.  A sentence warning you of an impending tiger attack has very precise meanings 

associated with it, while a Beethoven symphony does not. 

While Tymoczko’s definition of linguistic communication seems problematic 

insomuch as he dismisses music’s linguistic capacity wholesale because it does not 

communicate in exactly the same way as spoken language (even Tymoczko’s magician 

participates in the Noisy Channel in order to communicate awe and wonder to his 

audience88), each of Tymoczko’s specific indictments shows a salient difference between 

music and spoken language. These differences will help further refine this dissertation’s 

model of tonal communication.   

Aspects of Tymoczko’s point about musical semantics have already been discussed, 

but the issue deserves revisiting: music does not communicate the same sorts of meanings 

– particularly semantic meaning – as words and sentences.  The debate surrounding 

musical semantics has spilt much ink throughout music history; however, the current 

project is only interested in particular slivers of musical communication, the 

communication of organizational structures like key, harmonies, and chord-progression 

norms. This study admits the ambiguity of other types of musical communication (e.g. 

communicating emotions, images, or narratives); these will remain outside the scope of 

this dissertation.  

Tymoczko’s initial points – that there is a great spectrum of musical ability, that 

                                                
88  In order for the magician to insight awe, wonder, and delight in his audience, he must know what 
sequence of events can reliably encode these emotions.  For instance, if he produces an adorable bunny out 
of an apparently empty top hat, he knows the audience will be surprised and delighted.  In terms of the 
Noisy Channel model, the magician (the information source) encodes the emotion “surprised and delighted” 
(the message) within the bunny trick (the signal).  The audience (the destination) receives and reacts to the 
trick.  The magician can only evoke the desired reaction if he knows what series of events will produce that 
reaction.  In other words, the magician must encode the message in the audience’s model of 
communication.  In the case of an audience of professional magicians, they would neither be surprised nor 
delighted at the appearing bunny because their expectations – the norms and expectations of their model of 
communication– are more jaded.   
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the ability for musical production is incommensurate with the ability for interpretation, 

and that listeners habitually miss large amounts of the musical signal – all boil down to a 

central difference between music and spoken language: the model listeners use to decode 

music seems to be different than the model used to compose it. While it could be argued 

that this phenomenon sometimes happens in spoken language – consider a text that has 

various levels meaning complexity, all of which are not available to every reader of that 

text – music does seem unique in the degree of difference between producers and 

consumers. However, just because every actor does not share the same model for musical 

interpretation does not mean that music does not communicate using formal language-

like principles. Furthermore, to Tymoczko’s point about the reproduction of music versus 

language: while the premise that musicians can reproduce musical material with less 

fidelity than language speakers can reproduce linguistic utterances is itself questionable – 

who among us can recite a sonnet verbatim after a single hearing? – exact reproduction 

of the encoded signal has little to do with communication. Just as most language listeners 

could provide a synopsis of a recited sonnet, musicians can summarize recent musical 

events in terms of themes, affects, and keys, indicating in both cases that a message has 

been transmitted and received.   

Regardless of the issues within Tymoczko’s argument, his larger point remains in 

tact: there exists a larger difference between the sending/receiving models in musical as 

opposed to linguistic communication. Consider Tymoczko’s typical example of a musical 

phenomenon often unavailable to listeners:  

For example, classical composers evidently considered it important 
to conclude a piece in the tonic key, even though listeners are 
relatively insensitive to this feature of musical organization 
[according to Cook (1987)]. This means that theorists should not 
assume that the cognitive structures involved in making music are 
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the same as those involved in perceiving it.89 
 

There are different ways to explain the differences between compositional practice 

and listener interpretation. In order to account for these differences, consider example 2a, 

which spatializes various listener/composer/corpus relationship. The corpus sits at the 

center of the scheme, represented as a “mountain” of statistics and musical data. While 

the potential statistical properties and characteristics of a corpus are vast, the example 

outlines two models that must make use of at least some of these properties. On the left, a 

compositional model creates the corpus using model mi. If a model claims to be involved 

in generating a corpus, it follows that the model must be able to account for aspects of 

that corpus: at least some parts of the corpus’ statistical mountain will be the result of the 

model that created it. On the other right side of the example, a listener’s model interprets 

a corpus using model mk. Similar to the compositional side, if a listening model is 

successful at interpreting a corpus, it must capitalize on at least some statistical properties 

of that corpus: part of the statistical mountain must be modeled by a listener’s interpretive 

system. 

The Venn diagrams within the example show the various relationships that could 

account for the differences between compositional and listening models. One explanation 

claims that a listener’s model is a simpler version of that used to compose it, a scheme 

illustrated in Example 2b. Here, the parameters of a listener’s model are contained 

entirely within those of the compositional model. While many properties of corpus can be 

explained by both the generative and interpretive models, several properties of the corpus 

– say, the fact that pieces of music tend to begin and end in the same key – are not 

                                                
89 Tymoczko 2011: 22 
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available to the listener, and are excluded from mk.  

On the other hand, it might also be the case that a compositional system is 

entirely different from a listener’s model, a scheme related by the non-overlapping circles 

of Example 2c. In this scheme, the model that determines a listener’s response – mk – has 

no overlap with that used in the process of composition – mi. A corpus’ data and statistics, 

then, might be overdetermined, since both models make sense of a corpus using different 

means, or both models might simply use different properties of the corpus. Within this 

framework, the fact that pieces tend to begin and end in the same key could result from a 

compositional grammar – say, a composing-out of the Schenkerian Ursatz – while the 

listener might interpret the music using a completely different system– say, a simple 

textbook grammar that only determines what surface harmony can move to what other 

surface harmony. This mismatch accounts for why a listener would not be attuned to 

global tonal closure, while most common-practice pieces exhibit that characteristic. Here, 

different logics define both sides of the communication channel, and both account for 

aspects of a corpus’ statistical properties. 

Example 2: Several potential relationships between compositional and 
listening models 
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Intuitively, the process likely involves some hybrid, as in Example 2d. While there 

seems to be compositional practices that are foreign to listening models (that part of mi 

that does not overlap with mk), there are likely also aspects shared between music’s 

producers and its listeners (the overlap between mk and mi). For instance, we often teach 

model composition to help our students better engage with some particular style, 

reasoning that the most involved and informed listeners of, say, Mozart can also write a 

model composition in his style. And while a hybrid model may be pedagogically intuitive, 

this dissertation’s methodology will – on the whole – accommodate the possibility of a 

complete difference between compositional and listening practices: if our claims can be 

made in reference to the extreme case (Example 2c), then they will also hold in the 

simpler case (Example 2d), while the inverse does not logically hold.  To that end, we will 

not assume a shared formal language model as was described in relation to the Noisy 

Channel.  Rather, we will adopt a somewhat more ambiguous relationship between the 

encoding and decoding processes, as shown in Example 3. Here, a corpus exhibits 

statistical properties that can be modeled by both a compositional model mi and the 

listening model mk. Both models mi and mk may overlap and use the same statistical 

properties, or the may not. Additionally, we will introduce one further layer of skepticism: 

the corpus model may involve properties that are external to both the compositional and 

listening models. In other words, a corpus can exhibit statistics that are neither generated 

by the compositional model nor used by listeners, and are therefore incidental to both 

processes. Accommodating the skepticism of Example 2c but the potential validity of 

Example 2b and d, mi and mk may overlap (mk could even be a subset of mi); however, this 

need not be the case. 
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The double-headed arrows indicate that model derivation can be a two-way street. 

If a corpus indeed has traces of both the model that created it and the model that 

interprets it, it follows that the corpus’s statistics can be useful in learning how to compose 

and how to listen. This double-sided arrow relies on the statistical-learning hypothesis, 

and while all statistics within the corpus cannot necessarily be considered useful to such 

learning, we will assume that some statistics can be. The double-sided arrows therefore 

indicate that listeners and composers can learn aspects of their models from a corpus in 

addition to using the models for generation and interpretation. Again, we return to this 

topic below. 

Importantly, the scheme of Example 3 will shift our focus to the corpus’s statistical 

topography since the corpus’ statistics have the potential to show both sides of the 

communication channel. These statistical properties – while often notable in of 

themselves – will not be assumed to either be created by or to affect the compositional 

and listening models simply by their presence. Just because we find some statistical 

property within a data set, does not mean that either side of the communication channel 

necessarily uses that property. Rather, given some statistical topography, we will 

investigate how those statistics might contribute to, assist in, or correlate with cognition 

and composition. Our investigations to proceed – from the perspective of Example 3 – 

from the inside out, moving from raw data, to their statistical properties, to connections 

with communication and discourse. 
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Example 3: A general and skeptical relationship between compositional and 
listening models 

 

 

Overall, this discussion reminds us that identifying particular problems in a system 

does not negate the validity of the overall system. Even if we argue about what exactly is 

being interpreted by musical listeners, that argument does not fundamentally question the 

foundations of musical communication.  Joel Cohen states this basic viewpoint in his 1962 

review of computational music research: 

The ultimate goal of a syntactical study of music is to understand how 
music communicates. The value of this limitation to the how of 
communication is that the results of syntactical study do not depend 
on the many speculations about what music communicated, and may 
be valid whether or not music communicated emotions, … emotional 
images, “divine harmony,” moral states, or nothing at all beyond 
itself.90 

 

Having problematized the relationship between corpus statistics and musical 

communication, we will continue our investigation into how musical norms, expectations, 

categories, and its methods of communication might be learned. This discussion engages 

                                                
90 Cohen 1962: 137-138. Emphases original. 
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with our third main thesis concerning corpus analysis as an analysis of discourse: the idea 

that musical formal systems may be learned through exposure to corpora. The following 

section reviews literature surrounding exposure-based learning, suggesting that humans 

learn communicative models by being repeatedly exposed to utterances well-formed in 

terms of those models. 

 
 
Learning Formal Models from Statistical Exposure  

 
 

 The last several decades have shown a rise in statistically oriented theories of 

learning.  For instance, Temperley begins Music and Probability with the following quote 

from Leonard Meyer: 

 
Once a musical style has become part of the habit responses of composers, 
performers, and practiced listeners it may be regarded as a complex 
system of probabilities…. Out of such internalized probability systems 
arise the expectations – the tendencies – upon which musical meaning is 
built…91 

 
To Meyer, musical expectations form when a group of listeners are habituated to 

certain musical tendencies.  These “habits” form mental representations of how music in 

a given style probably acts, and these probabilities can be associated with expressive ideas.  

In terms of expectations or tonal decoding, we might imagine these probabilities 

constituting the formal model used by composers’ and their audiences to interpret music. 

Several researchers have argued that the structure of music itself suggests that 

musical syntax is readily and easily learned from passive exposure. Tillman et al. (2000) 

connect musical regularities with other statistically learned systems to which humans are 

attuned: 

                                                
91 Meyer 1957, quoted in Temperley 2007: 1 
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Natural environments contain highly structured systems to which we 
are exposed in everyday life. The human brain internalizes these 
regularities by passive exposure, and the acquired implicit knowledge 
influences perception and performance. Aspects of language and music 
provide two examples of highly structured systems that may be learned 
in an incidental manner.92 

 
The authors write that this sort of passive learning can be represented by a “rule-

like” system that enables listeners to form intuitions about what sounds well-formed 

within a musical language, even if these intuitions remain unarticulated and inexplicit: 

“because musically naïve listeners are constantly exposed in everyday life to the 

regularities underlying the music of their culture, they acquire implicit knowledge of 

them.”93 

Such popular statistical exposure theories are all well and good, but “a wealth of 

statistical cues is of little use unless humans can detect and exploit them.”94  As the music 

researchers Rohrmeier and Cross note:  

 
With a perspective to statistical learning, one might expect to find 
statistical properties of harmony such as frequency ranks of single 
chords or chord transition patterns reflected in subjects’ response 
patterns in empirical studies.95 

 

In other words, if we are to believe that statistical and probability-based language 

models connect to human perception, there must be empirical proof.  And, indeed, 

cognitive science might provide some such proof.   

In the mid 1990s, various experiments began to show the statistical basis of 

language acquisition.  One such seminal study by Saffran et al. (1996) demonstrated that 

                                                
92 Tillmann et al. 2000: 885 
93 ibid: 887 
94 Saffran et al. 1999: 30 
95 Rohrmeier and Cross 2008: 624 
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8-month-old infants can learn to distinguish the segmentation of words from within a 

constant flow of speech after only two minutes of exposure to the words they were tasked 

to discriminate.96 When these children listened to a 2-minute-long unbroken string of 

spoken syllables in which “ta” is statistically most likely to follow “pa,” “ga” is statistically 

most likely to follow “ta,” and “da” is equally likely to follow any syllable, the children 

respond to the string “pa-ta-ga-da” by recognizing “pa-ta-da” as a unit, with “da” 

beginning a new unit. Saffran et al. (1998) extends this research by describing a more 

precise probabilistic model to explained the infants’ learning processes, investigating “the 

degree of computational complexity they bring to this, and related, sequence-learning 

tasks.”97  The experiment determined that it was not the frequency of syllables, but the 

frequency of transitions between them that aided the babies in word recognition.  The 

experiment suggests that the more frequent a group of syllabic transitions, the more likely 

a child is to recognize the syllables as a word.98 

 Saffran (1999) investigates the statistical acquisition of musical knowledge, asking, 

“whether… statistical learning ability is uniquely tied to linguistic materials.”99  To do this, 

the team reproduced the earlier syllable experiment, swapping out pitches for syllables.  

One of the “languages” consisted of the six musical “words” ADB, DFE, GG#A, FCF#, 

D#ED, CC#D.  Subjects heard a seven-minute string of these words, with no silence in 

                                                
96 To test word discrimination, researchers timed the babies’ processing time when listening to strings of 
syllables.  When the syllables contained the words on which the babies had been trained, the processing 
time dramatically fell. 
97 Aslin et al. 1998: 322 
98 Saffran (1999) relates the following example: “For example, the last sound in elephant might be followed by 
the first sound of any word that the grammar allows to occur next in the utterance. In contrast, the 
sequencing of sounds within a word is far more constrained. Given a sequence such as ele, there is a very 
strong expectation that the next sequence of sounds will be phant or vator.”  Overall, “the transitional 
probability between two sounds, when tracked across a corpus of utterances, will generally be greatest when 
the two sounds are within the same word. When computed across word boundaries, probabilities of sound 
pairs should generally be lower.” 
99 Saffran 1999 
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between. The seven-minute stream was repeated twice, with breaks in between, for a total 

of 21 minutes.  As Saffran describes: 

  
The only consistent cue to the beginnings and ends of the tone words 
were the transitional probabilities between tones. Transitional 
probabilities between tones within words averaged 0.64 (range 0.25–1.00). 
In contrast, transitional probabilities between tones spanning word 
boundaries averaged 0.14 (range 0.05–0.60) 

 

After the tests, the subjects were played 36 pairs of three-note segments, one of 

which was a “word” and the other not.  They were asked to pick “the more familiar” of 

the two.  On average, the subjects picked out the word 77% of the time.  Furthermore, 

subjects were significantly more likely to pick out the words that averaged higher 

transition probabilities, suggesting a correlation between transition probabilities and the 

learning of tonal units.  Saffran et al. (2005) conducted similar experimentation on adults 

and infants, adding transpositions of the “pitch words” to test the role of relative pitch 

within statistical learning. Situating their results within a variety of absolute-pitch infant 

studies, they suggest that while adults favor relative pitch in musical learning, infants 

potentially use absolute pitch as a “primitive, basic strategy for encoding auditory 

information” but use relative pitch “when AP [absolute pitch] cues are unreliable” and 

for “long term memory.”100 

 These results importantly show evidence of relative pitch within tonal cognition 

and therefore – albeit obliquely – for the Tonality-as Message model. Within this 

experiments, when infants (and also adults) are deprived of absolute-pitch cues, they 

“decode” the underlying identity of some melody by using the intervallic relationships 

                                                
100 Saffran et al. 2005, 6 
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between the sounding pitches. The raw pitch information becomes the signal, while the 

melody’s identity becomes the message. 

 Further experiments have investigated other aspects of statistical learning.  Creel et 

al. (2004) tested how listeners might acquire statistics about non-adjacent phenomena.  In 

their first experiment, the authors subjected listeners to repeated triplet patterns in which 

all adjacencies within an entire sequence had probabilities of 0.5; however, groups of 

three non-adjacencies would have transition probabilities of 1.0. (That is, imagine a series 

of six letters, AbCdEf. The probability of moving between each individual letter – here, 

between capital and lowercase letters, “C” to “d”, for instance – would always be 0.5.  

However, the ordering of the upper-case or lower-case letters is completely determined: 

the probability of, say, “CxE” or “bXd” is 1.0, where x and X are variable. These 

completely determined triplets are then separated by non-adjacent transitions of 0.5, such 

that if “Ef” were followed by “Gh”, the probabilities of “ExG” and “fXh” would be 0.5.)  

Subjects were then asked to pick the “more familiar” of two triplets, one of which 

matched the patterns they had just heard.  The subjects performed poorly, scoring only 

insignificantly better than chance.   However, when the non-adjacent tones were sounded 

using the same timbre with the intervening pitch sounding in a contrasting timbre, the 

subjects performed far better.  Their work suggests that more complex probabilities – i.e., 

non-adjacent probabilities – can be learned, but only when further similarities are 

introduced into the stimulus. Here, “grouping cues” are at work as listeners learn the 

transitional probabilities of their language model, showing that “statistical learning… is 

not neutral or all-encompassing with regard to the types of regularities it can acquire, but 
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rather is subject to constraints on the types of regularities that can be computed…”101  In 

other words, their work problematizes “pure statistics” as a method for learning, showing 

that certain constraints and preferences seem to exist within the learning process. 

 More recent research has investigated whether we learn musical grammars from 

statistical exposure.  Loui et al. (2006) attempts to recreate the musical-grammar learning 

process by exposing subjects to music well-formed in terms of a synthesized grammar 

using an alien-sounding scale.  The study attempts to remove listeners from their previous 

musical experience by using the “Bohlen-Pierce” scale, a scale generated by ratios of 3:1, 

rather than the traditional 2:1 octave102, creating sonorities that are not found in 

traditional Western harmony while still be “relatively consonant psychoacoustically.”103 

Their synthetic musical grammars derive from an algorithm that determines what 

verticalities (harmonies) are available and what notes can follow what other notes. The 

grammars are simple: each has only three possible chords, all triads, involving a total of 

seven notes.  After listening to five grammatical selections repeated over 25 minutes, 

subjects were asked to identify progressions they had heard before, as well as identify well-

formed examples that had not been previously heard. The subjects performed 

significantly well on the former, but poorly on the latter.  In the subsequent experiment, 

the subjects were trained and tested identically; however, they were now trained on 15 

melodies.  The subjects could identify grammatical musical examples significantly better, 

suggesting “that larger sets of exemplars promote the extraction of regularities underlying 

                                                
101 Creel et al. 2004, 1128 
102 Walker 2001 
103 Loui et al. 2006, 2 
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the examples…”  In other words, prolonged exposure to a foreign musical grammar 

began to “teach” the subjects about that new musical language.104   

 Loui et al. (2009) enhances these findings with neuroimaging.  Drawing on 

previous research that finds particular brain signatures associated with musical surprise 

(these brain signatures include “a negative event related potential (ERP) waveform 

onsetting 150–210 ms after pattern violation… termed the mismatch negativity”105), the 

study tests to see whether similar such brain signatures occur in subjects who hear an 

ungrammatical progression after having been exposed to a synthetic musical grammar.  

They summarize, 

Children and adults with no formal musical training show [a distinct 
neurological response] to Western musical violations (…Loui et al., 2005), 
suggesting either an innate system specialized for musical processing…, or 
a rapid and implicit ability to learn musical patterns based on 
probabilities…. If the latter is true, novel and/or non-Western musical 
systems may elicit similar brain signatures.106 

 
Their experiment shows that, when reacting to examples that violate the synthetic 

grammar, listeners’ brain activity closely resembles that of a brain responding to 

unconventional Western music.  In fact, they find that this brain activity can be modeled 

as a function of time: “The increase in [such brain activity] over the course of the 

experiment reflects gradual development of expertise as a function of exposure…”107 

 Pearce et al. (2009) present a similar neuroimaging experiment. Connecting corpus 

study to theories of statistical learning and to learners’ brain activity, they 
                                                
104 I must admit some skepticism about this experiment, since the B-P scale sounds more like an out of tune 
scale than a truly foreign means of musical organization.  I worry that the subjects of the study heard the 
tests as simply out-of-tune examples of Western music, and were therefore influenced by their knowledge of 
tonal grammars.  (For instance, Krumhansl and Shepard (1979) incorporated quartertones into their probe 
tone experiments, and found that listeners tended to “round” these pitches up or down to the adjacent 
pitches, thereby hearing them as mistuned tonal pitches.)  Nonetheless, the results of this study are highly 
suggestive.   
105 Loui et al. 2009: 454 
106 ibid 
107 Loui et al. 2009: 454 
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started with an operational definition of musical expectation embodied in 
a computational model… that views the brain as a learning system whose 
goal is to predict future events as accurately as possible. We considered 
natural musical stimuli (melodies from English hymns encoded as MIDI 
files) and used the model to identify notes which are highly probable (with 
high probability) and highly improbable (with low probability) in context. 
This… allowed us to test the predictions of the model explicitly, while the 
choice of high- and low-probability notes was intended to maximise [sic] 
any electrophysiological effects.108 

 
 

On the computational side, the authors create a model that “estimate[s] in any 

context a conditional probability distribution governing the probability of the pitch of the 

next note in a melody given the preceding notes.”109  That is, the statistics capture what 

notes follow what notes, and how often. From these statistics, the authors derive two 

probabilistic models. One, the “long-term” model, trains on the entire corpus to calculate 

probabilities of transitioning between specific notes.  The second, the “short-term” model, 

uses only the note transitions within the melody in question, incrementally adding to its 

tallies as each note passes.110  The final model combines both the long- and short-term 

models by multiplying and normalizing their probabilities.  The long-term model trains 

on a corpus of 903 melodies derived from Canadian and German folk songs as well as the 

melodies of English hymns.  In one half of the experiment, subjects listened to 28 hymn 

melodies and were periodically asked how “expected” a particular note within the melody 

seemed (using a scale of 1-7).  In the experiment’s other half, subjects’ brain activities 

were monitored as they listened to these melodies.  Not surprisingly, in the behavior-

oriented task, the listeners responded significantly faster to higher-probability notes than 

to lower-probability notes, indicating that that “high-probability notes are perceived as 

                                                
108 Pearce 2010: 2 
109 ibid: 3. This experiment involves pitch classes and not scale degrees, as their stimuli were untransposed. 
110 Pearce 2010: 4 
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more expected and elicit faster responses than low-probability notes and also that both 

training and familiarity increase expectedness and reduce response times.”111  

Interestingly, their analysis also showed that musical training significantly interacted with 

response times, suggesting that people with more exposure to music react faster to high-

probability melodic events.  There was also a very high correlation (r = 0.89) between the 

probability of events given the model trained on the corpus and the subjects’ expectation 

judgments.  In the brain scans, they found that brain activity increased robustly as a 

function of the melody’s predictability.112   

  
 
The Structure of Statistical Knowledge, or the Top Down versus Bottom Up 
debate 
 
 

To this point, we have seen evidence that transition probabilities within spoken 

language and music can be learned by exposure, that infants and adults can learn how to 

discriminate the identities of melodies through repeated exposure to relative-pitch cures, 

and that statistical models of the relevant statistics might approximate human 

performance and their brain activity. However, we have also seen that not all corpus 

statistics are available to learners, something that indicates that not every statistical corpus 

model approximates human cognition. In previous sections, we adopted a particular 

definition of communication, in which listeners decode messages embedded into a text by 

the composer, schematized with Shannon’s Noisy Channel model.  After problematizing 

this model by acknowledging the potential difference between listening and compositional 

musical models   Here, in order for two subjects to communicate with one another, they 

                                                
111 Pearce 2010: 6 
112 Overath et al. (2007) had initially conducted a study of this sort, showing that certain regions of the brain 
show activity in a magnitude inversely proportional to a work’s information content. 
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need to share a system that encodes and decodes a message.  Specifically, the receiver 

needs to interpret the sender’s message by using the same model to decode the message 

that the sender used to encode it.   Assuming communication to be a linguistic process, 

this process by which messages are encoding and decoded can be considered language 

model.  

Additionally we have seen listeners’ expectation determined by the statistical 

properties of a corpus to which a listener has been exposed. Musical affect, particularly 

surprise or the fulfillment of expectations, can be connected to the statistical probabilities 

of some corpus. 

Connecting these ideas together, we can claim that listeners’ expectations –at least 

concerning local musical transitions – are statistically learned, can be modeled using the 

Noisy Channel, and can be represented as statistical formal models. These models (as 

articulated in Example 3) notably differ with comparable linguistic models as music’s 

composers and listeners do not necessarily share the same cognitive schemes. A corpus’ 

statistics, then, can be accounted for by the sum of a compositional and listening model, 

along with the addition of potential incidental statistical properties. Accommodating the 

skepticism of Example 2b and the subset relationship of Example 2a, listener and 

compositional models might overlap, but need not. 

But what types of structures best represent the statistics of musical corpora and the 

accompanying compositional and listening models? Complex systems of probabilities? 

Hierarchical grammars?  Are there hard-wired a priori constraints that define or even add 

to our learned knowledge of musical systems, or do musical learners begin with a 

completely blank slate?   
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Throughout the past decades, two basic paradigms have dominated the discourse 

surrounding these questions, paradigms which we will refer to as top down and bottom up 

systems. (This dichotomy has been described in various ways, but the terms top-down and 

bottom-up will help relate various methodological standpoints to decisions regarding 

computational implementation discussed in Chapter 2.) On the one hand, top-down 

systems use a series of a priori rules to interpret a message.  When a traveler learns foreign 

language by reading grammar and vocabulary books, he learns that language by 

internalizing a system of pre-fabricated rules determined by experts of that language.   On 

the other hand, when a traveler learns a language through pure exposure, the learning 

process is closer to a bottom-up system.  The traveler is an empty and naïve sponge 

soaking up the language around him.  David Medler describes the differences using 

“classical” to denote top-down and “connectionist” to denote bottom-up113:  

 
Unlike classical [top-down] systems which use explicit, often 
logical rules arranged in an hierarchy to manipulate symbols in 
a serial manner . . . connectionist [bottom-up] systems rely on 
parallel processing of sub-symbols, using statistical properties 
instead of logical rules to transform information.114 

 
While the above-discussed experiments in linguistic and music cognition have 

found that statistical exposure to a corpus produces a familiarity with that corpus’ norms, 

expectations, and grammars, a convincing model must account for how human subjects 

represent this language in their minds.  Both bottom-up and top-down camps have 

formulated answers to this question. For our purposes, the debate begins with Shannon’s 

Noisy Channel model and Noam Chomsky’s reaction to it. 
                                                
113 There are several variations in nomenclature used to describe this dichotomy.  I have chosen top down 
versus bottom up; however, “classical versus connectionist,” “rule-based versus probability-based,” and 
“supervised versus unsupervised” are also used.  Each dichotomy highlights a different aspect of both camps 
and, indeed, lays slightly different boundaries between the two. 
114 Medler 1998: 21, quoted in Byros 2010. 
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Shannon’s 1940s model of communication used a Markov chain as its model. 

Markov chains rely on interlocking sequences of events chained into sentences. These 

models are often referred to as n-gram models, and are described by the length of their 

chains. Bigrams involve chains of two events, such that each event’s probability is 

contingent upon the one preceding event. Because its probabilities are conditioned on 

one event, bigrams can also be called 1-grams; similarly, trigrams (chains of three events) 

can be called 2-grams because each event is conditioned on the two prior.  

This system grew out of the resources available to linguists at the time: Shannon 

was relying on hand-made tallies of word and sound occurrences based on war-time 

guides for probability-based code-breaking.115   Furthermore, reliable and powerful 

computers were still years in the future, and his contemporary technology could hardly 

have handled a model more sophisticated than his Markov chain.  

In the following years, Noam Chomsky sharply criticized this statistics-based view 

of language, frequently citing the paradox that language “makes infinite use of finite 

means.”116 Articulating the problem, Chomsky points out that a language learner hears 

only a finite number of utterances, yet he has infinite possibilities available to him when 

generating utterances in this language. 117  For the sake of illustration, Chomsky 

composed a sentence made up of word co-occurrences that had never appeared in 

English: “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.”118  Even though its probability of 

occurring is close to zero, the sentence is grammatical, and even somewhat poetically 

                                                
115 C.f. Relative Frequency of English Speech Sounds, G. Dewey, Harvard University Press, 1923 and Secret and 
Urgent by Fletcher Pratt, Blue Ribbon Books, 1939. 
116 Chomsky 1957.  This quote, however, is from the German linguist Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835), 
and is often used by Chomskians to summarize their viewpoint. 
117 Griffiths 2011: 3825–6 
118 According to Google’s n-gram viewer http://books.google.com/ngrams, the phrase “colorless green” 
had a probability of around 0.00000001% (unsmoothed) before Chomsky’s publications.  In the 1960s, the 
probability increased to twenty-fold (to 0.0000002%), most likely by virtue of this debate.  
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meaningful.  The sentence not only is a well-formed English utterance, but also is 

generated outside the finite means of a corpus-based model.  Based on this, Chomsky 

contended that human language must involve top-down learning, rather than involving a 

simple tally of all the utterances of one’s experience.  And furthermore, because the 

stimuli available to language learners were not sufficient to create grammatical rules, 

those grammars had to be innate.  Chomsky reasoned that if language speakers can 

create utterances that are not based on the data available, then there must be some a priori 

predispositions (or even instinctual knowledge) already present in the speaker at birth.  

Therefore, not only was probability theory lacking the generalizations that were necessary 

to capture the infinite possibilities of language, but statistical exposure could not even 

represent the method language learners acquired these grammars and rules. 

This line drawn in the sand sparked decades of empirical research from both 

sides.119  Cognitive scientists Michael Frank and Josh Tenenbaum summarize the 

situation as follows: 

Subsequent studies of rule learning in language …  for the most 
part have collapsed [their inquiries] into a single dichotomy of 
‘‘rules vs. statistics’’... The poles of ‘‘rules’’ and ‘‘statistics’’ are 
seen as accounts of both how infants represent their knowledge of 
language (in explicit symbolic ‘‘rules’’ or implicit ‘‘statistical’’ 
associations) as well as which inferential mechanisms are used to 
induce their knowledge from limited data (qualitative heuristic 
‘‘rules’’ or quantitative ‘‘statistical’’ inference engines)…. On 
empirical grounds, there is support for both the availability of 
rule-like representations and the ability of learners to perform 
statistical inferences over these representations.120 
 

The authors go on to describe the continued shortcomings of both sides of the debate: 
 

                                                
119 Sometimes the same study could even provide fodder for both sides.  For instance, Inhelder and Piaget 
(1964) found that children cognize language in terms of both grammatical rules and word-to-word 
probabilities.   
120 Frank and Tenenbaum 2010 
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On theoretical grounds, we see neither a pure ‘‘rules’’ position 
nor a pure ‘‘statistics’’ position as sustainable or satisfying. 
Without principled statistical inference mechanisms, the pure 
‘‘rules’’ camp has difficulty explaining which rules are learned or 
why the right rules are learned from the observed data. Without 
explicit rule-based representations, the pure ‘‘statistics’’ camp has 
difficulty accounting for what is actually learned…121 

 
In recent years, some state-of-the-art statistical models have attempted to 

capitalize on the strengths of hierarchical approaches, somewhat bridging the gap 

between Chomskian generalizable grammars and models of raw statistics. Unlike the 

limited data and computing power of Shannon’s era, recent decades have seen 

increasingly more powerful computers and, perhaps more importantly, the rise of the 

Internet and its glut of analyzable text.  This huge amount of information has, in effect, 

expanded the finite to better approximate the infinite. John Sinclair describes this new 

environment:  

Now that there is so much language available on record, 
particularly written language in electronic form… reference can be 
made to the huge accumulation of usage that is lodged in the 
corpora, providing evidence of shades of meaning and subtleties of 
expression that have not until now been transferable into the 
shared area.122 

 

Instancing the tendency towards more complex statistical modeling, the recent 

work of researchers such as Charles Kemp, Josh Tenenbaum, Alexander Clark, and 

Thomas Griffiths has focused on statistical derivations of larger hierarchical structures in 

language. Instead of simply modeling the probabilities of the transitions between 

individual words, their models adduce information about “word classes,” capturing not 

only individual words but the parts of speech they instantiate.  In these formulations, 

                                                
121 ibid: 2 
122 Sinclair 2004: 117 
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language learners do not only compile statistics about the order of individual words, but 

also track information about what words tend to act the same way, creating categories 

approximating parts of speech.  Kemp and Tenenbaum (2008) construct a model that 

finds the most probable structure that explains some sequence of data.  In the case of 

words, this means that the model considers what hierarchical structure best explains the 

word order. Goldwater and Griffiths (2007) have experimented with modifications to a 

Hidden Markov Model for identifying parts of speech within a text corpus, and 

Alexander Clark (2012) has recently experimented with algorithms that build nested 

classes of words based on the contexts in which they occur. These state-of-the-art 

algorithms begin to investigate the connections between generalizable grammars and the 

raw probabilities within corpora. 

The discussion is ongoing. Advances in probability-based derivation of general 

rules or equivalence classes moves the top-down/bottom-up debate onto the hierarchical 

systems themselves, with the discourse often centering around what kind of statistical 

system can best derive a hierarchical model rather than whether to favor statistics or 

hierarchy. It seems, however, that cognitive science provides a very solid grounding for 

naïve models of statistical learning, and continued improvements in the structure of that 

modeling have somewhat assuaged the logical flaws present in earlier instantiations of this 

theory.123 While remaining somewhat agnostic as to the relative merits of both sides of the 

debate, this dissertation will treat systems that naïvely learn statistics from corpora as 

being potentially mimetic models of musical cognition and production, something 

captured by the double-headed arrow in Example 3.  In other words, this study’s models 

                                                
123 However, the claim that naïve systems model aspects of human learning and cognition does not preclude 
expert systems from modeling some other aspect of cognition; however, my work shall not engage with this 
prospect. 
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will learn musical statistics beginning from a blank slate and represent its knowledge as 

probabilities, simulating the learning and representation of some musical knowledge. 

Throughout the dissertation, however, we will complicate this approach by comparing 

the statistical structure of the data to traditional music-theoretical “expert” concepts. 

 
 
Musical Parameters Used in Tonal Cognition, or “What’s key for key?” 
 
 

To describe how musical corpus analysis can act as an analysis of discourse and 

communication, we have discussed the potential of musical statistics to embed the norms 

and expectations involved in musical production and cognition. We also identified the 

concept of scale-degree – and therefore musical key – with the Noisy Channel model, 

identifying raw pitch material as a signal from which a listener decodes a tonal hierarchy. 

Reviewing various viewpoints on language and musical learning, we have seen humans 

learn expectations and norms through statistical exposure to corpora, although with 

several caveats about statistical theory’s inability to account for and model all aspects of 

the learning process, and with an emendation to the Noisy Channel accounting for the 

potential disconnects between music’s producers and its listeners. The following provides 

an overview of what sorts of statistics might constitute a model of tonal cognition, 

suggesting the sorts of musical phenomena that listeners use to decode the key underlying 

a sequence of pitches.  

It is worth emphasizing that while all models of exposure-based learning are statistical, not 

all statistics model exposure-based learning. The statistics present in a corpus show 

characteristics available to learners, but – as we saw in Creel (2004) – not all statistics are 

actually used by learners. Indeed, in Example 3 the corpus was not only overdetermined 
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by the listening and compositional models – thereby including statistics potentially useful 

to one model and not the other – but also accounted for extraneous statistics irrelevant to 

both musical production and cognition. In the words of Leonard Meyer, “the question 

[is] what will count as a trait for purposes of statistics and classification.”124  

In this light, if we are interested a statistical model of learning must take care to 

choose parameters that have been shown to contribute in some way to the process of 

learning if the model is to be connected to cognition.  In our case, we must define exactly 

what information listeners use to identify key.  

Music psychologists have been engaging in a healthy debate about this very 

subject for the past several decades. Surveying this debate, Temperley and Marvin (2008) 

define two basic camps in tonal cognition research: the distributional and structural 

approaches.  The first category asserts,  

the perception of key depends on the distribution of pitch-classes in 
the piece. Listeners possess a cognitive template that represents the 
ideal pitch-class distribution for each major and minor key; they 
compare these templates with the actual pitch-class distribution in 
the piece and choose the key whose ideal distribution best matches 
that of the piece.125  

 
 This “cognitive template” arises from a listener’s previous experiences with scale-

degree distributions; the template reflects the aggregate statistics of pitch-class 

distributions in a listener’s past interactions with tonality.  A listener then matches the 

current pitch class distribution to the template, assigning the most likely scale degrees for 

those pitch classes.126  These ideal distributions are generally modeled using “key-profile 

vectors,” 12-member tuples whose values capture the relative frequency of each 

                                                
124 Meyer 1989: 57 
125 Temperley and Marvin 2008: 193 
126 Brown (1988) formulated this dichotomy as the “structural” and “functional” approaches, with key-
profiles instancing the former and musical progressions instancing the latter. 
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chromatic scale degree. Both camps solidified in the early 1980s, around “key-profile 

vectors” on the one hand, and the “rare interval hypothesis” on the other. 

The structural – or key-profile – line of inquiry was first described in Carol 

Krumhansl and Roger Shepard’s 1979 study that tested how well notes “fit” into a 

diatonic context through “probe tone studies.”127 In these experiments, the experimenters 

played listeners the seven notes of a major scale (sometimes ascending to the leading tones, 

sometimes descending to the supertonic) to provide a tonal context.  They then sounded a 

“probe tone” and asked their subjects how well it completed the scale. They found that 

musically trained listeners rated the tonic pitch highest, notes of the tonic triad next 

highest, followed by other diatonic notes, and finally non-diatonic notes.  (Interestingly, 

non-musicians highly preferred the tonic pitch, but all other pitches were chosen by their 

pitch-proximity to the tonic.)   

Krumhansl and Kessler (1982) revises the earlier experiment in order to account 

for apparent shortcomings in the previous experimental design. The original experiment 

had been criticized for not measuring “tonal context” properly: if one hears a scale up to 

the leading tone and then must pick the note that best completes the scale, one’s answer 

might represent a simple completion of the melodic pattern.128  In the new experiment, 

the researchers now played complete scales, adding chord progressions as well.  They also 

expanded the experiment to include the minor mode, and used “Shepard tones” to 

eliminate the influence of a pitch’s octave location within the subjects’ judgments.  The 

resulting “key profiles” are reproduced in Example 4. The x-axis represents each probe 

tone, while the y-axis represents the average “fit” assigned by the subjects using a scale of 

                                                
127 Krumhansl and Shepard 1979. 
128 Krumhansl and Kessler 1982. Ironically, this makes the 1979 experiment align more with the structural 
approach to tonal cognition. 
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1 through 7. 

Example 4: from Krumhansl and Kessler (1982) 

 
 
 

 
Krumhansl and Kessler further expanded their range of inquiry into issues of key 

relationships and modulation. Using the key profiles, they quantified the distance between 

keys.  For instance, C major and A minor’s profiles look very similar, except that the 

latter’s profile stresses G# and A more, while rating G lower than does the former profile.  

Measuring the profiles’ relative similarities, they determined that the closest keys are the 

relative and parallel modes as well as keys that lie a fifth away.  They tested this analysis 

by playing subjects several nine-chord progressions, some modulating and some not.  

They then tested how long it took these listeners to become certain of a passage’s key, 

using a novel method: initially, a subject would hear only the first chord of the 

progression, and would be asked to rate each of the 12 chromatic pitch classes by how 

well it fit into the context of the chord.  The subject then heard the first two chords of the 
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sequence, after which he again rated each chromatic pitch.  This process continued until 

they heard the whole nine-chord progression.  The researchers found that, in non-

modulating progressions, the goodness-of-fit ratings correlated higher and higher with the 

progressions’ key as each chord was added, reaching a near perfect correlation by the 

sixth chord.  That is, the key-profile gradually came into focus over the progression’s first 

six chords.  In modulating progressions, they found that the initial key’s profile came into 

hazy focus only to fade away in favor of the eventual key by the progression’s end.  As 

hypothesized by their key-profile comparisons, the more distant the modulation, the 

longer it took the second key’s profile to materialize.  Notably, the length that it took the 

second key’s profile to arise was significantly predicted by the distance between the two 

keys’ profiles.   

The second faction in tonal perception theory – the “structural” camp – claims, 

“key perception depends crucially on pitch ordering and on the intervallic and scale-

degree patterns that pitches form.”129  This camp investigates how factors such as contour, 

metric placement, inversion, register, and ordering affect how listeners determine a key, 

and began in 1981 with Richmond Browne’s influential essay on the “rare interval 

hypothesis.”130  Here, Browne suggests that, since the diatonic scale contains each interval 

a distinct and specific numbers of times, and since these intervals occur in unique 

relationships to one another, listeners use these intervals to determine which scale some 

music is expressing. For instance, the progression C-F#-G can only exist in the key of G 

major, while an F major triad moving to a G major triad can only occur in the key of C 

major.   

                                                
129 Temperley and Marvin 2008: 193 
130 Browne 1981 
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Helen Brown and David Butler would investigate this hypothesis through various 

experiments over the next decade.  Their collaboration in 1981131 tested whether the 

order of notes within a trichord would significantly effect a listener’s assessment of a tonal 

center.  As Brown would later summarize,  

 
[The study showed that] the tonal ambiguity of trichordal 
sequences of tones, presented to musicians aurally and without 
notational reinforcement, was greatly reduced by the presence of 
the univalent relationships found in trichords containing a tritone.  
[The study] also found that altering the order of presentation of 
tones within trichords comprising the same intervallic content 
had the greatest effect on their perceived tonal specificity.132 

 
Outside of simply hypothesizing that rare intervals point to specific keys, these 

findings suggested that the order of these rare intervals provides listeners with the most 

important key-finding information. A year later, Butler continued to investigate the effects 

of tritones on tonal perception, testing subjects’ key attributions for melodies that use only 

a tritone flanked by two semitones.  He found that the more he emphasized the tritone, 

the easier the subjects could identify a tonic.133  In 1988, Brown undertook a larger study 

investigating this matter with the hypotheses: 

1) that perception of tonal centers in music develops from listeners’ interpretations 
of time-dependent contextual (functional) relationships amount pitches, rather 
than primarily through knowledge of psychoacoustical or structural characteristics 
of the pitch content of sets or scales and (2) that critical perceptual cues to 
functional relationships among pitches are provided by the manner in which 
particular intervallic relationships are expressed in musical time. 

 

In this experiment, she played her subjects several melodies from common-practice pieces 

and asked them to judge their key.  She then played them two new versions of the 

                                                
131 Brown and Butler 1981 
132 Brown 1988: 222 
133 Butler 1989 
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melodies, reordering the pitch context in ways that tested the tritone’s influence on key 

finding. The subjects were then asked to identify which pitch was the tonic. Example 5 

reproduces her figure 6, an example of a melody and its reorderings.   

 
Example 5: from Brown (1988) 

 
 
The melody labeled 5A reproduces the pitches of a Mozart melody.  5B and 5C 

reorder these pitches.  In 5B, the tritone’s pitches swap their positions of 5A, and move to 

different points in the melody.  For instance, instead of ending with the leading tone, the 

excerpt begins with the leading tone.  In 5C, the tritone’s position in the melody is the 

same as 5A, but with the constituent pitches swapped, thereby ending on the 

subdominant degree.  The numbers below the melodies show the percentage of subjects 

who judged that tone to be tonic.  In 5A, 95.2% judged D to be tonic, while that number 

declines by around one half in the other examples.  45.2% of subjects judged the final 

pitch of 5B to be the leading tone, while the ordering of 5C elicited a more evenly 

ordered multiplicity of judgments (the half-notes in 5C are tonic notes not appearing in 

the melody).  In this experiment, the ordering of pitches influenced subjects’ assessment of 

key more robustly than simply the passage’s pitch content. 

In 1989, Butler explicitly struck out against the distributional camp, charging that 
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key-profiles do not actually capture in-time music cognition.  He writes, 

 
The tonal hierarchy theory [i.e.,“distributional” theory] is static in 
two respects.  First, it is necessarily based on a rigid, time-
independent conception of musical consonance in which the tonic 
is always considered most consonant and most stable… Such a 
narrow account fails to describe the hierarchic nature of musical… 
consonance that allows, for example, the melodic note C to be 
consonant within the key of C at one level, while forming a 
dissonance – on a more local level – within the immediate context 
of, say, an extended dominant chord….. Second, the model 
describes intervallic relationships of members and nonmembers of 
the diatonic set, but does not describe how listeners recognize those 
relationships in situ, during the act of listening to a musical 
performance in musical time.134 

 
In this work, Butler lobbies for a cognitive theory that is time-sensitive, making 

hypotheses about key centers based on how intervals are linearly distributed and revising 

those hypotheses as the evidence changes.  In his words, “Any tone will suffice as a 

perceptual anchor – a tonal center – until a better candidate defeats it…. The listener 

makes the perceptual choice of most-plausible tonic on the basis of style-bound 

conventions in the time ordering of intervals that occur only rarely in the diatonic set.” 135 

Beginning in the 1990s, several theorists began to straddle both camps, and the 

work of David Huron provides one such instance.  In 1993, he and Richard Parncutt 

(1993) investigated whether their time-sensitive reworking of key-profile theory could 

predict the key assessments in Krumhansl’s 1982 study and in Brown’s 1988 study (note 

that Krumhansl’s subjects did not assign key to the passages, just rated probe tones).  

They reasoned that, if their improved distributional method could explain the subjects’ 

responses in Brown’s experiments, then the structural hypothesis would fail in favor of 

key-profile theory.  To this end, Huron and Parncutt created a model that adds overtone 

                                                
134 Butler 1989: 223 
135 ibid, 238 
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and sympathetic resonances into the pitch profile, and decays the strength of pitches 

within the profile as time passes.  They found these additions account for Krumhansl’s 

results often better than her simpler note-tallying method.  Huron and Parncutt did not, 

however, find that their method could accurately predict Brown’s subjects’ responses.  In 

other words, Brown’s listeners were using some other information not modeled in their 

improved key-profile method to assess the melodies’ keys.  The authors write, “on the 

basis of our results, we suggest that tonality perception is determined by both [structural 

and distributional] factors.”136 

The 1990s also brought a significant development in key-profile theory, one that 

shifted this work solidly into the statistical-learning camp.  In her 1990 book, Krumhansl 

compared her key profiles to the work of Hughes (1977) that counted up the number of 

times each pitch class occurs in Schubert’s Moments Musicaux, noticing that the Hughes’ 

vector, when appropriately rotated, correlates almost perfectly to her major-key profile.137 

This discovery facilitated an important shift in the way Krumhansl presented her theories 

and findings.  In her earlier work, she seemed to view key-profiles as either an inherent 

structural property of the diatonic system, or resulting from some sort of cognitive a priori. 

For instance, she writes in 1979, “certain basic structural features [of] the diatonic scale… 

seem to reflect universal structural constraints that may have both a cognitive and a 

group-theoretic basis.”138  In 1990, however, Krumhansl hypothesized that the similarity 

between key profiles and pitch-class-frequency profiles suggest “learning from exposure”: 

we learn to mentally represent a hierarchy of pitches by being exposed to regular and 

repeated relative frequencies of pitch classes.  

                                                
136 Huron and Parncutt 1993: 155 
137 Krumhansl 1990 
138 Krumhansl and Shepard 1979: 580 
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(However, it might be suggested that Krumhansl’s probe-tone studies are 

orthogonal to key finding, since listeners simply assessed the fit of probe tones rather than 

explicitly identifying a passage’s key. However, for the purposes of this study – especially 

in light of the computational implementations of key-profile analysis outlined in Chapter 

2 – we will assume a connection between probe-tone assessment and key identification.) 

In the ensuing years, this initial formulation has received added sophistication and 

nuance, and some of these nuances suggest connections between structural and 

distributional approaches. For instance, Krumhansl’s probe-tone key profiles have some 

important differences from pitch profiles, and – interestingly – the explanation of these 

differences goes a long way to connect her work to structural theories.  Huron (2007) 

articulates the issue as follows: 

 
[T]he dominant is the most frequently occurring pitch in both the 
major and minor modes, yet the Krumhansl and Kessler profiles 
consistently rate the tonic higher than the dominant.  In addition, the 
second and fourth scale degrees (supertonic and subdominant) are 
rated significantly less highly than the actual presence of these tones 
would suggest.  Why do the Krumhansl-Kessler “key profile” 
distributions differ form the pitch-class distributions of the music 
itself? 

 
 
Huron goes on to cite an important experiment from his lab conducted by Brett 

Aarden.139  Aarden hypothesizes that Krumhansl and Kessler’s work had not completely 

excised the notion of “closure” from their experiments.  Because the music stops before 

the probe tone sounds, Aarden believed that listeners were favoring notes that best closed 

or ended the phrase rather than picking the note that best conforms to a phrases tonal 

hierarchy. To test this, Aarden ran an experiment testing subconscious expectations of 

                                                
139 Aarden 2003 
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tonal closure: after playing a complete phrase he asked listeners to indicate as quickly as 

possible whether the final note had moved up, down, or stayed the same.  Aarden 

reasoned that the more quickly listeners responded, the more they expected that scale 

degree.  A profile comprising the reaction times connected to each scale degree correlated 

more highly with Krumhansl’s key profiles than with pitch-class frequency profiles.  

However, the correlation was not exact.  Finally, however, Aarden found that a multiple 

regression (a type of correlation analysis using two or more variables to predict another 

variable) that plots Krumhansl’s profiles in terms of Aarden’s findings and frequency 

profiles results in a near perfect correlation.  That is, the way that Krumhansl’s subjects 

rated the probe tones turn out to be a combination of their expectations for closure 

(Aarden’s profiles) and the simple frequency of scale degrees. 

In so much as it shows an overlap of ordered and non-ordered elements at work 

within Krumhansl’s subjects’ behavior, this work suggests that distributional and 

structural models are not mutually exclusive, but rather two different components of tonal 

cognition.  On the one hand, we consider what pitches are most frequent, sustained, and 

emphasized when cognizing pitch hierarchy. On the other hand, we also consider what 

scale degrees usually begin phrases, end phrases, follow other particular scale degrees, 

and so on.   

Consider Aarden’s experiment’s mixture of structural and distributional elements.  

In the instant a listener begins to hear a melody, she subconsciously asks herself what 

scale degrees usually initiate phrases.  Example 6 represents the relative frequency of scale 

degrees that begin phrases, based on an analysis of several thousand German folk songs 
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done by Huron’s lab.140 

 
Example 6: The Relative Frequency of Scale Degrees that begin phrases  

 
 
The listener uses these frequencies to make a hypothesis about what scale degrees 

the melody’s initial pitches are communicating.  As the melody progresses, a different 

profile becomes useful: the overall pitch-class distribution profile.  The template changes, 

looking more like Example 7, a representation of the overall relative distribution of scale 

degrees (from Aarden 2003), using the overall duration of degree’s appearance. 

 

                                                
140 This is my own parsing of Huron (2006)’s Figure 9.2 and 9.3, which show the transition probabilities 
between different scale degrees in his corpus of German folk songs.  The figures tally notes that either begin 
pieces or follow rests.   
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Example 7: The Relative Frequency of Scale Degrees 
 

 
 
When the phrase comes to a stop, the listener’s template changes again.  Now she 

considers what scale degrees usually end a phrase.  Example 8 captures these relative 

frequencies.   

 
Example 8: The Relative Frequency of Scale Degrees Followed by a Rest 

  
In light of this research, distributional and structural methods seem to be not only 

deeply connected to one another, but also both present in listeners’ key-finding cognitive 

processes.  Key detection certainly depends on such diachronic information as in 

examples 6 and 8, but also depends on the simple frequency and duration of pitches, as in 
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example 7 (as it represents the overall duration of each scale degree throughout a piece). 

In recent years both cognitive aspects have continued to receive analytical 

attention. From the cognitive side, Rie Matsunaga and Jun-ichi Abe investigate how 

subjects’ key perception differs when they hear the same pitch set ordered differently.141  

(For computational implementations, see the section on Information Theory, below.)  

However, Ian Quinn has recently questioned whether the importance of key-profiles is 

not somewhat inflated, proposing a computational method completely devoid of key-

profiles that nonetheless adequately performs the task of key finding.142  

 In light of this research, we will adopt the notion that a “key” is formed in our 

minds by the music’s tendency to act in a way that we associate with tonality, whether 

these actions be in the pitch frequencies or in the ordering of musical structures.  Because 

the key-finding process uses our past exposure to music to form these mental tonal 

templates, key formation can be related to statistics derived from musical corpora.  To 

this end, a corpus-based model of tonal cognition could do worse than incorporate both 

structural and distributional statistics into its working.   

  
 
 
The Historical Situated-ness of the Corpus Model, or Musical Models as a 
Remembrance of Things Past  
 

Having discussed the first three points in our methodological overview of the 

potential connections between corpus analyses and music cognition, we now turn to our 

fourth claim: musical statistics change over time, and the differences and similarities in 

these statistics can describe influence and evolution within musical styles. Also, by 

                                                
141 Matsunaga and Abe 2005, 2009, 2012 
142 Quinn 2010 
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connecting the corpus statistics with a corpus’ capacity to communicate, we attach 

particular communicative models to particular historical situations. 

  But even though we have discussed that a corpus’ statistics might be salient to 

musical learning, we problematized the equation between these statistics and cognitive 

models in two ways. First, we noted that not all of a corpus’ statistics are salient to musical 

learning. Rather, the statistics within a corpus provide the horizon of potentials available 

to learners being exposed to that corpus.  Second, we identified the potential mismatch 

between models of listening and models of composition. This mismatch entails a the 

potential overdetermination of a corpus’ statistics: some of the corpus’ properties might be 

the result of the compositional model, while a listener’s cognitive model might use 

completely different statistics for interpretation. While we acknowledged the likelihood of 

intuitiveness of a superset/subset relationship between a more complicated compositional 

model and a simpler listener’s model, we possibility of a complete separation was adopted.  

 After reviewing models of tonal cognition, it was suggested that cognitive models 

associated with imposing tonal hierarchies onto sets of pitches might be – at least partially 

– learned from exposure to a corpus of key-oriented music. The current section engages 

with the historical implications of this: is the tonality-as-message model were to use 

statistics derived from corpora, the resulting connections to tonal cognition become 

situated within the historical and cultural location of the corpus. This historical situation 

means that “style” and “tonality” are intertwined far more closely than musicians usually 

imagine them to be, since stylistic changes can influence the way listeners cognize key.  
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By being intrinsically attached to corpora, the musical norms and expectations – 

their statistical models – become bound by history and cultural situations. If a model 

(communicative or otherwise) depends on its corpus for its own identity, then a model is 

fettered to that corpus’ culture, style, time, and place.  Reflecting on the interconnection 

of musical style and time, Carl Dahlhaus writes that “works [which] extend from earlier 

periods into our own age do not come solitary and sequestered; they bring their own time 

— a temps perdu — along with them.”143 These works retain their own time by exhibiting a 

mode of expression different from that of our own time. To Dahlhaus, the music of past 

centuries represents something alien and foreign to contemporary listeners. 

Leonard Meyer has also attempted to define the distance between musical styles, 

albeit formally through information theory. Meyer writes that “noise” can be modeled 

within the Noisy Channel in a variety of ways, including “cultural noise.” He writes, 

“cultural noise, as I shall use the term, refers to disparities which may exist between the 

habit responses required by the musical style and those which a given individual actually 

possesses.”144 With this concept, Meyer captures the distortion that time introduces into 

musical communication, creating a distance between a piece’s composer and its 

chronologically-removed audience.145 

 

                                                
143 Dahlhaus 1984: 70. Dahlhaus here means “of lost time,” referencing Proust. 
144 Meyer 1957: 420 
145 Meyer’s concept reveals that he holds a slightly different conception of the noisy channel when 
compared to this study (and, indeed, to most uses of the concept within information theory). If the passage 
of time changes a receiver’s ability to interpret a signal, the disconnect is caused by the changes in the 
listener’s decoding technology rather than by the introduction of some complication in the signal itself.  
Meyer’s formulation requires both the listener and composer to have the same decoding capacity, 
suggesting that the information within Meyer’s noisy-channel message is some kind of generalized emotion 
or meaning. Without the passage of years, this emotive message would be easily decoded, assuming a 
shared human capacity for this emotion. But, the emotive information becomes garbled as chronological 
distance acts upon it, stymying a listener’s ability to decode the message’s meaning. 
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In our formulation, shown above in Example 3, each corpus shows traces of the 

compositional model that produced it and the listening models used to interpret it. But 

just as Shakespearian English no longer claims the same communicative currency it had 

in the 16th century, so too do past musical norms and expectations exhibit something 

foreign in their musical expression. This is because expressive languages develop. 

Zivic, Shifres, and Cicchi (2013) have investigated the changes in melodic norms 

within historically situated corpora, and framed their findings as potentially articulated 

changes in stylistic expectations. Citing research that only one bigram is “required to 

induce strong expectations on melodic continuations,”146 they investigate the bigram 

transition probabilities of various interval successions throughout Western music between 

1730 and 1930. Clustering the probability matrixes derived from each year, they found 

strong groupings around the traditional Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Modernist 

eras. Noting “cluster analysis [alone] offers limited insights into the underlying 

mechanisms that drive style evolution,”147 their study identifies the most influential 

components of each cluster. The analysis shows that the prominence of diatonic scale 

steps defines the Baroque cluster, the Classical corpus is defined by unisons, the Romantic 

cluster favors larger diatonic intervals, and the Modernist corpus favors an even wider 

pantheon of diatonic and non-diatonic intervals. They interpret their data as showing a 

decreasing emphasis on stepwise voiceleading over time, the increased expressivity 

associated with larger intervals in the Romantic era, and the “emancipation of dissonance” 

in the 20th century. (The change in the types of instrumentation favored in each of their 

corpora may influence their results, something that might explain the somewhat 

                                                
146 Zivic et al. 2013: 10034. Their citations are: Carlsen 1981, Schellenberg 1996, Cuddy and Lunney 1995 
147 ibid 
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unintuitive emphasis on repeated notes in the Classical era. Regardless of this potential 

issue, we will assume that their results do point to variations in generalized melodic norms 

between corpora.) In the end, they tie their findings to musical expectations:  

…variation of the probability distribution of melodic interval bigrams suggests 
that listener expectations may have changed as well. Moreover… it is evident that 
composers seek to elicit emotions from the listeners by satisfying or denying their 
expectations. This may be reflected in how the IR [implication realization] 
principles are balanced, underlying stylistic changes as composer pay with 
listeners’ expectations.148 
 

In the authors’ formulation, this study’s findings articulate melodic expectations a 

temps perdu. They argue that different historically situated statistics might entail different 

listener responses; listeners at various points in history harbor different melodic 

expectations due to their exposure to different melodic statistics. In fact, the authors 

contrast their model with non-corpus-derived general melodic principles hypothesized in 

psychological literature,149 showing that their statistics determine the corpus’s melodic 

occurrences far better than do these more generalized hypotheses. However, due to the 

potential difference between a corpus’ raw statistics and a listener’s cognitive model, we 

will be skeptical of making claims like this in the current study– the scheme of Example 3 

includes the logical potential of a listener using some (perhaps simpler) model to interpret 

music, only utilizing a subset of the corpus’ available statistics, a situation which would 

account for these authors’ findings. However, these results do point to potential 

differences in the compositional or cognitive musical models at different points in history. 

Theorists tend to explain changes in literary and musical styles in one of two ways.  

The first concerns a change in content: the amalgam of ideas that people wish to express 

                                                
148 Zivic et al. 2013: 10036 
149 For these generalizations, they use the “implication/realization” model drawn from Narmour (1990). 
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in their language fluctuates, and the language fluctuates along with it.  The second 

concerns the tension between novelty and predictability: new means of expression can be 

highly valued, but are always checked by the requirements of communicability.   

The first case is well articulated by John Sinclair. He writes that linguistic 

meaning “can be seen as a gradual sharing of relevant experience by recalling previous 

words and phrases and reworking them into new contexts...”150 In one respect, language 

is a “tally of experience,” and when those experiences change or evolve, a language’s 

users rework their models to incorporate those experiences.  In music, this case accounts 

for changes in aesthetic values.  When composers and audiences change the “relevant 

experience” that they wish to share in their musical utterances, they accordingly rework 

the musical language.   

The second case is the desire for novelty within expression. Hirsch writes that the 

relationship between author and reader is subject to necessary strain, since novelty and 

ingenuity cannot arise without transgressing the reader’s expectations, i.e., slightly 

violating the cognitive model for expressive purposes.  He writes, 

 
It is proper to demand of authors that they show consideration 
for their readers, that they use their linguistic inheritance with 
some regard for the generality of men…  Yet many new usages 
are bound to elude the generality of men until readers become 
habituated to them… The language expands by virtue of such 
risky innovations….151 

 
Authors, in Hirsch’s view, must provide their audiences with utterances that are 

mostly predictable; however, authors will often include unexpected and unknown usages 

                                                
150 Sinclair 2004: 52 
151 ibid: 15 
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for expressive purposes.  These new usages then become incorporated into the language, 

thereby changing the overall formal model.   

It is also worth reviewing Temperley’s concept of communicative pressure in this 

context.  The concept articulates the pressure on the composer to be as clear as possible 

to communicate something. But Temperley’s discussion also investigates ways that 

composers add novelty to their utterances. Temperley suggests that composers 

“compensate” for novelty within some musical domain by being particularly conservative 

in another musical domain. 152 For instance, in rhythmically surprising situations, 

composers tend to be very predictable in the realm of pitch, and vice versa.   Furthermore, 

composers often precede their unpredictable gestures with very predictable moments, 

situating unpredictability within an overall predictable context.  While Temperley focuses 

on how this effect occurs within a single piece, one can imagine this process influencing 

larger stylistic changes. If a particular group of composers focus on some particular 

system of novel gestures, they will likely compensate for these novelties by simplifying 

other musical parameters.  Over the long term, however, these novelties become 

predictable, and composers are free to add novelty to other musical parameters, starting 

the whole process anew.153 

Huron (2006) describes this novelty/predictability dialectic in psycho-evolutionary 

terms.  His argument runs like this: it behooved our evolutionary ancestors to be able to 

predict all manner of phenomena, including sound.  Predicting the world around them 

assisted in their survival.  Music harnesses this instinct: we get comfort from predicting the 

sounds that will probably occur next.  On the other hand, it also behooved our ancestors 

                                                
152 This idea is similar to – and based on –Joseph Swain’s idea of trading relationships. Swain 1997 
153 Temperley 2007: 197 
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to be able to react quickly to surprises.  Surprises tended to mean danger, and therefore 

they greeted surprising sounds with swells of passion and awareness.  Music exploits this 

instinct: sonic surprises help invoke emotion and interest.154  Mixing surprise and 

predictability together can make for a pleasurable experience that peppers novelty onto a 

bed of predictable comfort.  

But, in Huron’s evolutionary argument, if a composer is too predictable, he is 

boring; if he is too novel, he is incomprehensible. To strike this balance, composers tend 

to mostly use the statistically probable norms of their inherited language while seasoning 

their music with some improbable items to add some level of contrast. Then, after these 

novel items are used often enough, they are added to the sum total of the statistically-

learned norms.  As this process repeats over the centuries, norms slowly evolve as 

novelties become commonplace and new novelties arise.  

In sum, in order to accommodate novel forms and new expressive potentials, the 

statistical properties of corpora change over time. These statistical changes provide a 

major impetus for Franco Moretti’s distant reading project. By tracing the slow change of 

certain properties over time, Moretti shows how certain historical situations favor certain 

forms in their discourse. These analyses show how “history is systematically correlated 

with form”155 while “sketching how far a certain language has moved from another one, or 

from their common point of origin.”156 

                                                
154 Huron points out that aesthetic surprise relies on the interaction of our primal brain and our more 
sophisticated cerebral functions.  When our primal areas become surprised by some unpredicted musical 
event, our cerebrum evaluated the surprise and judges the context to be non-threatening.  We therefore get 
the swell of emotion from our primal brain that gets repurposed by our judgment for aesthetic pleasure. 
155 Moretti 2005: 67 
156 Moretti 2005: 70. As a Marxist, Moretti’s impetus is often to show how changes in social and political 
dynamics might influence changes in literary forms. 
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 Example 9 schematizes how this process works given the dynamics of our earlier 

Example 3. A composer begins with a compositional model mi, but by adding innovative 

aspects to his model, a new compositional model results, mi+1. The resulting corpus now 

involves traces of the innovated model.  

 
Example 9: Innovation Affecting a Corpus’ Model 

 
 
 

If these changes affect the way a listener engages with a corpus – that is, if the 

innovations involve parameters used in the listening process – then adding innovation will also 

change a listener’s model. This scheme is shown in Example 10.  If the change in the 

compositional model mi entails a change in the listening model mk, resulting in mk+1, then 

a listener might revise her expectations having been exposed to these new statistics. The 

listener becomes acquainted with these innovations, internalizes this new model and the 

whole process can begin anew.157  We could also imagine the identical process happening 

on the compositional side of the scheme, with composers learning new compositional 

models by observing innovative corpora. 

 
 

                                                
157 The model raises the interesting point of whether a listener might introduce innovation into the model. 
This could, perhaps, arise from a group of listeners being exposed to slightly different musical models than 
the composers attempting to communicate with them. For instance, this could model Mozart’s French-ing 
of his style in Symphony 31 during his time in Paris. 
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Example 10: Innovated languages and the listener 

 
 
In sum, musical norms and expectations change through both a changing “body 

of experience” and a constantly evolving novelty/predictability dialectic. What results is a 

constantly evolving musical language. Relating this to music and how listeners cognitively 

model it Josh Albrecht and David Huron note,  

In short, there exists a sort of cultural cognitive loop: the culture in 
which a listener is immersed shapes the pitch schemas of the listener, 
yet these same pitch schemas in turn shape how the listener 
apprehends the tonal structure of the sounds they hear… . Although 
the system is thought to be dominated by learning-through-
exposure, this learned system feeds back to the music-making… 
there is theoretically room for what might be called schematic 
“drift.”158 

 
This schematic drift, then, describes a chain of changing corpus models, as shown 

in Example 11.  By entering into the corpus, innovation changes corpus models, causing 

the models to shift from m1 to m2 to m2 and so on.  While this process primarily describes 

compositional systems, if these changes involve parameters salient to the listener’s model 

mk, they can effect change in cognitive models used to interpret music. 

 

Example 11: A corpus/innovation chain 

 
 

                                                
158 Albrecht and Huron forthcoming: 3 
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Style and Tonality 
 
 

Tracing these changes in musical statistics change over time conforms to Moretti’s 

distant readings of texts, as it traces statistical changes present within large collections of 

discourse. This process connects statistics and the corpora from which they were derived, 

making explicit that fact that corpora have historical contexts.  

We often refer to the differences between historically situated corpora as “stylistic.”  

For instance, we might differentiate between music in the late 17th century and that of the 

late 19th century by describing the differences between the Baroque and Romantic styles.  

The concept encompasses many aspects of musical production, and can be used to 

describe anything from dissonance treatment to instrumentation to the moral and 

aesthetic values associated with music. 

 But, as indicated above, stylistic difference can be indicative of changes in musical 

communication. Robert Gjerdingen’s Music in the Galant Style, for instance, focuses on the 

unique substance and manner of galant musical communication. As opposed to 

communicating narrative or expressive emotion, galant music: 

was music commissioned by galant men and women to entertain 
themselves as listeners, to educate and amuse themselves as amateur 
performers, and to bring glory to themselves as patrons of the wittiest, 
most charming, most sophisticated and fashionable music that money 
could buy.159 

 

This difference in aesthetic focus influenced the role of key within this repertoire: 

The relationship between local and global meanings of chords and keys 
was fluid in galant music. Many of the methods of musical analysis in 
vogue today often overstate the degree to which one can clearly distinguish 
between local and global significance. Indeed, the craft of the galant 
composer depends heavily on the ability to modulate between perceived 

                                                
159 Gjerdingen 2007: 5 
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certainty and uncertainty, between, on the one hand, giving the courtly 
audience a sense of security and groundedness and, on the other hand, 
taking listeners down dark alleys of strange chords and keys where they 
may feel utterly lost… The lodestar of galant music was not a tonic chord 
but rather a listener’s experience…160 
 
 

Gjerdingen goes on to show how the organization of galant music is based on 

codified musical patterns – his galant schemata – that articulate particular formal and tonal 

functions. Gjeringen identifies these patterns not only through lengthy engagement with 

galant corpora, but from studying contemporary composition books. Entire pieces can be 

analyzed as strings of these patterns: “Tones made up parts of figures, which made up 

parts of phrases, which in instrumental music combined into sections, movements, works, 

and finally a published opus.”161  By analyzing his corpus on its own terms, Gjerdingen 

hopes to draw out the historically situated manner in which this music communicates. 

Notably, this situates Gjerdingen’s corpus-centered research similarly to that of Moretti, 

in so much as both researchers hope to identify narratives external to canonical narratives. 

Gjerdingen frames his galant model as contrary to the German-centric narratives that 

often dominate musical discourse: 

In proposing a focus on schemata – microhistories with corresponding 
microtheories – I hope to make a detour around those ‘great pioneers,’ to engage 
galant music more through its own concepts and less through the discourse of 
‘ninteenth-century men’ who were often hostile not only to its artistic premises but 
also… to the ethnicity of the artists who developed it.162 

 

Gjerdingen’s approach shows that different cultural and historical situations might 

bring different perspectives towards musical communication and therefore result in 

                                                
160 Gjerdingen 2007: 21 
161 ibid, 425 
162 ibid, 435 
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different compositional choices. Some recent research has shown how these differences 

can be represented within different statistical models. Example 12 reproduces Huron 

(2006)’s Figure 13.9.  Using a corpus of Baroque-era chord progressions, Huron shows 

the probability of Roman numerals moving between each other, illustrated by the relative 

thicknesses of his arrows. The statistics tell us something about the Baroque style: in the 

Baroque era a I chord goes to a V chord about 30% of the time and V chords resolve to 

the tonic about 80% of the time.163  One could imagine this statement being different for 

Classical, Romantic, modal, or even pop/rock repertoires.   

 
Example 12: from Huron (2006) 

 
 

 

And indeed, it is.  Huron’s figure 13.11, reproduced in Example 13, shows the 

transition probabilities in a group of 70 Western popular songs, including some by John 

Lennon, Elton John, Bon Jovi and Billy Joel.  Among other differences with the previous 

figure, the transitions between I and IV are more heavy.  A pop-music listener would 

therefore hear the chord progression {C major ! G major} as probably articulating the 

key of G major, while a Baroque listener would hear the same two isolated chords in C.  

                                                
163 These numbers come from Huron’s accompanying material. 
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Example 13: from Huron (2006) 

 
 
But this change does not even need centuries to evolve.  De Clercq and 

Temperley (2011) have also tallied chord transitions in popular music, specifically using 

Rolling Stone’s list of the “500 Greatest Songs of All Time” as their corpus. Notably, their 

tally differs in some very significant ways from Huron’s.  In their statistics, the six most 

prominent chord progressions are the transitions between I, IV and V, and I reproduce 

their tally in Example 14. Most notably, each pair of chords has an almost symmetrical 

relationship.  These statistics not only differ from Huron’s popular corpus, but represent 

an even greater departure from his Baroque corpus.164  (In a personal communication 

undertaken by Kris Shaffer, Trevor deClercq suggests that the difference between his and 

Huron’s findings may be due to the prevalence of Blues progressions in the 1950s and 60s, 

decades that Huron does not include in his study: the differences, therefore, further 

support the . The problem of corpus boundaries is an enormous one touched on by the 

above discussion of stochasticity and egodicity, and will be investigated in chapter 3.)  

                                                
164 Moving in the other chronological direction, Quinn and Mavromatis (2011) have shown that 
progressions move upwards on the circle of fifths far more regularly in the Bach chorales than in a similar 
corpus of chorales dating from the late 16th century.  In other words, Huron’s arrows between I and V and 
I and IV might be more equally weighted in the earlier repertoire than as presented in example 12. (More 
on this work appears in my review of computational studies in Chapter 2.)   
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Table 1: Transition Tallies from Temperley/deClercq’s Table 3 

 
              Second Chord 
First Chord 

 I IV V 

I  1,052 710 

IV 1,162  514 

V 788 392  

  
 

  
If the scheme within Example 5 (above) holds – that is, if changes in surface 

statistics change a listener’s model – these statistics potentially capture something about 

key cognition. If we assume that transition probabilities like the sorts outlined above effect 

how we assign scale degrees, then it is possible that a listener more familiar with the 

transitions in Table 1 versus those of Figure 12 could cognize a different key given the 

same stimulus. Consider the isolated chord progression C major ! G major ! C major. 

The most probable scale-degree assignments given Figure 12 would result in an I-V-I 

hearing, while Table 1 could suggest a IV-I-IV progression. Of course, this hypothetical 

situation is a simple toy example: tonal cognition is far more complex and musical 

contexts are never so isolated; however, the example does illustrate the potential 

connection between tonal cognition and musical statistics. 

If the probabilities associated with key-finding change with the corpus and if such 

changes affect listeners’ models, then these changes not only constitute changes in style, 

but changes in the tonal model itself.  If indeed these stylistic variations cause changes in 

cognitive models (as outlined in Example 5), different styles communicate key differently; 

if we define “tonality” as the model by which pitches are organized into key hierarchies, 

then – at least in this limited sense – a change of style is a change in tonality. Byros (2010) 

articulates this very idea: Byros challenges the 20th-century interpretations of the Eroica 
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Symphony’s infamous C#, producing a plethora of late 18th- and early 19th-century 

examples indicating that members of Beethoven’s contemporary audiences heard the 

tone solidly as G minor’s raised fourth scale degree.165  Byros describes the distance 

between 19th and 21st-century hearing with the concept of “historically situated cognition.”  

He writes,  

 
[S]ituated cognition research argues for the ecological specificity of 
perception: that the information processing aspects of the mind are 
modeled on, and formed by interaction with, a specific 
environment…166 … The tonality, or function of a chord, then, 
amounts to the harmonic expression of a scale degree in the bass, and 
its directional redundancies or [historically situated] probability for 
succession within a mode.167… [The probability] is inextricably both 
a linguistic category, owing to its perceptual redundancy, and a 
historical category, by virtue of its historical situatedness.168 

 
 Byros argues that, since listeners use the norms and expectations derived from 

musical exposure to attribute key, different historical situations result in different musical 

exposures, and thus different means of adducing a key.   

 This idea meshes very with corpus-based models of musical key.  If a model 

derives from a corpus, then different corpora will produce different models. These 

differences advocate against a monolithic understanding of tonal perception.  In terms of 

tonal cognition within Western music history, there has not been only one tonality, but multiple 

tonalities.  Every demographic constraint produces its own musical statistics, and therefore 

its own version of tonal cognition.  Particular historical or geographic confines produce 

particular tonal models, and these tonalities can be compared and contrasted with one 

another.  That is, we can quantify the tonality of 1850s France by studying a musical 

                                                
165 Byros 2010 
166 ibid, 12 
167 ibid, 201 
168 ibid, 288 
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corpus from that time and place.  This tonality can then be compared with tonality 

happening at the same time in – say – Germany, or with the French tonality of another 

era.   

Of course, the question arises of how fine a grain one might use to make tonal 

distinctions. That is, claiming that that one household’s tonality might be different than 

their neighbor’s – a formulation structurally possible in this argument –borders on the 

ridiculous. Chapter 3 and 6 will consider how different two corpora need be in order to 

considered distinct. 

   
Summary of Methodologies Concerning Corpus Models as Discourse  
 

 
While the first section of this chapter investigated corpus analysis’s potential to 

show interesting structures within groups of texts, this section has focused on how those 

structures might be connected to musical cognition. Four primary points were discussed. 

First, musical key and scale degrees were construed as hierarchical structures that listeners 

impose upon raw musical data, and as such hierarchies can be modeled as messages 

underlying a musical signal. To schematize this process, the Noisy Channel was 

introduced to formalize the process of encoding and decoding tonal signals. Second, but 

relatedly, it was suggested that by cognitively organizing sounds into tones, chords, keys, 

and other structures, listeners order raw musical data into preset categories. Third, the 

importance of statistical exposure to musical learning was reviewed. Akin to linguistic 

learning, the ways in which listeners become familiar with the expectations and norms of 

a musical style involve statistical exposure. It was claimed that by showing the statistical 

properties of the musical data to which listeners are exposed, corpus analysis shows the 

horizon of potential statistics available to musical learners. We also noted some 
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constraints associated with statistical models of musical learning. While exposure-based 

learning uses corpus statistics, not all corpus-derived statistics are useful in exposure-based 

learning; also, composers and listeners might use different models to generate and 

interpret music. A scheme was therefore proposed represented as corpus as 

overdetermined by both compositional and listening models. Finally, it was suggested that 

corpus analysis might reveal the changes within musical norms and expectations over 

time by modeling the statistical differences between historically situated corpora. If these 

statistics indeed effect a change within listening models – if the change in compositional 

practice involves parameters salient to musical learning – then these statistics can describe 

historically situated cognitive models, or models that are tied to particular corpora from 

particular times and places. If this is the case, then stylistic changes within these corpus 

models imply changes in how tonal messages are communicated. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ALGORITHMIC ANALYSIS OF MUSIC: A SHORT HISTORY 

 The algorithmic implementations within this dissertation share a rich heritage, 

being the offspring of several generations of computational investigation into musical 

harmony. After having positioned this study within a methodological and psychological 

context in chapter 1, this chapter situates this research within the history of algorithmic 

music analysis.  First reviewing the dichotomy between top-down and bottom-up 

computational systems, we will also examine recent applications of information theory to 

music analysis, and end with a discussion of the rubrics used to compare competing 

analytical models and algorithms. Since this dissertation is focused on harmonic and 

chordal musical statistics, this literature review will focus on algorithmic analysis of those 

musical parameters. 

The various computational models used by music theorists over the past several 

decades have roughly paralleled the different schools of thought in the fields of 

computational linguistics and Artificial Intelligence.  These different approaches can be 

usefully grouped into two categories: algorithms whose begin with assumed frameworks, 

and those whose parameters are drawn from the properties of musical data. As outlined 

in the previous chapter, by accepting this dichotomy a dipole is created, a dipole on 

which we can situate different computational models. The top-down category includes 

algorithms whose parameters are set using some preexistent theory, for instance Context 

Free Grammars, rules-based systems, and template-matching procedures. The bottom-up 

category, on the other hand, contains computational models that learn statistics and 

probabilities from some context: while the structure of the model may be preset by the 
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analyst, the model’s parameters are set via interaction with some data set. This category 

includes such models that use neural nets, stylistic mimicry, and probabilities.  

 
 
Top-Down Systems I: Context Free Grammars 
 
 
 The earliest implementations of computational music analysis used rule-based 

algorithms.  In such systems, the program contains some base of knowledge that it uses to 

output some sort of analysis.  These so-called expert systems are often purported as models 

of human knowledge: they try to illustrate the decision processes of an expert music 

analyst.  

Noam Chomsky’s Context Free Grammars (CFGs) provided a framework for some of 

the earliest experiments into these systems. 1  A CFG contains a group of terminals that 

constitute the CFG’s alphabet, the universe of all possible observed phenomena.  In spoken 

language, these terminals might be individual words or phonemes, while in music a 

terminal might be a pitch, rhythm, or some other surface phenomenon.  Each of these 

terminals originates from a broader category, which can themselves be generated by 

successively broader categories.  Categories might include parts of speech, clause forms, 

phrase structures, chord functions, etc. To map between categories and terminals, a CFG 

contains a set of rewrite rules that specify what categories can map onto which other 

categories and terminals.  The resulting tree of categories and terminals connects together 

by rules, showing the deep structure that generates surface phenomena. (Incidentally, the 

grammar is “context free” because each parsing decision is based solely on the rules that 

                                                
1 Chomsky 1957 
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rewrite categories onto increasingly narrower categories and terminals, never taking into 

account the immediate surrounding context.)  

 In 1968, this model of analysis inspired the work of Terry Winograd, a 22-year-

old computer scientist at MIT who would later found Stanford’s Human-Computer 

Interaction program. 2 In his 1968 paper, “Linguistics and the Computer Analysis of 

Tonal Harmony,” Winograd’s work uses a tree of CFG-like generative rules that can be 

used to either create or analyze a piece of music, moving either top-down or bottom-up 

on his system of rules, categories and terminals.  

Unlike a strict CFG, however, Winograd’s algorithm uses several parallel tree-

structures to determine different aspects of the music’s structure, for instance chord 

identity, harmonic function, and prolongational structure. Using these interrelated 

networks, Winograd’s algorithm determines the tonal function of musical phenomena.  

While a complete replication of his networks is unnecessary, a brief and non-exhaustive 

description will give a taste of his method.  The heading of “composition” serves as his 

highest category.  Winograd’s rules rewrite that category into a piece’s global tonic, and 

then its subsequent key areas.  Each key area divides into progressions, which in turn 

divides into smaller progressions and chords.  The progressions have the option of 

becoming non-modulating and modulating progressions, and these parameters determine 

the sorts of chord that can then result.  The chords then have the option of occurring in 

their “altered” and “unaltered” forms (e.g., the category “predominant” can rewrite into 

an “unaltered” IV, ii or VI chord, or an “altered” bII chord).  The final terminals then 

                                                
2 After his move to Stanford, Winograd abandoned his interest in AI and moved to studying how humans 
interact with computers, ostensibly due to his interactions with AI critic Hubert Dreyfus.  In recent years, 
he has gained certain notoriety as the PhD advisor to Google-founder Larry Page.   
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determine the chord’s inversion, whether the chord is complete or incomplete, whether to 

add ornamental dissonances, etc.  

Rohrmeier (2007) provides a recent example of CFG-inspired music theory, 

computationally implementing a generative grammar. Rohrmeier’s broadest non-

terminal represents the piece’s tonic, which can rewrite into other tonics representing the 

piece’s modulations. These local tonics then rewrite into tonic, dominant, and 

subdominant prolongational areas. These functional areas divide either into narrower 

prolongational areas, or into specific Roman numerals, with the specifics depending on 

the piece’s mode. These Roman numerals can either become terminal surface harmonies 

or can divide into further Roman-numeral progressions. While Rohrmeier’s 

implementation is faithful to many tenets of Chomskian grammars, particular chord 

voicings and inversions seem to require contextual information in order to successfully 

produce musical utterances. 

Inspired by this work as well as the theories of Heinrich Schenker, Donya Quick’s 

forthcoming dissertation provides a computational implementation of a generative 

grammar, and perhaps the most honestly Chomskian computational implementation of 

musical grammar to date. Her code involves a series of rewrite rules, as well as rules for 

interpreting the chords of a musical surface, and preliminary tests suggest promising 

results both in terms of analysis and in the production of grammatical musical material.3 

 
Top-Down Systems II: Rule-based programs 
 
 

Also in the interest of modeling expert knowledge, rule-based systems contain 

series of explicit directions that dictate how a program parses its data.  These systems 

                                                
3 Quick, forthcoming 
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model their knowledge as a system of “If… then…” rules, capturing a thought process 

that tries to match the data to a priori knowledge.  This work seems to have had a major 

surge in the 1990s, and continues into today with increasingly sophisticated systems.  In 

the last two decades, this work has grown from basic lists of rules to include more subtle 

and complex programming machinery. 

The work of composer H.J. Maxwell provides an early example of rule-based 

programming par excellence.4 Maxwell constructed a series of 55 rules to guide his program 

through distinguishing chord tones from non-chord tones and for labeling chords with a 

key and function.  The rules range from strictures that could easily hail from a 15th-

century counterpoint treatise (“Rule 26: If a [verticality] is not tertian and it is accented, 

then it is subordinate to whatever chord follows”) to advise on choosing the more 

structural chords to aid in key recognition. (“Rule 50: If the [cadence] falls on a measure 

number that is evenly divisible by four, then increase its strength [in the decision 

process].”) 

The computational theorist David Temperley’s first foray into computational 

music theory provides an explicit response to Maxwell.  Using Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s 

preference rules, Temperley sets out to create a simpler rule-based algorithm.5  He offers 

five preference rules that convert a MIDI-like representation of music into a fully parsed 

harmonic analysis: 

1) Pitch Variance Rule: Try to label nearby pitches so that they are close 
together on the line of fifths. 

2) Compatibility Rule: In choosing roots for chord spans, prefer certain scale 
degrees over others. Prefer them in the following order: 1, 5, 3, b3, b7, all 
others. (Temperley would later amend this list to include b5 and b9 as possible 
chord tones.) 

                                                
4 Maxwell 1992 
5 Temperley 1997 
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3) Strong-Beat Rule: Prefer chord spans that start on strong beats of the meter. 
4) Harmonic Variance Rule: Prefer roots that are close to the roots of nearby 

segments on the line of fifths. 
5) Ornamental Dissonance Rule: An event is an ornamental dissonance if it does not 

have a chord-tone relationship to the chosen root. Prefer ornamental dissonances 
that are closely followed by an event a step or half-step away in pitch height. 

 
 Using Rule #1, Temperley’s algorithm initially converts the file’s pitches into 

“tonal pitch classes,” such that C# is different from Db, representing each note as a point 

on the circle of fifths.  Using Rules #2-5, the algorithm parses the tonal pitch classes into 

chords, each with a root.  (Temperley’s roots are simply the result of removing all the 

pitches tagged as “ornamental dissonances” and arranging the remaining notes in thirds.)  

Clearly, tagging dissonances and finding roots relies on the interaction between all of the 

rules: Temperley’s program weights these rules in some un-discussed way, although it 

appears to treat the listed rules in more-or-less descending preference.   

 As the author recognizes, the algorithm’s weakest point is its inability to process 

ambiguity.  At each decision point, the program makes the most preferential decision.  

When decisions require looking backward to consider a previous context, only the final 

decisions are considered, decisions that cannot be rewritten or revised. The algorithm 

suffers from “shortsightedness,” having neither retrospection nor foresight, analyzing 

completely in the moment. 

  Temperley would go on to continue this rule-based work in his 1999 collaboration 

with Daniel Sleator.6  This collaboration extends Temperley’s earlier algorithm by adding 

preference rules concerning meter as well as including certain new programming 

sophistications.  The three new metrical preference rules are:  

1) Event rule: prefer a structure that aligns beats with event onsets. 
2) Length rule: prefer a structure that aligns strong beats with onsets of longer events 

                                                
6 Temperley and Sleator 1999 
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3) Regularity rule: prefer beats at each level to be maximally evenly spaced 
 
 Given these three rules, the algorithm infers the metrical structure of a work. To 

apply his rules, the program breaks up a MIDI file by every note change (lumping 

imprecise attacks together by intervals of 35 milliseconds).  The program attempts to find 

the most regularly occurring interval between those events, labels that interval as the 

“tactus,” and then uses the preference rules to determine whether to arrange the tactus 

into duple or triple groupings.  The same basic process determines the tactus’ subdivisions 

as well.  The algorithm allows for the possibility of meter changes, but by assigning 

penalties for these changes it discourages such an interpretation in all but the most 

extreme cases. 

 One of the algorithm’s newly added programming sophistications addresses the 

shortsightedness of Temperley’s earlier program and deals with the new interdependence 

between its harmonic and metric parsing.  To accomplish this task, he uses a “best 

pathway” scoring algorithm that considers many possible interpretations on its first pass 

through the piece, and then chooses the highest-scoring combination of these various 

possible interpretations. 

 Temperley has continued to develop his rule-based algorithms in recent years.  In 

his 2009 article “A Unified Probabilistic Model for Polyphonic Music Analysis,” he 

incorporates probabilities into his preference-rule model while also including interactions 

between various musical parameters.  As before, the model attempts to group musical 

data into tactuses and divide them into duple or triple groupings.  At the same time, the 

algorithm assigns a root for the music contained within tactus span, using several 

probabilistic preference rules, including one that prefers fifth-motion between roots. This 

updated algorithm also attempts to divide the tactus’ constituent pitches into different 
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streams, connecting these different voices the those of the surrounding music using 

probabilistic preference rules. This interweaving of various musical parameters creates a 

sophisticated model in which ambiguity within some musical domain can be clarified 

through some other musical characteristic, while the incorporation of probabilities allows 

Temperley’s algorithm to iterate over its analysis to maximize the probability of the 

analysis given the data thereby allowing later events to influence how earlier events are 

interpreted.  However, the subtlety added by probabilistic parameters opens up his model 

to charges of subjectivity, since the algorithm requires the analyst to set the probabilities 

by hand. 

 

Top-Down Systems III: Templates 

 
 Much recent rule-based research has used harmonic “templates.” In this method, a 

program uses some prefabricated dictionary of structures against which it measures the 

music it analyses.  This type of algorithm tends to combine some list of rules along with a 

template of possible harmonies to output a music analysis, usually with the goal of 

mimicking a human’s listening process.   

 Byran Pardo and William P. Birmingham, two researchers at the University of 

Michigan’s AI laboratory, have used tonal templates as well as sophisticated 

mathematical modeling for their analysis.7  The authors’ self-professed goal is to capture 

the skills of a music analyst. They reason that, since human analysts rely on the same 

basic tools to parse and label music from any tonal style or historical era, they can create 

a style-nonspecific algorithm to model this general tonal knowledge. Pardo and 

                                                
7 Pardo and Birmingham, 1999. 
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Birmingham focus on two main problems: how to segment the music into useful 

verticalities, and how to recognize these verticalities as tonal structures.  Their solution to 

the latter involves forming a template of the tonal chords that their algorithm expects to 

find in music.  To fill this template, the authors identify the top six chord-types (i.e., 

Roman numerals) used in the so-called “Kostka-Payne corpus” – the music analyzed in 

the Kostka-Payne harmony textbook’s answer key.8  The resulting list includes the major, 

minor and diminished triads, as well as dominant, half-diminished and fully-diminished 

sevenths.   

 These chords constitute the horizon of possible structures that their algorithm 

expects to find.  For each group of notes, the program creates a “score” for each of the six 

possible chords; the score is equal to the number of note onsets that fit into a chord 

template, minus the number of onsets that do not fit into the template, minus the number 

of notes that should be present in the template but are not.  For instance, the four-note 

group {C, C, D, E} would score a total of one on the C-major-triad template [C, E, G], 

since it has three members that participate in the template, {C, C, E}, one member that 

does not, {D}, and is missing one member of the template, {G}. When the context 

requires tie-breaking, the program considers several preference rules that favor treating 

longer notes as roots and preferring chords with higher probabilities in the Kostka-Payne 

corpus. 

 The authors elegantly solve the problem of musical segmentation. First, their 

program divides a MIDI file into “minimal segments” by adding a partition every time a 

                                                
8 The authors indicate that they take every chord that occurs 2% or more of the time in the corpus.  I 
imagine that they simply stopped including chords once they became non-traditional tonal entities.  Indeed, 
the diminished triad only occurs1.8% of time, and they include this chord because its percentage “rounds to 
2.”   
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note adds or subtracts from the texture. However, going beyond previous work, the 

program combines the minimal segments in all possible ways to fill the six possible 

templates, trying to maximize the total template score of the entire piece.  Example 1 

reproduces their Figure 2.  The horizontal lines emanating from the keyboard represent 

the MIDI onsets and offsets of pitches, and the vertical lines show each partition.  The 

dotted lines show partitions that will eventually be included in a larger segment.    

 
Example 1: from Pardo and Birmingham (1999) 

 
 

Example 2 reproduces Pardo and Birmingham’s Table 3.  At the table’s upper-left 

corner where row “1” and column “2” meet, the entry “C major” indicates that the C-

major chord’s template scores the highest when combining the first and second segments 

of Example 2. The “2” underneath the entry indicates that template’s score.  Combining 

segments 1 to 4 increases C major’s score to six, while combining segments 2 to 4 would 

only give C major a score of three.  The algorithm then must choose the best pathway 

through these combinations to maximize the total sum of scores.  In the current table, 

combining segments 1-4 produces a score of six, segments 4-5 score two, and segments 5-
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6 score three, and this produces the maximum score of eleven. Example 3 reproduces 

part of their Figure 10, showing the best partitioning on the right (in bold), comparing it 

to a less successful partitioning on the left (in grey).   

 
 
Example 2: from Pardo and Birmingham (1999) 

 
 
Example 3: From Pardo and Birmingham (1999)

 
 

Checking every possible division of beats, however, is a computationally expensive 

undertaking: the number of computations increases exponentially with the number of 

segmentations.  To this end, the authors propose what they call the “HarmAn” heuristic.  

This procedure discards segmentations that appear to be less useful.  For instance, once 

the program realizes that the space between partitions 1-3 expresses a C major triad 

better than the space between 1-2, it eliminates partition 2 from further consideration.  

That is, after reckoning that 1-3’s score is higher than 1-2, partition 2 is deleted; tallies 
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involving that partition (i.e. all tallies in row two of Example 2) simply never occur after 

the deletion.  This procedure dramatically decreases the program’s calculations, while 

outputting the same analysis as the more complicated version approximately 98% of the 

time.   

Overall, Pardo and Birmingham’s algorithm outputs the same chords as the 

Kostka-Payne answer key between 75% and 88% of the time, depending on different 

settings of their preference rules.  

The work of Jerome Barthélemy and Alain Bonardi, two researchers at IRCAM, 

represents another use of templates within rule-based systems.9  In Barthélemy and 

Bonardi (2001), the authors use an “island growing” procedure.10  Here, the authors 

provide their algorithm with a list of chords it can expect to see, and then their program 

tries to match the music to these chords.  Unlike previously discussed authors, their 

algorithm begins with small metrical partitions musical groupings, and tries grow “islands” 

of chords out of them.  Their program groups the notes of each beat together, finds a 

template that matches the note grouping most closely, deletes pitches that do not fit their 

template, and then further attempts to cluster neighboring beats together.  It attempts to 

grow this “chord island” until it either becomes untenable or bumps into another island.   

To make tonal sense of a passage, the program uses a larger island growing 

mechanism. This procedure finds groups of chords that fit into a particular scale and then 

grows this diatonic collection island outward.  The result is a sequence of overlapping key 

areas that capture that music’s modulation pathways.  This island-growing technique 

provides a clever representation of harmonic reduction in tonal analysis. 

                                                
9 Barthelemy and Bonardi 2001. 
10 This concept was originated by Ulrich (1977) and extended by Pachet (1997). 
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The research of Plácido Illescas, David Rizo, and José Iñesta provide a good 

example of recent work in the area of top-down systems, expanding the template idea to 

involve chord progressions rather than individual chords. 11  Their algorithm involves a 

series of rules for recognizing chords and progressions, and assigns relative “weights” to 

each possible interpretation.  Idiomatic progressions that articulate keys particularly 

strongly receive more weight while unidiomatic and less tonally-determined progressions 

receive negative weight. For instance, a V7!I progression receives the highest weight, 

while a V!IV progression receives negative weight.  Their program finds all conceivable 

chord parsings and decides upon a best reading by determining the strongest weighted 

combination. In this particular algorithm, the authors tailor the rules to analyze Bach 

chorales, but they believe that different rules could be implemented for different idioms. 

Having reviewed the top-down computational landscape to see how algorithms 

can use grammars, rules, and templates to analyze music, we now turn to bottom-up 

implementations, or systems that “learn” how to analyze music from the data itself to 

some degree. The next sections cover the different strategies that programmers have used 

to engage in such algorithmic learning, including neural nets, stylistic mimicry, qualitative 

processes, and probabilistic models.   

 

Bottom-Up Systems I: Neural Networks 

  
 Unlike expert systems that aim to model already-present musical knowledge, 

bottom-up systems often attempt to capture how that knowledge is learned, often earning 

the designation naïve systems as they begin with little pre-programmed knowledge.  “Neural 

                                                
11 Illescas, Rizo, and Iñesta 2007 
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networks” provide an excellent example of this impulse, being inspired by the structure of 

the human brain. These systems learn patterns through exposure to training data.  As in 

their biological analogue, when these patterns are used more often, they become stronger 

and more favored in the neural network; similarly, the less-used pathways atrophy.  

Furthermore, neural network programming also allows for feedback to resonate 

throughout the network: when one neuron fires, it might cause other connections to fire, 

and so on.  Needless to say, this modeling provides unique results not only for its veridical 

output, but for its provocative connection to physiology.   

Jamshed Bharucha, a music psychologist well known for his behavioral studies of 

tonality, offered an early computational model of music perception using this type of 

system.  In two articles from 1987 and 1991, Bharucha uses a neural-network to model 

the interaction between tones, chords, and keys in tonal perception. Bharucha’s main 

concern is to “study of general principles of cognition as much as [to] study… music” and 

thereby investigate “the processes that structure our mental representations of musical 

phenomena.”12  Neural nets, since they approximate our biological learning processes, 

provide him with an ideal computational model.   

 Bharucha’s neural net is reproduced in Example 4.  Each individual pitch class 

connects to each chord in which that tone might participate. At the next hierarchical level, 

each key similarly connects to all its constituent chords. Given this structure, the model 

should first be trained such that each connection can grow appropriately strong or weak; 

however, for the sake of simplicity (or of necessity), Bharucha does not train on a 

repertoire, but rather relies on traditional tonal theory and intuition for the network’s 

                                                
12 Bharucha 1987 
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weights.   The chords, for instance, link most strongly to the key in which they would be 

tonic, followed by their functions as dominant and subdominant.13   

 
Example 4: from Bharucha (1987) 

 
 
 Consider the following example. When the tones F, A, and C sound, their nodes 

activate and send differently weighted signals to each of the nodes to which the tones are 

connected.  The F-major-chord node receives the most of these signals, being connected 

to each tone; however, all other chords connected to the sounded pitches also receive 

smaller amounts of signal.  Emanating outward, the F-chord node then sends the greatest 

amount of stimulation to the node corresponding to the key of F major, while also 

stimulating the other keys in which it participates to a lesser extent.  Additionally, all 

other chords that were triggered by the individual pitches send lesser signals to the keys in 

which they participate.  After the respective keys have been activated to various levels, 

                                                
13 This choice, of course, situates Bharucha’s neural net closer to the top-down pole, since he pre-programs 
harmonic knowledge a priori rather than having the program learn from interaction with a data set.  
However, since neural nets are ideally based on some sort of training, I consider Bharucha’s work under the 
bottom-up heading. 
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they produce feedback signals to all their constituent chords (with tonic receiving the most 

weight, followed by dominant, subdominant, etc).  This feedback continues into the pitch-

class level, which then begins another rotation of the whole process.  In the end, every 

node potentially receives some level of stimulation.  At any given point in this process of 

stimulation and feedback, the most active nodes represent the pitches, chords, and keys a 

listener would perceive. 

 Interestingly, this system can model a tonal listener’s ability to add missing 

information.  If the pitches F-A were the only notes sounded, this feedback loop would 

“fill in” the missing pitch of the triad.  In this case, the feedback from the F-major-chord 

node would activate the C pitch node, and the D-minor-chord node would fill in the D 

pitch node. Depending on their relative strength of the neural connections, either F major 

or D major would be more active, representing a listener’s tendency to project a complete 

triad onto an ambiguous musical situation.   

 Another notable aspect of this system is how past stimuli can influence the 

interpretation of the present stimulus.  If the pitches of an F major chord were introduced 

to the neural net followed by the pitches of a G major triad, the feedback from the former 

stimulus would overlap with that of the later; this overlap would solidly favor the key of C 

major.  This same principle allows for arpeggiations to be heard as one chord and for 

modulations to slowly emerge from the introduction of pivot chords into a chord 

sequence. 

 Barucha’s neural-network project has, however, encountered several difficulties.  

Not only has he never shown how to train his algorithm in a truly naïve manner, but the 

machine’s rate of successful key recognition is reputed to have never been particularly 
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high: apparently reverberations in the system would either remain too long to successfully 

recognize chords and keys, or decay too quickly to make intelligent contextual decisions.14  

In recent years, several computer scientists have continued to experiment with 

neural networks, especially in German.  One interesting example is the work of Dominik 

Hörnel and Thomas Ragg. In their 1996 co-publication, they identify what they believe 

to be the major problems within musical neural networks. They complain that these sorts 

of systems tend to suffer from a lack of interrelation between global aspects of music (e.g., 

keys, chord prolongations) with more local aspects (e.g., individual notes and chords), a 

problem that likely stymied Bharucha’s earlier model. They explain that computer 

scientists have somewhat mitigated this problem by either having two or more 

simultaneous and interrelating bands of analysis that consider different musical levels (e.g. 

one analysis of the 16th-note rhythmic level versus another analysis of each downbeat) or 

very long reverberation and feedback within the system (a solution more or less adopted 

by Barucha to limited success).  The authors favor something of a synthesis between these 

two viewpoints to make sense of motives, phrase structure, and form: their program 

attempts large-scale motivic analysis by constantly revising its modeling of the piece’s 

global structure as it analyzes successive current events.  Their neural network parses the 

disposition of musical motives within a piece along with the interrelation between each 

motive.  Example 5 reproduces their Figure 3 showing their program’s analysis of a toy 

melody. In that figure, the program begins with the assumption that the measure is the 

smallest motivic element, and calculates the “distance” between each measure.  While 

they do not give their actual distance algorithm, a wholesale transposition seems to be a 

                                                
14 This accusation is partly based on several passing comments in Bharucha’s articles, and partly on 
(perhaps inadmissible) hearsay. 
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distance of zero, a change of one diatonic step registers as one, while changes of rhythm 

and the addition and subtraction of notes also factors into the distance total. 

 
 
Example 5: from Hörnel and Ragg (1996)

 
 
 

After analyzing some stretch of measures, the program’s neural network makes 

several predictions about the following music.  For instance, if some piece of music began 

with the preceding example, the program would create several predictions about the 

music it has yet to see. For instance, it would predict that motive a returns four measures 

after it initially appears, that it will always be repeated once, and that the motive begins 

an eight-bar phrase that follows an ABAB structure.  If these predictions turn out to be 

true, those neural connections are rewarded and continue to make predictions about the 

following music. If the predictions are not true, the corresponding connections atrophy.   

The neural network creates general ideas about the way musical form works after 

analyzing several pieces. For instance, if some large-scale hypothesis turns out to be true 

in several works, this hypothesis’ neural connections become stronger and stronger, 

constituting an increasingly robust formal expectation that it brings to each new work.  
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Conversely, the program can also “forget.” At certain intervals, the program sheds the 

connections it has not recently used, while retaining the connections it has found to be 

more important. The authors claim that this process models the development of musical 

style: if the program observes a corpus of Bach’s music and then later observed a Mozart 

corpus, as it registers Mozart’s tendencies the program the will begin to shed the 

connections that were useful when it learned Bach’s tendencies.  This evolution, the 

authors claim, could model the change in style between time periods. 

 

Bottom-Up Systems II: David Cope and Musical Mimicry 

 
 In the late 1980s, composer David Cope began experimenting with computer 

algorithms as a way to deal with his writer’s block, figuring that if he could write an 

algorithm to capture his own musical style, he could simply generate musical 

compositions with his computer rather than rely on his own fickle creative process.  In the 

process, Cope created a program that could output music mimicking the style of any 

composer on which it was trained. 

 Cope’s program, entitled EMI (Experiments in Musical Intelligence), attempts to 

reproduce a composer’s style by recombining the music from a training session.15  

Consider EMI’s process of writing a “Bach” chorale.  In its training stage, EMI processes 

all the Bach chorales, transposing them all to C major or minor.  The program 

remembers the chords as they occur in sequence. To output music, EMI first looks into its 

memory and chooses an opening chord randomly from its memory.  It then searches its 

                                                
15 Cope 1987, 1990,  2005 
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memory for all the chords that follow that initial chord, and randomly chooses one. The 

program continues in this manner until it chooses a final chord.    

 For more complicated pieces, EMI chooses larger frameworks drawn from its 

memory, including large-scale forms, melodic contours, phrase structures, rhythmic 

patterns, and so on.  After choosing these parameters, EMI fills in the musical surface 

with individual sonorities. EMI has written symphonies, concerti, and even operas using 

this procedure.16   

 EMI, however, has a wide margin of error.  Cope must sift through much of his 

program’s output before finding a usable selection.  (For instance, during a recent 

demonstration in which EMI was to produce a “Bach” chorale, Cope ran the program 

four times before returning a reasonable chorale, and even that music had several 

unusual moments in it.  One would imagine that more complicated versions have an even 

wider margin of error.)  Cope’s more recent work has engaged with this shortcoming, and 

will be discussed in the following section. 

 

Top-Down Systems III: Qualitative Processes 

 
Qualitative Process Theory creates models that attempt to imitate human 

cognition by learning qualitative generalizations that relate many different observations to 

one another.  Kenneth Forbus first articulated the theory in 1982 when creating a 

program that learned about steam propulsion by observing steam-propulsion-related 

events. Through observation, Forbus’s program could “learn” that when steam got hotter, 
                                                
16 One corollary in spoken language studies is the “Cleverbot” project (www.CleverBot.com).  Rollo 
Carpenter created this program to learn human conversation by being spoken to.  When you speak to 
Cleverbot, it judges how the situation is like a situation it has seen previously, and outputs a response drawn 
from that previous situation.  To date, Cleverbot draws from over 20 million conversations it has had with 
Internet users. 
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the pressure of its container rose: when the quality of the steam changed, so too did the 

quality of the pressure.    

Gerhard Widmer took this approach to musical leaning in 1992 with his paper 

“Qualitative Perception Modeling and Intelligent Musical Learning.” The program can 

be “taught” rules of harmonic syntax and to connect adjectives to musical situations (e.g., 

“tense,” “contrasting,” “interesting,” and “regular”). The program begins with some pre-

programmed basic understanding of tonal harmony, and then learns through interaction 

with a human “teacher.”  In the learning stage, the teacher shows the program a 

harmonized melody.  The program uses information it already knows to interpret the 

music, and the teacher tells it whether or not the analysis is correct.  The teacher also 

provides feedback to teach the program to associate certain qualitative aspects to the 

music. Example 6 shows a passage with which Widmer taught his program about ninth 

chords and applied dominants.  The program recognizes the dominant/tonic relationship 

between the A7 and D minor chords, but the program both struggles to make sense of the 

A7 within an F major context and to understand how a B-flat can sound over an A7 chord. 

 
Example 6: from Widmer (1992) 

 

 
 
To make sense of the passage, Widmer’s program posits a new rule stating that 

submediant chords may receive their own dominants, and that these dominants can 

harmonize a ninth above the bass.  The teacher acknowledges that this is the case, and 

the program stores the rule for future usage.  The program also posits adjectives such as 
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“contrasting” and “tense” to describe this moment by comparing the passage to previous 

instances where it has seen these adjectives applied.  The teacher reviews these adjectives, 

and confirms or denies them as necessary.  As the number of interactions with the teacher 

increases, the program will try to abstract from its rules: after it sees many secondary 

dominants, it might posit a rule that any note of the home scale can receive its own 

dominant, and that these applied chords add “contrast” to a progression.  Seeing enough 

dominant ninth chords, the program might similarly abstract a rule that allows for all 

dominants to add a ninth, and that doing so raises a progression’s tension. 

While this type of algorithm models the knowledge of an expert teacher, the 

program’s parameters are set via an interaction with a data set – here, the interaction 

with a human. While providing an arguably ambiguous case, this learning process situates 

such programs closer to the bottom-up pole. 

In recent years, David Cope has created a version of EMI that uses this sort of 

procedure, calling this program “Emily Howell.”  Using EMI’s past training as a database 

of musical choices, Emily first produces a musical progression.  Cope then tells Emily 

whether he likes the progression or not.  Over the years, the program had “learned” to 

write music using these interactions, remembering and generalizing about Cope’s 

preferences, eventually generating full compositions using these principles.17 

 

 

 

 

                                                
17 Several of Cope’s compositions of this type can be found on his website, 
http://artsites.ucsc.edu/faculty/cope/.  His description and discussion of this program are contained in his 
2005 book, Computer Models of Musical Creativity. 
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Top-Down Systems IV: Probabilities and Corpus Study 
 
 
 In the past decade, much computational muscle has been devoted to the statistical 

analysis of corpora.  As described in the previous chapter, this is partly due to the 

increased availability of large amounts of information and the computing power to 

analyze it, and partly due to the emphasis in the psychological community on the 

statistical properties of learning.  This trend has filtered into music analysis in several 

ways, including computational implementation of Krumhansl’s pitch profiles, the study of 

chord-progression and voice-leading probabilities, as well as experiments with 

sophisticated statistical models, such as HMMs, Expectation Maximalization algorithms, 

and creative uses of information theory. 

 David Temperley’s 2007 book Music and Probability outlines several computational 

systems that use corpus-driven statistics to model aspects of music, but his revision of 

Krumhansl’s key-profile model stands as perhaps the most notable.  As described in the 

previous chapter, the Krumhansl-Schmuckler key-finding algorithm uses vectors derived 

from probe-tone experiments to assign key. Their algorithm totals the number of 

occurrences of each pitch class in some selection of music, and then measures the 

correlation between that vector and an ideal pitch-class tally for each key, the latter 

adduced from her probe-tone experiments. The key vector with the highest correlation 

indicates the most likely tonal center.   

Temperley proposes several adjustments to this process that improve its 

performance.  First, Temperley revises the values of the major and minor key profiles.  

While Krumhansl bases her profiles on her probe-tone studies, Temperley selects a 

handful of straightforward diatonic music tagged by key, and creates a key profile from 
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the music’s scale-degree frequencies.18  The result is a more “pointy” vector, with higher 

peaks and lower valleys than Krumhansl’s.   

Temperley also departs from Krumhansl’s method in the way it compares the 

input data to the key-profile.  While the Krumhansl/Schmuckler method correlates two 

vectors and uses a pitch-class vector derived from the total duration of each pitch class, in 

Temperley’s method pitch classes are either present or not in a measure. His “input 

vector” is therefore a string of zeros and ones as opposed to Krumhansl’s vector of 

frequencies.  He then translates this binary vector into a format that reflects the relative 

probability of each key.  As the input vector rotates to create a score for each possible key, 

each “one” becomes the corresponding value in the key profile, while each “zero” returns 

the complement of that scale degree’s corresponding value.  This method not only 

rewards the input vector for having pitches that align with frequent scale degrees, but by 

associating the key-profile’s complement with absent tones, the process rewards solutions 

that do not have infrequent scale degrees.   

 An example will clarify the procedure.  Example 7 shows Temperley’s key profile 

vector, along with each value’s complement.  The table also shows the input vector 

associated with a C major triad.  In the table, the input/key profile vectors align to 

express the key of C major. Underneath the input vector are the values that result from 

aligning a C major triad in such a way.  In practice, the input vector would be rotated to 

express all possible keys.  For instance, had the vector been rotated one position to the 

right, the triad would be associated with (mod-12) scale degrees 1, 5, and 8, or a Phrygian 

triad in B major, and would return relatively low values.  Temperley’s method then takes 

                                                
18 The list of pieces in Temperley’s corpus can be found at: 
http://theory.esm.rochester.edu/temperley/music-prob/data/temperley-corpus-list 
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the product of all the values in each key’s resulting vector.  The same process is repeated 

for minor keys, using the minor-mode key-profile vector.  Each of the 24 keys receives a 

normalized score by dividing each key’s product by the sum of all keys’ products, 

capturing the relative probability mass of each key.  In the current example, C major 

fares the best by far, receiving 55.4% of the total probability mass. (E minor and F major 

come in second and third with 15% and 10% respectively.)   

Example 7: Sample key profile judgments 

            
Scale degree 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Key Profile 0.811 0.024 0.659 0.074 0.721 0.616 0.117 0.835 0.088 0.43 0.031 0.544 
Complement 0.189 0.976 0.341 0.926 0.279 0.384 0.883 0.165 0.912 0.57 0.969 0.456 

Input 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

C major 0.811 0.976 0.341 0.926 0.721 0.384 0.883 0.835 0.912 0.57 0.969 0.456 

C major relative mass:   0.554 

 
When compared against human analyses, Temperley’s changes improve the 

performance of earlier key-profile methods. Running the algorithm on selections from 

Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier, Temperley finds that the Krumhansl-Schmuckler 

program judges the correct key only about 67% of the time. While other theorists’ 

improvements on the Krumhansl-Schmuckler algorithm improve the performance well 

into the eightieth percentiles, his improvements perform with a 92% success rate. 

Using corpus statistics for a very different end, Damián Zanette has experimented 

with a principle from computational linguistics known as “Zipf’s law.”  Zipf’s law states 

that as one moves linearly through a well-formed utterance, “the number of words with 

exactly n occurrences decreases approximately as the inverse square of n.”19  This means 

that plotting the number of occurrences of words within some text will result in a power-

law curve. Zanette connects this principle to theories of language: following Zipf’s 
                                                
19 Zanette 2006 
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linguistic apologists, he argues that this phenomenon models the probabilities that 

generate a language’s vocabulary.  That is, Zipf’s curve expresses the probabilities that 

govern the appearance of musical phenomena.  Furthermore, the principle potentially 

captures the formation of these probabilities in the mind of the receiver. For instance, 

when a new vocabulary item appears in an utterance, it dramatically increases the 

probability of that item occurring again later, and each time that item occurs, the item 

becomes exponentially more probable to recur in the remaining utterance.   

 One of the most useful rubrics to come out of Zanette’s analysis is his v value, a 

number between zero and one that captures how quickly the musical vocabulary grows in 

relation to the size of the utterance: “A small value for v corresponds to a lexicon whose 

size increases slowly as compared with the text growth, while a value close to one 

corresponds to a lexicon growing at the same relative rate as the text itself.”20 This value 

might usefully and empirically quantify the level of “adventurousness” in a particular 

piece, composer or musical style. 

Several computational theorists have attempted to quantify statistical properties of 

harmony and voice leading in Western tonal music, often using the Bach chorales for 

their investigations. For instance, Darrell Conklin’s 2002 paper, “Representation and 

Discovery of Vertical Patterns in Music,” formalizes Bach’s chord progressions by first 

representing each pitch occurrence by voice part, and then creating a matrix of these 

events to determine simultaneities and sequences.  He converts the matrix of pitches into 

a matrix of intervals traveled between sequential simultaneities. This representation 

                                                
20 Zanette 2006: 8 
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captures the intervals moved by each voice part at every new chord.21 This elegant 

representation implicitly captures not only the chords’ inversion, but also the individual 

voicings.  The author then finds the most statistically significant progressions within this 

representation, with four different voicings of a ii - V - I progression topping his list. 

(Notably, the method’s formalizations lack intuitive equivalencies.  For instance, the top 

two chord progressions are exactly identical, but with the alto and tenor inverted, and this 

equivalence is left to the analyst to recognize.)  

Ian Quinn’s corpus-based research has investigated issues of tonality by 

implementing an algorithm that uses chord-progression statistics from the Bach chorales. 

In his 2010 article on the subject, Quinn trains his program on the Bach chorales and 

uses that training data to assess key in some new piece of music.  In its first step, Quinn’s 

program tags each of its training chorales with a “tonic,” chosen by looking at the piece’s 

final bass note.  The program then slices the chorale into its “salami slices,” or the 

verticality present whenever any pitch changes within the texture. These verticalities are 

converted into a figured-bass-like format, representing the slices as transpositionally 

equivalent sets that preserve the identity of the bass. The program divides the “figures” 

into chains of bigrams, and, using the assumed tonic, it assigns scale degrees to each 

pitch-class.  To analyze music, the program considers each new bigram, and references its 

memory for the scale degrees associated with that pair of figures.  The scale degrees that 

most frequently associate with those figures are the most probable.  After compensating 

for tonal inertia (using an algorithm described in Chapter 6), the program adduces the 

                                                
21 This is not strictly true.  He removes all musical information that does not fall on the quarter-note pulses, 
assuming off-beat phenomena to be non-chordal.  He admits that while this may work for the Bach 
chorales, it certainly is not a generalizable choice.   

! 

5
6
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probability of each key at each bigram.  The resulting analysis captures the ebbs and 

flows of keys as they come in and out of focus as their relative probabilities rise and fall.   

Quinn’s program is attractive for both its naiveté – it begins with minimal 

assumptions – and for its success rate when judged against human analysts; however, the 

implementations suffers from a lack of generality. By the author’s own admission, the 

program would require significant revisions were it to be applied to more complicated 

music: the number of figured-bass bigrams could potentially balloon to an unwieldy sum 

without introducing some equivalency relationship or filter. These challenges will be the 

focus of Chapter 5. 

Another pair of researchers, Martin Rohrmeier and Ian Cross, have run similar 

experiments to study the connection between chord transition probabilities and our 

traditional notions of function.22 Again using the Bach chorales transposed to C, these 

authors tally the transition frequencies of the chorales’ chords.  To do this, they first 

reduce each quarter-note span to a single chord.  When more than one chord occurs 

within this span, their algorithm runs a heuristic “dissonance rater” to score the 

dissonance of each chord.  This method automatically rates all chords that contain major 

and minor triads with scores of two, while all other chords start with a score of zero.  

Their heuristic assesses additional dissonance penalties by calculating the chords’ interval 

vector.  Minor seconds, major seconds, and tritones penalize the chord by subtracting 4, 1, 

and 1 respectively; finally, augmented triads receive their own negative score, -3.  For 

example, a dominant seventh chord, being a major triad plus an added tritone, would 

receive a score of 1.  The least dissonant verticality (i.e. the one with the highest score) is 

chosen from the quarter-note span. 

                                                
22 Rohrmeier and Cross 2008 
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The authors first rank each chord-type by the frequency with which they appear.  

For instance, in major pieces, major triads occur the most frequently, followed by minor 

triads, major seventh chords, half-diminished chords, and so on.  They then rank chords 

as they appear in the scale: in major, tonic chords (I) appear the most, followed by 

Roman numerals V, IV, vi, ii, vii7, V/V, iii and so on.  Finally, they rank the frequency 

of chord bigrams, creating a transition table that captures how often each chord moves to 

each other chord.   

Rohrmeier and Cross draw two main conclusions from their findings.  First, they 

find that relatively few chords and chord progressions make up a relatively large portion 

of the frequency mass.  In fact, the frequencies of chord-types, Roman-numerals, and 

chord progressions all decay following the Zipf distribution. Second, they find that 

traditional tonal function can be partially explained by a cluster analysis of a chord’s 

transition frequencies.  To do their cluster analysis, the authors represent each chord as 

an n-tuple (i.e., a vector of length n) containing the transition frequencies derived from the 

corpus: each value in the tuple either represents the frequency with which that chord 

progresses to some other chord or the frequency that some other chord progresses to it. 

Example 8 reproduces their Figure 3, showing the (agglomerative) clustering of the 32 

most frequent chords.   The chords cluster together based on where they tend to progress.  

The cluster nearest the top of the diagram, for instance, contains chords that most 

frequently progress to I, and might represent a “dominant” category.  Interestingly, IV 

appears in this category since it frequently goes to the tonic.  The cluster nearest the 

bottom of the diagram contains chords that tend to go to V, including applied dominants 

to V, ii7, and a V chord with a suspended fourth.   
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Example 8: from Rohrmeier and Cross (2008) 

 
 

Ian Quinn and Panos Mavromatis (2011) have extended this sort of functional 

inquiry, also using cluster analysis.  However, they modify Rohrmeier and Cross’ 

methods to measure similarities between the voice leading of chord progressions rather 

than the progression’s frequency.  They again work with the Bach chorales, but also add 

a second corpus of earlier modal chorales, again all transposed to C.  The authors count 

the progression of every adjacent verticality; but, to capture both the chord-types and the 

voice leading, they represent each four-voice adjacency as a set of two 4-tuples, the first of 
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which contains the chord’s pitch classes ordered per their corresponding prime form,23 

the second of which represents the pitch classes in the same voice-ordering as the first, 

showing to what pitch class each voice of the initial prime form moved. These tuples are 

then tallied throughout the corpus as different voice-leading types (VLTs). 

Again, the resulting data shows a Zipf distribution.  For simplicity’s sake, they 

remove the tail from the distribution, ignoring every chord-pair that occurrs less than 15 

times.  As expected in a Zipf distribution, the resulting chord transitions “account for just 

11.9% of voice-leading types (a total of 567 out of 4748), but 77.7% of all transitions 

between simultaneities (39,940 of 51,418).”24 

 The authors then run several cluster analyses on the data, but unlike Rohrmeier 

and Cross, they derive the n-tuples (here, a 567-tuple) for their cluster analysis through 

measurements of voice leading similarity.  For this analysis, they used: 

 
…a very simple definition of similarity between two VLTs, 
calculated by fixing one VLT and taking the other through all 
twelve possible transpositions in order to find a transposition level 
that maximizes the number of ordered pairs shared by both VLTs. 
At the optimum level of relative transposition, two non-identical 
VLTs may have 0, 1, 2, or 3 common ordered pairs. We normalize 
this value by dividing by four and subtracting from 1, to obtain a 
dissimilarity value between 0 and 1.25  

 
 

This process gives a string of 567 values representing how that chord transition 

relates to every other chord transition.26  In their cluster analyses, they observe that 

progressions that tend to cluster together seem to move in similar directions on the circle 

of fifths.  They classify them as: 
                                                
23 This choice moves away from Quinn’s earlier use of “figured-bass,” apparently to place chords in 
different inversions into the same equivalence class. 
24 Quinn and Mavromatis 2011 
25 ibid: 4 
26 I imagine the process include self-relationship, thereby creating 567 total values. 
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prograde  (root motion by descending fifth or ascending step), 
retrograde  (ascending fifth or descending step), static  (unison or 
third), or other (root motion by tritone, or… where one or both of 
the simultaneities has no determinate root).27 
 

Their analysis shows that retrograde progressions are far more abundant in the 

modal repertoire than in the Bach corpus, while prograde progressions become the norm 

in Bach.  This sort of observation seems to characterize the rise of tonal function in the 

17th century as favoring particular types of root motions over others. 

 

 
Bottom-Up Systems V: Hidden Markov Models 
 
 

Several researchers have begun experimenting with Hidden Markov Models, 

using this algorithm to find contextual regularities in streams of musical data. Christopher 

Raphael and Joshua Stoddard have developed one such implementation that adduces the 

probabilities of keys without requiring a pre-tagged corpus.28  Their algorithm begins 

with templates for major and harmonic minor scales, as well for as major and minor 

triads.  Chord changes are represented as bigrams. Using a Hidden Markov Model, the 

chords-progression data is used to adduce the chord’s “hidden” relationship to a tonic (i.e., 

the chord’s key, mode and Roman numeral).  This step uses an Expectation-

Maximization algorithm (EM) to determine the best-fitting key structure. The EM 

method finds parameters that maximize the likelihood of chord-progression/scale-degree 

pairings through something like trial and error. While in a pre-tagged training situation 

an algorithm obtains its probabilities by counting the number of times some observed 

phenomenon associates with some tag or state, the EM method begins by randomly 

                                                
27 Quinn and Mavromatis 2011: 8 
28 Raphael and Stoddard 2004  
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assigning tags or states to the observation sequence, then revising these assignments to 

maximize the sequence’s overall probability. The connections between the states and 

observations are modeled probabilistically, and the EM algorithm posits these 

probabilities randomly as well, amending them as it iterates over its data. It repeats this 

process until it has tweaked its statistics to best fit the data, minimizing surprise and 

“maximizing expectation.” (For a more detailed discussion of HMMs, see Chapter 4.) 

In Raphael and Stoddard’s model, the algorithm posits some initial connection 

between Roman numerals and the chord progressions. For instance, it might initially 

guess that two major chords separated by ic 5 might be most probably emanate from a 

I!IV progression and least likely be the result of a V!I progression.  If this assumption 

did not predict the resulting data well, the model would change to produce higher overall 

probability, perhaps increasing the relative probability of a V!I progression to better fit 

the data. 

A few problems, however, are associated with this work.  First, the computations 

are extremely expensive.  Raphael and Stoddard’s model takes over 5 minutes to analyze 

one short movement on a 1 GHz processor.  Second, there is no guarantee that EM 

algorithms come up with the best analyses. EM algorithms tweak a model’s probabilities 

to increase its performance; however the changes will always shift to the best solution 

closest to the (randomly selected) initial settings.  Because of the so-called “local maxima” 

effect, a local solution might not be the best global solution. Therefore, beginning at 

different randomized settings might produce different results. Furthermore, Raphael and 

Stoddard must provide their algorithm with several a priori assumptions that make their 

model not strictly bottom-up.  By programming their algorithm with templates of chords 

and scales, they model basic expert (top-down) knowledge about musical structures. 
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Finally, attempts within Yale’s computer science department to reproduce these results 

have failed, making final judgment of the algorithm’s success difficult.29 

 
 
 
Some Recent Developments in Musical Information Theory  
 
 
 It is also worth noting that other applications of information theory have arisen in 

the past several years within music scholarship, often using Shannon’s Noisy Channel 

either explicitly or implicitly. In many ways, these contributions represent a continuation 

of work undertaken and described by Meyer and Cohen (see Chapter 1) in the mid 20th 

century, now using more sophisticated computing technology than was available to the 

originators of musical information theory.30 The current study relies on and acts in 

dialogue with many of these new contributions, and a review of such work is in order. 

 Ben Duane’s 2012 article “Agency and Information Content in Eighteenth- and 

Early Nineteenth-Century String-Quartet Exposition” uses rubrics of information content 

to address issues of agency within music.  Borrowing the concept of “virtual agency” from 

Edward T. Cone, Duane proposes to investigate what musical characteristics encourage 

listeners to describe a particular line or instrument as a “leading” agent, in contrast to 

other “subordinate” lines.31 Duane hypothesizes that listeners tend to ascribe leadership 

roles to melodic lines with higher information content (i.e., more complex and 

unpredictable melodies). To test this, Duane uses a corpus of expositions from classical-

era string quartets.  He measures each instrument’s information content by combining 

                                                
29 Quick, forthcoming 
30 Temperley 2007 discusses the problems encountered by early information theorists that have been 
partially removed by more powerful computers and larger corpora. (cf. pp. 20-21) 
31 Duane 2012: 89-90 
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several probabilities, quantifying n-gram probabilities within the line’s contour, melodic 

intervals, and rhythmic durations. To derive these probabilities, he uses three sources: the 

phrase, the instrument’s line up to this point in the piece, and the whole corpus. The first 

source captures the effect of immediate repetitions, the second will be effected by the 

piece’s recurrent motives, and the last reflects the style’s norms. Duane finds that his 

hypothesis is basically confirmed, as melodies tend to have higher information than their 

accompaniments, and those lines with which analysts tend to associate agency also tend to 

have higher information content than their subordinate lines.32  

 Much of David Temperley’s Music and Probability engages with information theory 

as well.  Throughout the book, Temperley aims to model a type of normative structure 

from which the probability of some musical passage can be reckoned. Temperley argues 

that “music perception is largely probabilistic in nature”33 and as such he creates several 

analytical models that interpret an underlying musical structure by assigning probabilities 

to some musical stimulus.  

 This chapter’s has already reviewed the methods of Temperley’s key-profile 

analysis; however, in the interest of showing his algorithm’s specific connection to 

information theory, Equation 1 formalizes his derivation of key-profile probabilities: 

 
Equation 1: 
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32 This effect could likely be mostly be reproduced by simply tracking the rhythmic density: the more onsets 
within a line, the more probability calculations would need to be made, and the higher the aggregate 
information content. In recent unpublished work, Duane deals with this criticism. 
33 Temperley 2007: 2 
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 The equation calculates the probability of a pitch class set given a key is equal to 

the product of the probability P of each pitch class p occurring within a key (i.e., its value 

in a probabilistic key profile), and the product of each missing pitch class’s (~p) 

probability of not being present in a key. (Again, as previously discussed, the latter is 

reckoned from the key-profile’s complement.) Relying on Bayes’ Law, Temperley uses 

this equation to find the probability of a key given some distribution of pitch classes. 34  

 The final probability – i.e., the information content – of some distribution can then 

be used to judge how “tonal” some distribution seems to be.35 Higher probability passages 

are reasoned to be more predictable given the model, and therefore more tonal. 

 A forthcoming collaboration between Josh Albrecht and David Huron also 

quantifies the information content of pitch-class distributions given ideal key-profiles. 

These researchers use these quantities to study the changes in pitch class distributions 

throughout Western music history. Their study begins by dividing their corpus into 50-

year periods and correlating these division’s pitch-class distributions with the Krumhansl-

Kessler ideal key-profiles. They find that the 1700-1750 correlates best, providing them 

with a somewhat neutral starting point for their analysis. After calculating scale-degree 

frequency vectors for each piece in the corpus, they apply a clustering algorithm on the 

vectors.  Unsurprisingly, the 1700-1750 corpus produces two clusters, corresponding to 

the major and minor modes. They use the two clusters’ frequency distributions to analyze 

the key of pieces in the previous fifty-year epoch, and repeat the scale-degree clustering. 

As the analysis progresses further back in time, more clusters emerge. By the 16th century, 

clusters that might be described as “Dorian” or “Mixolydian” begin to appear. The 

                                                
34 cf. Temperley 2007: 9-14 
35 ibid 108-110 
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authors suggest that their results might indicate a more diverse distributional approach 

within early-music composition and might evidence that the two-mode compositional 

practice emerged in the later 16th century. 

 Another style-oriented application of information theory bears noting.  Cilibrasi et 

al. (2004) have experimented with data compression in relation to musical similarity.  

They note that data compression algorithms filter redundancies within some data stream 

in order to make the streams shorter, a process highly indebted to information theory. 

They alter such an algorithm to compress a piece of music in terms of the statistical 

structure of another piece of music. They attempt many such pairings, and cluster those 

pieces that compress well in terms of one another, hypothesizing that pieces by the same 

composer and other stylistically similar pieces should cluster together. This holds in most 

cases with some interesting exceptions that they cannot fully explain. Regardless, this 

represents a creative contemporary experiment with musical information theory. 

 
 
Judging models, comparing apples and oranges 
 

With the proliferation of various analytical models, the question arises as to how 

one might judge the success of one particular model over another. That is, if two different 

models both analyze some data set in ways that conform to human analysis, how are we 

to judge between the two?   

Panos Mavromatis has experimented with answers to this question in recent 

work.36  One of Mavromatis’ projects provides a series of probabilities that outputs sung 

pitches given some text.  Finding multiple underlying models that might successfully 

                                                
36 Mavromatis 2005, 2009 
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perform this operation, he suggests a “Minimum Description Length” principle, in which 

a simpler answer is always preferred over a more complicated one.  This elegantly simple 

version of Occam’s Razor allows Mavromatis’s training stage to prefer a short and 

concise model over a longer and convoluted one.   

Adding to this principle, David Temperley offers another option in his 2010 

article “Modeling Common-Practice Rhythm.”  Here, Temperley suggests a few different 

models that might describe common-practice-era rhythms, and uses those models to 

explain selected rhythmic patterns from Mozart’s music.  Temperley’s possible models 

range from those that simply take into consideration the strength of each metrical position 

to those that use bigrams culled from a training corpus.  He suggests that measurements 

of cross entropy can help us choose between different models. Cross entropy – discussed at 

length in the following chapter – measures the overall probability of some observed data 

stream by averaging or summing a model’s probabilistic judgments of that stream. In one 

sense, cross entropy captures the model’s “surprise” when observing the data, while in 

another sense it expresses how well the training data fits the model.  Temperley suggests 

that the best model will minimize cross entropy: when choosing between models, the least 

“surprised” model will fit the data best and might be considered the most successful. In 

addition to minimum description length, this use of cross entropy represents a novel way 

to judge models. A healthy balance between the two rubrics prevents against over fitting 

(i.e., complex models tailored to specific data) while still valuing predictive power. 

However, the exact level of balance between the two measurements remains at the 

discretion of the analyst. 

 Furthermore, as reviewed in Chapter 1’s discussion of psychological salience, 

when making cognitive claims, the process itself must also be examined. In the words of 
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Jamshed Bharucha, if a model “represents the internalized structure of an average… 

listener,” then it should rely on “neural plausibility” and “cognitive principles.” That is, if 

a computational algorithm is supposed to model what actually goes on in a listener’s 

cognitive process, the algorithm’s inner workings must parallel as best as possible that 

which we know about the inner workings of musical cognition. Naturally, unlike 

quantifiable measurements such as minimum description length and cross entropy, the 

quality of “mimicking human cognition” can be somewhat abstract. However, this rubric 

does provide an important connection between algorithmic modeling and human 

cognition. 

 
 
Summary 
 
 

This chapter provided an overview of computational research in music analysis, 

situating this dissertation within the history of algorithmic modeling. First, the dichotomy 

between top-down and bottom-up computational systems was reviewed, and several 

implementations of context-free grammars, rule-based systems, neural networks, Markov 

Models, Hidden Markov Models, and Qualitative Learning algorithms were discussed. 

This chapter also provided an overview of recent applications of information theory to 

music analysis, and ended with a discussion of ways to compare competing analytical 

models by evaluating the models’ complexity, precision, and cognitive salience.  This 

review focused, as will the remainder of this dissertation, on harmonic phenomena, with 

the caveat that other musical parameters (e.g., meter, instrumentation) significantly affect 

musical interpretation and cognition. 
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CHAPTER 3: CHORD-PROGRESSION STATISTICS 
AND STYLES  
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 As we saw in chapter 1, listeners and composers capitalize on musical expectations 

and conventions to unearth certain music affects. We also saw that musical norms can be 

represented through statistical modeling of musical corpora, illustrating events that occur 

frequently in some data set.  We also saw that normative practice can vary between 

different historical situations. It stands to reason that these variable practices might be 

reflected in the statistical variations between corpora.  

This study will investigate the variation between different corpora by focusing on 

one particular musical domain: surface harmonic progressions. We shall also be 

concerned with the extent to which the statistical similarities and differences articulated 

by our modeling conform to notions of historical and geographic proximity. When 

dealing with our surface statistics, we will make no assumptions concerning their salience 

to either compositional or cognitive models: following the skeptical stance outlined in 

Chapter 1, we begin with no communication-oriented claims, nor do we assert any 

necessary connection between surface chord progressions and theories of either 

composition or music cognition. However, by investigating how similarities between 

corpus models correlate to chronology, geography and a composer’s affinity with stylistic 

schools, we will demonstrate the models’ utility to approximate stylistic and compositional 

similarity and difference. 
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This chapter explores these topics through three experiments.  The first 

experiment models composers’ harmonic practice by keeping track of chord-progression 

frequencies. This work shows inter-composer similarities and differences through various 

statistical tests, illustrating that chronology plays a substantial role in the results. By 

finding affinities between our inter-corpus metrics and more established measurements of 

compositional similarity – e.g., accepted stylistic narratives, geography, and chronology – 

our modeling receives some measure of support. Second, we test the coherence and 

uniqueness of various corpora, finding that certain ways of grouping corpora (i.e., by 

chronology, by composer, etc.) are more coherent than others, and that points of 

incoherence are suggestive of stylistic overlap, possibly evidencing more than one system 

of norms present in that corpus. The final experiment tests two examples of compositional 

style emulation, quantifying how successfully these emulations approximate their model’s 

surface chord-progression conventions. This will allow us to heuristically think of 

probabilistic harmonic models as generative machines that produce chord progressions in 

various compositional styles; however, we will reintroduce the skepticism of Chapter1, 

arguing that a model which describes a corpus or generative process can be fundamentally 

different than one which mimics a generative or interpretive process. The ensuing 

discussions will consider the concept of harmonic style, connecting “style” to the statistical 

properties that generate and describe a corpus. Finally, the chapter ends by relating these 

findings to concerns within music informatics as outlined in Chapter 1, particularly the 

notions of stochasticity and ergodicity. 
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Experiment 1: Materials and Method 
 
 

The goal of this experiment was to measure the similarity and difference between 

the harmonic practices of various composers, to investigate whether inter-corpus 

variation correlated with the chronological difference between corpora, and to test the 

utility of our modeling parameters. “Harmonic practice” was approximated by tallying 

surface trigrams (progressions of three verticalities) drawn from composers’ corpora. 

“Similarity and difference” was approximated through the cross entropies resulting from 

pairwise comparisons of these practices. To investigate both the utility of this sort of 

modeling and the similarities between the various models, a cluster analysis of these data 

was undertaken as were linear regressions between the cross entropies and the 

chronological distance between corpora. Each of these steps is detailed below. 

This experiment relied on data from the Yale MIDI project. The Yale archive 

collects MIDI files from classicalarchives.com (a website of user-sourced MIDI files), each 

associated with metadata that specifies the file’s opening key, composer, date of 

composition, instrumentation, composer’s nationality, genre, and so on. At time of 

writing, the corpus included roughly 5,000 pieces. These experiments used the corpora of 

19 composers: Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Byrd, Chopin, Debussy, Handel, Haydn, Liszt, 

Mendelssohn, Mozart, Saint-Saens, Scarlatti, Schubert, Schumann, Tchaikovsky, 

Telemann, Vivaldi, and Wagner. The average corpus contained 231 pieces, with the 

smallest corpus – Wagner’s – containing only 33, and the largest – Scarlatti’s – containing 

554. The average corpus included 339,185 “salami slices” (i.e., every verticality where the 
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pitch-class content changes), with Wagner’s again being by far the smallest (67,538), and 

Mozart’s being the largest (1,322,716).1 

In order to normalize by key and remain sensitive to changes between various 

practices, this study used a key-finding method that relied on the properties of the corpus 

itself as much as possible. Unlike methods that rely on human analysis, a completely 

automated method is neither limited by human resources nor mediated by an individual’s 

own cognitive biases. In other words, this process allowed for the use of extremely large 

amounts of data drawn from a corpus’ properties rather than from human analyses. 

 First, to gather scale-degree information, a technique based on that used in 

Temperley and Marvin (2008) was implemented. Under the assumption that pieces begin 

in the key indicated in the metadata, the program created a scale-degree frequency vector 

based on the first 30 quarter-notes of each file. (This length and metric was chosen after 

several test trials. As the length is expanded, the key-profiles contain more noise, while 

shorter lengths create sparser data; this length seemed to strike a balance. Other metrics – 

for instance, measures or chords – returned similar results.) The program used these 

frequencies to create key-profiles, which in turn were used to identify other parts of a 

composer’s corpus that clearly articulate a key. 

After making a key-profile vector from the beginnings of pieces, the program 

moved a measure-long window over the remainder of each MIDI file in the corpus, 

testing the pitch-class content against each possible rotation of the major and minor key-

profile vectors. (Such an analysis compares an ideal scale-degree tally with the pitch-class 

                                                
1 This experiment, as do most corpus studies, operates under the assumption that the pieces within each 
corpus are sufficiently representative of a composer’s style.  This illustrates an endemic concern for the 
corpus-study methodology: short of encoding every work by every composer, a corpus will be constrained 
by the availability of digital encodings of music. While this concern is somewhat mitigated by the large 
amount of pieces within the Yale MIDI corpus, it should still be acknowledged.  
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frequencies of a passage of unknown key. The passage’s frequencies are compared with 

the ideal tally to find the likely key. See Krumhansl, 1990; Huron, 2006; and Temperley, 

2007 for more on this method.) When the pitch-class frequencies correlated highly (r2 > 

0.6) to one of the key profiles, the program interpreted that passage as being in that key. 

To verify the success of the process, the vectors were used to identify the keys of the 

beginnings of the Bach Chorales, a data set withheld from the following experiments. 

Each performed between 81.5% and 83.5% accurately, suggesting that the process was 

sufficiently successful. Notably, the key profiles varied very little between corpora, also 

indicating a certain robustness in the method. (Some implications of this invariance are 

discussed below.) 

Different sizes of n-grams within these tonal passages were then tallied, and after 

initial experimentation it was determined that trigrams (i.e., n= 2) seemed to balance 

between precise and sparse data. (An n-gram model involves contiguous sequences of n 

items from a sequence of observations. When n=2, the observation at the current 

timepoint is conditioned on the two previous observations. The model is therefore 

concerned with three-chord trigrams – the current and previous two chords – at every 

observed timepoint.) In order to remain as theory-neutral as possible (again, to minimize 

human biases), the trigrams were gathered at three metric levels and combined. By 

repeating data collection at several levels and agglomerating the resulting trigrams, we 

allow for patterns that recur at several durational or metric levels to become more 

dominant in a distribution while remaining agnostic as to the relative importance of 

different surface divisions. The process is illustrated in Example 1. The program first 

divided the music into salami slices, then divided the music into the contents of each beat 

(as defined by the MIDI file’s metric data), and finally grouped notes into the next 
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smallest division of the beat (also defined by the MIDI meter data). As seen in the 

example, this process recognizes not only traditional chords (e.g., C-E-G), but also less 

traditional chords (e.g., C-D-E-F-G). This study assumes that any surface structure is a 

legitimate “chord,” following Quinn (2010), and Quinn and Mavromatis (2011). The 

total count of each trigram was defined as the sum of its counts at the three metrical levels. 

 

Example 1: Three methods of surface divisions 

 

 

The program finally introduced two simplifying steps; the first ignored immediate 

chord repetitions. The second simplifying step ignored pitch height and ordering. 

Trigrams were tallied as sequences of unordered mod-12 scale-degree sets instantiating 

transpositionally equivalent sets. (Again, this choice attempts to strike a balance between 

gathering too much information and not enough.) For instance, IV–V–I and I–V/V–V 

would register as different scale-degree instantiations of the same transpositionally 

equivalent normal-form trigram. Specifically, in a mod-12 scale-degree notation, zero 

represents every tonic scale degree, four the mediant, seven the dominant, and so on. A 

dominant triad would involve mod-12 scale degrees seven, eleven, and two: ordered from 

lowest to highest, these become the set [2, 7, 11].  The IV–V–I progression is therefore 

represented as the mod-12 scale-degree trigram { [0, 5, 9], [2, 7, 11], [0, 4, 7] }; I–V/V–
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V becomes { [0, 4, 7], [2, 6, 9], [2, 7, 11] }. Their transpositionally equivalent form 

represents these progressions common structure: they are both three major triads 

separated by i.c. 2 and i.c. 5, respectively. Using prime-form notation to show the chord 

structure and subscripted arrows to denote the interval-class transposition between each 

chord, the progression can be represented as the trigram { <0, 4, 7>  !  <0, 4, 7] !  <0, 

4, 7> }. The program tallies the relative frequency of these progressions; in this case, the 

IV–V–I scale-degree expression generally occurs more frequently than I–V/V–V. The 

procedure was implemented in the Python language (version 2.7) using the music21 

software package (Cuthbert and Ariza, 2011). 

This process returned an average of 78,923 scale-degree trigrams per composer, 

but a median of only 50,338, indicating several outliers. These included Haydn’s (251,662 

trigrams), Scarlatti’s (243,926), Bach’s (159,048), and Byrd’s (117,944) corpora. On the 

low end, Wagner’s corpus returned the fewest: 17,285 trigrams. 

Trigram frequencies were clustered to measure the similarity and difference 

between each composer’s chord-progression practice. Each corpus was represented by a 

vector in which each value expressed a trigram’s frequency, with the trigrams associated 

with each position in the vector remaining constant for every corpus. The angles between 

the vectors were then calculated. By this metric, two composers who used the same 

progressions with similar relative frequencies would result in small angles, while 

composers with completely different harmonic practices would have divergent vectors. 

This procedure used the R programming language (version 2.13.0) to run a divisive 

cluster analysis on a dissimilarity matrix derived from the cosines of these vectors’ angles. 
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Running other types of clustering analysis (e.g., agglomerative) does not notably change 

the clusterings, indicating a sufficient level of robustness. 

To quantify the relationship between historical and statistical similarity, another 

measurement of similarity – cross entropy – was correlated to the years separating the 

corpora, testing whether chronological proximity would indicate similar chord-

progression practices. Cross entropy measures how well one set of data predicts another 

by taking the log probability of the events in one data set given the frequency distribution 

of events in another set. Equation 1 formalizes this: the cross entropy H judges an 

observation sequence o1, o2... on in O in terms of a probabilistic model m, and then 

averages the logarithm. All cross entropies in this article are reported in bits (base 2). A 

composer’s birth year was used as the corpus’ date. 

 

 

Equation 1: Cross entropy 

!!!!! ! !!
!
! !"#!!! !!! !!! !! ! 

 

 

Experiment 1: Results and Discussion 

 

Table 1 illustrates the first ten values in the frequency vectors for three selected 

composers; the distributions of each composer can be found in this study’s online 

supplementary material at http://christopherwmwhite.commons.yale.edu/. Note the 

power-law distribution of each, and that while many of the same trigrams occur between 
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composers, their positions in the distribution are variable. A !2 test confirms that these 

corpora are significantly different from one another (p < 0.01). 

 

Table 1: First ten values of three selected frequency vectors and their 
associated mod-12 scale-degree trigrams 

Byrd Handel Brahms 
[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7] 1099 [0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7] 552 [0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7] 727 
[0, 4, 7],[5, 7, 0],[0, 4, 7] 760 [0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7] 481 [7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2] 634 
[0, 4, 7],[0, 4, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 759 [7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2] 466 [0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 474 
[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 7],[0, 4, 7] 734 [0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 292 [0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7] 452 
[5, 7, 0],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 7] 458 [0, 4, 7],[0, 4, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 266 [11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7] 425 
[0, 2, 7],[0, 4, 7],[5, 7, 0] 433 [0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 252 [0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7] 241 
[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 4, 5, 7] 429 [0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5],[0, 4, 7] 211 [0, 4, 7],[2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 228 
[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7] 409 [0, 4, 7],[5, 9, 0],[0, 4, 7] 210 [0, 4, 7],[5, 9, 0],[0, 4, 7] 222 
[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7] 347 [0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7] 194 [0, 4, 7],[4, 7, 9, 0],[0, 4, 7] 208 
[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2] 308 [11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7] 192 [2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7],[2, 5, 7] 167 

Trigram Freq. 

 

 Example 2 shows a cluster analysis of the trigram frequencies of each composer. 

The clustering mostly conforms to our intuitions of chronology and stylistic similarity: 

note that, for instance, composers of the First Viennese School occupy the same cluster, 

as do the colleagues Brahms and Schumann. Running the same clustering procedure on a 

table containing inter-composer cross entropies produces similar results, again indicating 

the robustness of this clustering. The factors contributing to the clustering are 

multifaceted, but one hallmark of the clustering has to do with the composers’ use of V 

versus V7 and how relatively often they employ consistent non-triadic figurations. For 

instance, the Bach/Handel/Telemann/Vivaldi cluster uses I–V–I and V–I–V more 

frequently than I–V7–I and V7–I–V7, while this situation is reversed in the First Viennese 

cluster. In Brahms and Schumann, trigrams representing figurations rather than 

traditional harmonic progressions (for instance, I–Iadd9–I or I–Iadd 4–I ) rise higher in their 

distributions compared to earlier corpora. Within the Chopin/Tchaikovsky/Saint–
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Saens/Liszt cluster, these figurations rise in prevalence, becoming these composers’ most 

frequent trigrams.  

Byrd, Debussy, and Scarlatti are the outliers here. Byrd’s most frequent trigrams 

are contrapuntal, with several figures prolonging a tonic triad with passing and 

neighboring tones being most frequent (for instance, the mod-12 classes { [0,4,7], [0,5,7], 

[0,4,7] } and { [0,4,7], [0,7,9], [0,4,7] } ). Debussy’s chord trigrams seem to represent a 

different harmonic practice altogether, while Scarlatti’s frequent progressions are almost 

all dyadic due to the prevailing two-voice texture of his keyboard sonatas. 

 

Example 2: Cluster analysis of composers' trigram frequencies 

 

 

 

Cross entropies were calculated between corpus pairs and plotted by the years 

separating the corpora. Example 3 shows a representative comparison between inter-
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corpus cross entropy and chronology using the Handel corpus as a reference point. The 

graph plots each composer’s cross entropy compared to Handel’s model by the number of 

ears separating the two composers’ births. (This analysis removed Byrd from 

consideration: being by far the earliest composer, his status as a chronological outlier 

often skewed the regressions.) The correlation is relatively strong: the Spearman rank 

coefficient is 0.689, suggesting that, most of the time, the further a composer’s birth year 

is from Handel’s, the higher the cross entropy. The outliers here are notable. Brahms’ 

corpus produces a lower cross entropy than the regression line predicts. That is, his 

corpus model is more similar to Handel’s than the years separating their births might 

suggest. On the other hand, Schubert’s corpus registers a higher cross entropy when 

predicted by the Handel corpus, suggesting that Handel’s musical practice differs more 

from Schubert’s than one might expect from their chronology. 
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Example 3: The cross entropy of Handel’s corpus as determined by other 
composers’ corpora, plotted in terms of the number of years separating 
Handel’s and other composer’ births (i.e. the coordinates represent 
[separating years, cross entropy]). 

 

 

These results suggest a connection between the musical norms that dominate a 

composer’s surface harmonic progressions and his chronological situation. Overall, the 

trigrams of these corpora group by time period, and changes in harmonic practice are 

correlated to chronology. However, there are more factors to be considered, as birth 

dates seem not to tell the whole story. Geography and compositional influence, for 

instance, may play important roles. Several composers who return lower cross entropies 

with Handel’s corpus than the regression line predicts (i.e., their corpora were more 

similar to Handel’s model than chronology would seem to indicate) were also active in 

German-speaking countries or were concerned with Baroque-style counterpoint (e.g. 

Mendelssohn and Brahms), although this does not hold in all cases (e.g., Wagner). 
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Furthermore, while all such birth-year/cross-entropy plots produced positive correlations, 

several produced somewhat low results (using Wagner’s corpus for reference, for instance, 

returned a coefficient of merely 0.182).  

This evidence points to a connection between a composer’s historical situation 

and the stylistic similarity between corpora. Lacking any explicit evidence connecting 

surface trigram progressions to human-oriented models of music composition or 

cognition, we cannot make any direct connection between our modeling and the listening 

or composing processes; however, these results do indicate that our modeling can 

approximate stylistic affinities since our clustering and cross entropy measurements 

conform to established stylistic narratives and to chronology. The following experiment 

interrogates this idea further, quantifying the coherence within a composer’s corpus and 

comparing it to other divisions of the Yale MIDI corpus. 

 
 
Experiment 2: Introduction  
 
 
 In one sense, the coherence of composer-based corpora is unassailable.  It is a 

simple fact that Mozart wrote all of the pieces in the Mozart corpus, something that 

distinguishes that corpus from all other music and provides a justification for that music’s 

grouping.  On the other hand, an analysis might investigate whether the pieces that 

constitute a corpus all exhibit similar characteristics. These investigations might also 

consider whether these characteristics are shared between various corpora, or whether 

two composer-based corpora are similar enough to equate their models. For instance, if 

two composers’ corpora contain virtually identical statistics concerning surface chord 

progressions, then the same statistical model could represent both corpora. This sort of 
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investigation will be able to quantify the quality of particular corpus divisions by 

identifying whether the resulting corpus models are coherent – they contain pieces with 

similar characteristics – and are unique – the corpus produces a model that is significantly 

different than other models. If the corpora’s properties are found to be incoherent, it is 

likely the corpora need to be divided using different criteria.  If the corpora’s properties 

are found to be indiscernible (i.e., not sufficiently unique), it is likely the corpora need to 

be divided into fewer groups.2  

To this end, this experiment undertook three specific cross-validation tests. First, 

the coherence and uniqueness of each composer’s corpus was quantified by testing 

whether a single piece of music from, say, Mozart’s corpus, is more similar to the rest of 

Mozart’s corpus than to the pieces within any other composer’s corpus. These similarity 

metrics allowed for several conclusions concerning the uniqueness and coherence of 

composer-based corpus groupings. Second, the same test was run using chronological 

groupings. Third, corpora were arranged using a cluster analysis, and their coherence 

and uniqueness was also tested. 

 

Experiment 2: Materials and Method 
 

For these tests a cross-validation method was used. Trigrams were compiled for 

each corpus under consideration following the same methods as Experiment 1. However, 

in order to accommodate the sparse scale-degree data within single pieces, 

transpositionally equivalent normal-form trigrams were used. A single piece was withheld 

                                                
2 Said another way, these sorts of tests essentially pose the question: “given a piece of music, can the 
available models predict the corpus to which this piece belongs?” This sort of question has been asked since 
the beginnings of music informatics with Mendel 1969 and has continued over the next several decades 
with work like Crerar 1985 and Meyer 1989. 
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from the corpus’ probability distribution, and the cross entropies of the trigrams within 

that single piece were calculated given the remainder of the corpus. These consisted of 

the probability of a chord occurring given the previous two chords, or P(o3|o1,o2).3 This 

was done at each of the metric levels described in Experiment 1. The cross entropies for 

the piece were averaged by the number of trigrams within the piece, with the three metric 

levels combined.4 Then, the average cross entropy of that piece given every other corpus 

was also calculated. This process was repeated for each piece within every corpus.  The 

cross entropy was averaged over all pieces within a corpus. A one-sided t-test was used to 

test the significance of the differences between the overall average cross entropies between 

corpora, with significance defined as p<0.05.5 

In evaluating each model, a “success” was defined as the proportion of times a 

composer’s corpus’ average cross entropy was significantly lower when his own pieces 

were compared to his own corpus rather than when his pieces were compared to another 

corpus.  That is, a successful comparison would result from corpus X’s pieces registering a 

lower average cross entropy given corpus X than given corpus J, K, or L; if the average 

cross entropy given corpus J, K or L were lower, however, the comparison would be 

counted as a failure. Insignificant results, regardless of their success, were counted as 

                                                
3 A heuristic smoothing procedure was performed using the assumption that transition probabilities follow a 
cubic power-law distribution: if a transition from a particular chord had never been observed in a corpus, 
the frequency was judged to be the cubed root of the lowest observed transition frequency from that chord. 
The heuristic was based on observations about the probability distributions present in the data. 
4 To combat confounds that might result from peculiarities of MIDI encoding techniques of specific pieces, 
this experiment did not consider pieces that returned cross entropies higher than 10 bits. (Recall that 
classicalarchives.com’s content is user generated, and entails pieces with wide varieties of encoding quality.) 
5 To contextualize the questions these tests are asking, recall that, in our formulation, each composer 
generates his chord progressions using a model that orders chords in a certain way in order to produce the 
desired tonal message, as described in Chapter 1. We might imagine Mozart’s chord progressions being 
generated by a “Mozart machine,” while Schubert’s music uses a “Schubert machine” for its generation.  
By measuring the cross entropy (i.e. “surprise” or “fit”) between a single piece and each corpus model, we 
are testing whether that piece can best be explained by the Mozart machine, the Schubert machine, or 
some other machine.  By rotating through all pieces in all corpora, we are essentially testing how similar 
each composers’ machines are to one another. 
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failures. The success rates were reported as percentages of successes over the total number 

of comparisons. If, say, X predicted its own pieces better than J, K, or L, but the average 

cross entropy of the X/L pairwise comparisons was not significantly lower than X’s self-

wise average cross entropy, the success rate would only register as 66%.  

For the second test in which corpora would be divided chronologically, two 

divisions were used.  First, corpora were arranged by the half-century beginning in 1650, 

resulting in five corpora, 1650–1700, 1701–1750, 1751–1800, 1801–1850, 1851–1900. 

Second, the same process was repeated, but with 30 year exclusive epochs, now with a 

range between1680 and 1920. 

 To find the optimum number of clusters to use for the third test, a k-means 

clustering was run on the dissimilarity matrix used for Example 1 for k=[0… 12]. This 

showed that 7 and 10 clusters provide optimal peaks of average silhouette widths.  

 

Experiment 2: Results and discussion 
 

 By dividing the corpora by composer, 73.35% composer-by-composer 

comparisons were significant successes. The median success rate was 82.54%. Only two 

composers – Byrd and Handel – registered perfect results: the trials produced significantly 

lower cross entropy when comparing these composers’ own pieces to their own corpora 

than when comparing them to any other composer’s corpus. In other words, these results 

show the models to be “sure” these composers’ pieces were significantly more likely on 

average to be composed by themselves than by someone else. Example 4 shows the 

Handel-corpus results, with the self-comparison highlighted in the lighter coloring. 

Handel’s own statistical model predicts its own pieces relatively well, indicating a high 
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level of coherence within the corpus. And, since no other model predicts Handel’s pieces 

with a comparable average cross entropy, Handel’s model seems unique as well. 

 

Example 4: Average cross entropy of Handel’s pieces when compared to 
each corpus 
 

 

 
However, as mentioned above, more than a quarter of the time, these trials 

judged other corpora to predict a composer’s pieces with either a lower or insignificantly 

different level of cross entropy when compared to the composer’s own corpus. Example 5 

shows the case of Mendelssohn’s corpus, which performed around the average: a 76.47% 

success rate. The self-comparison again appears in lighter grey, and insignificant results 

are indicated by the patterned bars. The average cross entropy of Mendelssohn’s pieces 

when compared to Brahms, Handel, and Schubert is not significantly different to the 

cross entropy resulting from a self comparison. This result indicates that the Mendelssohn 

model is coherent in so much as it predicts its own pieces well; however, it also shows that 
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the model is not sufficiently unique, as other models predict Mendelssohn’s corpus 

virtually identically to Mendelssohn’s own model.   

On the whole, it seems that these results suggest that grouping corpora by 

composer tends to create coherent corpus models, although these models are often not 

sufficiently unique from one another.  

 
Example 5: Average cross entropy of Mendelssohn’s pieces when compared 
to each corpus 
 

 
 
 
 The second test divided all pieces into corpora based on their date of composition, 

first into fifty-year epochs, and then in thirty-year epochs. The fifty-year model performed 

worse than that using composer-defined trials, the former returning a 68% success rate. 

However, the median success rate was higher, registering an 80% success rate. This rate 

stems from the fact that one time period, 1751–1800, did not have a single successful trial.  

Example 6 shows the offending epoch’s results.  Not only can the late 18th-century corpus 

not be significantly distinguished from the late 17th-century corpus, but the other three 

corpora produce significantly lower average cross entropies, indicating that these corpora 
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predict the trigrams within the late 18th-century corpus better than they predict the 

trigrams of their own time periods. It is also worth noting that all of the pairwise average 

cross entropies of Example 6 are significantly (p<0.05) higher than the remaining cross 

entropies in this test.  These results indicate incoherence within the 1751–1800 corpus. 

 
 
Example 6: Average cross entropy of pieces from 1751–1800 when compared 
to each other fifty-year corpus 
 

 
 

 

Example 7 shows the case of the 1801–1850 corpus, a relatively successful 

example representing this test’s median. While a self-comparison yields the lowest average 

cross entropy, the average cross entropy when compared with the 1851–1900 corpus is 

not significantly different than the self-wise average. Interestingly, 75% of the unsuccessful 

judgments throughout the 50-year-epoch test (incorrect and insignificant comparisons) 

involved time periods adjacent to one another (as seen in Example 7); if one removes the 

late 18th-century results from the percentage, this number rises to a complete 100%.  In 

other words, with the exception of the problematic late 18th-century, the models generally 
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become “confused” as to a piece’s time period only when comparing that piece to a 

chronologically adjacent corpus. 

Example 7: Average cross entropy of pieces from 1801–1850 when compared 
to each other fifty-year corpus 
 
 

 
 
   
 Dividing the corpora into 30-year segments produced similar results.  The overall 

average success rate was 68.75%, and the median success rate was 75%. Half of the 

unsuccessful returns involved adjacent time periods, and 80% were within two time 

periods (i.e., within 60 years). As with the 50-year segments, the remaining 20% were not 

evenly distributed throughout the results, but centered in two particularly unsuccessful 

epochs. Both the 1801–1830 and 1891–1920 trial were successful only 37.5% of the time, 

accounting for the difference between the trials’ average and median, and suggesting that 

these time periods in particular do not represent coherent corpora. Example 8 shows a 

median example, the 1741–1770 corpus, while Example 9 shows the largely unsuccessful 

1801–1830 results. (While it may be satisfying that the only significant positive results 
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involve corpora that are maximally chronologically distant from the 1801–1830 corpus, 

note that the two adjacent corpora register a significant but lower cross entropy.) 

 
Example 8: Average cross entropy of pieces from 1741–1770 when compared 
to each other thirty-year corpus 
 

 
 
Example 9: Average cross entropy of pieces from 1801–1830 when compared 
to each other thirty-year corpus 
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 These results suggest that dividing a corpus by chronological epochs may be 

successful in some respects – it creates a high median success rate – but it also generates 

several corpora that are incoherent, thereby creating a lower average success rate. From a 

modeling perspective, this incoherence could be explained by the presence of multiple 

and distinct chord-progression practices within a single corpus. For instance, the 1801–

1830 corpus seems to have properties that are better modeled by the corpora surrounding 

it, perhaps indicating that this era contains practices that overlap those of its two 

surrounding epochs. If dividing corpora by composers seemed to create too many 

divisions, dividing by chronology is too broad, creating incoherent corpus models. Also, 

these tests seem to indicate a connection between chronological proximity and models’ 

similarities. The fact that the vast majority of unsuccessful trials occurred within 

chronologically adjacent periods seems to further support the suggestions surrounding 

Example 3, namely that stylistic similarity can be shown to correlate with chronology. 

The next test involved a k-means clustering of composers based on their trigram 

frequencies. These trials naturally produced the best results, as it used the same metric – 

chord-progression probabilities – both to divide the corpora and to judge the success of 

those divisions. (In other words, the best models of chord-progression practice involve 

grouping corpora by their chord-progression practices.) However, the results of this test 

do confirm the power of harmonic transition probabilities to classify groups of composers 

into unique and coherent corpora. 

As noted above, k=7 and k=10 returned the optimal k-means clustering solutions. 

Table 2 and Example 10 show these two solutions. The seven clusters provide nearly 

perfect results, with only Debussy’s corpus providing insignificant returns, likely due to its 

small membership (n=60).  Example 11 shows a typical perfect 7-cluster trial. The ten 
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clusters performed slightly worse, with an 88% success rate.  If, however, one discounts 

the insignificant results of the two smallest corpora – now adding Wagner’s corpus (n=32) 

to Debussy’s – the results rise to a 97.22% success rate.  Example 12 shows one of the two 

remaining insignificant results, the other being the average cross entropy of 

Vivaldi/Telemann’s pieces given Handel’s corpus. 

 
Table 2: Divisions of composers into the two optimal k-means clusterings 
 

K-means Clusters 

k = 7 k = 10 

Bach Bach 

Byrd Byrd 

Beethoven, Mozart, 
Haydn, Schumann, 

Mendelssohn, 
Brahms, Schubert, 

Wagner 

Beethoven, Mozart, 
Haydn, Mendelssohn, 

Schubert, 

Tchaikovsky, Liszt, 
Chopin, Saint-Saens 

Tchaikovsky, Liszt, 
Chopin, Saint-Saens 

Telemann, Vivaldi, 
Handel Telemann, Vivaldi 

Debussy Debussy 

Scarlatti Scarlatti 

 

Wagner 

Brahms, Schumann 

Handel 
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Example 10: The division of the dendrogram into seven and ten clusters 
 

 
 
Example 11: Average cross entropy of pieces from the Tchaikovsky, Liszt, 
Saint-Saens, and Chopin cluster when compared to each other k=7 cluster 
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Example 12: Average cross entropy of pieces from the Brahms/Schumann 
cluster when compared to each other k=10 cluster 
 

 
 
 

The results from the clustering trials suggest three main ideas about style and 

similarity. First, the clusters’ properties might indicate larger chord-progression traditions 

in which the composers under consideration participate. The 7-cluster solution contains 

three large groups, with four individual composers – Byrd, Bach, Debussy, and Scarlatti – 

jettisoned into their own clusters. This clustering suggests that three dominant harmonic 

styles exist, and that the jettisoned composers represent divergent traditions.6 As the 

number of clusters increases, three subgroups separate from the three dominant groups, 

with Brahms and Schumann forming a new cluster, and Wagner and Handel forming 

individual nodes.  Therefore, while these composers take part in larger coherent styles, 

when using a finer grain of distinction, they represent smaller traditions within the larger 

styles.  

                                                
6 It seems likely that the addition of other composers more similar to these individuals (say, Ravel or Tallis) 
would inspire other large composer groupings. Testing this intuition would require further study. 
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Second, the two insignificant results within the ten-cluster cross validations show 

stylistic affinities. These insignificant results indicate the same conclusions as in the 

individual composer trials: some of these corpus-models are not sufficiently unique. The 

Vivaldi/Telemann and Brahms/Schumann corpora did not predict their own pieces 

significantly better than did the Handel or Tchaikovsky/Liszt/Chopin/Saint-Saens 

corpora, respectively. This result suggests similarities between these corpus pairs, a 

similarity not always indicated by the cluster analysis. For instance, the Brahms and 

Schumann corpora participate in a cluster that is significantly different than the 

Tchaikovsky/Liszt/Chopin/Saint-Saens corpus in the 7-cluster solution.  However, when 

Brahms/Schumann becomes its own grouping in the 10-cluster solution, the duo’s 

similarity to the later Romantic corpus becomes apparent through the inter-corpus 

average cross-entropy. 

Finally, the fact that the k-means clustering works better than other corpus 

divisions argues for a particular conception of stylistic affinity that transcends chronology 

and composer identity. While the chordal trigrams of individual pieces are reasonably 

well predicted by divisions of time and individual composer authorship, a clustering of the 

actual trigram frequencies divides composers into groups that more accurately capture 

the different practices present in common-practice chord usage. These practices seem to 

be broader than individual composer identities, since single composer models were often 

found to be insufficiently unique in the first test. While these practices seemed to be 

affected by chronology, some time periods exhibited stylistic overlap, as the second test 

judged several chronologically-based corpora to be insufficiently coherent. Chord-

progression practices, then, can best be grouped by their own statistical properties, 

transcending single composer divisions and chronology. 
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Further work would need to investigate whether composers’ corpora might have 

further divisions within themselves. One could imagine, for instance, that some pieces 

within, say, Brahms’ corpus might be extremely similar to Beethoven’s corpus, while 

other Brahms pieces might represent a style closer to Schubert’s. A larger analysis might 

cluster the agglomerated collection of individual pieces and observe how the clusters 

divide composers’ outputs.  Such an analysis could potentially investigate the 

chronological changes that might be present in a composer’s output. This sort of work 

might, for instance, test the intuition that Beethoven’s harmonic practice divides into an 

early, middle, and late practice, or whether Bach’s sacred and secular compositions 

cluster into separate harmonic practices. 

 
 
Experiment 3: Introduction 
 
 
 The previous section focused on various ways one can define corpora and the 

relative coherence and uniqueness of those definitions. This section investigates the 

properties of these corpora from another angle: taking single pieces that emulate certain 

musical styles and judging how well they conform to each model. Taking a singular piece 

and comparing it to a corpus model allows one to quantify the similarity between that 

piece and the norms of a corpus. This sort of reasoning not only allows for “author-

finding” forensics, but also highlights the generative potential of these statistical models, 

or at least their capacity to describe corpora resulting from a generative process. By 

making single-piece comparisons, we are essentially quantifying the likelihood that a 

particular statistical model produced that piece. In this heuristic formulation, a corpus 

model becomes a chord-progression-generating machine that produces pieces with 
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certain chord progression statistics, and these statistics can be used as evidence of the 

machine that produces them. This experiment pursues this line of reasoning by 

evaluating two examples of stylistic mimicry, first testing a recent reconstruction of a 

Beethoven sonata, and then investigating a historical imitation of Antonio Vivaldi.   

The more recent stylistic reconstruction dates from 2012 when the Dutch 

musicologist Cees Nieuwenhuizen compiled a series of “Fantasy Sonata” sketches 

produced by a 22-year-old Beethoven three years before his first published sonata, Op. 2. 

Nieuwenhuizen used these sketches to create a performable multi-movement work. 

According to Nieuwenhuizen’s website, 

To make the Fantasia sonata sketch playable I had to make some well-considered 
decisions. Beethoven has almost completed the first movement, apart from the so-called 
development. For the rest I had to fill in the phrasing and some dynamics. I did this 
through a comparison of the sonatas no. 13, 14 and 15 with the Fantasia sonata. … 
The second movement is less elaborated; mainly the left hand was missing now and then. 
I could however make use of indications given by the composer for the left hand. The 
third movement was the real challenge because the composer wrote many alternatives and 
this in a very fragmented way. There are also parts which are completely worked out by 
the composer, for example the entire Coda. Nevertheless I wanted to apply all notes, and 
all at the same place where Beethoven has written them. Therefore all the themes in the 
manuscript are used. 7 
 

 
 This experiment’s second and earlier example of stylistic mimicry dates from the 

18th century when Nicolas Chédeville, French musette virtuoso, attempted to forge a 

series of musette concertos, claiming them to be authored by Vivaldi. By 1737, Paris had 

been in a 30-year love affair with Vivaldi’s music, and as it had been almost a decade 

since Vivaldi’s Opus 12 had appeared in 1729, when his “Opus 13” appeared courtesy of 

the neophyte-publishing house of Jean-Noël Marchand, the music flew off the shelves.8  It 

                                                
7 http://ceesnieuwenhuizen.com/ 
8 Sardelli 2007 
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would take twelve years for the French court system to find that Chédeville had produced 

the imitations and reaped their profits. 

This experiment tests how well these examples of mimicry are predicted by each 

corpus, effectively asking into which corpus Nieuwenhuizen’s Beethovenian 

reconstruction and Chédeville’s Vivaldi imitations best fit. 

 
Experiment 3: Materials and Methods 
 

 The same normal-form trigrams and corpus divisions were used as in the previous 

experiment. In the ensuing discussion of individual moments in the reconstructed sonata, 

scale-degree bigram probabilities are used for illustrative purposes. In order to calculate 

cross entropies, the piece in question was treated as the observation sequence, while each 

corpus provided a model by which to judge the sequence. 95% confidence intervals were 

calculated by comparing the distribution of the corpus model’s cross entropies with the 

average cross entropy; in this formulation, the null hypothesis claims that corpus identity 

does not affect the level of cross entropy. The confidence intervals for Experiment 2’s self-

wise cross entropies were used in order to define the normative range of cross entropies 

present in a corpus model’s predictions of its own pieces.  

 
Experiment 3.1: Results and Discussion Concerning the Beethoven 
Reconstruction 
 

Example 13 shows the average cross entropy of the reconstructed “Beethoven” 

Sonata’s trigrams when compared to each composer’s corpus model. The light grey bar 

at the far right indicates the average, the darker grey bars are significantly below average, 

the clear bars are significantly above average, and the diagonally patterned bars do not 

significantly differ from the average. The solid bars therefore represent those models that 
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are more likely than average to have produced this piece’s chord progressions (Bach, 

Brahms, Chopin, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Saint-Saens, and Schumann), the clear bars 

represent those models that are unlikely to have produced this piece (Beethoven[!], 

Debussy, Schubert, and Wagner), while the remainder perform around average. The 

outlining highlight shows the model generating the lowest cross entropy, the Mozart 

model.   

The “X” above each of the bars shows the corpus’ self-wise average cross entropy 

and the 95% confidence intervals surrounding the average. With the exception of 

Debussy, Schubert, and Tchaikovsky, the reconstruction’s cross entropy is significantly 

lower than the average piece within each corpus. These low cross entropies suggest that 

the reconstruction’s harmonic practice is normative enough to actually fit better into each 

of these corpora than the average piece. In other words, each composer’s corpus exhibits 

enough deviation from the norms that a “by-the-numbers” piece like Nieuwenhuizen’s 

reconstruction conforms more squarely to these corpus models than many of the pieces 

that make up these models. Notably, the reconstruction’s cross entropy sits within the 

Beethoven corpus’ significance range, indicating that this piece conforms to the range of 

variation within that corpus.  

Based on the model, this piece’s harmonic practice most closely resembles 

Mozart’s corpus. However, the model also judges the piece to be very unlike Beethoven’s 

corpus. This result potentially conforms to our notions that Beethoven’s early style (which 

this piece emulates) was very much like his predecessors, and that his later stylistic 

developments represented a departure from those norms. Also, while the corpora of Bach, 

Chopin, and Saint-Saens predict this piece significantly above average, it should be 

remembered that this model only takes into account the corpus’ chord progressions, and 
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not such characteristics as instrumentation or genre, all of which would likely serve to 

distinguish this piece from these composers’ outputs. 

 
Example 13: Average cross entropy of the reconstructed sonata when 
compared to each composer’s corpus 
 

 
 
  
Example 14: Average cross entropy of the reconstructed sonata when 
compared to each chronological corpus 
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 Example 14 repeats this test for the 30-year corpora. The earliest and latest 

corpora predict this piece significantly worse than average, and the four corpora 

stretching between 1741–1800 and 1831–1890 predict it significantly better than average.  

The remaining two are not significantly distinguishable from the average. 1741–1770 

produces the lowest result. (Recall that the 1801–1830 corpus was judged incoherent by 

the previous experiment, and its poor results are not surprising.) Again, the average cross 

entropy and the surrounding confidence intervals are indicated by X’s above the bars. 

Example 15 runs the same test again, now using the ten-cluster corpora. The 

Beethoven/Mozart/Haydn/Mendelssohn corpus registers the lowest results.  

 
Example 15: Average cross entropy of the reconstructed sonata when 
compared to each of the ten-cluster corpora 
 

 
  
  
 Overall, the cross entropies seem to be relatively successful at placing this piece 

into the emulated style’s corpus, but this system certainly does not provide a perfect 

methodology for authorship forensics. Several better-than-average returns (for instance, 

the surprisingly low cross entropies arising from the late-Romantic or Scarlatti models in 
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Example 14 and 15) are somewhat unintuitive, and the wide range of very similar low 

cross entropies in Example 13 makes dating the reconstruction’s style a difficult task using 

this experiment’s methods. This is likely due to three issues.  First, the sparse data of a 

single piece of music – especially one so normative – does not provide enough 

information to solidly place the work within any single corpus. As opposed to the trials in 

Experiment 2 that tested hundreds of pieces within a corpus against a model, working 

with a single piece suffers from a comparative lack of data. Second, a complete assessment 

of a work’s harmonic style involves many musical parameters, and only considering chord 

progressions is limiting. A more complete model involving such characteristics as 

instrumentation or rhythm would likely provide more certain results. Finally, recall our 

skepticism concerning the equation between any given corpus-based model and cognitive 

or compositional models: just because our trigram model shows similarities and 

differences with a certain degree of success does not necessitate its complete identification 

with a model that generates or makes sense of these corpora. In other words, the distance 

between our modeling and actual compositional or cognitive models could account for 

these models’ imprecision. (We will return to this topic below.) However, regardless of 

these caveats, these tests do show how a single piece can be compared to various models, 

and the fit between the two quantified. 

 
Experiment 3.2: Results and Discussion Concerning Chédeville’s Mimicry 
 
  
 Example 16 shows Chédeville’s Vivaldi-imitations and their cross entropies when 

judged by the seven-cluster corpora. The Baroque corpus is the only one that predicts the 

pieces better than average. Example 17 runs the same test using the ten-cluster corpora. 

Here, both the Handel and the Telemann/Vivaldi corpus models produce very close and 
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significant results (4.10 and 4.19 bits, respectively).  The Handel model returns the lowest 

cross entropy, suggesting that – at least in terms of its chord progressions – Chédeville’s 

music could have just as well passed for a piece by Handel. 

Example 16: Chédeville’s imitations of Vivaldi compared to other corpora. 
  

 
 
Example 17: Chédeville’s imitations of Vivaldi compared to other corpora.  
 

 
 
 

These results conform to those of the Beethoven reconstruction; although its 

results are generally intuitive, the process does not always place the piece certainly within 
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a single category. This test does, however, address a potential concern associated with the 

earlier results. An alternate explanation for the model’s successful identification of the 

Beethoven reconstruction might be the relative sample size of each of the corpora: since 

the Classical-era corpus is the largest, the model includes more trigrams, and could 

therefore potentially be the best predictor of pieces by virtue of the relative completeness 

of its data. By placing Chédeville’s imitation solidly within the Baroque era, this 

explanation is discounted. 

 
Experiment 3.3: Results and Discussion Concerning Particular Trigram 
Probabilities 
 
 

To illustrate how different models behaved within these tests, Example 18 shows a 

few sample probabilities resulting from various models’ assessments of two figures in mm. 

7-11 of the Beethoven reconstruction. (The two figures are indicated with the arrows.) 

These probabilities illustrate two fundamental aspects of the models’ behavior: the 

importance of texture, and the varying levels of constraint that different models impose 

on chord transitions. 

The initial figure highlights the first of these: the importance of texture.  Each 

different corpus model assigns difference probabilities to the first transition (the lowered 

leading tone followed by a subdominant triad), with the Classical-era and early Romantic 

corpora assessing the highest probabilities. The very low probabilities arising from the 

later Romantic and Baroque models might seem surprising, since one would certainly 

imagine that these corpora contain progressions involving a lowered leading tone moving 

to IV. Note, however, that these probabilities result from only exact matches to these 

progressions. Even though corpora might contain many figures like this one, this 
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particular figure is extremely improbable in these corpora. Therefore, these probabilities 

are as much beholden to Classical-era piano texture as they are to actual harmonic norms. 

The difficulties of connecting various textural figures to one underlying harmony will be 

addressed in chapters 5 and 6. 

 The latter progression – tonic chords flanking a neighboring diminished triad – is 

almost impossible in the Baroque corpus but occurs with varyingly probability in the later 

corpora. This variance illustrates the different levels of constraint within the corpus 

models. Note that the Classical-era corpus provides the largest transition probability. In 

this corpus, more than half the time this diminished chord returns to the tonic triad. By 

contrast, the later corpora offer a greater diversity of options to the diminished triad, as its 

return to the tonic is judged to be only 23.2% and 18.1% probable, respectively. These 

probabilities show a relaxing of the harmonic constraints associated with this diminished 

triad. While the figure almost never occurs in the Baroque corpus, it occurs in very 

constrained circumstances in the Classical corpus, but then this constraint relaxes in the 

later models. 

The Classical corpus therefore registers the highest probabilities in this example, 

not only because it contains these exact textural figures, but because these figures act 

according to the model’s constrained expectations. These probabilities illustrate that 

models with higher levels of constraint can potentially produce higher overall 

probabilities: assuming an observation sequence included in two models, the model in 

which chords have fewer options will return more extreme probabilities. If the 

observation sequence conforms to a highly constrained model’s expectations, the assessed 

probability will be higher than that of a model in which many transitions are judged 

equiprobable. On the other hand, if the chord sequence does not conform to those 
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constraints, the probability will be much lower than that which results from a more 

indifferent model. The combination of conforming to the Classical model’s textural and 

constrained transitional expectations causes it to produce the highest probabilities when 

judging this stylistic reconstruction. 

 
Example 18: Probabilistic judgments within mm. 7-11 of the reconstruction 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
General Discussion 
 
 
 In Experiment 1, we saw that composers’ trigram frequencies tend to cluster in 

ways that conform to our intuitions about stylistic traditions and compositional schools, 

and we found that the inter-corpus cross entropy often correlated with the chronological 

distance between corpora. In Experiment 2, measurements of cross entropy were again 

used to cross validate the coherence and uniqueness of individual composers’ corpora. 

After the composer divisions produced mixed results, the corpora were regrouped by date, 

also yielding mixed results. In the end, the most successful divisions used the parameters 

of the test itself to create corpora: a cluster analysis of each composer’s trigram 
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frequencies was performed, and the resulting clusters were notably unique and coherent. 

Experiment 3 then tested the ability of the models to predict the origin of a piece of music. 

These results were relatively successful, if somewhat imprecise, and the nature of the test 

allowed us to heuristically consider corpus statistics as potentially describing the 

characteristics and results of generative processes. 

These results suggest that there exists several distinct normative harmonic 

practices in which groups of composers participated. Grouping individual composers into 

separate categories created corpora that were often indistinguishable from one another, 

while chronological groupings produced corpora that were often incoherent in and of 

themselves. The norms of harmonic practice, then, seem to be broader than individual 

composers’ identities, and more complicated than simple chronology. Although stylistic 

proximity was found to correlate to chronology, it also seems that stylistic norms can best 

be represented as groups of composers whose time periods often overlap. 

Viewing the pieces in our corpora as communicative and discursive elements, we 

can imagine each of these distinct practices as reflecting some characteristics potentially 

used within different modes of composition or communication. Each distinct corpus 

model presents slightly different surface progression norms, and it is possible that these 

variations reflect differences in the models that listeners use to make sense of music or the 

compositional models used to produce these corpora. While these results do affirm 

significant differences between different corpus models, this work does not make explicit 

connections between the data’s properties and cognitive models: such connections remain 

for future research. Chapter 6 will retake up this investigate, asking how tonal messages 

might underlie these chord progressions. 
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These results also recall a foundational principle of informatics: sources of 

information are assumed to exhibit the properties of stochasticity and ergodicity. As 

discussed in chapter 1, mathematical formalizations of communication assume that the 

message-encoding process uses statistical properties that can be defined probabilistically 

(stochasticity), and these models do not change (ergodicity).  In the course of these 

experiments, we have seen that chord progression models of common-practice music 

might best satisfy these requirements when divided into clusters defined by compositional 

practices, since the resulting corpora exhibit relatively constant probabilistic structures. In 

other words, these divisions create corpora whose chord progressions can be defined 

probabilistically and which exhibit sufficiently minor amounts of variations within the 

corpora. These divisions, then, create stochastic and ergodic models.9 

As was highlighted in the third experiment, the individual pieces within these 

corpora are tokens of the statistical models derived from the corpora, and as such they 

participate in the norms and expectations embedded within these statistics. Because 

Chédeville and Nieuwenhuizen were familiar enough with these statistics, they could 

generate pieces that could be interpreted as tokens of particular historically situated 

models. The models, therefore, are not only interpretive (insomuch as they can place 

individual pieces within a particular harmonic practice), but can also be imagined as 

generative (insomuch as they create pieces that participate within a particular harmonic 

practice). 

                                                
9 The notion of ergodicity is perhaps complex in this context. While from one perspective, the success of the 
seven-cluster solution suggests a uniformity and coherence, the fact that the ten-cluster solution divides 
these clusters further and also performs with a certain success indicates that there does exist some variation 
within the larger corpora. In this light, ergodicity might be best conceived of as a relative concept. 
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This conclusion supports the notion of harmonic style as a system of probabilities, 

as argued by Leonard Meyer and Joel Cohen in chapter 1.  When Meyer writes that, 

“musical styles are internalized probability systems…”10 and Cohen writes, [a musical 

model is a] “random source emitting signs according to probabilities [and] the statistical 

structure of the source is its mathematical definition,”11 they are both suggesting that 

particular harmonic styles can be defined by their statistical structures, structures that are 

partially described by the trigram probabilities used above. (Naturally, a trigram model 

will only describe certain properties of a corpus’ chord progression practice, and will 

remain incomplete. Future work might consider other models for similar stylistic analysis.) 

The seven-cluster solution, for instance, shows that there are seven probabilistic models 

that optimally predict – and therefore could have produced – the chordal trigrams within 

the corpus’ constituent pieces. The seven clusters represent seven distinct probabilistic 

models, or seven distinct chord-progression styles. Chord progressions generated by that 

model belong to the same style, and pieces that can be best interpreted via that model can 

be judged to be of that style.  

However, chapter 1 introduced skepticism into the equation between corpus 

statistics and cognitive/compositional models. While heuristically we might adopt the 

notion of a generative corpus-derived model for such forensic analysis – comparing each 

piece to hypothetical models that might have created it – we lack the specific evidence 

needed to equate our surface n-gram model with compositional techniques. That is, a 

completely different model (say, a Chomskian grammar) could have been used by 

composers to create these corpora; our n-gram model would therefore only describe 

                                                
10 Meyer 1957: 414 
11 Cohen 1962: 140 
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characteristics resulting from that generative process, not the process itself. The 

distinction here is key: there is a difference between accepting a model as describing a 

corpus or generative process and mimicking the process itself. Lacking evidence that 

composers create chord progressions using something like an n-gram model, we adopt a 

skeptical stance toward the present modeling’s connection with cognition and 

composition, while acknowledging the utility it seems to possess to discriminate between 

different musical styles, thereby describing – if not mimicking – the results of a generative 

model. 

Using such formulations allows for quantifiable explanations of what it means to 

be “in a style.” For instance, as we saw in the author-finding experiment, these 

probabilistic models can quantify what makes a piece belong to a particular style, and as 

we saw in the first and second examples, these probabilities can articulate notions of 

stylistic well-formedness (i.e., a model’s coherence and uniqueness) while also potentially 

measuring the distances between styles.12 While the current study limits its investigation 

to only chord-progression trigrams within a select group of composers, one can easily 

imagine this method expanding into other musical parameters (i.e., melody, range, 

rhythm, etc.) and into other repertoires or musical traditions. 

 
Summary 

 
 
In sum, it appears that composers’ chord-progression practices best group into 

corpora that are defined by the characteristics of the practice itself, and that these 

                                                
12 It should be noted that other semantic uses of the term “style” are not mutually exclusive to that which I 
am envisioning. Certainly the word can mean anything from the types of instruments used in performance 
practice to which note from which to approach a trill.  My claim, however, is that when we talk about 
musical style as a something that affects and distinguishes between compositional practices, we are talking 
about a probabilistic model. 
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practices can be understood as stochastic and ergodic models that are both generative 

(creating pieces) and interpretive (classifying pieces). Skepticism was introduced into this 

formulation, acknowledging that simply because our models describe some corpora, we 

cannot assume those models to actually represent compositional or cognitive processes. 

Accepting their ability to discriminate between musical practices, however, these models 

become quantifiable definitions of harmonic style that allow an analyst to measure 

stylistic differences and similarities while clearly articulating what it means to participate 

in a particular style. Furthermore, the relative similarities between these corpora seem to 

correlate to chronology, although chronological eras were shown to create suboptimum 

stylistic groupings. These results suggest that harmonic practices progress and change as 

time passes, but may overlap such that more than one significantly different style might 

exist within a single historical epoch. Finally, these probabilistic systems suggest 

connections to tonal communication, although their role in that task remains to be 

investigated in chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 4: HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS OF 
FUNCTION  
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 One of music theory’s main focuses traditionally involves classifying chords based 

on how they function in music. For both theoretical and pedagogical purposes, the field 

accepts tonic, dominant, and pre/sub-dominant as categories that describe how chords 

tend to syntactically function. This allows us to describe how chords act in certain 

situations while also proscribing what chords might appear in particular contexts. From 

the perspective of this dissertation, these categories approximate music’s contextual 

regularity, regularity we would imagine reflected in the corpora. 

The criteria for these categories – for instance, what gives a particular chord a 

tonic function – can be determined in a variety of non-mutually-exclusive ways. Harrison 

(1994) investigates this overdetermination in his discussion of Riemann’s three-function 

theory.1 Harrison describes two dichotomous ways of viewing harmonic function.2 On the 

one hand, a harmonic function can be viewed as a theatrical “role” insomuch as the part 

remains essentially the same while different actors fill that role. From this perspective, a 

function is fundamentally identified with how it acts in music – where it occurs in a 

phrase, what other functions it progresses to or transitions from, and other contextual 

cues. On the other hand, Harrison shows that functions might also be defined in terms of 

their prototype chords. Here, the most ideal version of a function involves one particular 

chord, and other chords that participate in that function must be transformations of that 

                                                
1 Riemann 1893 
2 Harrison 1994: 39-40 
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chord. In this version, a chord’s content – not its context – invokes its harmonic function. 

David Kopp has also investigated the origin of Riemann’s term Funktion, initially echoing 

Harrison’s second point: “the [function] concept provided [Riemann with] a means to 

explain how all chords, diatonic and chromatic alike, draw their meaning in a key from 

their shared membership in one of three functions defined by the three principal triads [I, 

IV, and V].”3 Kopp goes on to describe the contextual aspect of the concept, writing,  

The term ‘function’ may also be used to signify a concept of the 
intrinsic potentiality of a given chord to progress in a particular way 
to a particular chord, such as the notion of the dominant’s propensity 
to progress to the tonic. Or we may associate function with specific 
outcomes rather than with scale degree identity.4 
  
Harmonic function, then, depends upon a chord’s content and/or context, and 

functional categorizations can either emphasize the former or the latter.  

Of course, the three-function theory of tonics, dominants and pre-/subdominants 

is generally accepted in contemporary music theoretical discourse and pedagogy, as are 

those functions’ connections to the I, V, and IV chords, respectively. While this pervasive 

three-function theory is useful, intuitive and explanatory, this chapter investigates and 

formalizes corpus-base definitions of harmonic function while questioning several 

assumptions underlying three-function theory. This is done by modeling chord behaviors 

in a corpus of Bach chorales using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), an algorithm that 

identifies contextual categories of objects within streams of observations. We will 

investigate whether a purely contextual model – i.e., one that does not take a chord’s 

pitch or scale-degree content into consideration – is sufficient to create functional chord 

classes within this corpus. By focusing on the results of a purely contextual model and its 

                                                
3 Kopp 2002: 5 
4 Kopp 2002: 6 
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differences with our music-theoretic intuitions, we will begin to see how chord content 

influences traditional notions of harmonic function. Furthermore, we will investigate four 

assumptions underlying traditional three-function theory: (1) that all passing chords have 

a unitary “passing” function of lesser significance than the three main functions; (2) that 

non-tertian sonorities do not have significant harmonic function; (3) that the tonic, 

predominant, and dominant functions are homogeneous, unrefinable categories; and (4) 

that applied dominants function in either a subservient of fundamentally different manner 

than diatonic chords.  

To begin to clarify these assumptions, this chapter begins by analyzing several 

passages from a traditional three-functional perspective, and uses the results to create five 

function-related hypotheses that can be tested with Hidden Markov Modeling. The 

chapter then introduces the study’s methods and materials, and describes the employed 

modeling techniques.5 The following section then presents the models, showing that not 

only does a three-function model make sense of the Bach Chorale corpus, but so too do 

models with higher numbers of functions. In the end, this chapter argues for a definition 

of harmonic function that is not fixed to a particular number of categories, but allows for 

shifts in quantity depending on the corpus involved and the purpose of the analysis. We 

will also connect our results to the potential difference between listening and 

compositional models, suggesting that the functional bivalence within our results might 

                                                
5 HMMs, while used frequently in linguistic studies, are relatively new to music theory research. Panos 
Mavromatis 2009 has experimented with HMMs to investigate several aspects of musical structure, having 
used HMMs to analyze meter in the works of Palestrina and the syntax of Greek Orthodox chant, while 
several researchers (e.g., Bello and Pickens 2005) have used HMMs to adduce harmonic content from 
sound waves. As discussed in chapter 2, in terms of musical function, Raphael and Stoddard 2004 have 
used HMMs to fit pitch-class information into mode, key, and chord templates; however, they confine their 
investigation to finding the relationship of chords to a local tonic, a factor which limits its applicability to the 
current discussion. It is difficult to compare our project with theirs, as their results are no longer published 
online, and experiments in Yale’s computer science department by Donya Quick (dissertation forthcoming) 
have had difficulty reproducing their model. 
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model two potential levels of engagement with this music. We will speculate that the more 

complex models might represent expert compositional knowledge, while the simpler 

models might represent a listener’s experience that favors three functions and focus on 

tertian sonorities. These speculations will be related back to topics first outlined in this 

dissertation’s initial chapter. The final discussion will also suggest various connections 

with traditional three-function analysis and will describe the subtle relationship between 

function and the I, IV, and V triads, showing that these chords are not only extremely 

frequent in this corpus, but maintain a privileged status due to their voice leading 

connections to other chords within their functional categories. This discussion will 

intersect issues of cognition, chord frequency, voice leading, and differing theories of 

harmonic function. Overall, by investigating the contextual regularity with which 

harmonic structures transition to one another, we will continue in this dissertation’s 

general goal of quantifying tonality’s statistical behaviors. 

 
The Assumptions and Hypotheses 

 
Example 1: BWV 115.6, mm. 3–4 
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Example 1 shows measures 3–4 of BWV 115.6, the chorale Straf' mich nicht in 

deinem Zorn.  The top row analyzes the chords from a traditional Roman numeral 

perspective, with a “P” indicating passing chords.  The second row analyses these chords’ 

functions, showing two rotations through the traditional Predominant-Dominant-Tonic 

cycle. 

This analysis divides chords into equivalence classes in a number of ways, making 

several assumptions about chord function. At a very basic level, the example assumes the 

equivalency of the chords labeled predominant, dominant and tonic in the first and 

second measures.  Each of these categories claims a certain contextual similarity of these 

chords: for instance, by labeling both the initial C-major chord and the second measure’s 

Amin7-chord as predominant, we claim a functional equivalency between the two. To use 

the words of Fred Lehrdahl, by analyzing these chords with the same label, we “specify 

event identities”6 and bundle chords by how they act with respect to the surrounding 

chords. 

But tonic, dominant, and predominant are not the only functional equivalencies 

introduced in this analysis. Another equivalency bundles passing chords under the same 

analytical symbol, suggesting that these chords exhibit equivalent functions.  This idea 

arises perhaps most clearly in the sophisticated interaction between harmony and 

counterpoint in Schenkerian theory, in which a chord functions as passing if it can be 

reduced to a passing tone within a more abstract contrapuntal reduction.7  These notes 

contrapuntally connect the more structural surrounding chords, and can be analyzed 

                                                
6 Lerdahl 2001: 231 
7 And, of course, a tertian sonority can function as passing as well.  David Gagne and Allen Cadwallader 
write, “in free composition… which integrates counterpoint and harmony over various structural levels, the 
passing tone can be given consonant support.” Gagne and Cadwallader 1998: 364 
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more as the result of voice leading rather than functional harmony, acting as connective 

tissue between the three functional categories rather than providing actual harmonic 

muscle. 

In Example 1, neither of the passing sonorities are triads and the latter passing 

chord is not even tertian. When considering which sonorities are more structural than 

others, we tend to operate under the assumption – as articulated by the Aldwell-

Schachter textbook – that “the triad is the basic chord in Western music… All other 

chords are derived from it.”8  This assumption, then, demotes non-tertian sonorities 

below triads and sevenths, suggesting that they are functionally peripheral to the more 

syntactically fundamental tertian chords. 

Finally, by labeling both the G-major and G7 chords of bar two as dominant, we 

are claiming – again, as do Aldwell and Schachter – that “V7 has the same harmonic 

meaning as V, but the dissonance (a contrapuntal factor) intensifies its drive to the 

tonic.”9 From this viewpoint, certain chord transformations – here, adding a seventh – do 

not affect the chord’s function but simply add to or intensify the underlying triad’s 

function. 

 
Example 2: BWV 157.5, mm. 8–9 

                                                
8 Kostka-Payne 2009: 8 
9 Aldwell and Schachter 2011: 87 
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Example 2 shows measures 8–9 from BWV 157.5, also using Roman numerals 

and functional analysis.  This example highlights two further commonplace 

characteristics of traditional harmonic-function theory.  First, music theory has several 

ways to analyze applied chords. On one hand, applied chords are often considered to 

function on different structural levels than do diatonic chords. Their functions – here, 

dominant of the supertonic – are recursively embedded into the surrounding diatonic 

progression.  The V7/ii function can only be understood as subservient to the following 

predominant chord. To quote Aldwell and Schachter again, “we do not hear a real 

change of key – not even a temporary one… the [tonicized] element acquires the color of 

a tonic chord without assuming its function… what occurs here is the enrichment of the 

tonic key through the temporary intensification of a nontonic element.”10  Put more 

succinctly in the words of Steven Laitz’s textbook, “The essential feature of a tonicization 

is that it stretches out a diatonic harmony.”11   

On the other hand, to again quote Laitz, “another way to go about exploring the 

role of applied chords is to alter diatonic chords chromatically, changing them into 

                                                
10 ibid: 196 
11 Laitz 2011: 539 
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applied dominants and seeing where they point to as dominant chords.”12 In this sense, 

the V7/ii chord can be viewed as an altered vi chord that now has an increased pull 

towards ii. Finally, in yet another perspective, these chords can also be viewed as 

miniature forays into foreign keys.  As the Kostka-Payne textbook describes, such 

sonorities “belong more closely to a key other than the main key of the passage.”13  In this 

sense, Example 2’s B-dominant-seventh chord suggests a brief moment in E minor.  In 

sum, applied dominants seem to have a complex and overdetermined position within 

functional analysis, acting as intensifications of the following chord, as altered diatonic 

chords, and as brief surface modulations. 

 This passage also illustrates the above-discussed relationship between context and 

content within a chord’s functional definition. The second row analyses the third beat as 

ambiguous: on the one hand, the iii chord could either be preparing a dominant V7 chord, 

a chord whose function becomes hijacked by the following applied dominant.  On the 

other hand, the iii chord could expand the previous tonic function, with the V7 merely 

passing into the V7/ii.   

From a content perspective, the second and third chords – iii and V7 – would be 

unambiguously dominant or tonic if either the iii chord’s bass were moved down a whole 

step (making the first sonority a V chord) or its alto were moved up a half step to D 

(making the first sonority a I chord).  On the other hand, changing the context could also 

disambiguate the progression.  If these chords preceded a D major triad, for instance, 

they would almost certainly be heard as dominant.  However, in this passage these chords 

precede an applied dominant that itself prepares a predominant function. Regardless of 

                                                
12 ibid: 539 
13 Kostka-Payne 2009: 258 
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V7’s content-based strong connection to the dominant function, its context here makes its 

actual function ambiguous.   

In sum, we can identify four assumptions underlying these analyses: 1) all passing 

chords function similarly; 2) non-tertian sonorities function on a less fundamental level 

than do triads and seventh chords; 3) tonic, predominant, and dominant represent 

homogeneous categories; and 4) applied chords function differently than the surrounding 

diatonic chords. Finally, we have also seen how harmonic function may depend on the 

interaction of a chord’s context and its content, and that such an interaction may be 

fundamental to any definition of harmonic function.  

The following study tests five hypotheses to investigate these issues. First, we 

hypothesize that passing and neighboring chords can be distinguished from one another 

based on their different usages.  This suggests that the two passing chords of example 1 

have well-defined and different functions.  Second, we suggest that non-tertian sonorities 

can exhibit rigorous functional behavior in the same way as do triads and seventh chords. 

Third, we hypothesize that the traditional three functions might have disciplined and 

predictable chord functions embedded inside them.  That is, we will test whether the 

predominant and dominant functions in example 1’s first measure might be differentiated 

from those of the second measure, and that the second measure’s V8-7 voice leading might 

initiate two separable functions rather than a single dominant function.  Fourth, we 

believe that applied chords can potentially have their own functions on the same 

structural level as diatonic chords, distinct from either their non-chromatic 

transformations or their roles in the tonicized keys.  Finally, we hypothesize that chord 

context alone is sufficient to produce functional categories of chords, and that a context-

only model will make explicit whatever independent roles content and context might 
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serve in functionality. Hidden Markov Models will create functional schemes that know 

nothing about the structural similarities of chords; by observing the resulting model, we 

can begin an investigation of the balance between content and context’s roles in 

harmonic function.  

 

 

 

Materials and Method 
 
 

Before implementing the Hidden Markov Models, several decisions needed to be 

made to convert the Bach chorales into a series of observations. In order to remove 

human input from the process as much as possible, the “salami slice method” was 

adopted14: each time the pitch class content of the chorale changed, the verticality was 

considered a new “chord.” This means that the first 7 eighth notes of example 1 would be 

considered separate chords, while the final eighth note of the first bar would not, since its 

pitch class content does not change from the previous sonority.   

Since our hypotheses focus on chord functions within a set key, the pitches of the 

Bach chorales were converted into scale degrees. The Bellman-Budge key-finding 

algorithm (as programed within the music21 software package15) was used to move an 8-

chord window over each chorale.  The algorithm produced the probable key and mode 

suggested by the window’s pitch content.16  Each salami slice would therefore be judged 

                                                
14 Quinn 2010 
15 Cuthbert and Ariza 2011 
16 Bellman-Budge is a type of key-profile analysis pioneered in the work of Krumhansl and Schmuckler.  In 
these types of analyses, the frequency of pitches (or pitch classes) within some window is compared to what 
the ideal frequency would be for each possible key.  The best key is the one that best matches the window’s 
pitch frequencies. For more information, see chapters 1, 2 and 3. 
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eight times as the window moved through the music, and if each judgment agreed on the 

slice’s tonic and mode, then that slice would be assigned scale degrees in the analyzed key.  

Otherwise, the slice would be analyzed as ambiguous.17  Each stretch of music in a single 

unambiguous key and mode was considered an observation sequence. 

Based on initial experimentation with these observation streams, four simplifying 

assumptions were made to reduce the number of distinct chord-types within the 

observation sequences.  First, chords were represented as normal-form sets of scale 

degrees: all orderings of scale degrees were considered equivalent.18  Second, this study 

only considered major mode stretches of music.  Pilot models containing both modes 

tended to relegate minor-mode chords to their own solipsistic but undifferentiated state, 

somewhat confounding the major-mode functions. Third, we ignored chords of small 

cardinalities (<3) if they were a subset of a preceding or succeeding chord.  That is, if an 

E-G dyad followed a C-E-G triad, the former was conflated into the latter.  This 

procedure lowers the number of chord-types within the observation sequence, leading to 

more consistent output from the HMMs.  Finally, and for similar reasons, extremely 

improbable chords were removed from the observation sequence. Removing these chords 

dramatically improved the HMMs’ performances, and after several trials it was decided 

to remove the 40% least-probable chord types. Because the relationship between 

probable chords and improbable chords is exponential, this only removed 3–4% of salami 

                                                
17 Comparisons with independent analyses and with the keys suggested by the chorale’s key signatures put 
the method’s accuracy around 90%.  This study is comfortable with a 10% noise factor. 
18 While chord inversion surely influences a chord’s function and future projects will certainly consider this 
topic, the number of chord-types dramatically balloons if each different inversion is considered separately, 
increasing computation time and complicating the results.  
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slices from the observation sequences.19   The entire process involved in making an 

observation sequence is schematized in Example 3. 

                                                
19 Phenomena created by non-random systems often exhibit power-law distributions. Early in the 20th 
century, George Kingsley Zipf noticed that word frequencies follow this distribution, and several music 
analysts have noticed that musical phenomena follow this distribution as well.  C.f. Zanette 2006, Quinn 
and Mavromatis 2011, and Levetin et al. 2012. 
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Example 3: 

 

 

HMMs were then implemented using bigram transitions. Random initializations 

were used, and start and end tokens were discounted, since observation sequences did not 

necessarily begin or end pieces.20 The Baum-Welch algorithm was used for the 

Expectation Maximization step, and would iterate until the probabilities of the 

observation sequence given each epoch’s models plateaued such that the difference 

between the logarithm of the previous and current epoch’s probabilities was less than 0.5 

bits. 

In order to combat overfitting, the corpus was divided into five equal parts. The 

HMMs were trained on 80% of the corpus (parts 1-4) and used the models to decode the 

remaining 20% (part 5). The divisions were rotated until each of the five parts had served 

as the withheld group.  In order to test the results for different numbers of hidden states 

and to test the consistency of the results, at each point in this process HMMs with 

between 2-30 states (inclusive) were created, and 300 models for each state were 

produced. Example 5 shows this as the first step in creating the HMMs. All computation 

                                                
20 Formalizations and further details of the HMM algorithm can be found in Jurafsky and Martin 2000. 
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if next to own sub/superset, 
remove improbable sets!

To make an observation sequence:!
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Step 2!
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decode the test setʼs 
hidden states.!

Step 3!
Cluster the decodings from 
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up to this point in the process was coded in Python 2.7 supplemented with music21 

software. 

At each step, the withheld corpus portion was used to quantify the overlap and 

consistency within the 300 resulting models using a modified Monte-Carlo process. After 

a model had plateaued, it was used to assign hidden states to the withheld observation 

sequences using the Viterbi algorithm. Each normal-form salami slice, then, would 

become associated with a 300-member vector where each value represented each model’s 

assessment of its hidden state. These vectors were then used to create a distance matrix 

using the squared number of differences between each vector pair. (Squaring the number 

favors more similar vectors and inflates the distance of very different vectors.) This matrix 

was in turn was used for a k-means cluster analysis where k was number of states used in 

the HMMs.  Using this method, if most of the constituent HMMs agreed on the states 

assigned to two moments in the test set, they would be clustered closely together.  Similar 

sorts of state-analyses will then cluster closer together, creating clusters of moments that 

have been judged similarly by various HMMs.21 The k-means cluster analysis was 

implemented in the R programming language version 2.13.0.   

 

                                                
21 For instance, if there were 5 HMMs, a possible vector might be [ADBCA], suggesting that the first 
HMM assigned the slice to state A, the second to state D, and so on.  If this were a I chord, one might 
imagine that most other I chords would receive the same or similar vector. (Recall that the states are 
arbitrary: “A” might be “tonic” in one HMM, while “D” could be tonic in another.) A “dominant” slice 
might then have a completely different vector, placing it far away from this tonic cluster. 
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Example 4 

 

 

We used the clusters’ average silhouette widths to judge the different state-number 

solutions against one another, thereby finding the ideal number of states/functions. (High 

silhouette widths indicate solutions with both high agreement between the constituent 

HMMs and also those that contain clear and distinct clusters.22) Example 5 shows the 

silhouette widths for one such analysis. 3 and 13 states uniquely stand out: both represent 

a peak followed by a valley, thereby indicating optimal solutions.23 To verify this result, 

we divided each of the 300 HMMs associated with each number of states into three sets, 

and ran this analysis for each, repeating the procedure for each of the five divisions of the 

overall corpus.  All reproduced the 3-state results, and about half reproduced the 13-state 

result, with the other half finding a peak at 14 states instead of 13. 
                                                
22 The silhouette width of point i can be found first by computing a(i), the average distance between i and 
each other point in its cluster.   a(i) therefore tells us how well i is matched with its own cluster.  We then 
compute b(i), the average distance between i and the points in its closest neighboring cluster.  b(i) therefore 
tells us how distinct i is from its closest cluster.  The silhouette width then subtracts a(i) from b(i) and divides 
by the larger of the two.  Assuming the point is situated in the best cluster, the number will always be 
between zero and one (if the point is in the wrong cluster the number will be below zero).  The closer to 
one, the better the fit to its cluster.  For an overall measure of an entire clustering solution, the average 
silhouette width simply averages of the silhouettes of all the individual points.   
23 This means that the quality of the clustering improves as you move from 2 to 3 or 12 to 13 states, but 
then the quality drops when you add one more state (from 3 to 4 or 13 to 14).  3 and 13 states therefore 
represent optimal solutions.  
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Example 5: Silhouette Widths of each cluster/state solution 

  

 
 

Results and Discussion 

 
 Example 6 schematizes the three-cluster solution. In this example, the state’s most 

likely emitted chords are shown below the graph.  (If a seventh appears within 

parentheses, it means that the chord can either be emitted with or without a seventh.) 

The specific transition and emission probabilities of a representative HMM cluster are 

shown in this chapter’s appendix, but the weights of the arrows in this and the following 

examples approximate the transition probabilities (weighted by their overall probability, 

not the probability of a transition given the cluster). The font size also reflects the 

frequency of each state: for instance, P and T occur twice as often as D. Arrows move 

from cluster to cluster, while looping arrows show a cluster moving to itself. 
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Example 6: 3-state triangle, with non-exhaustive chord lists 

 

Interestingly, this scheme looks similar to traditional tonal function, with I, V, and 

IV being the primary chords for the three clusters.  Just as we might expect, vi and iii 

stand in for tonic in some situations, while viio sometimes acts as dominant, and several 

chords – ii, ii7, or vi – act as predominant. Recall that chord membership is not exclusive 

in this method: different particular vi triads within an observation sequence, for instance, 

can function either as a predominant or a tonic depending on their contexts.  And as in 

traditional tonal theory, one generally moves through the clusters clockwise. Beginning 

with a tonic, one most often moves to the predominant cluster.  There, one can either 

stay within the chords of that cluster, move back to tonic, or move to the dominant cluster.  

At this point, one has the option of choosing another dominant chord or returning back 

to the tonic cluster. 

Surprisingly, V occurs in two clusters, functioning mostly as a dominant, but 

sometimes as a predominant. This emphasizes the model’s use of a chord’s context and 

P: IV, ii(7), vi, V…!
D: V(7), vii°(7), Isus4(9)…!

T: I, (vi, iii) …!

P D!

T
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not its content; we will return to this topic in detail in the general discussion. Another 

surprising member of the predominant family is [027], or a V chord with a suspended 

fourth.24  Since a chord’s content does not influence its participation in the model, non-

tertian harmonies that consistently act in predictable ways can participate in functions.  

Since [027] often intercedes between tonic chords and dominant chords, the model 

judges it to be a predominant chord.  Interestingly, I-chord suspensions function as 

dominants in this model.  This is because, just like other dominant chords, these chords 

are extremely likely to proceed to the tonic cluster.  In other words, the algorithm only 

notices that I9 occurs in contexts similar to V7, and cannot notice their almost-entirely-

tonic scale-degree content.  This, along with “predominant” V triads and [027] “chords,” 

highlights the extreme context-dependencies of these categories.  Issues surrounding 

including non-tertian “chords” as members of a tonal vocabulary will also be considered 

in depth below. 

The three-function solution, then, produces a very broad model with traditional 

tonal dynamics along with some non-traditional instantiations of those dynamics.  The 

imbalanced relationship between dominant chords and the remainder of the functions 

defines the topology. While tonics and predominants can transition to either other 

function (with tonics slightly preferring to go to predominants), dominants can only go to 

tonics: for instance, chords like V7 and I9 transition to a very constrained set of tonic 

destinations. Chords like I and vi that tend to follow these dominant chords are analyzed 

as tonics.  All other chords are relegated to the predominant category.  This makes the 

predominant function a very messy grouping. While the tonic and dominant clusters’ top 

                                                
24 As is previous chapters, set forms are given in mod-12 to chromatic scale degrees and are not 
transpositionally or inversionally equivalent.  [027] therefore contains the tonic, supertonic, and dominant 
scale degrees. 
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chord instantiations take up most of their probability masses, the predominant function 

divides its probability mass more evenly among its chords. While 70% of tonic chords are 

I triads and more than 35% of dominant chords are V triads, the most frequent 

predominant chord, IV, only instantiates that function around 16% of the time.  

The 13-function solution adds precision to these three overall functions, capturing 

the corpus’ disciplined use of chords in several other particular ways. Example 7 shows 

the most frequent transitions available to each function, while the entire transition and 

emission matrixes can be found in this chapter’s appendix.25 

                                                
25 This figure originates in my forthcoming collaboration with Ian Quinn. 
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Example 7: The 13-state Persimmon, with non-exhaustive chord lists

 

 

Example 7’s visualization retains the basic tonic-centric circular flow illustrated in 

the 3-function model, but divides up the cycle while adding parallel pathways and detours.  

The top of the example shows T1, or “early tonic,” a function which contains mostly I 

triads along with several vi and iii chords as well.  To expand these chords, one might 

employ a “medial tonic,” or Tm, a function made up of chords that pass and neighbor 

around tonic chords.  These include I9 chords ([0247]), I chords with a suspended fourth 

T1: I, iii, vi!
T2: I(b)7, Isus4,7!

Tm:[0257], [0247]!
vi: vi, iii!
x/vi: V(7)/vi!

p: IV, ii!

Pm: IV7, vi7!
P: ii7, [027], [0457]!
x/ii: ii, V(7)/ii!

D1: V, iii!

D2: V7, V7 w/o 5th, 3rd !
d: viio(!7), IVadd4, ii7!

x/V: V(7)/V, [792]!
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and ninth ([0257]), or simply a viio triad. The most intuitive examples of this function 

come in the form of tonic voice exchanges or tonic expansions in which two I chords 

sandwich some intermediate chord, as in Example 8a.26 This function also can act as an 

“early tonic” when a tonic triad is delayed by some introduced dissonance. For instance, 

in a V7–I4-3 delayed resolution, the suspended tonic chord might belong to this function, 

as it expands the tonic chord.  

 

Example 8   a)   b)     c) 

 

 

 The primary pathway around the outside of the diagram is comprised of 

cadential progressions and uses those states denoted as “strong” functions, a designation 

that describes both their prevalence and their typical positions within a phrase.  Here, T1 

first moves to P (“strong predominant”), a function containing such chords as ii7 and the 

trichord [027].  The outer ring continues as the strong predominant either moves to 

another strong predominant or moves to D1 – the “early dominant” – which mostly 

contains V chords.  Early dominants can either cadence to T1, or move to D2 (“late 

dominants,” comprised mostly of V7), which will themselves cadence to T1.  The 

                                                
26 These examples are meant to harness our intuitions about certain frequent chord progression types, 
rather than literally representing actual moments in the training or test data.  That is why, in the ensuing 
discussion, we say example 8 and 9 “could” be analyzed with a certain function: since an HMM is 
probabilistic and context sensitive, one can only speak with certainty about a specific chord’s function in a 
specific piece’s context. 
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cadential progression I–ii6–V8-7–I of Example 8b would likely traverse this outer pathway, 

being a T1-P-D1-D2 progression.  And, evidencing their “strong” honorific, these types of 

progressions tend to end phrase, comprising most typical cadences. 

If we expanded the final chord of our cadential progression with an applied 

dominant – as in Example 8c – the dominant function would indulge in a detour to the 

x/V function (or, “applied to V” function) which uses chords such as V/V that occur 

between two dominant chords.  This function expands the dominant function in very 

much the same way as Tm expands tonic, providing chords that are either sandwiched 

between or prepare dominant functions. 

The inner cycles show progressions that tend to precede cadential progressions, or 

the “weak” functions.  Consider the first three eighth notes in Example 9a below.  There, 

the I chord (T1) moves through a I7 chord to a IV chord. These middle-of-phrase 

predominants are called “weak predominants,” or the p function, a state containing the 

corpus’ IV chords.  T1 can either go directly to this function, or it can move through T2, 

a “late tonic” chord, as it does in Example 9a.  Unlike Tm chords that expand or prepare 

T1 chords, the T2 function comprises mostly I7 and iii7 chords and tends to shuttle T1 

chords toward predominant functions, acting as passing chords between these two states. 

The “IVadd9” in Example 9a illustrates the Pm function (“medial predominant”).  These 

chords, like vi7 and IV7, are passing chords that expand the predominant functions.  Like 

Tm and x/V, this function either sits in between two P or p chords, or precedes them. 
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Example 9 a)  b)    c) 

 

Finally, the model involves two tonicization detours. The x/vi and vi functions 

represent temporary forays into the relative minor, often coming from or returning to T1.  

Example 9b shows a context in which viio7/vi delays the arrival of vi.  This applied chord, 

as it prepares for vi’s arrival, would likely be labeled as an x/vi, while vi would instantiate 

the function that bears its name. The x/ii function involves tonicizations of the minor 

supertonic, and tends to either act in the company of weak prodominants or to follow a 

D1 function.  In Example 9c, the stretch of ii–V/ii–ii would all be in this category as this 

progression expands the supertonic. 

There are two important characteristics concerning the x/ii function.  First, in the 

13-state model, this function involves both ii and its applied chords, while the 14-state 

models divide these two categories (just like vi and x/vi in the 13-state model). This 

functional division is the primary difference between 13- and 14-state models.  That is, 14 

state solutions seem to arise from training sets in which supertonic tonicizations follow 

more rigorous syntaxes than those training sets for which 13-states provide a better 

solution. Second, it is notable that the models distinguish between ii as a tonal area, and ii 

as a predominant chord.  The final chord in Example 9a, for instance, could easily be a 

weak predominant function, especially if it didn’t receive its own applied chords and 

continued to, say, a weak dominant chord.  This aspect of HMMs shows their power to 

distinguish the different hidden states that might be associated with a single chord type. 
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Table 1 summarizes the 13-state model, describing each function’s most frequent 

chords and how they tend to act in context.  It also denotes the probability distribution of 

the functions over a representative test corpus. 

 

Table 1: a summary of the 13 functions 

Function Chords How it acts Overall Probability 

T1 I, iii, vi 
Comes from D-
functions, goes many 
places. Expanded by 
Tm. 

18.99% 

D1 V, iii 
Comes from P-
functions, T1, and vi, 
goes to D2 and T1. 
Expanded by x/V. 

18.39% 

D2 V7
, all its trichord subsets Comes from p and D1. 

Goes to T1. 13.18% 

P ii7, [027], Iadd 4th 

Comes from other P-
functions and T1. Goes 
to D1. Expanded by 
itself. 

8.98% 

x/ii ii, V(7)/ii 
Comes from D1 and T1. 
Goes to p.  Expanded 
by itself. 

8.43% 

x/V V7/V, all its trichord subsets 
Comes from and goes 
to D1. Expanded by 
itself. 

7.78% 

p IV, ii 
Comes from T-
functions and x/ii.  
Goes to D-functions.  
Expanded by Pm. 

5.96% 

x/vi V7/vi, all its trichord subsets 
Comes from and goes 
to vi. Expanded by 
itself. 

5.93% 

Tm [0257], [0247], [025], vii Comes from and goes 
to T1. 4.90% 

d viio, viiø7 Comes from p and PM, 
goes to T1. 3.55% 

Pm vi7, IV7 

Comes from and goes 
to p, but also can come 
from T2 and vi and go 
to P or D-functions. 

1.95% 

vi vi 
Comes from and goes 
to T1 and x/vi, but can 
also go to Pm and D1. 

1.29% 

T2 I7, [e247],  Ib7 Comes from T1, and 
goes to p or Pm. 0.68% 
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Example 10 illustrates how the 3-state model divides into the 13-state model. The 

dendrogram’s branches approximate how the three functions divide as the number of 

states increase.  (Since each individual HMM produces slightly different results, this 

example represents only general trends.)  Early in the process, the early and late 

dominants divide and as the number of states increases other functions jettison from the 

late dominant, including the weak dominant and medial tonic functions.  Early in the 

predominant category’s divisions, the functions segment into states that involve 

tonicizations and those that will eventually become the weak and strong predominants.  

As the number of states continues to rise, the late tonics distinguish themselves from the 

weak predominant state, and x/V extracts itself from the strong predominant function.  

The medial predominants arise from several categories, while the vi function arises mostly 

from other tonicizing functions, with some input from the tonic category.  These 

derivations show interesting characteristics of the 13 functions as well as making explicit 

the conflations made by the 3-state model.  For instance, the example shows that I7 tends 

to be conflated into the predominant 3-state category, and its derivation shows the 

syntactic similarity between that harmony and weak predominant chords.   
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Example 10:  the connections between the 3- and 13-state models

 

 

 
The Functions in Action 
 
 
 Example 11 revisits the music of example 1. The 3-state analysis assigns hidden 

states in a way that conforms to our intuitions, rotating through T-P-D cycles, with 

functions sometimes being expanded by more than one chord, and the two tonics of the 

first measure bookending a fleeting dominant.  The 13-state analysis distinguishes 

between the functions of the first measure and those of the second. The initial bar uses the 

weak predominant and dominant functions, with the predominant and tonic functions 

being expanded by their own separate passing (i.e., medial) functions.  The phrase ends 

with strong functions, emphasizing the trajectory of the phrase as it moves first through 

example 5’s inner loop, and ending with the model’s outer loop. 

 

I, vi, iii! IV, ii(7), vi, V   ! V(7), vii(7), [0257], 
[0247], IV!

V7!

D2!
vii(7)!

d!
V!
D1!

 vi7 IV7!
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V(7)/vi!
  x/vi!

[0257]!
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Tm!

  ii ,V(7)/ii!
     x/ii!

vi!
"#!

 I7!

T2!
IV, ii!
 p!

 ii7[027]!
   P!

V(7)/V!
x/V!

   I (vi, iii)!
!T1!
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Example 11: 

 

   

 Example 12 investigates several other functions within the 13-state model, and 

shows an apparent weakness of the 3-state model. In the second row – the 13-state 

model’s reading – the analysis shows tonic and weak predominants being expanded by 

their respective medial functions.  The analysis then analyzes the tonicization of the 

relative minor by deploying the vi and x/vi functions in the final bars.  On the other hand, 

the three-state analysis has some trouble with this passage. The analysis labels the chords 

of the second bar as a D-T-P-P progression (in italics in the example), with the {D#-F#-

C#} chord labeled as a tonic.  In the cluster analysis, these moments have very low 

silhouette widths, indicating a lot of disagreement in the various constituent HMM 

analyses and meaning that that the passage does not fit well into the 3-state model.27 The 

silhouette widths are relatively higher in the 13-state model, suggesting that these chords 

participate more readily in their respective functions. 

                                                
27 The closer a silhouette width is to 1, the more tightly it clusters with its fellow cluster members; the closer 
to zero, the more peripheral.  While the first measure’s 3-cluster chords have silhouette widths hovering 
around 0.9 (0.972, 0.934, 0.972, 0.865, 0.819, 0.914, and 0.914), the second measure hovers around 0.2 
(0.245, 0.337, 0.147, and 0.138).  In the 13-cluster analysis, the second measure improves with widths 
0.285, 0.747, 0.879, and 0.765.  Only the first chord performs poorly: the models fluctuate between 
identifying this moment as an x/vi and a weak dominant, a confusion that highlights the potential 
ambiguity of these functions.  
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Example 12:!BWV 124.6, mm. 8–9 

 

Example 13 highlights the remaining functions available to the 13-state system by 

using an expanded version of example 2. While the 3-state model classifies the second 

eighth note of the first bar as predominant, the 13-state model calls this a late tonic, 

connecting the previous tonic to the following state.  The 3-state model reads the second 

half of the second bar as a D-T-D-D progression, with the {B-D-A} passing chord 

standing in for a tonic.  The 13-state model reads this chord, however, as a x/V function, 

expanding the surrounding dominant states.  The final eighth note of that bar shows the 

“early tonic” capacity of the Tm state, preparing the following tonic after the preceding 

V7. 28  The second half of the third bar briefly tonicizes the minor supertonic, something 

the 13-state model labels as a patch of x/ii states.  (Recall that x/ii also involves ii itself.  

In the 14-state model, x/ii is divided into two states, one of which is just ii, while the other 

comprises applied chords that move to ii.  In that model, this passage would involve x/ii 

followed by ii.)  The x/ii reading captures the brief tonicization, entered into by a 

dominant function, and left by a weak predominant-to-dominant progression.  The 3-

                                                
28 One might reason, given this context, that it might be more intuitive to name the Tm function a “very 
late dominant.” While this does capture one intuition, it would provide a distinction with little difference to 
the state’s actual function.  
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state model reads this passage as mostly predominant, with the V7/ii chord standing in 

for a tonic following the third beat’s dominant.29  

 

Example 13: BWV 157.5 mm. 5–8 

 

 

 

General Discussion I: The Hypotheses 
 

We can now revisit the five initial hypotheses: 1) different passing chords function 

differently; 2) non-tertian sonorities exhibit rigorous and predictable functional 

characteristics; 3) tonic, predominant, and dominant categories can be divided into 

smaller functional categories; 4) applied chords exhibit functional characteristics similar to 

diatonic chords; and 5) harmonic function can be modeled using only chords’ contexts. 

This study confirms the first and third hypotheses, but its also shows chord 

function to be a fluid concept, since different numbers of hidden states undergird the 

Bach chorales.  3-, 13-, and often 14- state HMMs produced successful but different 

                                                
29 Unlike the previous example, the constituent 3-state HMMs agree on this passage, resulting in high 
silhouette widths for these moments.  This suggests that V7/ii represents an unambiguous tonic to these 
models, since it frequently comes from and goes to chords in ways similar to other tonics. 
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results. When categorizing the different ways that chords act, then, the number of 

categories depends on the desired precision of the analysis. That is, there is not as much 

one “correct” number of functional categories as there are different lenses providing 

different levels of functional focus. One can imagine that different lenses might be more 

or less appropriate in different situations.  For instance, depending on the lens, one can 

either differentiate between early and late dominants, or one might conflate them into 

one function. Similarly, some situations might require differentiating between the 

different ways passing chords functions, while some situations might not. When 

considering which lens to use, one balances the model’s complexity with its precision. 

While a 14-state model distinguishes the highest number of uniquely defined functional 

categories, it is also the most ungainly. The opposite is true for the 3-state model: while 

elegant in its simplicity, it conflates many distinctions that higher-number models make. 

We might imagine, for instance, that if one were to create an HMM to imitate Bach’s 

compositional process, a higher-number model might be more appropriate, since it more 

rigorously defines what chords are deployed in specific situations, for instance showing 

why certain passing chords occur in some situations but not in others.30  A three-state 

model, on the other hand, might be better suited to describe a listener’s experience, being 

more efficient and straightforward. We will return to this topic below, discussing the 

results’ bivalence in terms of chapter 1’s schematization of the relationship between 

compositional, listening, and corpus-based models.  

Furthermore, the numbers and instantiations of states seem to change when using 

different corpora.  For instance, a corpus that tonicized iii more than ii would output a 

                                                
30 To illustrate this point, we could imagine each of these models as generative machines using their 
probability matrixes to produce chord progressions. 
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x/iii function that would either take the place of x/ii or would be added to the range of 

functions.  Preliminary investigations suggest that Romantic-era and popular music 

repertories exhibit very different results from the Bach chorale corpus, supporting the 

notion that different corpora engender different functional categories.  

In sum, these models are neither set in stone, nor are they not mutually exclusive.  

Rather, they are dependent upon the corpus on which they are based, and provide 

different grains of focus onto the underlying regularity within that corpus. 

Concerning the fourth hypothesis – that toncizing chords are not necessarily 

functionally subservient to the surrounding chords – these models illustrate the 

overdeterminacy of temporary tonicizations.  In the above analysis (and, indeed, in 

traditional theory) moments of tonicization have three potential relationships to a 

passage’s tonic. In one sense, they are brief forays into a foreign key (e.g. notating a chord 

as V/V).  In another sense, these chords act under the purview of the overall tonic, not 

the local tonicization’s key (e.g. notating a chord as II#).  Finally, in a third sense, these 

chromatic passages are often viewed as chromatic alterations of other diatonic chords (for 

instance, viewing V/V as a chromatic substitute for ii).   

The first two roles can be seen in example 12, in which the 3-state model returns 

very low silhouette widths as it struggles to make sense of the submediant tonicization 

while the 13-state model deploys its functions designed specifically for this occasion.  

Using a 3-state model, this moment would likely be better analyzed using another tonal 

orientation, thereby acting as a brief modulation into another key.  In the 13-state system, 

the model recognizes that these brief submediant tonicizations occur frequently enough 

that they can be recognized as distinct and well-defined functions in the service of the 

local tonic.   
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Example 13, on the other hand, seems to analyze its tonicizations as altered 

versions of more normative chords. The V7/ii, as a chord that follows a dominant and 

precedes a predominant, receives a tonic label from the 3-state model. 31 This chord, then, 

could be seen to “stand in” for the more normative I triad. The 13-state model labels the 

passage with its x/ii function designed specifically to capture supertonic tonicizations, 

showing their well-defined relationship to an overall tonic.  These different analyses 

capture different aspects of this passage, with the 3-state models highlighting either the 

tonicizations’ out-of-key properties or their ability to stand in for more normative 

progressions. The 13-state models show that these tonicizations are frequent and regular 

enough to function in the service of the passage’s tonic. In other words, these tonicizing 

progressions are sufficiently predictable to participate on the same functional level as 

diatonic functions.  

These results also illustrate the interconnection between the process’s initial key 

assignments the resulting chord categories within the HMMs. One could imagine a more 

rigorous or conservative definition of key that excluded any chromatic pitches. Using this 

rubric, no non-diatonic chords would ever enter into the observation sequence on which 

the HMM was trained, and therefore applied chords would be excluded from the final 

models. It is worth noting, however, that several non-chromatic – and generally non-

tertian – sonorities occupy the “x/” functional categories as well. For instance, the scale-

degree set [0, 4, 9, 11] occupies the x/vi category and [2, 7, 9] occupies the x/V category, 

and both contain only diatonic pitches. While the x/ functions feature non-diatonic 

chords as their most probable emissions, they are not exclusively that, and therefore 

                                                
31 Of course, since the algorithm is content-blind, the chord’s chromatic alteration has nothing to do with its 
role as a tonic. Rather, chords of that type simply occur in tonic-like situations. 
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represent various ways – diatonic and chromatic, teritian and contrapuntal – methods of 

expanding certain chords.  It follows, then, that while these categories might weaken 

under a more conservative definition of key, they still represent a contextual category that 

transcends the chromatic/diatonic binary. 

In terms of the fifth hypothesis – that context alone is sufficient to produce a 

model of harmonic function – it is notable that the HMMs’ results tend to conform to our 

musical intuitions, and that these results are robust.  From this perspective, the modeling 

used here successfully classifies chords by context alone. HMMs only output consistent 

results when they are given observation sequences that exhibit underlying regularities.  In 

other words, if there were nothing like “hidden states” undergirding the data, the HMMs’ 

results would dramatically differ from one trial to another.  While our results certainly 

involve some variation, they exhibit enough consistency to suggest an underlying 

regularity and a successful and robust modeling system. 

While this will come as no surprise to a music theorist – few would argue against 

musical function’s existence – these HMMs expose underlying regularities by only using 

each chord’s context.  While imperfect, the functional models created by these HMMs 

show that harmonic categories can arise even without considering a chord’s content.  For 

instance, without knowing the similarity between V and V7’s content, the 3-state model 

groups these chords into the same contextual category, and the 13-state model recognizes 

that these two chords do similar things, but with V7 often following V.  This means, then, 

that a chord’s context is generally sufficient to understanding its function.   

The hidden state labels in example 13 illustrate this concept. The V7/ii chord 

receives a tonic label in the 3-state analysis not because it shares any common pitches 

with a I chord, but because such chords follow dominant chords and precede 
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predominant chords in the Bach chorales. Similarly, the 13-state model does not analyze 

the example’s iii chord as a strong dominant due to its two shared common tones with V, 

but because it arises in similar situations as does V. Likewise, IV, ii, ii7 and vi most 

frequently articulate the predominant function not because of their proximity in voice 

leading space, but because they arise in similar musical situations in the Bach chorales.  

The occasions where the models do not adhere to our intuitions also illustrate the 

HMM’s complete focus on the chords’ context, providing exceptions that prove the rule. 

For instance, while grouping IV, vi, and ii into the same functional category may strike 

theorists as intuitive, the inclusion of V in the 3-state’s predominant function may be less 

so.  As seen in the matrixes in the appendix, the 3-state model labels almost a fifth of V 

chords as predominant.  “Predominant” V chords either go to predominants (recall that 

chords that surround V are all predominants such that a V!V/V-V7 progression would 

be labeled as a P!P!D progression to avoid a dominant transitioning to a predominant) 

or come from I and go to V7 (thereby completing a T-P-D cycle). Without any 

consideration of chord identity, the main concern becomes defining robust contextual 

categories, sometimes creating unusual alliances between chords and functions. 

Importantly, this study will remain neutral as to whether these unintuitive results are 

“right” or “wrong.” These unusual results, do, however, throw into relief what we mean 

by the concept of function.  In other words, if we really are uncomfortable with the notion 

of predominant V chords, this then forces a content-oriented definition of function. We 

will revisit this notion in our discussion of cognitive simplification below. 

This work does not engage with one famous issue of content versus context, the 

cadential 6/4 chord.  On a practical level, Bach simply does not use many cadential 6/4s.  

Only 30 of Bach’s 455 I–V progressions are in the proper inversion to be considered 
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cadential candidates, and all are analyzed as T1–D1 successions.  The model recognizes 

that these progressions are somewhat different from the prototypical T1–D1 pairings, 

however. As in the sample music shown in Example 14, these 30 cadential 6/4s exhibit 

some of the lowest silhouette widths within the T1 cluster (within the lowest 1%). The 

model recognizes that these I6/4 chords do not act like other T1 chords. However, other 

identical observations – other I chords – are so likely to function as T1 that the HMMs 

bundle all I chords together into a single function. If a corpus contained more cadential 

6/4s, the usage might be prevalent enough to warrant assigning second-inversion I chords 

into another functional category. This provocative topic deserves future inquiry, as 

computational music analysis expands into further corpora. 

 

Example 14: a cadential 6/4 within the corpus, BWV 174.5 m. 12 

 

Importantly, these results do not argue that a chord’s content has no role in how 

listeners hear or how composers use chords, nor do they deny that tonal content might 

heavily influence harmonic context.  However, these experiments do speak strongly for 

the role of harmonic context, showing that the underlying regularity of chord usage is 

sufficient to adduce something like harmonic function. It also would seem that, since this 

13 States: D1 T1  D2  T1         T2!

BWV 174.5, m. 12!

Lowest 1% of T1 chordsʼ 
silhouette widths"
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content-blind model produces categories that seem to favor voice leading proximity, there 

may exist some causal connection between content and context.  Chords with many 

common tones may, for instance, contain similar contrapuntal potentials that cause them 

to occur in similar tonal contexts.32 This provocative topic requires further investigation, 

such as quantifying the mutual information or cross entropy between models of pure 

context and pure content; we will engage with one such test and discuss several issues of 

voice leading in the discussion below.  

Finally, returning to our second hypothesis concerning non-tertian sonorities, the 

HMMs show that chords that are neither triads nor seventh chords still act in regular and 

specific ways, making them functionally valid sonorities. Several such structures, for 

instance I9 and [027], appear in very specific places with a regularity comparable to more 

traditional “chords.”   However, it is worth noting that triads or sevenths represent the 

most frequent members of all three functional categories in the 3-state model and 12 of 

the functions in the 13-state models.  This begins to illustrate how chord frequency might 

influence the HMMs’ outputs, a topic to which we will now turn. 

 

                                                
32 This is the thesis behind the Riemannian theory of functional transformations, and is behind chord-
prototype functional theories as laid out in Harrison 1994. 
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Listening, Composition, and Corpus-based Simplifying Processes  
 

Example 15: A reproduction of chapter 1’s example 3, a general and 
skeptical relationship between compositional and listening models 

 

 Example 15 reproduces the skeptical relationship between composition, listening, 

and corpus models originally adapted in chapter 1. There, we discussed that while it may 

seem intuitive to imagine that listening models are simplified versions of compositional 

models or that any prevalent statistical property of a corpus is the result of those models 

that generate and interpret music, neither of these intuitions is necessarily the case. 

However, in the interest of showing how the somewhat complex statistics used in the 

above modeling could be used to produce a simpler model more aligned with traditional 

music theory, we will now outline several properties of this corpus that favor three 

functions and tertian sonorities. Using chord frequencies and common-tone metrics, we 

will show some corpus statistics that may be available to a process that seeks to simplify 

the above-discussed models.  

Example 16 shows the distribution of the top 10 types of chords in the Bach 

chorales. While there are plenty of sonorities that are not triads, triads are by far the most 

prevalent (63%), followed by other tertian sonorities (27%). If a simplifying process were 
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to focus on the most common chord types, this frequency distribution would demotes less 

probable chords. While the HMMs show non-tertian sonorities to solidly exhibit the same 

functional characteristics as triads, excluding these less-frequent sonorities could create a 

simpler scheme that still functionally accounts for the corpus’ most frequent chords. On 

the one hand, a more complex model might involve a subtle and complex system that 

includes multitudes of chord types and a host of possible ways those chords might be used.  

A simpler model, on the other hand, might harbor a system that balances explanation 

with simplicity.  In this sense, [027], for instance, can both be a fully syntactic “chord” in 

one model but be excluded from another.   

 

Example 16: Relative frequency of top ten chord-types in the Bach Chorales
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Focusing on the behavior of the modeling process itself, chord frequency also has 

an effect on which sonorities receive their own categories in the HMMs, and this 

distribution invites speculation into the nature of traditional three-function discourse. As 

we have seen, HMMs can allocate a single chord-type into several functional categories. 

For instance, while each individual ii chord in a 13-state analysis will be assigned a 

particular hidden state, it can be either a p, PM, x/ii, or even a P function. A vi chord is 

most often parsed into the vi state, but it can also be labeled as a T1, T2, Pm, p, Tm, or 

x/V.  This means that functional categories supersede chord identity. However, and 

importantly, the corpus’ most probable chords seem to provide a notable exception to this, 

and the chord membership of the most frequent functions tends to be more homogeneous.   

Example 17 shows the relative frequency of the Bach chorales’ top ten chords in 

major-mode observations. The top four chords exhibit the interesting property of 

belonging almost exclusively to four respective functions. For instance, in the model 

reproduced in the appendix, the 790 I chords – the highest frequency chord type – group 

into the T1 function 789 times, and occur once in the x/V function. This grouping is 

because of the way that HMMs balance both transition and emission probabilities in their 

judgments. The algorithm essentially asks two questions: “If I see chord x, how likely is it 

to have been undergirded by function y?” and “If I see context x, how likely is function y 

to appear there?” In the case of the most frequent chords, emission probabilities – that is, 

the former question – have a more pronounced effect, since grouping those chords into 

one state minimizes the model’s uncertainty when dealing with those chords. (Of course, 

the later question is not completely ignored; this frequency-oriented process can only 

occur if a frequent chord tends to occur in similar situations.) These categories then 

essentially form homogenous pillars around which other functions can organize. 
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Example 18 calculates chords’ “dividedness ratios” within the 13-state model. To 

calculate this ratio, we divide the number of times a chord instantiates its two most 

frequent functions. The example then plots that ratio against the chord’s frequency rank 

within the corpus. A chord that always appears as one particular function and almost 

never as any other function would have a dividedness ratio close to zero, while a chord 

that appears in different functions with similar frequencies would have a ratio closer to 

one. For instance, if I chords appear as T1 789 times and as x/V only once, the 

dividedness ratio would be 1/789, or 0.0013; since the I chord is ranked as the top most 

frequent chord within the corpus, its coordinate is [0.0013, 1]. Notice that the top four 

chord ranks – I, V, IV, and V7 – all have very low dividedness ratios, indicating that they 

all tend to occur within single functions.   

 
Example 17: relative frequency of the top ten chords in major mode 
observation sequences in the Bach chorales 
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Example 18: “Dividedness ratio” plotted by frequency rank within corpus 

 

And the inverse is also partially true. Example 19 shows the dividedness ratio of 

each function – i.e., the ratio between a function’s top two chord frequencies – ordered 

from least to most divided. The vi function, for instance, only has 179 vi chords, and 4 iii 

chords, making its dividedness ratio extremely low, 0.022. Above the bars in the 

histogram, the example notes the frequency rank of each function per Table 1.  The three 

most frequent functions – T1, D1, and D2 – have some of the lowest dividedness ratios.  

Example 19: “Dividedness” ratio of 13 functions 
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The data, at least when judged using the present HMM algorithm, seem to 

optimally organize by using the most frequent chords as functional pillars.  I, IV, V, and 

V7 become identified almost exclusively with single functions around which other more 

diverse functions can organize. Of course, because of an HMM’s balance between 

transition and emission probabilities, this state of affairs would not be possible without 

some kind of contextual regularity of these chords.  However, it seems that the corpus’ 

most frequent chords are solidly connected to specific functions T1, p, D1, and D2; also, 

the three most frequent functions  – T1, D1, and D2 – are solidly connected to their most 

frequent chords – I, V and V7.  These functions, then, are defined as much by the identity 

of a single chord (i.e., “if we see a I chord, it must be a T1 function”) as they are by their 

functional context (i.e., “if we see this context, then it must be a T1 function”). 

This speaks to the interaction between the current context-driven model and 

chord-prototype theories of harmonic function. In the introductory discussion of the 

concept of “function,” it was noted that some harmonic theories are framed in reference 

to three main functional pillars: I, IV, and V.  Even though we began our functional 

investigation by parenthesizing content-based discussions of function, it seems that these 

chords’ identities do have a unique relationship to our functional models based on their 

frequencies. I, IV, and V(7) are the most frequent chords within the corpus, and on a basic 

level are the most “noticeable” of all chords.  In the 3-state model, they stand out as the 

most frequent chords in each of the three chord categories, and in the 13-state model, 

they each create functions that are distinctively defined by their presence.   

In the interest of situating this discussion in a cognitive context, it is worth 

mentioning the concept of “cognitive simplification.” Cognitive simplification, discussed 

at length in Huron 2006, is a well-documented psychological phenomenon in which 
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humans, when presented with some set of stimuli, will eschew complex models that 

explain an entire data set in favor of simpler models that make sense of most of the data. 

Again, in the absence of any explicit behavioral experiments as regards our models, we 

can make no definite claims connecting our model and human cognition; however, our 

discussion does show statistical properties that could be available to a musical learner as 

she simplifies complex musical data. The frequency of chord-types in this corpus solidly 

favors triads, and this frequency might engender a cognitive simplification that accounts 

for the preference for tertian sonorities in traditional music theories. The above-discussed 

status of I, IV and V(7) could also be viewed through the lens of the cognitive 

simplification. If we cognitively simplify harmonic function by excluding non-tertian 

sonorities from consideration due to their infrequency, then a further simplification that 

focuses on music’s most frequent sonorities might also be plausible. That is, by framing 

harmonic function in terms of these three principle triads, we create a model that is 

elegantly simple while retaining a high level of interpretive power, balancing simplicity 

and explanation. Again, these speculations are purely theoretic; however, they do 

highlight some properties of a corpus that might be available to a process of cognitive 

simplification. 

 

Functional Speculations: Voiceleading between functional participants 
 

In the previous section we saw that I, IV and V(7) can be understood as functional 

pillars within models of harmonic function by analyzing the frequency with which they 

occur in the 3- and 13-state models. But we can also view these chords as prototypical 

versions of their functions by considering the voice leading relationships within their 
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respective states. This is due to an overarching property of the functional models: the top 

chords in each functional category share significantly more common tones with one 

another than does the average pair of chords in the chorales’ harmonic vocabulary.  

Example 20 reckons each function’s average “common-tone score” for its top ten 

emitted chords, weighted by the chords’ frequencies. The common-tone score is 

calculated by dividing the number of common tones shared between two chords by the 

cardinality of the smaller chord; this produces a number between zero and one that 

represents the ratio between the pair’s actual common tones and their total possible 

common tones. 33 The scores are then weighted by the frequency of each chord being 

compared, such that chords that occur more frequently will have a higher proportional 

affect on the average. These scores are all significantly above both within-function 

averages (p<0.05) with the exception of x/ii.  This means that each function’s most-

emitted chords tend to be more similar in content than the average pair of chords. The 

exception, x/ii, proves the rule: this function does not exhibit this property likely because 

it represents not only ii but ii’s applied chords as well. 

                                                
33 This follows Quinn and Mavromatis 2011 
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Example 20: “Common-tone score” within functions versus average score 

 

  

The idea that a function might be defined in terms of some prototypical chord can 

be further supported by these data. The chords of a single function do indeed orbit 

around a central group of common tones. Even though our HMMs do not take chord-

similarity into consideration when constituting their hidden states, the resulting members 

of these states share a significant number of common tones.  A chord’s content, then, 

seems to influence its position within music: how a chord looks effects how it acts.  While 

chord context is sufficient to create a model of harmonic function, the resulting model 

creates categories that orbit around certain common-tones. While this certainly would 

come as no surprise to a music theorist, the fact that this property arises from a content-
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blind method empirically shows the connection between a chord’s content and its 

function. 

Taking this discussion yet another step, we can further speculate on the special 

position of I, IV, and V within traditional three-function discourse. If we except that I, IV, 

and V(7), occupy a point of privilege in both the 3- and 13-state models because of their 

frequency, and we except that functions coalesce around common tones, then these triads 

might act as voice leading pillars against which other functional chords might be 

reckoned.  If we further assume some equivalency between V and V7 (which seems 

reasonable given the primacy of the triad and the apparent salience of voice leading 

similarity within this corpus), then only three privileged chords emerge. Other members 

of their functions orbit around them in pitch-space, sharing a higher-than-average 

number of common tones with the functional prototypes.  Other independent functions 

shuttle around these pillars, creating passing sonorities and modulations, while these three 

chords/functions uniquely dominate the corpus’ frequency distribution.   

 

Summary 
 

This chapter investigated several topics concerning harmonic function by 

analyzing chord progressions within the Bach Chorales using Hidden Markov Models. 

Five hypotheses concerning harmonic function were tested and it was found that various 

passing chords appeared in predictable contexts similar to other harmonic functions, and 

that non-tertian sonorities exhibited rigorous functional characteristics comparable to 

tertian sonorities; however, further analysis showed that triads and seventh chords are 

vastly favored in the corpus’ frequency distributions. We also saw that tonic, predominant, 
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and dominant functions can be divided into smaller functional categories often based on 

the function’s position within a phrase, and found that applied chords exhibit functional 

characteristics similar to diatonic chords. The models showed these applied chords to 

blend the characteristics of brief modulations, of altered diatonic chords, and of 

functional chords in their own right. Also, it was noted that the resulting functional 

categorizations cannot be generalized to all corpora: preliminary investigations into 

Romantic-era and popular music corpora return different functional categories, and even 

different portions of the Bach chorale corpus produced slightly different results.  This 

means that, far from being a universal system, harmonic function – at least so construed – 

is likely sensitive to changes in repertoire.  

Finally, we saw that harmonic function can be modeled using only chords’ 

contexts.  The following discussion complicated this conclusion, since chords that 

participate in a function tend to share common tones. Our discussion also connected the 

results to traditional three-function theories based on chord prototypes, showing that I, 

IV and V have a privileged position due to their frequency and voice leading connections 

to other chords within their functional categories. These results painted a subtle picture of 

three privileged chords/functions around which other chords and functions orbit. 

Throughout the discussion, we highlighted several statistical properties of the 

corpus that might map between our models and simpler systems. It was suggested that the 

contextual complexities captured by the 13- or 14-state models might represent the most 

precise description of the corpus, but by focusing on three functions, the prevalence of 

triads, and the unique properties of I, IV, and V(7), one might derive a more traditional 

and simpler functional model that balances descriptive power with simplicity. We also 
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speculated that this derivation might show the statistics available to a musical learner’s 

cognitive simplification process.  

Importantly, it is notable that this process works at all. Researchers have used 

HMMs to identify word classes in corpora of written texts,34 and the fact that a similar 

process unearths chord classes suggests a contextual regularity within music similar to that 

found in written language. Naturally, simply because this similarity is present, does not 

mean that music communicates identically to or analogously with spoken language; 

however, the similarity is notable. 

The following chapter continues an examination of the basic statistical properties 

of tonality by positing an alphabet reduction algorithm for musical surfaces. This 

discussion will not only allow for investigations of musical vocabulary and syntax, but will 

also engender a consideration of consonance, dissonance, and their connection to chord 

probabilities. 

 

                                                
34 cf. Clark 2012, Johnson 2007, Goldwater and Griffiths 2007. 
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CHAPTER 5: AN ALPHABET REDUCTION 
ALGORITHM FOR CHORDAL N-GRAMS  
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 In the previous chapter, we engaged with context-oriented models of harmonic 

function and found musical utterances to have contextual regularities. We now turn to 

another modeling technique that balances harmonic content and context by treating 

chords as potential “misspellings” of more frequent chords, and attempting to edit the 

chords via a procedure based on spell-check algorithms. This allows us to simplify the 

extremely complex harmonic alphabet of musical surfaces while also modeling the 

behavior of this reduced alphabet. This investigation again attempts to find regularities 

within musical data by identifying some constrained number of chord classes that 

underlie the complexities of a musical surface. This chapter’s first section describes the 

issues at stake in this discussion, after which the study’s materials and methods are 

outlined. Two experiments are described, and the resulting chord alphabet and its 

behavior are discussed. Several issues of voice leading are highlighted, and some 

connections to current psychological work on consonance and dissonance are then 

posited. We will end with a demonstration of the analytical potential of the spell-check 

algorithm while suggesting several areas for future research. 
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The Problem of the Complex Musical Surface 
 
 

Example 1 reproduces the opening to Brahms’ organ prelude, “Es ist ein Ros’ 

entsprungen.” An acculturated listener familiar with Western tonality would easily hear 

the first four eighth notes as an elaborated tonic-to-dominant progression, as captured by 

the simple reduction performed in the example’s Roman numeral analysis. However, 

even this simple task presents a difficult problem for automated analytical algorithms and 

computational modeling. In the example, while a human (second line) would likely 

interpret a “I” chord moving to a “V” in the first two beats, the actual musical surface 

(top line) is more complicated, involving two intervening chords.  

 

Example 1: Brahms’ “Es ist ein’ Ros’ entsprungen,” with four analyses  

 
 

In response to these surface ambiguities, a computational analyst must decide how 

to parse the music into usable data, and there are many ways to translate a musical 

surface into useful material for a corpus analysis. Several theorists automate the process 
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using template-matching procedures,1 while other work has attempted to use ideas of 

metric well-formedness to parse a musical surface.2 Various researchers have sidestepped 

the musical surface by using human analyses as their data3 while still others simply take 

the musical surface at its face value.4  Most of these procedures benefit from simple 

musical surfaces, a simplicity either attained through human annotations or by using 

relatively straightforward corpora like the Bach chorales or four-part pedagogical 

exercises.5 Indeed, even the previous chapter was limited to this repertoire, as applying 

the methodology to more complicated music returned inconsistent results. 

In contrast, the current study presents a model that begins with minimal 

assumptions and reduces the number of chords used within a series of chordal n-grams 

(i.e., it reduces the universe of possible chords, or the alphabet) based on the chords’ 

transition probabilities and their scale-degree structure. Although the model begins with 

no knowledge of triads, seventh-chords, or dissonance treatment, after it observes a body 

of 18th- and 19th-century music, it is able to recognize an underlying progression in the 

Brahms passage, as shown on the third line of Figure 1. (All examples, and this study in 

general, use modulo 12 chromatic scale degrees in which ^1 (“F” in F major) is [0], ^5 is 

[7], a dominant chord (a C triad in F major) is [2, 7, 11] and so on.)  

                                                
1 Temperley (1997), Pardo and Birmingham (1999), Rohrmeier and Cross (2008), and Barthélemy and 
Bonardi (2001) all involve some type of template matching process.  See chapter 2 for a description of these 
procedures. 
2 See for instance Temperley (2009) for an application that takes several musical parameters into 
consideration when parsing a musical surface. 
3 Tymoczko (2011), deClerq and Temperley (2011), and Burgeoyne (2012) are all examples of this. In most 
such studies, the researcher attempts to approximate intersubjective agreement by having the analysis 
involve several steps and multiple experts. In the deClerq/Temperley corpus, for instance, disagreements 
between analysts are recorded and these disagreements can therefore be weighted differently if desired. 
4 Quinn (2010), Quinn and Mavromatis (2011), and this dissertation favor this technique via the “salami 
slice” method, in which each time a pitch class is added or subtracted from the music, the verticality is 
considered a new chord. 
5 Quinn and Mavromatis (2011) provide the exception that proves the rule. They use not only the Bach 
chorales, but also a pre-tonal four-voice homophonic Lutheran choral corpus. 
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To put the issue in perspective, consider Examples 2 and 3. Example 2 shows a 

pie chart of the salami slices (as defined in chapter 3) in a musical corpus from the late 

19th century. The distribution shows that the vast majority of sonorities in this music are 

neither triads nor seventh chords, but rather other chord structures (i.e., incidental 

dissonances, in traditional terms).  Similarly, only a small percentage of surface 

progressions exhibit a diatonic triad or seventh chord moving to another such chord, and 

Example 3 shows this breakdown on Mozart’s musical surface.  85% of the time that a 

pitch-class changes in this music, at least one of the chords involves some type of non-

tertian dissonance or ornamentation. In these repertoires, we find thousands of different 

types of chords and tens-of-thousands of combinations that link those structures into 

chord progressions.  

 
Example 2: Types of salami-sliced chords on the surface of a 1751-1800 
corpus 

 

 
 
Example 3: Salami-slice successions on the surface of Mozart’s corpus 
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Furthermore, such computational issues invite connections with music cognition, 

namely the processes by which listeners learn to extract relatively simple chord structures 

from complex musical stimuli. Given their exposure to such musical surfaces as Figure 1, 

how do listeners learn to privilege structures such as triads and tonic chords? For instance, 

the corpus analysis described below finds more than 1588 unique chord structures on the 

surface of a Brahms musical corpus; however, musical instinct and several psychological 

studies suggests that listeners cognitively distill these stimuli into a limited set of triads and 

seventh chords.6 While this is intuitively the case, little work has been done concerning 

how listeners learn to create these cognitive categories from exposure to musical data.7 An 

algorithm that derives an intuitive chord alphabet from a corpus might highlight the 

statistical regularities within musical surfaces available to listeners as they learn to discern 

tonality’s basic chord vocabulary; such a model might provide the initial steps into a 

psychological investigation of this topic. 

The issues concerning the variation within surface data provide frequent fodder 

for the proponents of Chomskian generative grammars. Their argument summarizes as 

such: “environmental stimuli greatly underdetermine developmental outcomes.”8 This 

“poverty of stimulus” argument points out that our facility with language greatly outpaces 

the stimuli from which we learn that language. As language learners, we do not just 

replicate the data we gather from the world around us, but rather we generalize, abstract, 

and categorize in order to regroup, rearrange, and reinterpret the raw data to which we 

have been exposed. In other words,  

                                                
6 For instance, Smith and Melara (1990), Thompson and Parcutt (1997) and Parncutt (2011) have 
suggested that listeners may cognize triadic structures even when they are not explicitly present in the music. 
7 For a general discussion of musical learning through statistical exposure, see Huron (2006). 
8 Berwick et al. 2011: 1207 
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Much less is [language learning] a mere process of acquiring a 
capacity to produce just the valid word strings of a language. 
Idealizing, one can say that each child acquires a procedure that 
generates boundlessly many meaningful expressions and that a 
single string of words can correspond to more than one 
expression.9 
 
 
Furthermore, the issue of music’s enormous chordal alphabet presents a problem 

of quantity. From a linguistic perspective, if our language capacity merely kept track of 

which words moved to other words and in which context, we would be keeping track of 

millions, if not billions, of individual rules and statistics.  Without some larger 

organization imposed on these manifold observations, “pure ‘statistics’… has difficulty 

accounting for what is actually learned.”10 Rather than merely dealing with the musical 

surface, a cognitively salient statistical model ideally “identifies the roles that words play 

in sentences, and infers the structure of those sentences.”11 While Examples 2 and 3 

indicate that musical utterances use an alphabet comprised of thousands of elements with 

tens-of-thousands of rules to govern them, listeners, musicians, and theorists seem to pare 

this alphabet down to a very small set of chords, favoring the primary triads and sevenths 

associated with the diatonic scale.  

An algorithm that reduces a complicated musical surface to a simpler structure 

may be able to engage with these cognitive issues by showing potential avenues for the 

generalization process. If the raw alphabet of salami-sliced music represents our basic 

unmediated perception, then an alphabet reduction algorithm potentially models the raw 

data available to a listener that might allow her to organize music into simpler sonorities. 

                                                
9 Berwick et al. 2011: 1207. Note that this implicates the trigram model used in chapters 3 and 6 as 
incomplete. 
10 Frank and Tenenbaum 2010: 2 
11 Griffiths 2011: 3825 
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While such psychological connections are speculative and would require behavioral 

experimentation to validate, such a model shows a possible connection between a corpus 

and our harmonic intuitions. 

 
 

The Algorithm 
 
 

The algorithm transforms an observed series of chords drawn from a musical 

surface into an “edited” series of chords using the original chords’ contexts (i.e. their 

transition probabilities) and their scale-degree content. This essentially reduces a musical 

surface based on contextual probabilities and some notion of edit distance. This work is 

based on Brown et al. 1996, whose algorithms were originally developed to find classes of 

words related by syntax or semantics, grouping them into equivalence classes and 

allowing for tasks like part-of-speech tagging and spell checking. This study adapts Brown 

et al.’s work to edit (or, “spellcheck”) chords into their more probable subsets and 

supersets using contextual and structural relationships. 12  Equation 1 formalizes our 

adaptation. If o1..n is a series of observed chords in a sequence O, S is the sequence of 

edited “spellchecked” chords. The relationship between the two sequences is determined 

by the maximization operation in the final line. The two main parameters of this 

equation are its contextual probability, or !!!!!!!!)) and the set proximity, or !!!! !!!, where ! 

represents the chord in O that maximizes the combination of the two parameters. The 

contextual probability estimates how probable it would be for the chord!! to occur in the 

context in which we find the observed chord oj, while the set proximity is some 

                                                
12  Conklin 2006 has also adapted this algorithm for musical purposes, although he is primarily dealing with subsets and 

supersets of melodies. However, the process described is similar to and inspired by the spell check routines described 
in Jurafksy and Martin 2005. 
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measurement of similarity between the two sets ! and oj. Therefore, at each timepoint j in 

the sequence O, sj is the set ! that maximizes the combination of the probability of ! given 

some context !!!!) and the proximity ! between the sets ! and oj.  

 

Equation 1:  ! ! !!!! !!! !!!! ! ! ! !!!!
!!! ! !!!! !!! !!!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!"!"#$!%!!!!!!!!!!!!""!!!!!""! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !!!
! !
!  

Instead of the abstract equivalence classes used in comparable linguistic studies, ! 

refers to a particular chord within a network of relationships, or a relational class. This is 

due to an apparent difference between musical and linguistic syntax. While word classes – 

for instance, “noun” – transcend the identity of any particular noun, our musical intuition 

suggests that syntactic chord classes are (albeit arguably) intimately associated with 

particular chord identities. For instance, the “tonic” class is best represented by a I chord. 

Therefore ! represents a particular chord, specifically the prototype of that chord class. 

(More on deriving this prototype below.) 

This equation defines an abstract relationship between an observed sequence and 

an edited sequence that balances contextual and similarity relationships; many different 

specific methods could instantiate these general relationships. In this study, we estimate 

the former relationship using n-gram transition probabilities. Equation 2 states this 

formally: for the current experiments, n = 2 (i.e., trigrams). 

 
Equation 2:  !!!!!!!!)"!#!!!!!!"#$%&'!"#("' !
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For our purposes, the set proximity !!!! !!"!is determined by the number of 

common tones shared by the two chords ! and o,.13 The probability of replacing oj with ! 

is proportional to the cardinality of the two sets’ intersection, as stated in equation 3. 

 
Equation 3:  !!!! !!! ! !!!!! 
 

 

The current study calculates this probability heuristically by distinguishing 

between two groups of chords, those in which ! result from the addition or subtraction of 

zero or one note to/from o, and those that result from more than one such change. In this 

heuristic, the binary distinction serves as a tiebreaker. If there exists multiple chords that 

have edit distances of zero or one and that also produce non-zero contextual probabilities, 

then the chord with the highest contextual probability is chosen. Otherwise, the algorithm 

defers to the most contextually probable sub/superset with a higher edit distance. 

Equations 4 and 5 formalize this, first defining two functions, Qsub and Qsuper, that find all 

the chords a in an alphabet A (the universe of all chords possible) that are subsets and 

supersets of the initial chord o, unified under the function, Qall. The Q1 functions define 

those particular chords within Qall(o) that add or subtract no more than one note from o. 

The identity of o is included in Q1all(o), since a chord’s identity results from zero edits. Note 

that if no edited chord registers a conditional probability, the chord maps onto itself since 

its very existence creates a non-zero contextual probability. In the current 

implementation, the identity of o is heuristically excluded from Q1all(o), but included in 

                                                
13  One can imagine several ways of estimating a probability based on edit distance metrics, and I should 

emphasize that I am articulating and using only one such way. Given the evidence seen in the previous 
chapter, basing this probability on scale-degree commonalities seems unproblematic. 
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Qall(o). Otherwise, the chord o would always map onto itself if there existed no 

contextually relevant chord in which !!!!! = 1. 

 
Equation 4: !!"#!!! ! ! ! !! ! ! !!  

!!"#$%!!! ! ! ! !! ! ! !!                                                  
!!""!!! ! !!!"# ! !!!!!!"#$%!!!!! 

 
Equation 5:  !!!"# ! ! ! ! !!!"# ! ! ! ! ! ! !!  

!!!"#$%!!! ! ! ! !!!"#$% ! ! ! ! ! ! !!                            
!!!""!!! ! !!!!"# ! !!!!!!!"#$%!!!!! 

 
 

The algorithm then first attempts to complete Equation 1 with a chord within 

Q1all(o). The most contextually probable chord in Q1all(o) is chosen, providing an ! that 

maximizes the argument. If there are no such chords that occur in context k(oj), the most 

contextually probable chord in Qall(o) is chosen to maximize the argument. This effectively 

treats chords in Q1all(o) as more proximate than Qall(o). While this creates only two 

categories, this process could in principle distinguish between any number of common-

tone categories, allowing for finer measurements of set proximity. 

The resulting relationships create groups of chords connected to one another by 

both sub- and superset relationships and also by the similar contexts in which they occur. 

This web of relationships produces a single most-probable chord within a voiceleading 

network that serves as the network’s prototype. By editing chords into their prototypes, 

the process dramatically reduces the size of the chord alphabet. 

Further parameters can be added to the algorithm to test certain chord 

relationships.  While this chapter’s first experiment uses the algorithm as described, the 

second experiment first modifies the output to not only consider subsets and supersets of o, 
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but also all chords ! that are related by some parsimonious voice leading to o. The 

experiment then further considers those chords ! that result in more complex 

transformations. This process is described in more below. 

Example 4 shows a toy example of this reduction process at work. Importantly, 

each relationship represents only one observation within the corpus. That is, while the mod-

12 set [2, 5] is a subset of vii, it is also a subset of ii. In some instances, a particular [2,5] 

might be related to vii (and therefore the prototype V), while in other cases it might be 

related to ii. 

 
Example 4: A toy example of a “V” relational class 
 

 
 
 
Materials and Method 
 
 

As in chapter 3, this study relied on data from the Yale MIDI project.  The 

project archives MIDI files from classicalarchives.com, and associates these files with 

metadata that specifies the file’s opening key, composer, date of composition, 

instrumentation, composer’s nationality, genre (e.g., symphony, sonata, Lied), and so on.  

At time of writing, the corpus included roughly 5,000 pieces.  The metadata allow the 

researcher to filter data based on composer, time period, geography, and so on.  
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The same programming apparatus used in Chapter 3 was applied to the corpus. 

In order to normalize by key and remain sensitive to changes between styles, this study 

used a program to assign scale degrees that relied on the properties of the corpus itself as 

much as possible. First, under the assumption that pieces begin in the key indicated in the 

metadata, the program created a scale-degree frequency profile based on the first 30 

quarter-notes of each file. Then, the program used these frequencies for a key-profile 

analysis to identify other parts of a composer’s corpus that clearly articulate a key.14  

The trigrams within these tonal passages were then tallied.  In order to remain as 

theory neutral as possible, the trigrams were gathered at three metric levels, using two 

simplifying steps. The program first divided the music into every moment where the 

pitch-class content changes (i.e., salami slicing), then divided the music into the contents 

of each beat (as defined by the MIDI file’s metric data), and then grouped notes into the 

next smallest division of the beat (also defined by the MIDI meter data).  The program’s 

first simplifying step was to ignore chord repetitions. The second simplifying step ignored 

pitch height and ordering. Trigrams were tallied as sequences of unordered scale degree 

sets instantiating transpositionally equivalent sets (again, as it chapter 3). For instance, 

IV–V–I and I–V/V–V would register as different scale degree instantiations of the same 

transpositionally equivalent trigram, as they both have the same chord structure but 

different scale degree expressions. The program tallies the relative frequency of these 

progressions: in this case, the former scale-degree expression generally occurs more 

                                                
14 This technique is based on that used in Temperley and Marvin (2008).  For more on key profiles, see 
Krumhansl (1990), Huron (2006), and Temperley (2007). In the current study, after making a key-profile 
vector from the beginnings of pieces, the program moved a measure-long window over the remainder of 
each MIDI file in the corpus, testing the pitch-class content against each possible rotation of the major and 
minor key-profile vectors.  When the pitch-class frequencies correlate highly (r2 > 0.6) to one of the key 
profiles, the program interpreted the passage in that key. 
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frequent than the latter. This process was implemented in the Python language using the 

music21 software package.15 

The algorithm was run on the trigrams of five 50-year corpora spanning the 

period between 1650 and 1900, combining major- and minor-mode pieces, as well as 

isolating corpora by mode.16 As mentioned above, two separate experiments were run 

with different versions of the algorithm. In the first test, the algorithm produced an ! for 

each chord within each trigram within the corpus.17  The process was repeated until no 

more edits could be made.  

In the second experiment, the algorithm was modified to further include those 

chords ! related to oj by single-voice half-step transformation. (These transformations 

would include the traditional Riemannian L and P transformations generalized to all 

voices of all chord-types. For instance, this would encompass the transformations between 

I and i, IV and iv, bVII and ii, and iii and V#5.) In experiment 2’s second trial, the 

algorithm loosened this constraint even further to include all chords ! related to oj by any 

kind of one-voice transformation. This would include all transformations in which one 

voice moves by any interval. For instance, the transformation between IV and ii involves 

one voice moving by whole step, while the relationship between V7 and Vadd9 involves 

one voice moving by minor third: these relationships would both be included in this trial. 

The behavior of each chord class was analyzed using hierarchical cluster analyses 

coded in the R programming language (version 2.13.0). The analyses plotted vectors of 

                                                
15 Cuthbert and Ariza 2010 
16 In order to cut off the “long tail” that is characteristic of distributions of harmonic progressions, this study 
used the top 500 trigrams of each corpus. In most corpora, this discounted about 92% of the trigrams but 
retained 25% of the distribution’s frequency. For more on the “long tail” problem, see Quinn and 
Mavromatis (2011). 
17 Note that after the algorithm is run, a single chord in the observation sequence could, potentially, have 
different identities depending on its position within a trigram.  That is, the trigram in which an observed set 
serves as the middle chord could produce a different answer than if it were the final chord. 
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transition frequencies between each of the relational chord classes, and a dissimilarity 

matrix was created from the cosines of the inter-vector angles between these vectors; the 

matrix was used for both divisive and agglomerative clustering. Both types produced 

similar results, suggesting a robustness of the clustering. 

(The analytical algorithm used to produce the third line of Example 1 will be 

described below in the “computational applications” section, as the algorithm’s inner 

working are not salient to the following experiments.) 

 
 
Experiment 1: Results and Discussion 
 
 

The alphabet reduction algorithm was run on the five fifty-year corpora. Perhaps 

the most striking outcome of this experiment is the chord alphabet that results. Table 1 

shows the top 11 chords in each corpus ranked by their frequency of appearance.18 All 

but one chord in the chart is a triad or seventh chord (and that exceptional chord appears 

to be a ii7 chord without a fifth), and all can be described using common Roman 

numerals. This means that, regardless of surface variations, simply reducing chords into 

their more probable subsets and supersets naturally favors an alphabet of diatonic triads 

and sevenths. II7 (or, V7/V) provides the one frequent exception to this diatonicism 

(perhaps suggesting that this chord might be considered a basic unit of the chord alphabet 

[!]). The similarities between the corporas’ chord rankings are also striking. I, i, and V (or 

V7) always appear in the first three places. Fourth place always consists of some chord 

with the first and fourth diatonic scale degrees. Several chords also appear frequently in 
                                                
18 Note the Zipf-ian distribution. Even after the alphabet-reduction procedure, each 
distribution involves a long tail of infrequent chords that do not easily edit to other chords. 
While this study reports the top 11 chords, further studies might consider where to “cut” 
the tail for the purposes of alphabet reduction. 
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this list: IV, v, and bVI each occur five times, iv and bIII occur four times, while vi and ii 

occur three times.  

A X2 test was run to determine whether chord-class frequencies differ significantly 

between time periods.  Indeed, chronological differences are significant (p<0.01), 

indicating that even though there exist many similarities between the corpora’s edited 

chord alphabet, the frequencies with which these chord classes occur significantly changes 

between time periods.  

 
Table 1: Chords present in the reduced alphabet of five corpora, ranked by 
frequency. The differences are significant according to a !2 test (p < .01). 
 

rank 1650-1700 1701-1750 1751-1800 1801-1850 1851-1900 
1 V: 25% V: 22% I: 34% V7: 27% V7: 21% 
2 I: 23% I: 20% V: 27% I: 23% I: 20% 
3 i: 15% i: 17% i: 8% i: 17% i: 17% 
4 IV: 7% ii7(no 5th): 9% IV: 8% iv: 8% iv: 8% 

5 iv: 6% iv: 7% II7: 6% IV: 6% IV: 7% 
6 v: 4% IV: 5% vi: 5% II7: 5% iii: 6% 
7 II7: 4% v: 5%  ii: 3% bVI: 4% bVI: 5% 
8 bVII: 4% iio: 5% v: 3% v: 4% v: 4% 
9 vi: 3% bVI: 4% iio: 3% bIII: 3% II7: 3% 
10 bIII: 3% vi: 3% iv: 2% bVII: 2% ii: 3% 

11 bVI: 2% bIII: 3% bVI: 2% bII: 1% bIII: 2% 
n= 33,000 274,048 203,436 152,641 108,238 

 
 

The resulting alphabet is notably dominated by its first two chord classes. 

Example 5 illustrates this with two pie charts showing the percent frequencies of the I and 

V chord classes versus all other classes in both the reduced and non-reduced alphabets. 

(These pie charts capture the top 11 chords in the corpora to reflect the data of Table 1.) 

In the reduced alphabet, the top two chords take up a greater percentage of the 

distribution than the rest of the chord classes combined. This highlights the importance of 
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I and V as “pillars” in the distribution, a topic to which we shall return in the general 

discussion. 

 
 
Example 5: Chord-class proportions in the reduced and non-reduced 1751-
1800 corpus 
 

 
 

Example 6 shows the cluster analyses associated with the transition-frequency 

vectors of each chord class in the five fifty-year corpora. The dendrograms illustrate 

several issues of chord context, both confirming and challenging some traditional notions 

of harmonic function. First, most mixture chord classes seem to have their own solipsistic 

syntactic rules. These chords tend to cluster together, and tend to break off from the other 

clusters very early. The clusters also seem to be less robust than major-mode clusters. 

Notice that the height between these chords can be relatively large – as in the 1650–1701 

corpus – or the cluster can sit higher in relation to other corpora – as in the 1801–1850 

corpus.  Their positions indicate that these chords do not have as much in common with 

one another as chords that cluster near the bottom of the charts. This is because mixture 

chords move more frequently to one another than to other chords, yet in ways less clearly 

defined (at least in the current context) than major-mode chords. Below, we consider the 

properties of cluster analyses that isolate the trigrams of minor-mode pieces. 
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 Second, the major and minor I chord classes clusters together.  This is because of 

their strong, shared relationship to V (or V7).   However, minor i chords tend to transition 

to the other chords characteristic of the minor scale (iv, bVI, bVII, etc), while major I 

transitions to chords of the major scale (IV, vi, ii, etc).  Because these chord classes involve 

a strong similarity but also several differences, they cluster together higher in the analyses.   

 Third, the chord classes we traditionally define as predominant do not all seem to 

act identically.  This can be clearly seen in the 1650–1700 analysis: IV, vi and II7 cluster 

together at higher level, but IV and vi break off from II7 at a lower level, showing a closer 

affinity to one another than to the applied dominant.  This occurs because IV and vi 

share the tendency to move primarily to V, but also frequently to I. II7, on the other hand, 

moves to V with a much higher frequency than to anything else. A similar situation is 

found in the 1851–1900 cluster: iii clusters with IV because both move to V and to I, 

while ii clusters with II7 because of those chords’ tendency to progress to V more than to I.   

Also, the clustering relationship between the V-chord class and the chord classes 

usually classified as predominant seems somewhat unintuitive.  In all the corpora, V and 

other traditional predominant chords share a cluster.19 This is because V’s frequent 

transitions to I are its most defining property, a property shared by many predominant 

chords.  This property becomes most pronounced in the 1701–1750 corpus, in which 

ii7no5th clusters with a V chord due to its capacity to act as a neighbor to the tonic triad. 

Regardless of the explanation, there is something disconcerting about predominant 

chords clustering with V chords. (This property is also highly influenced by the sheer 

frequency of the I and V chord classes, a situation discussed below.) 

                                                
19 Rohrmeier and Cross (2008) note this same behavior in their cluster analyses of harmony in the Bach 
chorales. 
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 These clusters also highlight the interaction of voice leading proximity and 

harmonic function that was discussed at length in the previous chapter. The frequent 

clustering of chords related by a single step (ii and II7, or I and i) provides further 

evidence of this interaction. The solipsistic nature of several minor-mode chords also 

raises the question of whether the parallel minor mode exhibits harmonic function 

independent to that of the major mode, a musically intuitive hypothesis. 
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Example 6: Agglomerative clustering of top 12 classes of various corpora 
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To investigate the behavior of modally related chords, a further analysis was run 

on only data derived from music in a minor key. The results, shown in Example 7, share 

the same basic characteristics as Example 6: the i chord and its major-mode variant 

cluster together, with a second large cluster made of dominant and predominant chords. 

But the analysis shows several differences as well. In the earliest two corpora, IV and II7 

cluster nearer the tonic chords, as they share a tendency to move to V chords and not to 

minor-mode chords; however, in the latter corpora these chords cluster with other minor-

mode predominants. bVII and bIII often cluster by themselves due to their distinctive 

relationship with one another, although bIII and bVII’s affinities with v in the 1751–1800 

and 1851–1900 corpora, respectively, suggest that the minor dominant also significantly 

transitions towards these two chords in some repertoires.  
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Example 7: Agglomerative clustering of top 12 classes in minor-mode 
corpora 
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Experiment 2: Results and Discussion 
 

 
The next test investigated whether chords connected by parsimonious, specifically 

half-step, voice leading tend to appear in similar contexts within the modally combined 

corpora. The algorithm was therefore run to further reduce the n-grams resulting from 

the previous experiment. The algorithm was adjusted to consider all edits in which all but 

one voice remains the same and the remaining voice moves by half step. The experiment 

determined the probabilities by testing the bigram combinations of each edited chord 

combination, and chose the combination of bigrams that registered the highest 

probability.  For instance, if the algorithm saw the progression [I – iv – v], it would likely 

recognize that changing the minor iv to a major IV and the minor v to a major V would 

create the constituent bigrams [I – IV] and [IV – V], which both tend to have higher 

overall probabilities than [I-iv] and [iv-v]. Each pitch of each chord of each trigram was 

moved both up and down by half step, and the resulting edited trigram was tested to see 

whether the edits improved the probability of that bigram.  If the chords were of different 

cardinalities, the algorithm tested the probabilities of all possible deletions in the larger of 

the two.20   

 Table 2 shows the most frequent chords that edit between one another (that is, the 

operations iv ! IV and IV ! iv are tallied under the same category). Major and minor 

tonic chords tend to pair, as do major and minor triads on the fourth and fifth scale 

degree. bVI frequently edits to i, reflecting its syntactic similarity to the minor tonic chord.  

(Note that in the current formulation, bVI could never be replaced with the major-mode 

                                                
20 In principle, we could have also tested all possible additions to the smaller chord.  However, since only 
two chords in the entire test – II7 and V7 – had more than three notes, the process heuristically only deleted 
notes, saving on processing power and computation time. 
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vi since that requires two separate half-step edits.)  IV and vi pair, as do iii and I, bII and 

iv, and II7 and IV, showing that those pairs function similarly.  Less intuitively, bVII and 

ii edit between one another, and bIII and v edit between one another.  

 
Table 2: Half-step edit chord pairs, and their percentage of occurrence in 
the 1851-1900 corpus 
 

Chords Percent of 
total edits 

I / i 16.39 
IV / iv 15.05 
bVII / ii 12.32 
III / v 12.06 
bVI / i 11.6 
I / iii 10.16 

bII / iv 8.79 
II7 / IV 7.08 
II7 / ii 2.81 
V7 / v 2.33 

V7 / bVII 1.31 
V7 / iii 0.11 

 
 
Example 8 shows the percentages of times that each half-step edit was made.  

Conforming to our intuitions about the parallel major and minor modes, the most 

frequent half-step edits occur between the major and minor versions of the third, sixth, 

and seventh degrees of the diatonic scale. ^5 and ^b6  are also frequently paired, mostly 

because bVI frequently edits to the minor tonic. ^4 and #4 show the affinity between II7 

chords and both IV and ii, while the ^3/^4 pair reflect the vi/IV connection.   
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Example 8: Scale-degree edit pairs, and their percentage of occurrence in 
the 1701-1750 corpus. 
 

 
 
 But this experiment cannot claim that half steps preeminently define contextual 

relationships without testing other intervals. The editing algorithm was therefore modified 

to accept edits of all intervals, and the test was repeated. Table 3 shows the results of this 

process.  Out of the sixteen edits made, eleven were half steps (68.75%), and the 

remaining five were whole steps (31.25%).  Given the free range to use any intervallic 

edits to maximize the bigram probability, the algorithm always chose either whole or half 

steps. 
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Table 3: Edits made in 1851-1900 by any interval 

 

Chord Pair 
Percent 

of total 
edits 

Is 
Half 

step? 
I / i 13.22 Y 

IV / iv 11.9 Y 
III - i 9.55 N 
I / iii 8.54 Y 
IV-ii 8.42 N 

bVI / i 8 Y 
bVII / v 7.71 N 
II7 / IV 7.46 Y 
bII / iv 7.37 Y 
bVII / ii 7.04 Y 
bVI / iv 3.47 N 
bIII / v 3.34 Y 
II7 / ii 1.48 Y 

V7 / bVII 1.28 Y 
V7 / v 1.1 Y 
V7 / iii 0.13 N 

 
 
This suggests a subtle interaction between modal mixture, voice-leading proximity, 

and chord context. Chords (or, at least relational chord classes) that are close in voice-

leading distance tend to act the same way. This is evident in the connections illustrated 

between chord pairs like iii and I, or iv and IV.   

Of course, there is an alternate hypothesis: if an alphabet favors triads, moving 

between them by altering one voice will necessitate whole and half steps exclusively.21 In 

that sense, the results of Table 3 may only exhibit a fundamental property of voice 

leading in tertian space. However, the fact that the algorithm does indeed group chords 

favoring particular pairs is notable. Further work would need to consider whether a 

corpus’ scale-degree or chord frequencies significantly affect the distributions in Example 

8 and Table 3. 

                                                
21 C.f. Cohn (1996), Tymoczko (2011) 
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In terms of the modal mixture, this experiment shows that the most variation 

occurs among those scale degrees that vary between the major and minor modes. This 

has contextual implications: each mode seems to share similar contextual 

interrelationships, as evidenced by the tendency for modally related chords to edit 

between one another. That is, the I chord’s relationship to IV is somewhat mirrored by i’s 

relationship to iv.  On the other hand, we have also seen that modally differentiated 

chords tend to cluster somewhat differently, as minor mode clusters do not exactly mimic 

those of the major mode. Although there are robust similarities between tendencies of 

modally related chords, robustly distinct progression norms seem to separate the modes.  

In other words, when a chord occurs in its minor-mode variant, it both participates in the 

same broader harmonic function as does its major-mode variant, and also triggers distinct 

contextual expectations and tendencies unique to its mode. 

 
   
General Discussion I: Applications to Tonal Function 
 
 

Both experiments paint a subtle and layered portrait of chordal function, and 

three such strata deserve further comment.  The first concerns the interactions between 

different levels of harmonic function, the second involves the multiple functional roles a 

single chord might play, and the third concerns the broader definitions of functional 

categories.   

To the first point: different amounts of editing create alphabets of various sizes 

that operate using different rules. While the musical surface hosts an enormous universe 

of possibilities, a chord-class alphabet is much smaller.  Example 9 shows the manifold 
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possible chord transitions available to a I chord in the Brahms corpus.  Example 10 shows 

the same situation after experiment 1’s filtering algorithm has been applied. 

 
Example 9: Chord transitions on the Brahms’ corpus surface (prob. > 2%) 
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Example 10: Edited chord transitions in the Brahms’ corpus (prob. > 5%) 

 
 Both examples show different levels of a chord-progression model. General rules 

may dictate the broader arrangements of chord classes, but on the surface these classes 

unravel into their constituent subsets and supersets. For instance, a I-to-V chord-class 

transition might generate the surface progression I!I#4!vii7!V7 of Example 1. This 

process effectively runs a relational-class algorithm “backward,” transforming chord 

classes into a musical surface.  Example 11 illustrates this, mapping out the relationship 

between a musical surface and the underlying chord classes.  

 
Example 11:  
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Notably, the behaviors of relational classes as described above and schematized in 

Example 11 do not completely determine the behavior of surface chords. This is nowhere 

more clear than in the relationship between modes. While modally related chords acted 

similarly enough to map onto one another in experiment 2, major-mode and minor-mode 

clusters exhibited different characteristics. A iv chord exhibits behaviors that are not 

completely determined by its parent relational class.  Conforming to our intuitions, it 

seems as though the minor mode operates generally like its parallel major mode, but with 

several differences. This is shown in Example 11 by the dotted arrows between the 

surface progression: while the progression of the underlying chord classes generates the 

surface chords, the surface progression also exhibits transition probabilities independent 

of the broader progression.22 

The second point involves the multiple contextual roles a single chord might play. 

Since the relational-class algorithms used in these experiments calculated bigram 

probabilities when maximizing the contextual probability, it is possible that given 

different contexts, a chord might be assigned into different chord classes.  For instance, in 

experiment 2’s scale-degree-editing algorithm, the final chord in the 3-gram [ I-V-vi ] 

would likely be edited into the “I” chord class due to the relatively high probability of the 

[ V-I ] bigram.  However, given the progression [ I-vi-V ], the algorithm would likely 

map the vi chord into the “IV” chord class, because of the relatively high probability of 

the [ I-IV ] and [ IV-V ] bigrams. Parsing into chord classes depends on the particular 

chord’s context.  The “I” chord class represents sonorities that are not only related by 

                                                
22 This distinguishes this hypothetical model from a true Context Free Grammar.  It also problematizes the 
algorithm’s claims to simplification, since the generalization does not entirely do away with the multifaceted 
rules and enormous alphabet associated with a complicated musical surface. 
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voice leading to I, but act like I.  A chord such as vi, therefore, can function in more than 

one relational class depending on its context. 

A closer look at the data reveals a model of tonal harmony that is at once both 

familiar and unorthodox. Recall that the “chords” in the reduced alphabet are not strict 

reductionist mappings, but malleable groups of relationships: an individual viiØ7 chord 

might participate in the V relational class when it acts like other chords of that class but 

might also fall into the ii-class when in a different context. From these classes emerge 

contextual categories that transcend specific chord identities. With this in mind, we can 

begin to see a subtle depiction of traditional tonal categories in this data. 

Recall that the top two most frequent relational classes – I and V – have a higher 

total frequency than all the remaining relational classes combined and that due to their 

overwhelming frequency these two chords play defining roles in our formulation of chord 

syntax. As shown in the cluster analyses, the behaviors of these two classes have a 

tendency to influence the categorization of the remaining chord alphabet. One particular 

behavior stands out: Example 12 shows the percentages with which the I and V chord 

classes move to other classes, plotted by ordinal rank (i.e., the most frequent chord to 

which they transition occurs at x= 1, and so on). The tonic’s bars (the darker ones) have a 

gentler slope than that of the dominant bars (the lighter ones), indicating that the tonic 

chord has more evenly distributed transition probabilities. While I moves to V 45% of the 

time, it moves to IV 28% of the time and to ii 11% of the time. In contrast, V moves to I 

67% of the time, while its second-most-frequent destination, V/V, constitutes only 10% 

of the transitions. Example 13 adds power-law regression lines to the initial data of 

Example 12.  The V chord’s slope is much steeper than that of the I chord.  The tonic’s 

regression line intercepts the y axis at the 49% mark and descends with a slope of -1.185, 
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while V-chord’s line intercepts around the 60% mark, and drops at a slope of -2.148.  

The differences in slope quantify the different levels of constraint associated with these 

two chord classes. 

 
 Example 12: Progressions of I and V relational classes in the 18th-century 
corpus  
 

 
 
 
Example 13: Top three I and V chord class transitions in the 1650-1750 
corpus 
 
 

 
 
 

This all suggest the syntactic scheme represented in Example 14. The majority of 

the corpus involves two chord classes, those with tonic and dominant functions, or chords 

that look and act like I and V. Tonic chords transition to several other classes with 
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somewhat comparable probabilities, and these chords frequently go back to tonic. 

Dominants, on the other hand, are far more constrained, and go to tonics over two-thirds 

of the time. This is dramatically asymmetrical. The resulting functional scheme has two 

main classes defined by their overwhelming frequency; however, the asymmetrical 

relationship of these classes creates two additional categories defined by their context in 

relation to the two main pillars. “Predominant” chords move between tonic and 

dominant, while “Plagal” chords orbit around the tonic category. Importantly, tonic and 

dominant are different kinds of functions than predominant and plagal. Tonic and 

dominant serve as functional pillars based on their high frequencies, and their 

asymmetrical relationships to other intermediate chords create two distinct other 

functional contexts: one transitions to and from tonic chords, with the other moving from 

a tonic chord toward a dominant.  

 
Example 14: A functional scheme of relational classes 
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 The analytical annotations in Example 1’s fourth (and lowest) row illustrate the 

insights of this functional scheme. As the music moves through its first four beats, the 

algorithm reduces the surface to I and V7 chords, rotating around the outside of Example 

14. At the end of the example, the surface reduces to a IV chord, moving to the node 

labeled “Intermediate chords” in the center of the functional scheme. Unlike the previous 

music, the sheer identity of this chord is not sufficient to assign the sonority a function. If 

it continued to a tonic, the chord would participate in the plagal function; if it moved to a 

dominant, the chord would articulate the predominant function. This exemplifies the 

difference between the scheme’s two types of functions: tonic and dominant chords 

garner their functions because of the frequency of particular chord classes, while 

predominant and plagal chords are defined by how they act in relationship to the former 

two functions. 

 
 
General Discussion II: Cognitive Implications 
 

 
These results are not only suggestive of what might constitute a tonal chord 

alphabet (i.e., the chords in Table 1 or Figure 6’s functions), but model a possible method 

for how this alphabet might be learned. The algorithm demonstrates certain statistical 

regularities in the corpus, regularities that are potentially available to listeners and 

learners of music. Cognitive research has generally assumed a chord alphabet of triads 

and seventh chords drawn from major and minor scales (e.g., Krumhansl (1990), Huron 

(2006) ), a practice reflected even in studies using non-traditional scales (e.g., Loui et al. 

2006) ). The current algorithm potentially provides a model for experimental work 

investigating how listeners distill complex musical stimuli to create tonality’s chord 
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alphabet. This algorithm models the creation of chord categories through a combination 

of structural and contextual similarity relationships, something that merits experimental 

testing to investigate its relevance to human cognition.  

 Another cognitive implication involves the scheme represented in Example 11, as 

it begins to address music’s enormous alphabet and the poverty of its stimuli. The scheme 

suggests the “rewrite” rules of Context Free Grammars as described in chapter 1. 

(Although the presence of surface rules that are not determined by the deeper functional 

transitions mean that this scheme cannot be a purely context-free grammar.) While more 

work would need to be done to connect this work to CFG theory, by invoking deeper and 

more structural analytical levels, this model begins to show a statistical property of music 

that might be available to listeners as they abstract from a musical surface to deeper 

harmonic structures. It also shows how an extremely diverse and complicated musical 

surface might be parsed, using simpler structural templates to make sense of actual 

surface progressions. Again, connecting these results to music cognition would require 

psychological testing, and a more complete explanation of music’s various structural levels 

would need more sophisticated modeling. For instance, the relationship between surface 

and chord-class transition probabilities remains undefined in this model, and this 

interaction would need to be accounted for. However, these models do provide an initial 

groundwork for potential psychological testing and might lay groundwork for further 

research into musical grammars. 
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General Discussion III: Consonance and Dissonance 
 
 
 In his 2010 article outlining various ways of modeling common-practice rhythms, 

David Temperley proposes a definition of syncopation tied to the concept of probability: 

 
I propose an alternative definition of syncopation that I would argue is 
both rigorous and intuitively satisfactory: a syncopated rhythm is one 
that is low in probability given the prevailing meter (by the norms of 
common-practice rhythm)…. If a rhythm is low in probability given a 
meter, it contradicts that meter, in that the meter is likely to be low in 
probability given the rhythm.23 

 
 
 While one may argue whether this definition is indeed intuitive, it is based on a 

well-documented psychological phenomenon, the mere-exposure effect: humans tend to 

prefer and be more comfortable with things to which they have been frequently 

exposed.24 Temperley is essentially claiming that listeners are less comfortable with less 

probable rhythms, and therefore cognize such phenomena as metric contradictions, 

resulting in the feeling of metric dissonance. Applying this idea to harmony, recent 

scholarship has suggested that our experiences of consonance and dissonance are a 

function of probability. As opposed to models that rely upon the harmonic frequency or 

natural resonance of a chord, this research posits that more frequent intervals lead 

listeners to cognize a sonority as consonant or dissonant. McLachlan et al. (2013) report 

an experiment in which, 

…nonmusicians were trained to match the pitches of a random 
selection of 2-pitch chords. After 10 training sessions, they rated the 

                                                
23 Temperley 2010: 371 
24 This idea originates in the work of Robert Zajonc (e.g., Zajonc 1968) and some of its applications to 
music are described in Huron (2006). 
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chords they had learned to pitch match as less dissonant than the 
unlearned chords, irrespective of their tuning.25 

 
Their findings suggest that listeners can cognize an interval as consonant or dissonant 

without respect to its natural properties but with respect to its probability.   

 By treating less probable sonorities as “misspelled” versions of more frequent 

chords, this algorithm intersects with this theory of dissonance. Improbable moments 

could be construed as less analytically structural and, according to this research, less 

cognitively salient and consonant. Example 15 reproduces an extended version of the 

Brahms excerpt of Example 1, along with the probabilities of each chord unigram given 

Brahms’ own corpus. 

Example 15: The opening to Brahms’ “Es ist ein’ Ros’ entsprungen” along 
with the probabilities of each salami slice 

 
  

                                                
25 McLachlan et al. 2013 
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Notably, the peaks tend to occur on chords we would intuit as consonant, and the 

valleys occur during the dissonances. The algorithm, then, by editing less probable chords 

to more probable chords, essentially reduces dissonances into their related consonances. 

This further deepens the potential connection between this algorithm and human 

cognition. Since the process changes less probable (and perhaps less “preferable”) 

structures into more probable (or more “preferable”) analogues, it highlights a statistical 

property of music that might – through the exposure effect – affect humans’ cognition of 

dissonance. These suggestive results invite further research into the intersection between 

chord probability and traditional vertical and contrapuntal notions of consonance and 

dissonance. Chapter 6 will take up this line of reasoning in its discussion of automated 

analysis models, schematizing these findings in the context of the Noisy Channel Model. 

 
 
Computational Applications 
 
 

As indicated by Example 1, this algorithm can provide a corpus-sensitive 

automated analysis machine. After its learning stage in which it determines a corpus’ 

reduced alphabet and transition probabilities, the model can create a “reduction” of the 

musical surface that maximizes the trigram probabilities by editing the musical surface 

into the chord’s more probable subsets and supersets.  

Example 16 outlines the process used by the analytical algorithm. Its goal is to 

create a trigram that finds the maximum window size that also returns the maximum 

probability given some corpus (here, the 1850-1900 corpus). The example shows four 

sample combinations along with the trigrams assigned by the reduction algorithm. The 

combinations continue, growing and shrinking windows to try as many combinations as it 
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can: in the current study, the algorithm is limited to windows of 3 or less salami slices in 

order to reduce computation time. As shown in the example’s lower right-hand corner, 

under these parameters the I-V-I progression provides the optimal solution. 

 
 
Example 16: The analytical algorithm’s process  

 

 
 

This algorithm is still in the development stage, and the process would need to 

involve some sort of dynamic programming in order to limit the number of ways the 

musical surface might be parsed into window-lengths and into each of the 24 possible 

keys. 
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Such an adaptation could be used to identify potential encoding errors in corpora 

(treating improbable occurrences as “noise” in the signal) or for approximating human 

Roman-numeral applications. For the latter, the current algorithm’s output would need 

to be compared to human annotations and other Roman-numeral algorithms to 

determine the best way to adapt the algorithm to this task, something that represents an 

area for future research. (Comparison to human annotations could serve as a first step to 

investigating the algorithm’s cognitive implications as well.) 

 
 
Summary 
 
 

This study presented an algorithm that edits the chordal n-grams of a musical 

surface into the chords’ more probable subsets and supersets in order to reduce the large 

alphabet typical of musical data into a workable and intuitive smaller alphabet. It was 

suggested that such an algorithmic reduction might show some statistical properties 

available to listeners as they translate the multifaceted and enormous chord alphabet of 

musical surfaces into a simpler language of diatonic triads and sevenths. It was shown that 

these concerns engage with frequent criticisms of statistical analyses of language, 

particularly the “poverty-of-stimulus” argument that insists that any linguistic modeling 

must account for cognitive generalizations.  

The experiments showed that the algorithm reduces the chordal n-grams to a 

simplified alphabet of triads and sevenths, and that this vocabulary might be further 

reduced by editing via efficient voice leading. Connections between probability and 

theories of consonance and dissonance were additionally outlined, and it was shown that 

by treating less-probable chords as misspellings of more-probable chords, the algorithm 
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potentially models the reduction of harmonic dissonances to consonances. Finally, the 

automated analytical potential of the algorithm was shown, and several directions for 

future research and development were suggested. 
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CHAPTER 6: KEY FINDING AND TONAL 
COMMUNICATION  
 
 
 
Introduction: Revisiting the Musical Noisy Channel 
 
 
 In chapter 1, we saw that by viewing some medium as a conduit for 

communication, we are imagining that medium transferring a series of embedded 

messages between two parties. In this formulation, messages move between two entities 

when one inscribes a message upon the medium and transfers it to the other; the latter 

then interprets the inscription. As a review, Example 1 reproduces a formal 

schematization of this definition of communication, Claude Shannon’s “Noisy Channel 

Model” first described in his seminal paper “A Mathematical Theory of 

Communication.”1 As discussed in chapter 1, this model was originally developed to aid 

his research into telephony for Bell Labs, and shows some source sending a message 

through a transmitter that translates the message into a signal.  The signal may encounter 

noise along its journey, but the code shared between both sides of the model allows for 

the receiver to distinguish between the signal and the noise, and to decode the signal into 

the underlying message. In order for the transmission to work, the transmitter and 

receiver must share the same mechanisms for translating between signals and messages.   

 

                                                
1 Shannon 1948 
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Example 1: The Noisy Channel Model (from Shannon 1948) 
 

 
 
 
   

Example 2 presents a Noisy Channel Model adapted to musical communication. 

In this scheme, we might imagine the un-interpreted raw musical surface as the signal, 

with the message comprising listeners’ interpretations of that signal. The rhythm of a 

musical surface might cause a listener to cognize a metrical pattern, or the oscillating 

open partials of a French Horn might invoke the image of a hunt in the mind of an 

audience member. In each of these examples, the receiver actively interprets some raw 

musical material as indicating some larger idea that is not explicitly present on the 

musical surface. In other words, neither meter nor topoi constitute data actually present on 

the musical surface; rather, they are ideas created in a listener’s mind through the 

interpretation of a musical surface. 
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Example 2: The Noisy Channel Model for musical communication 
 

 
 

 

And as argued in chapter 1, the communication of scale degrees might be similarly 

constructed. The pitch-class hierarchies and tonal orbits that constitute the cognition of 

musical key are not present on the musical surface, but organizations imposed by musical 

cognition. Citing psychological sources, we saw that the scale degree can be considered 

“hidden” information encoded in the musical surface. Listeners unearth the music’s key 

by deciphering the encoded signal.   

Some level of skepticism was introduced into this scheme, however. Unlike many 

linguistic or informatic systems, the models used to encode music seems to be – at least in 

some cases – different than those used to decode it.  That is, while every fluent English 

speaker is an “expert” at English’s decoding and encoding procedures, most listeners are 

not versed in the system used to compose music. A skeptical model was therefore adopted 

that allowed for various relationships between listening and compositional models, while 

accounting for the possibility that the two models are entirely different. It was also 

suggested that the corpus provides a unifying factor between the two, since both 

generative and interpretive models would have to capitalize on, reflect, or produce the 
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statistical properties of a particular corpus in order to be successful at producing or 

parsing that corpus.  

However, we also saw that given different sets of expectations, the same stimulus 

might be interpreted in two different ways. In terms of the tonal Noisy Channel, 

regardless of the model that encoded the musical key, if one uses different models for 

decoding, the same musical surface might be interpreted as articulating different tonal 

messages. 

This chapter continues the work of chapter 3 by observing the performance of 

different historically situated models of musical key.  Specifically, these tests engage one 

particular domain of tonal messages: the encoding and decoding that occurs between 

scale degrees and pitch classes. First, we will review several cognitive issues at stake in this 

study, after which a corpus-sensitive model of tonal encoding and decoding is presented, 

using the data of chapter 3 to instantiate these models. After discussing the materials and 

method used, the results of two experiments in key finding are shown. First the algorithm 

will analyze the opening to Beethoven’s 3rd symphony, and – after two additional 

heuristics are described – the beginning of Wagner’s Prelude to Tristan and Isolde. The 

results will be connected to historical analyses of each of the examples, and the 

algorithm’s behavior will be connected to notions of consonance and dissonance 

originally discussed in chapter 5. Also, as chapter 3 illustrated that variance within the 

statistical properties of different corpora might evidence different tonal models 

underpinning different styles, this chapter will argue that these different models do indeed 

meaningfully differ from one another in their communicative potential. This investigation 

provides a model for chapter 1’s speculative claim that different corpora can engender 

different systems of tonal communication. 
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Cognitive Modeling of Musical Key 
 
 

The goal of this dissertation has been primarily corpus-driven, observing the 

properties embedded within different groupings of musical data. However, when 

modeling tonality as a message underlying a musical signal, we model a human-oriented 

process. While our models will not seek to absolutely mimic human cognition, the Noisy 

Chanel can heuristically represent a relationship between a musical producer, the 

resulting signal, and the music’s interpreter. This heuristic will allow us to pinpoint 

particular aspects of the communication process, and connect the historical changes 

outlined in chapter 3 to tonal models. 

To this end, this study uses a key-finding algorithm that “learns” by observing the 

musical corpora used in chapter 3. By situating our corpora within particular times, 

places, and compositional schools – thereby broadly approximating particular 

compositional and musical-learning environments – a corpus-based approach can 

heuristically explore differences in musical expression and communication via the musical 

Noisy Channel. 

Given this heuristic communication scheme, we must choose a particular tonal 

decoding algorithm. While key-profile analyses could be applied to such tonal modeling, 

it should be noted that the chord-progression frequencies used in chapter 3 varied far 

more than the key-profiles derived from the same corpora. Example 3 shows the vectors 

drawn from the initial passages of composers’ corpora (as described in chapter 3’s 

Materials-and-Methods section) in which the most frequent degree is tallied as 1 and the 

percentage of less frequent degrees are calculated relative to that degree. Outside of some 
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variation in the subdominant and submediant degrees, little variation occurs between 

corpora. While some forthcoming work does engage with the variation that exists 

amongst different composers’ key-profile vectors, the greater variance between corpora’s 

surface chord-progression frequencies recommend that data for the current study.2  

From a music-cognition standpoint, the connection between tonal cognition and 

chord progressions has received less attention than key profiles; however chord 

progressions have been used in experimental models of tonal cognition in various forms 

(c.f., Krumhansl and Kessler (1982), Schmuckler (1989), Loui et al (2010)). Temperley and 

Marvin (2008) note problems with key-profile theories of tonal cognition, and suggest that 

considering harmonic information in key-finding would likely increase accuracy.  

 

Example 3: Major-key-profile vectors in several representative corpora 

 
 
 

 
 

                                                
2 White and Quinn forthcoming [2] finds significant variation between the key-profiles of certain groups of 
composers, specifically the usage of chromatic scale degrees. 

        ^1   b2      2     b3     3       4    #4    5     b6       6    b7     7 
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Furthermore, as seen in chapter 3, the probabilistic association between 

transpositionally equivalent progressions and their scale-degree instantiations not only 

differentiates composers from one another with a certain success, but can group corpora 

into larger styles. And so, with the caveat that tonal cognition involves many different 

musical domains and that surface trigrams lack deeper harmonic context, this study will 

focus on the connections between scale-degrees and transpositionally equivalent surface 

chord progressions. 

 
 
 
The Key-Finding Algorithm 
 
 

Due to its use of a musical parameter that sufficiently fluctuates between corpora 

as well as its potential connection to musical cognition, the chordal n-gram algorithm of 

Quinn (2010) was chosen. Equation 1 formalizes Quinn’s key-finding algorithm, 

combining the probability of a key given the chord progression at timepoint j with that 

key’s probability at the previous timepoint. The equation states that the best key 

judgment, or !!, is the key x that maximizes the right side of the equation. There, x can 

represent each of the 24 (or, x = 0…23) major and minor keys, and b represents the 

matrix of the probabilities of all possible keys throughout a piece at every timepoint j. bx,j 

therefore represents the probability of a particular key x at timepoint j, and bx,j–1 represents 

the probability of key x at the previous timepoint. In its current usage, each timepoint will 

entail each salami slice. We calculate a key’s probability bx,j at some timepoint using 

chapter 3’s probabilistic associations between transpositionally equivalent normal-form 

trigrams and their potential scale-degree expressions, or P(keyx|oj-2, oj-1, oj) where oj-2, oj-1, oj 
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is the observed transpositionally equivalent normal-form trigram at timepoint j and keyx is 

the scale-degree trigram associated with a particular key.  

The process uses overlapping trigrams, such that the last two chords within the 

current trigram constitute the first two chords of the previous trigram. Since probabilities 

from two timepoints are combined, a previous key judgment will affect the overall 

judgment. So as to weight the past less heavily than the present, a decay function d acts 

on the previous timepoint’s probabilities. Equation 2 defines Quinn’s decay function. 

Each member x in X of vector b at timepoint j is augmented by some integer i and then 

normalized over the sum of all the newly augmented values. This yields a more even 

probability distribution, with the points of higher probability mass redistributed to points 

of lower probability. By “evening out” the probability distribution at the previous 

timepoint, the previous probabilities contribute less to the final product calculated in 

Equation 2. The number i can be adjusted depending on how much one wants the past 

key judgments to influence the overall judgment. The current experiment uses i=0.01. 

  
 
 
Equation 1: The key–finding algorithm (a formalization of Quinn 2010) 
 

! ! !"#$!%!!! !!!! !!!!!!!!!
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Equation 2: the decay function 
 

                    ! !!!! ! !!!!!!
!!!!!!!"!!!
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Consider an example trigram: a progression of three triads, F, C, and G major. 

The transpositionally equivalent trigram of this progression would be { <0, 4, 7>  !  <0, 

4, 7] !  <0, 4, 7> }, or three major triads separated by i.c. 2 and i.c. 5, respectively. The 

first part of Equation 1’s numerator – the probability of a progression being in a key, or 

bx,j – is found using Chapter 3’s tally of scale-degree instantiations of this transpositionally 

equivalent trigram, now converted into key probabilities. For these probabilities, consider 

a hypothetical training session that has seen 1000 normal-form trigrams of this 

transpositionally equivalent type. Of this, 800 are instances of the IV–V–I chord 

progression, and 100 of I–V/V–V (both scale-degree instantiations of the progression in 

question), with the final 100 being various other scale-degree instantiations. With this 

information, we can calculate P(keyx|oj-2, oj-1, oj). The probability of C major would be 

calculated using the proportion of IV–V–I trigrams within all trigrams of the more 

general chord structure. Since 800 of the 1000 transpositionally equivalent trigrams were 

IV–V–I trigrams, the probability is 80%. Since only 100 of the trigrams expressed V–

V/V–V progressions, F major would yield a lower probability (100/1000, or 10%).   

Those three chords could, however, occur in a clear F-major context, something 

taken into account by incorporating the previous key judgment, bi,j–1. If F major’s 

probability were extremely high at the previous timepoint, this would influence the final 

outcome, weighting F major higher than C major. If indeed that were the case, F major 

would receive the highest overall probability, and the algorithm would interpret the 

progression as I–V/V–V. 

There is also a smoothing step to account for the small possibility that a chord 

progression might possibly articulate scale degrees in a way have has not been observed 
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(and to make sure the algorithm never needs to multiply by zero). The smoothing system 

is of novel design and is based on the well-documented tendency of musical data to follow 

power-law distributions. The system allocates small amounts of probability mass to 

conform to this distribution.3 Equation 3 states this formally: u is the rank ordering of the 

first key with zero observations associated with it, k is the slope of the power-law curve 

and a is the intercept, given as the highest number observations associated with any key. 

The numerator therefore tallies the estimated probability mass under the power-law 

curve for the unobserved ranks.  The denominator then averages that mass. In principle, 

k could be estimated with a power-law regression using the frequencies associated with 

the observed keys, but in this study the slope was heuristically set to -3 after observing the 

curves within many chord-progression distributions and monitoring the results of several 

trials. This average – which will vary proportionally based on the maximum observations 

and the number of unobserved keys relationships – can then be assigned to each key 

orientation that has no associated observations.  

 
 
Equation 3: the smoothing algorithm 
 

!!!!!!"
!!!
!" ! !  

 
 

 
In sum, this algorithm provides probabilistic key judgments based on its observed 

associations between tranpositionally equivalent trigrams and scale degrees. It learns these 

associations from a corpus, and assigns probabilities based on the frequency of such 

associations within this corpus. 
                                                
3 For more on Zipf’s law in music, see Manaris et al. (2005), Zanette (2006), Quinn and Mavromatis (2011), 
and Levetin et al. (2012). 
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The first experiment uses the algorithm as described thus far, salami-slicing the 

analyzed piece into its constituent trigrams and making probabilistic judgments as to the 

key associations of each. The second experiment adds two original heuristic processes to 

further assist in key finding.   

The SpellCheck heuristic applies to situations in which the algorithm is presented 

with a trigram that it has not observed in its training session. This heuristic adds the 

capacity to delete chords in the trigram, use only bigram probabilities,4 and to “spell 

check” the constituent chords using procedures identical to those described in the 

previous chapter. These procedures edit chord progressions into their more probable 

variants by adding and deleting notes, and also moving notes by half-step. The 

SpellCheck procedure therefore finds trigrams from the training session that are subsets, 

supersets, bigram variants, and related by half-step voice leading to the current unknown 

trigram, choosing the most probable of these possibilities. 

The HarmonicRhythm heuristic tests different ways to divide the musical surface 

into trigrams and chooses the division that produces the highest probability. This method 

takes three passes over the data, grouping the music into beats, beat subdivisions, and 

salami slices as defined by the MIDI file’s metadata. The program then evaluates which 

of these groupings best explains each moment in the analysis, choosing the trigram that is 

most probable (i.e., that transpositionally equivalent trigram that occurs most often in the 

training corpus). In other words, at every point HarmonicRhythm chooses the parsing 

that results in the chord progression that has been seen most frequently in the training 

corpus, providing the most probable trigram at each individual timepoint. 

 

                                                
4 This essentially allows the algorithm to consider variable-length n-grams. 
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Materials 
 
 

This experiment relied on data identical to that of chapter 3. The Yale MIDI 

archive was used to compile trigrams of unordered scale-degree sets instantiating 

transpositionally equivalent sets using both the beginnings of the files and those parts of 

the files judged by key-profile analysis to clearly be in a particular key. Again, the trigrams 

were gathered at three metric levels, and used two simplifying steps. The program first 

divided the music into every moment where the pitch-class content changes (i.e., “salami 

slicing”), then divided the music into the contents of each beat (as defined by the MIDI 

file’s metric data), and then grouped notes into the next smallest division of the beat (also 

defined by the MIDI meter data), all ignoring chord repetitions. All transpositionally 

equivalent hapax legomena were discarded.5 This process was implemented in the Python 

language using the music21 software package.6  Clustering was used from chapter 3’s 

grouping analyses, and used clustering algorithms implemented with the R programming 

language. 

The algorithm was used to make key judgments on two examples of tonal 

ambiguity, Beethoven’s “Eroica” Symphony, and Wagner’s Prelude to Tristan and Isolde. To 

investigate the algorithm’s results, these key judgments were compared to several 

historical analyses of these passages. 

                                                
5 Because of the three passes over the data, hapax legomena were defined as n=3. 
6 Cuthbert and Ariza 2011  
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Experiment 1, The Eroica Symphony: Results and Discussion 

 
The algorithm was trained on several different corpora, after which it judged the 

key probabilities within the opening of Beethoven’s “Eroica symphony,” a reduction of 

which is reproduced in Example 4. Since single-composer groups performed poorly in 

early trials due to sparse data, the k-means clusters used in chapter 3 were used. The four 

non-unitary groupings were used: Vivaldi–Telemann–Handel, Beethoven–Schubert–

Haydn–Mozart–Mendelssohn, Brahms–Schumann, and Chopin–Tchaikovsky–Saint-

Saens–Liszt. The following discussion refer to these as the Baroque, Classical, Early 

Romantic, and Late Romantic corpora, respectively. 

 
 
Example 4: Reduction of Beethoven’s Third Symphony, “Eroica,” mm. 3–11 

 
The opening of the “Eroica” has been the subject of several divergent tonal 

analyses throughout its reception history, and these analyses are reflected in the 

experiment’s results. Vasili Byros has written extensively on the reception of this opening 

phrase, showing that critics tend to view the passage in one of three ways: as briefly 

modulating to G minor, as remaining in E-flat major, or containing a moment of 

ambiguity bookended by E-flat clarity. Byros shows that each hearing is historically 

situated: the G-minor hearing was prevalent in the early 19th century, while the E-flat and 
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ambiguous hearings gain favor later. To Byros, the passage contains “a ‘lost’ harmonic 

schema,” the le – sol – fi – sol progression, a schema that would have been familiar to 

Beethoven’s listeners and precipitated hearing the famous C-sharp as a raised 

subdominant degree in G minor.7 According to Byros, later readings – that of a 

prolongation of E-flat or of momentary ambiguity – can be attributed to the schema 

falling out of favor in the 19th century and becoming less familiar to historically removed 

listeners. These readings will be discussed at greater length below. 

Table 1 shows the trigram-by-trigram key judgments made by the four models, 

starting on the downbeat of measure 8.  In this example, each column is labeled with the 

pitch classes of the final chord in the trigram under consideration at that moment. Each 

cell then shows the key that each model assigns to each trigram. 

Table 1: The algorithm’s analysis after four different training sessions, mm. 
6-11 

 
 

                                                
7 Byros, 2009: 138 
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At the onset of bar 6, each model analyzes the key as E-flat major, although with 

the small possibility that the E-flat chord represents a dominant, and therefore an A-flat 

key center. As the bass descends to D, all models converge on a high-probability E-flat 

analysis. When the bass moves to C-sharp, however, the readings diverge. Both the 

Baroque and Classical models find that the introduction of this pitch class suggests a 

move to the subdominant, interpreting the pitch not as C-sharp but as D-flat. Both 

Romantic models, on the other hand, analyze the pitch C-sharp as the raised fourth scale 

degree in G minor. Notice, however, that at this slice the probability mass within each 

models’ assessment is more divided between keys, creating a lower top probability and 

less overall certainty: several models retain secondary E-flat readings, while the Baroque 

model additionally points to A-flat and F minor.  

As the C-sharp rises to D, all models converge on G minor as the most probable 

tonic. Having assigned that key to the previous trigram, the Romantic models return very 

high probabilities, while secondary keys remain in the other models with lower-but-

persistent probabilities (note that some even point slightly to D minor!). In bar 10, all 

models return to E-flat major, keeping G minor as a secondary possibility. This possibility 

disappears as the music reaches its suspension figure in bar 11.  

The Romantic corpora, then, seem to produce models that are better prepared to 

hear bars 7–9 as a digression into G minor than do the earlier corpora. The earlier 

corpora, on the other hand, find measure 7 to be more indicative of a lowered leading 

tone, pointing toward a subdominant digression. While measure 9 provides the Romantic 

models with a confirmation of their suspected G minor, the same measure provides the 

earlier models with a tonal surprise. Having moved through the music of measure 6, the 

Classical and Baroque models are not prepared for a move to the submediant in bar 7, 
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and therefore do not settle on a G minor analysis until bar 9. The later corpora, however, 

are not only prepared for this modulation, but deem it to be the most probable 

explanation of measure 9. All models hear G minor, but different corpora cause the 

models to settle into this hearing at different moments in the passage. 

 These results can be read alongside Byros’ historical interpretations of the passage. 

As already mentioned, several early 19th century readings find that the passage 

unambiguously tonicizes G minor. This viewpoint is typified by an 1807 review by the 

music critic Johann Friedrich Rochlitz: 

 
[N]o composer before Beethoven has dared to begin a piece in E-flat 
major... then continue with progressions that belong entirely to the scale 
of G minor until finally the fourth and the following measures are 
merciful enough to extricate our ear from this predicament and remove 
us to the proper key.8 

 
 
Another camp interprets the passage’s chromaticism as operating under the auspices of E-

flat major. Byros shows this reading to be more typical of 20th-century criticism, and is 

typified in the following Brian Hyer quote:  

 
I must admit to finding [Rochlitz’s] hearing of the 6/4 above D 
unpersuasive: I believe our memories of E-flat are too recent for us to 
hear D as anything but a leading tone to E-flat.9  

 
 
A final interpretation, one that Byros argues is more typical of the 19th century, is 

represented by the following excerpt from Donald Francis Tovey and reads the 

chromaticism as simply tonally ambiguous: 

 

                                                
8 Quoted in Byros 2009: 94 
9 Hyer 1994: 81 
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After two strong introductory chords the violoncellos state the 
principal theme... Then, as the violins enter with a palpitating high 
note, the harmony becomes clouded, soon however to resolve in 
sunshine.10 

 
 

Each historical interpretation can be seen in different models’ interaction with this 

passage. The two Romantic corpora reflect a G minor emphasis as they first invoke that 

key in bar 7, a key that is then confirmed with the following trigram. The Classical and 

Baroque corpora, on the other hand, reflect a reading of ambiguity. These models’ 

interpretation of bars 7 and 9 involve different keys, indicating a “cloud” of uncertainty 

that only begins to dissolve into clarity in bar 10. A completely E-flat interpretation, on 

the other hand, would arise from a model with a higher factor of decay. If any of these 

models considered previous judgments more strongly, the high E-flat probability of bar 6 

could easily overwhelm the chromatic motion of bar 7. 

But Byros’ particular historical argument – that the G minor reading would have 

been characteristic of Beethoven’s time period – is not supported by this data. Later 

corpus models give rise to the G minor reading, whereas earlier models – including that 

contemporaneous with Beethoven – are more ambiguous. Byros’ corpus analysis finds the 

le–sol–fi–sol paradigm to be at the height of its popularity in 1790, and the current study 

might seem to challenge this, as a prevalence of this schema would likely be reflected in 

this study’s corpora. However, since Byros’ schema involves a sequence of four harmonies 

with specific bass-voice relationships, and since the present key-finding algorithm does not 

take chord inversion into account and only models three-chords at a time, it cannot 

directly engage with Byros’ le–sol–fi–sol reading. While it seems plausible that Byros’ 

schema did indeed have its heyday in the late 18th century, the current study suggests that 

                                                
10 Tovey 1935: 30 
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the more generalized chord pattern underlying his schema – i.e. the normal-form sets – 

would associate the Eroica’s arrival on C-sharp more with the subdominant than with the 

mediant. By the 19th century, however, it appears that this general chord structure yields 

a clear G-minor analysis both earlier and with higher probability than the Baroque and 

Classical models. 

 

Experiment 2: Results and Discussion 
 

The algorithm was trained on three of the corpora used in the previous 

experiment, after which it judged the key probabilities within the opening of the Tristan 

Prelude (reduction reproduced in Example 5). The late-Romantic corpus was excluded due 

to its sparse data’s interaction with the SpellCheck heuristic. 

 
 
Example 5: piano reduction mm. 1-3 of Wagner’s Prelude to Tristan and 
Isolde 

 
 

 

Table 2 shows the key judgments resulting from the three training sessions. As in 

Table 1, the top row lists the pitch classes of the last chord of the trigram under 

consideration. (The first and second chord’s trigrams would involve one and two blank 

tokens, respectively, with blanks arising in training corpora at the beginnings of pieces.) 
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Each corpus then has two rows associated with it.  The first row shows the scale-degree 

trigrams the algorithm chooses at the present and two preceding timepoints.  If spell-

checking has occurred, the chord appears in quotes. The final row shows the highest key 

judgment at every moment.  

 
Table 2: The algorithm’s analysis after three different training sessions 

 
Having trained on the Classical corpus, the algorithm judges the first two notes to 

be in D minor, but switches to F major at the third trigram. The algorithm makes no 

judgment about the famous Tristan chord, nor the following two trigrams (that is, not 

even spell-checking could find a suitable chord in its memory), but spell checks the last 

trigram into a V7/V-V progression.  

Training on the Baroque corpus, the algorithm now believes the music to be in A 

minor until the downbeat of the third measure.  Here, it spell-checks the music into a ii!7-
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V7 progression in E-flat minor.  It then changes key and spell-checks the last trigram also 

into a ii7-V7 progression, but now in A.   

Finally, training on the Romantic corpus, the algorithm finds the beginning to be 

most likely in D minor, but now groups the first beat of measure 3 together to create a V9 

in E-flat.  Just like the other readings, the algorithm switches to A minor at the last 

moment.   

Comparing the three analyses highlights several interesting and often-discussed 

aspects of the music. First, no corpus provides the algorithm adequate means to analyze 

the Tristan chord, at least when it is the last chord of a trigram. Additionally, a 

monophonic plateau of relative instability precedes the chord: none of these readings has 

particularly strong judgments concerning the initial three notes. This means that when 

the algorithm considers the anomalous Tristan chord, it does not have enough tonal 

momentum (i.e., no key has a high enough previous probability) to coast through the 

moment with any degree of tonal assuredness.  In fact, the Classical model must wait until 

the last trigram before it assigns any degree of tonal assuredness.  In other words, this 

reading seems to model a listener who “gives up” until she recognizes the last chord as a 

dominant.   

Notably, the Classical model finds the third measure’s downbeat to be a 

misspelled dominant chord. That is, the algorithm projects what we would hear as a 

dissonance resolution onto the situation in order to make sense of the chord progression. 

The connections of this action to notions of consonance and dissonance will be discussed 

below. 

The Baroque and Romantic analyses, on the other hand, are more tonally 

adventurous. These models further dramatize the ambiguity of this passage, as the 
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SpellCheck algorithm struggles to decide which notes are chord-tones and which notes 

are misspellings, and the implications of these decisions point to various keys. As we enter 

measure 2, neither model can make sense of the sustained Tristan chord and its brief 

resolution into an F French-sixth chord. As the voices wedge apart into measure 3, both 

models analyze that chord as a misspelled dominant 7th chord, with the F half diminished 

chord becoming a ii!7. The SpellCheck procedure ignores the intervening chord, and the 

algorithm analyzes E-flat as the most probable tonal center. 

But then the B-flat rises to B-natural. In the Romantic model, the 

HarmonicRhythm procedure groups the note with the previous sonority, such that the B 

(or C-flat) becomes part of a V9 chord, thereby continuing with the E-flat minor analysis. 

But then, at the end of the measure, both the Romantic and Baroque models discard E-

flat minor in favor or A, reading the E chord as a dominant.  Now the A-sharp (or was it 

B-flat?) becomes the spell-checked note. Although just a moment ago these models 

analyzed the A at the end of the previous measure as an ignorable tone, now that selfsame 

A becomes the 7th of the new tonic’s ii!7 chord.  

In sum, while each training session ends in the key of A, earlier ambiguities 

receive different readings, indicating that different corpora differently inform the key-

finding processes.  

These interpretations intersect with various historical readings of the passage. The 

tonal uncertainty and the flip-flopping between the notes that should and should not be 

spell-checked parallels historical commentary about this passage’s tonal vertigo and its 

ambiguous appoggiaturas and chromatic passing tones. Just as the SpellCheck algorithm 

changes which notes it discards or modifies, so too do various historical readings disagree 
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about which pitches constitute the passages’ fundamental harmonies. Ernst Kurth, for 

instance, writes of the Tristan chord: 

 
Die Grundform dieser ersten Kadenz ist: H7–E7, also eine 
dominantische Kadenz (deren Ausklang selbst der 
Dominantakkord der Vorspieltonart a-Moll ist).11 

 
 
Kurth reads the second measure as a B dominant seventh, a V7/V in A minor. The 

Tristan Chord’s bass – F natural – substitutes for F-sharp, a reading that aligns with the 

final spell-checked trigram arising from the Classical-corpus model.  

Another reading, however, interprets the Tristan Chord as standing in for a 

predominant. Arend (1901) claims that the chords is, “a modified seventh chord,” hearing 

the underlying sonority as a B-D-F-A. This reading is echoed in D’Indy (1903): 

 
[Removing] all artificial, dissonant notes, arising solely from 
the melodic motion of the voices, and therefore foreign to the 
chord…[the sonority is] no more than a subdominant in the 
key of A, collapsed in on itself melodically… This is the 
simplest thing in the word.12 

 
 

This reading corresponds to the analysis created by the Baroque and Romantic 

corpora in which the D-sharp stands in for a D-natural, thereby creating a ii!7-V7 

progression in A, with an passing dissonance in between.   

Finally, it has also been speculated the Tristan Chord quotes a moment in 

Beethoven’s Piano Sonata Opus 31, no. 3, first movement.  The chord in question is 

reproduced below as Example 6. 

 

                                                
11 Kurth 1920: 46 
12 D’Indy 1903: 117. Quoted in Nattiez (1990) 
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Example 6: Beethoven’s Piano Sonata Opus 31, no. 3, i: mm. 35-36 
 

 
 

 
While the boxed verticality is identical to the Tristan Chord in terms of its vertical 

pitch content, several differences between the two sonorities are explicitly outlined by 

John Rothgeb: 

 
Beethoven's chord -- leaving aside the fact that its correctly notated 
e-flat is the seventh of a 7-6 suspension -- is not a "Tristan Chord" 
but rather a half-diminished seventh.  Its treble pitch is an a-flat, 
which forms an outer-voice interval of a minor 10th (3d), not an 
augmented 9th.  As such it would be free to proceed by leap -- 
perhaps to f over a bass b-flat (in the sense of II7 - V of E-flat)…13 

 
 

Read more generously, if one were to make a connection between the Tristan 

Prelude and the Beethoven excerpt, one would be inclined to hear the passage 

momentarily in E-flat. After all, the actual spelling (i.e., the difference between a minor 

10th and an augmented 9th) is not available to a listener without score. This interpretation 

reflects the Baroque and Romantic models’ invocations of E-flat at the penultimate 

trigram. As Rothgeb points out, the contrapuntal behavior of this passage divorces it from 

an E-flat tonality; while the models are unaware of the passage’s contrapuntal 

characteristics, Wagner’s resolution in bar 3 removes all potential connection to E-flat, 

something reflected in the models’ quick abandonment of that key at the final trigram. 

                                                
13 Rothgeb 1995: § 9 
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 Just as in the Eroica example, the key-finding algorithm outputs results that 

conform to various historical analyses of the Prelude to Tristan and Isolde. The variations 

between different corpora create different statistical models, and these models in turn 

output different results. The cognitive implications of these experiments are outlined in 

the general discussion below. 

 
 
General Discussion I: SpellCheck and the Nature of Harmonic Dissonance 
 
 
 The SpellCheck heuristic invokes issues of consonance and dissonance, and these 

issues can be schematized within the Noisy Channel Model. By changing a sonority’s 

notes to make its occurrence more probable, we are treating the more probable structure 

as a more “fundamental” version of the surface chords in so much as they communicate a 

less ambiguous tonal message. As we saw in the previous chapter, the most probable 

chords in a corpus tend to be tertian harmonies associated with consonance (c.f., 

McLachlan et al. 2013). When the models “correct” the top voice’s A-sharp in the Tristan 

Prelude’s third measure to B, thereby creating an E7 chord, the algorithm is changing the 

actual musical surface into a very probable chord via half-step transformation.   

 To a certain extent, such is dissonance. When appogiaturas, passing tones, 

suspensions and the like are introduced, they tend to be elaborating some underlying 

consonant – and more probable – structure. The SpellCheck heuristic, by treating these 

dissonant verticalities as transformations of underlying probable chords, essentially 

“reduces” improbable dissonant tones to the more probable and consonant harmonies on 

which they are based. In terms of the Noisy Channel, the dissonant structures are 
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decoded into their related consonant structures by considering the subset, superset and 

voice-leading relationships between probable and improbable chords. 

 Example 7 schematizes the relationship between the musical surface and 

underlying consonances in terms of a Noisy-Channel en/decoding process. An 

underlying consonance constitutes a hidden structure – the message – of some signal, here 

a surface dissonance. The process that translates between the two could involve several 

aspects, including the sub/superset and voice leading relationships of the SpellCheck 

algorithm.  

 
Example 7: Noisy channel model of dissonance elaboration of an underlying 
consonance 
 

 

 

 This process could take into account several parameters not currently used. For 

instance, the SpellCheck procedure does not currently take into account linear motion: 

the fact that the A-sharp under consideration rises by half step might hint at its function 

as a dissonant passing tone, something a more sophisticated method might incorporate 

into its modeling. While choosing using n-gram probabilities within the SpellCheck 

method partially addresses issues of context, a more complete model of dissonance would 

likely have to take further linear contexts into consideration. Regardless, it is notable that 

a probability-based n-gram model highlights the manner in which dissonances operate in 

connection to underlying more-probable chords. 
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General Discussion II: The Multiple Tonality Hypothesis 
 
 

The results of these two experiments suggest that different historically situated 

musical corpora represent different practices, since each corpus involves different 

statistical properties.  If these properties are indeed available to and used by musical 

communicators, these divergent practices may mean that different musical communities 

communicated and heard musical key differently. If Chapter 3 illustrated that 

significantly different probabilistic models govern different styles’ musical surfaces, the 

current results argue that these statistical differences could create different models of tonal 

communication. Experiment 1 uses a corpus-based key-finding algorithm to decode 

musical key within the opening to Beethoven’s “Eroica” symphony, showing that different 

historically situated models produce different tonal analyses. Experiment 2 illustrated that 

the algorithm, when augmented with SpellCheck and HarmonicRhythm heuristics, can 

not only find key within the opening to Wagner’s Prelude from Tristan and Isolde, but its 

outputs suggest connections to notions of consonance and dissonance.  The results of both 

experiments also notably conformed to historical analyses of the excerpts, adding some 

credence to our models. That is, even though we lack explicit behavioral evidence linking 

our particular computational modeling to cognitive processes, the similarity between our 

results and historical commentaries suggests that these models have at least some limited 

ability to reflect historically situated models of musical cognition.  

Although the connection to human cognition is speculative, tentative, and 

heuristic, this data models a situation in which listeners could potentially interpret tonal 

centers differently when their ears have been “trained” on different repertoires. If this 

model indeed reflects listeners’ cognitive processes, these results indicate that different 
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points in the Western musical tradition utilize different tonal models that interpret the 

same stimuli differently. 

While few have argued that the variations within common-practice tonality (i.e., 

tonal music between 1650–1900) constitute different tonal models, many have argued 

that our cognitive models of tonality arise from exposure to corpora, for instance 

Bharucha (1987), Huron (2006), and Pearce et al. (2010).  The separate-model argument 

has been theorized in several recent pop/rock corpus studies. DeClerq and Temperley 

(2011), for instance, have shown that chords transition to one another with very different 

frequencies in pop-music corpora than in common-practice corpora.  Hughes (2011) has 

subjected this hypothesis to subject-based testing and gotten some significant results: 

Hughes primes subjects with either classical or blues music, after which the subjects hear 

a chord progression and are asked to rate its goodness-of-fit.  In these experiments, 

certain chord progressions seem to be preferred differently depending on whether the 

subject heard classical or blues music first. While this type of experimental inquiry is in its 

infancy, these results do suggest that different priming conditions evoke different 

expectations, expectations that could be learned by exposure to corpora. However, if 

these experiments and models indicate that pop and Classical corpora teach listeners to 

cognize tonality differently, our computational models suggest that even finer grained 

distinctions might be made.  

 If the way we cognize tonality is contingent upon the corpus on which we are 

trained, then the tonality of – say – 1720s Weimar is significantly different than – say – 

1840s Paris. Listeners from these different temporal/geographic locations would have 

“trained” their ears on different corpora resulting in different cognitive models. While 

other explanations can potentially discount the multiple-tonality hypothesis – e.g., 
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listeners from multiple situations generalizing into a common model, or a priori cognitive 

givens that erase cross-cultural variations – our modeling shows the possibility of multiple 

tonalities arising from our corpora. In other words, this study has shown the potential for 

multiple tonal models to be present in Western European music history. A hypothesis that 

there existed not one overriding tonal model but many tonal models – a multiple tonality 

hypothesis – therefore must be entertained in empirical studies of common-practice tonality. 

Similarly, our implementation provides a model for the concept of “historically 

situated music cognition” advocated by Byros (2010) as discussed in chapter 1.  Byros 

writes that, “situated cognition research argues for the ecological specificity of perception: 

that the information processing aspects of the mind are modeled on, and formed by 

interaction with, a specific environment…”14 He concludes that tonal cognition has an 

inherently historical connection, writing, “[Tonal expectation] is inextricably both a 

linguistic category… and a historical category, by virtue of its historical situatedness.”15 

This is reflected in the current studies’ findings: different historically situated corpora 

create different models that in turn decode tonal surfaces differently. 

But while this discussion concerns tonal communication, even if these results 

could provide evidence for cognitive hypotheses, they cannot claim to model the hearings 

of individual people at particular times. Note, for instance, that in the Beethoven analysis, 

Tovey’s hearing conformed to the Classical model’s analysis rather than to the more 

contemporaneous models of his own musical training. Not only are the models imperfect, 

but these corpora approximate a representative sample of music to which some 

population could have been exposed. The experiences that individuals have with these 

                                                
14 Byros 2010: 288. 
15 ibid 
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corpora are extremely variable, as are individuals’ musical training, ability, and so on. 

Such variation renders these models’ connections to an individual’s cognition unviable. 

However, these models do approximate the agglomerated compositional practice of a 

style. As described in chapter 3, these corpora potentially describe a horizon of listening 

possibilities available to a population while also approximating the average musical trends 

and norms of a particular style or compositional school. Rather than making claims about 

what individual historically situated listeners heard, these models can make claims about 

the stylistic norms associated with historically situated populations of listeners and 

composers. The Noisy Channel’s en/decoding process becomes an idealization of the 

statistical properties of the music being composed at a particular time and place.  

The connection between corpus-based and cognitive modeling becomes even 

more difficult when considering 20th- and 21st-century listening practices. If we are 

exposed to a range of historical corpora in addition to popular and contemporary art 

music, our own historically-based musical expectations become complicated and perhaps 

multivalent. While each individual corpus might give rise to its own tonal models, it is 

unclear whether exposure to multiple models yields a single agglomerated cognitive 

model, various separate repertoire-specific cognitive models, or some hybrid of those 

options. This topic represents an ample area for future psychological and corpus-based 

investigation.  

In sum, if these experimental models show possible connections between a 

historical situation and tonal model, then they support a central thesis of chapter 1: there 

exists not just one tonality in the Western common practice, but rather many tonalties, 

That is, these results argue for the multiple tonalities hypothesis. Chapter 3 showed us 

that chord progression models vary significantly between corpora; the current study 
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shows us that these differences can change the way scale degrees are manifested. The 

variation between divergent chord-progression practices is not necessarily merely an 

ornamental change, but could indicate variation in the very tonal model used to 

communicate key. As argued in chapter 1, musical models subtly change as audiences 

form new expectations to understand the music produced by their contemporary 

composers, and composers adjust their practice to successfully communicate to their 

contemporary audiences. This evolution is evidenced by the changes in scale-degree 

expressions within the various historically situated corpora used in the current key-finding 

models.  Again, these results are computational and not psychological. The multiple-

tonalities hypothesis would be further and more strongly supported by data that showed 

different key judgments arising from subjects exposed to different repertoires. While some 

work has begun on this topic (e.g., Hughes 2011), it remains for further psychological 

experiments to sufficiently demonstrate the modeling advocated by these results. 

Importantly, these results do not argue against using a single musical model to 

analyze all Western European music (i.e., a single-tonality hypothesis). However, these 

models do frame tonal models in terms of the purpose of the analysis and the boundaries 

of the corpus. An analogy with spoken language becomes particularly illuminative: 

spoken languages contain regional variations, chronological evolutions, and class-based 

differences.  If one is describing the spoken communication of Austro-Prussia within the 

last several centuries, one could refer to the “German” language; however, another 

context might necessitate analyzing the spoken communication of Munich in 1935; and, 

yet another analysis might require discussing properties of the entire Indo-European 

language tradition. Musical discourse involves similar grains of focus. We can move from 

discussing the 18th-century French tradition, to the whole of Western European tonality, 
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and back to the musical practice of 1725 Vienna. But, this study has shown that each 

focal level can be defined as an individual model as it involves a defined corpus and 

musical community. To discount the potentially unique practices of 1725 Vienna as 

merely “stylistic” would be to overlook the communicative relationship between those 

composers and their specific audiences. At the same time, there are certainly 

commonalities connecting larger groupings of musical practices. For instance, in the vast 

majority of music, the key-finding algorithm produce similar results regardless of the 

training corpus, all corpora in chapters 4 and 5 favored dominant and tonic triads, and 

the cluster analyses of Chapter 3 showed coherent and unique corpus divisions present on 

various hierarchical levels. However, in our current modeling system, every relationship 

between composer and audience – that is, every historically defined corpus – can 

potentially create its own tonal model. When we expand or contract the frame of that 

relationship by expanding or contracting the boundaries of the corpus, the model may 

change in scope, but remains a potentially unique model nonetheless.  

And – as outlined in chapter 1’s discussion of Franco Morretti’s distant reading– this 

notion of tonal modeling has socio-political ramifications as well. By defining tonal 

communication through corpora, and therefore through specific musical communities, we 

level the canonical playing field. Every unique model, and therefore every unique musical 

community, represents a unique and legitimate tonal model. Instead of there being a 

mainstream around which flows peripheries and offshoots, there exists innumerable tiny 

streams that intersect, join, and diverge that – regardless of their size and whether they 

are mentioned in textbooks – represent legitimate, well-formed tonal models worthy of 

investigation. Our adaptation of the Noisy Channel Model, then, invests value into each 

community of tonal communication and allows us to tell their stories within a 
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methodological framework that eschews the ideas of a “canon,” and moves past the 

mainstream/periphery binary in favor of individual relationships between communicators 

and their audiences. 

Of course, the above work is limited in its extent, and only suggestive of the above 

hypotheses. However, these data do show that different corpora can lead an algorithm to 

decode musical key in different ways, suggesting that different musical tonal models can 

lead to different musical interpretations.  All in all, this argues for a view of tonality in 

which musical practices are framed in terms of the relationship between composer and 

audience and the specific boundaries of a corpus. 

 
 
Summary 
 
 
 This chapter presented a corpus-sensitive key-finding algorithm and used it to 

model the probable key structure of two famous examples of tonal ambiguity, the 

openings to Beethoven’s “Eroica” Symphony and to Wagner’s Prelude from Tristan and 

Isolde. The various models’ outputs were compared to historical analyses of these passages, 

and many overlaps were found. These results were contextualized within the musical 

Noisy Channel Model, suggesting that we might heuristically imagine a listener 

translating between a musical surface and scale degrees using a process approximated 

(albeit imperfectly and incompletely) by the algorithm. Additionally, due to the 

relationship between corpus analysis and statistical learning outlined in chapter 1, and the 

different models of surface progressions observed in chapter 3, it was suggested that these 

corpus-based models might describe general musical expectations and compositional 
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norms present in some historically situated musical community, although further 

psychological testing would need to be done to fully support this hypothesis. 

The Tristan analysis additionally utilized a novel SpellCheck heuristic that “edits” 

unseen trigrams by either finding bigram variants or replacing the constituent chords with 

those that were subsets, supersets, or related by parsimonious voice leading to the 

originals. Due to the relationship between low probabilities and dissonance outlined in 

the previous chapter, it was suggested that this process partially models the relationship 

between dissonances and the underlying consonances they elaborate.  

In sum, the Noisy Channel, by requiring formal encoding and decoding models, 

allows us to quantify relationships between corpora. Especially when taking the results of 

chapter 3 into consideration, the scheme seems to allow us to also model differences 

between various systems of tonal communication, suggesting that there might exist 

various different tonal models underpinning different corpora. Our models show that the 

multiple-tonalities hypothesis – the hypothesis that there exist many tonalities within 

Western music history – can be supported by the statistical properties of our corpora. 

Such modeling promotes individual historically situated tonal models, challenging 

monolithic theories of common-practice tonality. 
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